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                                 BASIC FORM OF THE THESIS 
1. Introduction
The city is torn by war, regime change and natural disaster.
2. Research = new knowledge
- Compiled annotated index of all the maps of Banja Luka. 
- Developed techniques for mapping the city based on the indi-
vidual and collective memory of its inhabitants, including the 
production of two extended memory maps.
3. Discussion
Memory maps are a form of personal and collective memory.
                                            ABSTRACT
How does a place known itself? One of the ways a place knows 
itself is how it is represented on maps where we can see its car-
tographic history & identity. People draw maps in order to un-
derstand the city in which they live.
The research presented in this thesis is in two parts:
-  Collecting and indexing all the maps of Banja Luka, be-
ginning with the first maps of Banja Luka from the Ottoman 
times. These maps are scattered all around the world. This is 
the first time the research on collecting and indexing maps of 
Banja Luka has been done. This thesis is the only place where 
this comprehensive ‘collection’ of maps of Banja Luka exists.
- Drawing new maps of Banja Luka. There are two types of 
maps in this thesis: cartographic reconstructions and memory 
maps. The reconstructions record the Banja Luka that never 
made it into the cartographic history due to the turbulent po-
litical history of the city. Of the memory maps, there are also 
two types. There are personal and individual memory maps 
and collective memory maps. The individual memory maps 
are based on my own memory and the memory of the peo-
ple I love, representing Banja Luka that I remember - that is 
there for me. The collective memory maps record Banja Luka 
based on the collective memory already recorded in archive 
materials, representing Banja Luka that I imagine - that is not 
there for me. There were difficulties in drawing them as they 
required the integration of texts, photographs and maps which 
had to be collected and brought together into one place. Each 
document about Banja Luka differs in details, especially be-
cause of changing building and street names, so compiling 
these sources which complement each other was how these 
maps were drawn. This section uses Halbwachs’ theory of indi-
vidual and collective memory, which is never associated with 
the process of mapping. The problem of changing street names 
that appeared in the process of making these maps draws on 
Freud’s account of forgetting proper names.
The thesis begins with a summary of the political history of 
Banja Luka, which introduces the social and cartographic 
problems this research was confronted with. There is no con-
tinuous cartographic history of Banja Luka of the sort that one 
would expect to find in other, more stable regions, because 
Banja Luka has never been in control of its own destiny since it 
has been wrecked by internecine conflicts.
There were difficulties in finding and collating and indexing 
the maps of Banja Luka. It was necessary to identify map col-
lections through the selected countries in whose archives, mu-
seums and libraries they might have been stored. The selection 
involves the countries under whose authority Banja Luka was 
in the past [e.g. Austria, Hungary, Turkey, Serbia, Croatia, Slo-
venia...]; the leading countries with a prominent collection of 
maps [e.g. United Kingdom, Germany, France, Spain ...]; the 
countries which had business connections with Banja Luka in 
the past [e.g. the Czech Republic...]. Until now, there has been 
no central point of reference for the maps of Banja Luka. When 
the maps are brought together, it is possible to categorize them 
into spy maps and cartographic [conventional] maps. Spy maps 
are free hand maps made by military agents [mostly Austrians] 
who secretly mapped their visual inspections of Banja Luka, 
when the city was under the Ottoman Empire. Cartographic 
maps are conventional maps drawn by cartographers. They are 
accurate representations of Banja Luka made by using geodetic 
instruments and methods and are understandable to everyone 
because of the north orientation, scale, and recognizable sym-
bols. 
The main points of the research in this thesis are: Halbwachs’s 
idea that individual memory depends on collective memory 
was born out on my memory maps. My memory map could 
not have been done without the records and memories of oth-
ers. The value of memory maps is that they prevent the Banja 
Luka that I imagine and the Banja Luka that I remember from 
being forgotten, creating an idealized cartography of the city. 
The ideal Banja Luka is the one which has a continuity in its 
history and spatial form - the continuity we hope to achieve.
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‘A young immigrant such as I was then does not begin his career until he 
has spent all the money which he has brought with him. I brought five 
cents, and immediately spent it upon a piece of prune pie, which turned 
out to be a bogus prune pie. It contained nothing but pits of prunes. If I 
had brought five hundred dollars, it would have taken me a little longer 
to spend it, mostly upon bogus things, but the struggle which awaited 
me would have been the same in each case. It is no handicap to a boy 
immigrant to land here penniless; it is not a handicap to any boy to be 
penniless when he strikes out for an independent career, provided that 
he has the stamina to stand the hardship that may be in store for him’. 
Pupin, From Immigrant to Inventor, 1946.
1 INTRODUCTION  
[Explaning the place - region, country and city]
‘Undoubtedly I could call Europe my home, but it was a home that
 refused to acknowledge itself as a whole; instead, as if on the strength of some 
self-imposed taboo, it classified its population into two categories: members of 
the family [quarrelsome but respectable] and poor relations’.
Milosz, Native Realm: A Search for Self-Definition, 1968.1
‘I began to think about how people come to conceive 
Europe as divided between east and west’.2
 Wolff, Inventing Eastern Europe: 
The Map of Civilization on the Mind of the Enlightenment, 1994.
‘... The East thought that [the Balkans] were West while the 
West considered [the Balkans]to be the East...’3  
St. Savo to Irinej, 13th Century
In order to enable readers to understand this thesis, firstly it 
is necessary to explain my place of origin - the relationship 
between the region [the Balkans], the country [Bosnia and 
Herzegovina] and the city [Banja Luka]. This chapter begins 
with mapping the ‘ever-changing’ region whose influence 
spreads beyond its borders, including external and internal 
territories. The emphasis is on the internal changes that have 
occurred within the Balkan countries and cities as reflections 
of this vibrant region. We begin with the representations of the 
region - the Balkans. Followed by the changes of the borders of 
the Balkan countries it concludes with the explanation of their 
influence on the Balkan cities - researching a wide area and 
then narrowing it down. 
 1.1 ‘EVER - CHANGING AND [CULTURALLY] VIBRANT 
REGION’- The Balkans
‘NOTHING IS SIMPLE in the Balkans’.
David Owen, Balkan Odyssey, 1995.4
‘…Balkan is always the Other...’
Žižek, ‘The Spectre of Balkan, 1999. 5
The Balkans - Balkan States6 which belong to Southeastern 
Europe are the region of many paradoxes: they are differently 
named7 through the history, and besides their geographical 
boundaries, there are social and political divisions. Jovan 
Cvijić, a human geographer and sociologist, mapped the 
1. Milosz Czeslaw, Native Realm: A Search for Self-Definition, trans. Catherine S. Leach 
(New York: Doubleday, 1968), 2.
2. Larry Wolff, Inventing Eastern Europe: The Map of Civilization on the Mind of the 
Enlightenment (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1994), 14.
3.  Saint Sava as quoted in Milica Bakić-Hyden and Robert Hyden, ‘Orientalist 
Variations on the Theme Balkans: Symbolic Geography in Recent Yugoslav Cultural 
Politics’, Slavic Review 51, no. 1 (Spring 1992), doi: 10.2307/2500258, http://www.
jstor.org/stable/2500258.
4. David Owen, Balkan Odyssey (London: Victor Gollancz, 1995), 1.
5. Slavoj Žižek, ‘The Spectre of Balkan’, Journal of the International Institute 6, 
no. 2 (Winter, 1999), http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.4750978.0006.202 (accessed 
November 29, 2014).
6. ‘Both English and Russian use only the plural form [Balkans, Balkany] as a name 
for the peninsula and its political formulations. In English, Balkan in its singular 
form is employed only as an adjective, used both with a neutral [alongside the much 
rarer Balkanic or balcanoid] and a disappearing meaning’. See more, Maria Todorova, 
Imagining the Balkans (New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 31.
7. Todorova explains the different names of the Balkans during the time [including 
its ancient and medieval past - ‘Hellenic’, ‘Illyrian’, ‘Dardanian’, ‘Roman’, ‘Byzantine’, 
Tharacian; the presence of the Ottoman Empire - ‘European Turkey’, ‘Turkey in 
Europe’, ‘European Ottoman Empire’, ‘European Levant’, ‘Oriental Peninsula’; ethnic 
designation - ‘Greek Peninsula’,’ Slavo-Greek Peninsula’, ‘South-Slavic Peninsula’ and 
etc.] See more, Maria Todorova, Imagining the Balkans (New York, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1997), 27.
physical location of the Balkans [1966] in his book, Balkansko 
Poluostrvo i Južnoslovenske zemlje [Balkan Peninsula and South 
Slavic countries]8. Their western, southern and eastern borders 
are defined by seas [the Adriatic, the Mediterranean, the 
Aegean, the Marmara and the Black Sea], while the rivers the 
Sava and the Danube mark their north boundary. According to 
Cvijić, the only problematic and artificial part of the northern 
border is the area located west from the estuary of the rivers 
the Kupa and the Sava. 
In her book Balkan: od geografije do fantazije, [The Balkans: 
from geography to fantasy], Luketić explains that the precise 
mapping, drawing and defining the geographical borders of 
the Balkans is an unnecessary tool in the explanation of this 
region. She adds ‘writers and readers, especially those from 
the West, agree in some way that [cartographic] accuracy and 
geographical [mapping] - such as the accurate indications of 
locality, the placement of people in the territory, the names 
of the languages and single words are not necessary when 
we talk about the Balkan region’.9 Mazower’s The Balkans: 
A Short History shows that ‘from the very start the Balkans 
[were] more than a geographical concept’.10 As for Todorova’s 
explanations in Imagining the Balkans, ‘the reason why Balkan 
became one of the most often used designations … has little 
to do with precise geography’.11 The same opinion is given in 
Pavlowitch’s A History of the Balkans 1804 - 1945: ‘the trouble 
is that extending or shrinking the Balkans is usually a political 
rather than a geographical exercise’.12 In her book, Inventing 
Ruritania: the Imperialism of the Imagination, Goldsworthy 
noted: ‘…precise details of the Balkans’ history and geography 
are less important than [their] imaginary or near-imaginary 
landscape... ’.13 If we want to map a changeable place, its 
physical geography is not sufficient to tell the complete story 
about this territory. There is a need for mapping the political 
and social changes that occurred in this territory as a mixture 
of different influences. These changes contribute to the fact 
that the physical borders of the Balkans previously defined by 
Cvijić, moved in all directions, depending on who the observers 
are. We could assume that external observers of the Balkans 
[the rest of Europe and Asia] interpreted them in distinctive 
ways, different from the internal ones, but even the internal 
observers [different Balkan nations] define the borders of the 
Balkans differently among themselves, as Žižek explained in 
his article, The Spectre of Balkans: 
its geographic delimitation was never precise. It is as if 
one can never perceive a definite answer to the question 
‘Where does it begin? … The enigmatic constant shifting 
of the frontier demonstrates that, in the case of the Balkan, 
we are not dealing simply with the real geography, but with 
an imaginary mapping which projects onto real landscapes 
shadowy, often unacknowledged ideological antagonism.14
To map the Balkans as the place of numerous political and social 
changes, it is necessary to integrate physical geography - their 
physical position with imaginative geography - the knowledge 
obtained through researching this territory. Besides the classical 
definition of physical geography as ‘a macroscopic study of 
Earth’s surface’15, there is Said’s theoretical understanding of 
8. Jovan Cvijić, ‘Ime - sjeverna granica,’ in Balkansko poluostrvo i južnoslovenske zemlje: 
osnovi antropogeografije (Beograd: Vojno štamparsko preduzeće, 1966), 1-2:1-6.
9. Quote translated into English. See more, Katarina Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do 
fantazije (Zagreb, Mostar: ALGORITAM, 2013), 69.
10. Mark Mazower, The Balkans: A Short History (New York: The Modern Library, 
2002), xxviii.
11. Maria Todorova, Imagining the Balkans (New York, Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1997), 25.
12. Stevan D. Pavlowitch, A History of the Balkans 1804-1945 (London: Logman, 
1999), 331.
13. Vesna Goldsworthy, Inventing Ruritania: The Imperialism of the Imagination (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1998), 3.
14. Slavoj Žižek, ‘The Spectre of Balkan’, Journal of the International Institute 6, no. 2 
(Winter 1999), http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.4750978.0006.202 (accessed November 
29, 2014).
15. Opšta enciklopedija Larousse: geografija, istorija, industrija i tehnika (Beograd: Vuk 
Karadžić, 1973), 3:15.
4‘imaginative geography’16. It is defined as the process of the 
changes in the representation of the place regarding his writing 
on Orientalism as ‘a style of thought based upon an ontological 
and epistemological distinction between the ‘Orient’ and ‘the 
Occident’17. He explains this to his readers in the way that: 
‘anyone who teaches, writes about, or researches the Orient 
… either in its specific or its general aspects, is an Orientalist, 
and what he or she does is Orientalism’18. For him, imaginative 
geography [Orientalizing the Oriental] is the representation of 
the Orient through the changes in the way of thinking19: ‘… to 
set up a new version of the old, and being a wholly new place 
to which one came as Columbus came to America, in order to 
set up a New World’.20 Imaginative geography is actually the 
need to constantly examine our ways of thinking about what 
is ‘ours’ and what is ‘theirs’. It helps ‘the mind to intensify its 
own sense of itself by dramatizing the distance and difference 
between what is close to it and what is far away’.21  
As a variant of Said’s model, Milica Bakić-Hyden developed 
the concept of ‘Nesting Orientalisms’ based on the ‘gradation 
of the Orient’ as ‘a pattern of reproduction of the original 
dichotomy’22. Eduardo Glissant’ who thought that [‘the West is 
not in the West. It is a project, not a place’] helps Bakić-Hyden 
to define that ‘East, like West is much more of a project than a 
place’23. As a project [‘a pattern of representation’ with deeply 
embedded ‘essence’], the Orient was always identified as ‘other’. 
Bakić-Hyden said that ‘while geographical boundaries of the 
‘Orient’ shifted through history, the concept of the ‘Orient’ as 
‘other’ has remained more or less unchanged’.24
Flemming’s article, Orientalism, the Balkans, and Balkan 
Historiography is also based on Said’s model.  It shows that 
the Orient is not ‘a territory but … a mode of thought’ that 
‘appears in Orientalism’, while ‘‘the Balkans’ that appear in 
‘Balkanism’ [as a discursive category parallel to ‘Orientalism’] 
can similarly be defined as ‘a system of representations’,  but this 
system is based on different referents - historical, geographical 
and conceptual’.25 The Balkans have been mapped through 
different ways of thinking - mental geography.  On the one side 
numerous researchers, writers and travellers have significantly 
loaded their cognition about the Balkans in their ‘archives 
of knowledge’. However, ‘this loading does not mean their 
better understanding or better exploration of this region’.26 
The knowledge obtained from this archive encourages new 
thinking and creates a new image of the place based on the 
observed changes. On the other side  instead of representing the 
Balkans ‘as a geopolitical space or as a people with a ‘collective 
paranoia’’, some authors ‘began to represent the Balkans as a 
place in discourse - geography’27, as Bijelić said. Among those 
authors were: Bulgarian historian and philosopher, Maria 
Todorova and her book Imagining the Balkans; Milica Bakić-
Hyden whose fields are religion and society in the Balkans and 
South Asia, the topics in relating comparative religion and her 
article Nesting Orientalisms: The Case of Former Yugoslavia; 
Serbian writer and poet, Vesna Goldsworthy and her book 
Inventing Ruritania: The Imperialism of the Imagination. 
16. Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, A Division of Random 
House, 1979), 49.
17. Said, op. cit., 2.
18. Said, op. cit., 2.
19. Said, op. cit., 58.
20. Said, op. cit., 58.
21. Said, op. cit., 58.
22. Milica Bakić-Hyden, ‘Nesting Orientalisms: The Case of Former Yugoslavia’, 
Slavic Review 54, no. 4 (Winter, 1995): 918, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2501399  
(accessed March 16, 2015).
23. Bakić-Hyden, op. cit., 917.
24. Bakić-Hyden, op. cit., 917.
25. K.E. Flemming, ‘Orientalism, the Balkans, and Balkan Historiography’, American 
Historical Review 5, no. 4 (October 2000):1218-1233, doi: 10.2307/2651410, http://
www.jstor.org/stable/2651410.
26. Katarina Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije (Zagreb: Algoritam, 2013), 35.
27. Dušan I. Bijelić, ‘Introduction: Blowing Up the Bridge,’ in Balkan as Metaphor: 
Between Globalization and Fragmentation (Cambridge, London: MIT Press, 2002), 4.
The representations of the Balkans do not involve only 
their physical geography - mapping their location, rivers, 
mountains, borders and countries of which they are composed 
but also their imaginative geography - mapping the knowledge 
obtained through understanding the political, social and 
cultural changes that occurred in this territory.   Paul Valéry’s 
essay, The Crisis of Mind, brings ‘a capital question’ of how we 
map or think about Europe: ‘what it is in reality - that is, a little 
promontory on the continent of Asia’ or ‘what it seems - that 
is, the elected portion of the terrestrial globe, the pearl of the 
sphere, the brain of the vast body’.28 By paraphrasing Valéry’s 
thought, the new question is how we map or think about the 
Balkans: ‘what [the Balkans are] in reality’ - a promontory of 
Europe or ‘what [the Balkans] seem to be’ -‘the epicenter of 
major tremors and a source of instability’29.
This idea of different ways of mapping the Balkans is developed 
in the book Balkan: od Geografije do Fantazije [The Balkans: 
from Geography to Fantasy] by Katarina Luketić. On the one 
hand she explains the Balkans as a double margin and the edge 
of the edge - physical geography, and on the other hand as the 
place that has been constructed not only of socially, politically, 
and culturally relevant materials but also by using myths, 
imaginations, imputations and insinuations - imaginative 
geography.30 The Balkans can be mapped by using geographical 
features - synonyms related to their ‘physical’ position on the 
map of Europe and the representations of the constant and 
profound changes in all walks of life that have occurred during 
the time. This is the whole history of the geography of this 
region.
    1.1.1 Physical geography - ‘What are [the Balkans]?’
‘Humans may not think accurately about geography, but even geographically 
inaccurate thought is still geographical…Geography is inescapable’.
Colin S Gray, Inescapable Geography, 1999.31
The complexity and specificity of the physical geography of 
the Balkans encourages the use of spatial and geographical 
synonyms as useful tools for mapping them. For Bernard 
Valdenfels, the function of these synonyms is to bridge the 
gap between the visible and the invisible, the movable and the 
unmovable worlds, by which these invisible and unmovable 
worlds would appear within the visible and the movable ones.32 
To expand this, the role of the spatial synonyms helps us to 
connect - bring together our thinking about the place [invisible 
thoughts] and its real physical position [visible world] in order 
to better understand the essence of that place. For instance, the 
Balkans located in our thoughts [such as ‘cape or headland’, 
‘bridge or crossroads’, ‘double margin and edge of the edge’] 
and their physical position defined somewhere between 
the West and the East [Europe and Asia], give us an idea of 
the changeable place full of contradictions. Mapping these 
synonyms of the Balkans shows that the knowledge obtained 
through researching this region has also been integrated in its 
physical’ geography.33
In his article, The Other Heading, Derrida explains the ‘cape 
or headland’ simultaneously as ‘… beginning and end …; the 
28. Paul Valery, ‘The Crisis of Mind’, in The Collected Works of Paul Valéry: History 
and Politics, ed. Denise Folliot and trans. Jackson Matthews (New York: Bollingen 
Foundation and Pantheon Books, 1962), 10: 23-36.
29. Vesna Goldsworthy, ‘Invention and In(ter)vention: The Retoric of Balkanization,’ 
in  Balkan as Metaphor: between Globalization and Fragmentation, ed. Dušan I. Bjelić 
and Obrad Savić (Cambridge, Mass:  MIT Press, 2002), 25.
30. Katarina Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije (Zagreb: Algoritam, 2013), 12-
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za kulturu i kulturna zbivanja, no. 178 (April 2006): 28-29; Katarina Luketić, ‘Bijeg 
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:20-23.
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5place from which or in view of which everything takes place’.34 
The Balkans, as one of the most exposed parts of the continent 
are the place where the beginnings and ends of all roads collide 
or pass by each other by characterizing them as the region of 
‘transition, complexity, mixture [and] ambiguity’.35 According 
to Todorova, these characteristics highlight the always 
incomplete ‘in-betweeness of the Balkans’ that ‘have … evoked 
the image of the bridge or crossroads’ between the ‘East’ and 
the ‘West’ - between Asia and Europe - between the Orient and
Occident.36 The bridge or crossroads as geographical synonyms 
of ‘Otherness’ or ‘Other’ Europe have been used as the ‘central 
attributes’ among many researchers, writers and travellers who 
have explored them, as Todorova pointed out.  Luketić makes 
a parallel between two different functions of the bridge and/or 
crossroads in the case of the Balkans - division or connection:
[The Balkans are] the place of restless borders, irreconcilable 
culture collision, and the crossroads of the worlds: [they 
pass] the historic boundaries of the great Empire, religious 
cleavages and imagined cultural circles that have been 
permanently tattooed in collective awareness. In the 
opposing version of this fundamental metaphor, the Balkans 
[are] visible as the bridge, link or bypass between the West 
and the East, Europe and Asia, Christianity and Islam or 
Catholicism, Orthodoxy and Islam. 37
Goldsworthy explains that ‘various Balkan nations symbolically 
define themselves as being at a gate, on a bridge, or at a 
crossroads between different worlds’. 38 Sv. Sava [born as Rastko 
Nemanjić, 1175-1235], the founder of Serbian Orthodox 
Church, expressed a similar opinion to Irinej in the following 
epistle:
At first we were confused. The East thought that we were 
the West while the West considered us to be the East. Some 
of us misunderstood our place in this clash of currents, so 
they cried that we belong to neither sides, and others that 
we belong exclusively to one side or the other. But I tell you, 
Irinej, we are doomed by fate to be the East in the West, and 
the West in the East, to acknowledge only heavenly Jerusalem 
beyond us, and here on earth - no one.39 
As a result of ‘our practical thoughts, … our needs and … our 
fantasy’, in his famous essay Bridge and Doors, Simmel explains 
that things firstly need to be isolated from one another in our 
consciousness in order to be connected in the real environment 
and vice versa. ‘Because the human being is the connecting 
creature who must always separate and cannot connect without 
separating - that is why we must first conceive intellectually 
of the merely indifferent existence of two river banks as 
something separated in order to connect them by means of a 
bridge’40. Simmel’s thought might be applied to the Balkans that 
are geographically and culturally a part of Europe and whose 
inhabitants and their numerous cultures are integrated into 
European cultural heritage.41 Most of their territory [including 
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro 
and Serbia] has been separated from the European Union in 
political and administrative terms by building invisible borders 
- the use of the visas. Hence the Balkans are connected with the 
rest of Europe in practical reality but they are isolated in the 
mind of their inhabitants. Do we need to erect new bridges to 
34. Jacques Derrida, The Other Heading: Reflections on Today’s Europe, trans. Pascale-
Anne Brault and Michael B. Naas. (Bloomington& Indianapolis: Indiana University 
Press, 1992), 25.
35. Maria Todorova, Imagining the Balkans (New York, Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1997), 58-59.
36. Todorova, op. cit., 17-18.
37. Quote translated into English. Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije, 20. 
38. Vesna Goldsworthy, Inventing Ruritania: The Imperialism of the Imagination (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1998), 7-8.
39. Quoted in Milica Bakić-Hyden and Robert Hyden, ‘Orientalist Variations 
on the theme Balkans: Symbolic Geography in recent Yugoslav Cultural Politics’, 
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re-connect this part of the Balkans with Europe - erasing the 
invisible borders or the abolition of visas?  Andrić said:
They [bridges] are in all essence the same and equally worthy 
of our attention, for they point out places where a man came 
across an obstacle and did not turn away, but overcame 
it, bridged it as best as he could, according to his way of 
thinking, taste and the circumstances around him. 42
Simmel’s thinking about the link - bridge through imaginary 
separation and physical connectedness and vice versa can be 
compared with Heidegger’s idea of the bridge as the location 
discussed in his essay, Building, Dwelling, Thought. Heidegger 
explains it in a way that: 
before the bridge stands, there are of course many spots 
along the stream that can be occupied by something. One 
of them proves to be a location and does so because of the 
bridge. … a location comes into existence only by virtue of 
the bridge.43
The chosen location of the bridge is the place that has been 
seen as separated - an evident connection between Simmel and 
Heidegger. Heidegger’s idea - the bridge is a location - reflects 
on the Balkans as the place previously seen as separated which 
has to be connected with the rest of Europe. Simmel and 
Heidegger’s ideas are reflected in the pain of Mehmed Pasha 
Sokolović - the main character of Andrić’s novel, The Bridge 
Over The Drina, who was the constructor of the bridge after 
becoming one of the most important persons in the Ottoman 
Empire. The relationship between the constructor and the 
location of the bridge had been built from the moment it was 
engraved in his mind:
The first idea of the bridge, which was destined to be 
realized, flashed, at first naturally confused and foggy, across 
the imagination of a ten-year-old boy from the nearby village 
of Sokolovići, one morning in 1516 when he was being taken 
along the road from his village to far-off, shining and terrible 
Stambul.44
Andrić uses the functions of the bridge and the river [link and 
border] to symbolically represent the transitory character of the 
Balkans - bypass and collision of different civilizations, cultures, 
religions and nations through the lives of ordinary people. To 
connect the East and the West, ‘…the story of the foundation 
and destiny of the bridge is at the same time the story of the life 
of [the place] and of its people from generation to generation’.45 
So many stories have been told about the bridge and many 
more stories have passed over the bridge, but they have always 
remained unfinished and incomplete, waiting for another 
narrator to talk about their continuation. Incompleteness of 
the stories reflects on the transitory character of the bridge and 
the Balkans that have never had an accurate beginning and/
or end. In that way, four centuries of the variable history of 
this region condensed into three hundred pages have passed 
over the bridge by defining its position on the map - ‘being 
neither here nor there but always in-between’.46 This position 
of the Balkans on the map of Europe has enabled others to pass 
through them and leave the traces that would be erased and 
forgotten during the time.
As Luketić said, the Balkans are a place where we do not want 
to stay and spend some time and which we do not want to 
understand better as their main features enable us only the 
42. Ivo Andrić, Conversation with Goya; Bridges; Signs by roadside, trans. Celia 
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6transition.47 This shows that the Balkans enable us the same 
as a bridge - to move from one side of the bank to the other 
- from the East to the West or from the West to the East. In 
that way the Balkans are seen only as a passage, mostly dark 
and dangerous - the place used only if necessary and always 
avoided when possible.  We can say that every European 
country is Europe; the Balkans are composed of European 
countries, but they are not Europe according to Heidegger’s 
thought - ‘not every building is dwelling …; bridges … are 
buildings but not dwellings’.48 Thus the Balkans do not belong 
to anywhere because ‘it is well known that one cannot live on a 
bridge or on a crossroads…The Bridge is only part of the road, 
a windy and dangerous part at that, not a human abode’49 as 
Tsvetana Georgieva remarks. 
This transitory status of the Balkans might also be explained 
though the idea of Van Gennep, a French ethnographer 
and folklorist, who ‘saw society as a house with rooms and 
corridors in which passage from one to another is dangerous’, 
which is described in Douglas’s Purity and Dangers: An 
Analysis of Concept of Pollution and Taboos.50  The Balkans are 
a house located between other houses - the rest of Europe and 
Asia. This house is composed of numerous different rooms - 
countries and its corridors - borders. The passages that link 
or divide the inside and the outside space of the house or the 
spaces within the same house place the Balkans always ‘in- 
between’. The internal borders of the Balkans open numerous 
unanswered questions regarding different nations and cultures 
and as such, they are a potential danger for other nations - the 
rest of Europe and Asia.
The physical geography of the Balkans provides only the 
information regarding its geographical position and records the 
state of the moment. This can give us neither an overall image 
of the place nor the possibility to observe the whole process 
of its creation. It is made up of numerous layers, changes and 
different ways of thinking as a consequence of its variable 
history. Even though we explored physical geography of the 
Balkans, we do not know the advantages and disadvantages 
of its position - always ‘in-between’. To understand this better 
and then map the Balkans, it is necessary to include another 
geography – the imaginative one, which can tell us more 
about this turbulent place by supplementing our cognition of 
the physical geography of this place. The knowledge obtained 
through exploring these geographies overlaps when it is needed 
to help us to see both Balkans: ‘what they are’ [the real] and 
‘what they seem to be’ [imaginative].  Petar Petrović Njegoš, a 
church and state leader of Montenegro [1813-1851] explained 
that ‘the one who sits on the hill can see better than the one 
who is at the foot of it’51, but in terms of the Balkans, we need 
both views - the one which sees ‘what they are in reality’ and 
the other one who imagines ‘what they seem to be’. The Balkans 
are neither this nor that but at the same time both.
                         1.1.2    Imaginative geography - 
  What [the Balkans] seem to be?
‘If God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent Him’.
Voltarie [French writer, 1694-1778]
‘If the Balkans did not exist, it would be necessary to invent them.’
Keyserling, Europe, 1928.
‘Even though the Balkans do exist, they must be invented anyway’.
Flemming, Orientalism, the Balkans and Balkan Historiography, 2002.52
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Said’s idea of imaginative geography [mentioned in the 
introduction] means that different groups of people who live in 
the same territory set up different imaginative - ‘geographical’ 
boundaries in their own minds. Their social, ethnic, and 
cultural values mark their own territory. This might be 
applicable to the relation between the Balkans and the rest of 
Europe: these boundaries are usually drawn between them to 
define what is close to us - the Balkans and what is far away 
- the rest of Europe and vice versa. As Said pointed out, ‘this 
universal practice of designating in one’s mind a familiar 
space which is ‘ours’ and an unfamiliar space beyond ‘ours’ 
which is ‘theirs’ is a way of making geographical distinctions 
that can be entirely arbitrary’.53 This is the principle based on 
which the Balkans might be identified within Europe - always 
identified as different and how their position has altered in the 
mental geography of the rest of Europe - a scale of positive and 
negative ways of representations. The rest of Europe mostly 
observes the Balkans as ‘other’54 - ‘‘out there’, beyond [their] 
own territory’55. To understand the Balkans as ‘other’, we can 
use Said’s theoretical explanation of Orientalism:
Our initial description of Orientalism as a learned field now 
acquires a new concreteness. A field is often an enclosed 
space. The idea of representation is a theatrical one: the 
Orient is the stage on which the whole East is confined. On 
this stage will appear figures whose role is to present the 
larger whole from which they emanate. The Orient then 
seems to be, not an unlimited extension beyond familiar 
European World, but rather a closed field, a theatrical stage 
affixed to Europe.56
In the case of the Balkans, Said’s thoughts can be paraphrased 
in the way that for the rest of Europe, the Balkans seem to be 
‘other’, deliberately setting up imaginative boundaries instead 
of observing them as a geographical and territorial part of 
Europe - ‘which they are [in reality]’. In the mental geography 
of the rest of Europe, the Balkans are usually experienced 
through ‘a restricted number of typical encapsulations: the 
journey, the history, the fable, the stereotype and the polemical 
confrontation’57 which ‘shape the language, perception and 
form of the Balkans as the encounter between the East and the 
West’58. The representations of the Balkans depend on the ways 
in which the rest of Europe observes and then maps them. 
Arbitrary representations of the Balkans by ‘others’ - Europe 
and Asia, create their imaginative geography. 
The pleasant climate, strategic position and natural advantages 
of the Balkans were always a magnet for ‘others’ - the rest of 
Europe and Asia, which have a tendency to  dominate this 
territory. Different ethnic groups, who live in the Balkans, 
always kept together - were integrated when it was necessary 
to protect and defend themselves from the potential invasion 
of ‘others’. They set up imaginative boundaries between the 
Balkans and the rest of Europe - there is a clear division between 
‘us’ and ‘them’. Whenever peace reappeared in the territory 
of the Balkans, each ethnic group gained in importance and 
always chose an inverse process - instead of being integrated 
with other ethnic groups, it wished to be separated. The need to 
mark its own territory means setting up imaginative boundaries 
within the Balkans. These eternal divisions, including internal 
and external ones, make the Balkans a turbulent territory - 
‘never’ complete. This resulted in different representations of 
the Balkans in mental geography - what do they seem to be 
in the eyes of their citizens and what do they seem to be in 
the eyes of ‘others’? The point is that the need for the defense 
of the Balkans, when their citizens felt vulnerable, created the 
spirit of togetherness. When the danger passed, they highlight 
their national interests within the Balkans which initiates new 
53. Edward Said, Orientalism (NewYork: Vintage Books, A Division of Random 
House, 1979), 54.
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55. Said, op.cit., 54.
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7conflicts - new divisions. ‘Others’ - the rest of Europe and Asia 
have difficulties in understanding this situation. 
These different interpretations of the Balkans might be found 
in their turbulent territory and their ‘geographical’ definition 
as the ‘in-between’ space. Because of that, ‘…there is no real 
analogy for taking a fixed, more or less total geographical 
position [of the Balkans] towards a wide variety of linguistic, 
political and historical realities’59. The constantly changing 
‘imaginative’ boundaries set up between ‘ours’ and ‘theirs’ - the 
Balkans and the rest of Europe and Asia or among different 
Balkan nations can be confusing to researchers.
      1.1.2.1   What do the Balkans seem to be to their citizens 
                                            [including me]?
‘‘We, too, are Europe, but in our own way…’
  Đilas, Njegoš: Poet, Prince, Bishop, 1966.60
‘Am I Balkan?, I aksed myself...’ 
Goldsworthy, Inventing Ruritania: The Imperialism of the Imagination,1998.
‘…Even in the Balkans, the Balkans [are] trying to be suppressed, there is no 
willingness to belong to [them], but rather to get away from [them].’
Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije, 2013. 61
A ‘geographical region’ called the Balkans is considered 
as ‘ours’ only if the rest of Europe and Asia are observed as 
something beyond ‘ours’ - ‘theirs’. The turbulent history and 
transition process of this territory caused frequent migrations 
- most people were forced to leave the Balkans under different 
circumstances, mostly due to war conflicts. By occupying new 
corners of the world, these people bring the Balkans with them. 
They are always wistfully talking about their origin and have an 
overwhelming desire to visit the Balkans more often. Some of 
them were prominent scientists who changed the image of the 
world and marked the twentieth century, such as Nikola Tesla 
[1856-1943], Mihajlo [Michael Idvorsky] Pupin [1858-1935], 
Milutin Milanković [1879-1958], Ivo Andrić [1892-1975]. In 
the search for better education and the opportunity to develop 
their talents, they were forced to leave the Balkans. Talent is 
rarely appreciated in the territory of the Balkans. It usually 
gains its real dimension, value and power outside its borders. 
This is confirmed by the examples of these scientists. The 
difficulties experienced in the Balkans were forgotten as they 
remembered only happy moments and proudly showed their 
origins to the rest of the world. Affiliation to home, country 
and the Balkans is seen through their work.
Tesla was born ‘during a spectacular thunder storm on the 
stroke of midnight as July 10 turned into July 11 in 1856’62, 
so becoming a new citizen of the Balkan Peninsula. The 
midwife who helped his mother to give a birth was so terrified 
of the lighting that she said: ‘this baby must be a child of the 
storm’63. At that moment, she was not aware of the fact that she 
unconsciously defined his fate - gave an ‘accurate … description 
… for a man who was destined to create an artificial lighting 
strong enough to shake the whole world’64. The search for the 
better opportunity to develop further his ideas took him to 
America. His longing for home, country - the Balkans and the 
struggle to adapt to the new environment can be seen in the 
following sentence. ‘What I had left was beautiful, artistic and 
fascinating in every way; what I found was machined, rough 
and unattractive. Is this America? ’65, as Tesla pointed out. 
Although he was miles away from the Balkans, his relationship 
with them was never broken. Above all he was ‘the century’s 
59. Said, op. cit., 50.
60. Milovan Đilas, Njegoš: Poet, Prince, Bishop (Harcourt: Brace&Wood, 1966), 422.
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64. Robert Lomas, op. cit., 15.
65. Robert Lomas, op. cit., 1.
greatest unsung scientific hero’ whose inventions made our 
modern civilization possible: 
When you next see a line of electricity pylons carrying the 
power that grants you a civilized life, put one hand in your 
pocket and spare a moment to thank Nikola Tesla, the lonely, 
forgotten, long-winded, obsessive, brilliant man who gave 
this to you.66
Tesla’s fellow countryman - Pupin was aware of the fact that his 
small village - Idvor had never been mapped. In his book, From 
Immigrant to Inventor, he wrote, ‘Idvor is my native [place]; but 
the disclosure of this fact discloses very little, because Idvor 
cannot be found on any map. It is a little village off the highway 
in the province of Banat, formerly belonging to Austria-
Hungary, but now as an important part of the kingdom of the 
Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes’67. Like Tesla, life and his desire for 
better education also took him to America. After coming to a 
‘New World’ for him, he felt the need to add the name of his 
birthplace to his own name [Michael Idvorsky Pupin] in order 
to remind himself of his origin - the Balkans. In that way, he 
strengthened his relationship with the Balkans. His road From 
Immigrant to Inventor was paved by his mother’s words:
My boy, if you wish to go out into the world about which 
you hear so much at the neighborhood gatherings, you 
must provide yourself with another pair of eyes; the eyes of 
reading and writing. There is so much wonderful knowledge 
and learning in the world which you cannot get unless you 
can read and write. Knowledge is the golden ladder …; the 
knowledge is the light which illuminates our paths through 
this life…68
The gained knowledge, which his mother was talking about, 
encouraged him to work on his idea how to facilitate the 
function of intercity and international telephone traffic 
communication. Next time when you speak to your family, 
a friend or a colleague from abroad on the phone, think of 
Pupin, whose inventions ‘marked the revolution in phone-
transmission on long distance’ known as Pupinisation. 
As his compatriots Tesla and Pupin whose theories became 
reality, Milanković solved a mathematical theory of the 
insolation of the Earth by travelling ‘in his thoughts through 
universe and centuries’.69 So when you next time check the 
weather forecast, think of Milanković, who enabled this. In 
the process of solving this mathematical theory, he did not 
forget his origin - the connection with the river Danube and 
the Balkans:
All my life passed by one great river. In the adolescence 
period, I used to watch the Danube in the morning, of how 
it took the pieces of my father’s land. I spent my student days 
in Vienna along it. From Captain Misa’s Mansion of Belgrade 
University, I often watched the Danube in spring and in 
autumn. In exile, Pest, I consoled myself again with it. Now, 
when I am old, here I am again beside the Danuabe…70
Even though this ‘trio’ directed their knowledge towards the 
world, without forgetting their place of origin, Andrić told 
stories about the life in the Balkans. This was highlighted in 
his speech, the Story and the Storyteller, at the Nobel Prize 
awarding ceremony for his novel, The Bridge Over The Drina 
[1961]:
66. Robert Lomas, op.cit., 263.
67. Michael Pupin, From Immigrant to Inventor (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 
1949), 2.
68. Pupin, From Immigrant to Inventor, 10.
69. See more, Milutin Milanković, Uspomene, doživljaji i saznanja: djetinjstvo i mladost 
1879-1909 (Beograd: Srpska Akademija Nauka, 1979); Milutin Milanković, Uspomene, 
doživljaji i saznanja: iz godine 1909 do 1944 (Beograd: Srpska Akademija Nauka, 
1952); Milutin Milanković, Uspomene, doživljaji i saznanja poslije 1944 (Beograd: 
Srpska Akademija Nauka, 1957).
70. Milutin Milanković, Putnik kroz vasionu i vekove (Image Design Studio, Udruženje 
‘Milutin Milanković’, ‘Zastava Film’, 2007), from Official  Website of Milutin 
Milankovic’s work, MPEG video, 40:00, http://www.milutin-milankovic.com/en/
biografija/dokumentarni-film-putnik-kroz-vasionu-i-vekove/
8My country is indeed ‘a small country between the Worlds’, 
as it has aptly been characterized by one of our writers, a 
country, which at break-neck speed and at the cost of great 
sacrifices, and prodigious efforts, is trying in all fields, 
including the field of culture, to make up for those things 
of which it has been deprived by a singularly turbulent and 
hostile past. In choosing the recipient of this award you have 
cast a shining light upon literary activity of that country...71
The fact is that these scientists were ahead of their time, but 
at the same time, they were hardly accepted and more often 
disowned. The light of their knowledge does not fade even 
today. It breaks the dark clouds over the Balkans, but it also 
sends a positive message from the Balkans to the world. Despite 
the fact that they originally belonged to a small nation, they 
became well-known all over the world. Today, everyone claims: 
‘They are ours’. Nevertheless, the question to be posed is: how 
did the Balkans seem to these scientists? Their interpretations 
of the Balkans mapped from abroad and seen through their 
work mean that they set up the imaginative boundaries in 
their minds between the Balkans as their place of origin and 
the rest of the World as the place where they lived and worked 
by dividing them into ‘Ours’ and ‘Theirs’.
These scientists were born at different geographical coordinates 
of the Balkans. A human geographer and sociologist, 
Cvijić, argues that ‘geographical position of the Balkans ... 
directly or indirectly influences the psychological traits of 
the population’72 including these scientists. He explains this 
through understanding the character, way of thinking and 
feelings of South Slavs to whom he and the above-mentioned 
scientists also belonged. Cvijić lived together with them and 
visited their countries  trying to understand their psychological 
traits:
Isn’t someone’s soul a complete puzzle for us? Isn’t a man for 
another man one of the mysteries in which it is most difficult 
to penetrate? Ideas and initiatives of human groups often 
evade the precise study and research. They are as liquid that 
passes through our fingers and it is impossible to catch it. 73
The reason for this complexity can be seen in the fact that South 
Slavs are scattered across different Balkan countries, occupying 
different geographical coordinates such as the southern, 
northern, central, eastern or western parts of the Balkans. In 
other words, they inhabit a variety of natural territories of the 
Balkans: some of them lived in the Pannonian Basin [such as 
the scientists Milanković and Pupin]; some are opting for the 
mountain massif - Dinaric Alps [including Tesla and Andrić], 
while some choose the areas along the Mediterranean coast as 
their dwelling place. There are four main types of men among 
South Slavs [the Dinaric, the Central, the East-Balkan, and 
the Pannonian]74, according to Cvijić, whose key difference is 
reflected in their different geographical positions on the map 
of the Balkans. Different influences [such as blending Balkan 
populations, different historical events and various civilizations 
and the threat of natural catastrophe] shape the character of 
South Slavs in distinctive ways. None of their citizens feel the 
Balkans as theirs and none of them say for themselves that they 
are ‘Balkanac’ [‘a proper noun denoting a person from Balkan 
peninsula’]75. So we can say the Balkans are ‘No Man’s Land’76. 
71. See more, Ivo Andrić, Banquet Speech, Nobelprize.org. Nobel Media AB 2014, 
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1961/andric-speech.
html (accessed 31 March 2016).
72. Translated into English. Cvijić, Balkansko poluostrvo i južnoslovenske zemlje: osnovi 
antropogeografije, 1-2: 347.
73. Translated into English. Cvijić, op. cit., 347.
74. The Dinaric type of a man inhibits the areas of the Dinaric Alps and some other 
areas. The Central type includes the population of South Morava and Vardar which 
further expands to the river Danube. The population of both eastern sides of the 
Balkans belongs to The East-Balkan type of a man. The population which mostly 
inhibits the Pannonian Basin is The Pannonian type of a man. See more, Cvijić, op.cit., 
347.
75. Goldsworthy, Inventing Ruritania: The Imperialism of the Imagination, 4.
76. No Man’s Land, directed by Danis Tapanovic (2001; Momentum Pictures World 
Cinema Collections, 2003), DVD. It is a war drama set in the middle of a civil war in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The film won the Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film in 
2001 [74th Academy Award].
This leads to the fact that the ‘term’ the Balkans seems to be 
different in the mental geography of each citizens. As Žižek 
asked himself: ‘Where [do the Balkans] begin?
For Serbs, it begins down there in Kosovo or Bosnia, and 
they defend the Christian civilization against this Europe’s 
other. For Croats, it begins with the Orthodox, despotic, 
Byzantine Serbia, against which Croatia defends the values 
of democratic Western civilization. For Slovenes, it begins 
with Croatia, and we Slovenes are the last outpost of the 
peaceful Mitteleuropa … Balkan is always the Other: it lies 
somewhere else, always a little bit more to the southeast, 
with the paradox that, when we reach the very bottom of the 
Balkan peninsula, we again magically escape Balkan.’77
This implies that the interpretations of the Balkans observed 
through the mental geography of their citizens varies from 
‘Ours’ to ‘No Man’s Land’.
           1.1.2.2  What do the Balkans seem to be to ‘others’?
‘…’Balkan’ always refers to someone other than ourselves’.
Goldsworthy, Inventing Ruritania: The Imperialism of the Imagination, 1998.
‘[Balkan Nations] cannot represent one another, they must themselves be 
represented’. Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, 2005.78
‘We [Balkan nations]  need to accept [other’s]  statements, as we already 
know how much our reality is complicated, so it is not realistic to expect from 
a foreign traveller to completely understand it. Actually, this means that we 
need to have lower criteria of competence, agree with a subordinate position, 
and already defined place in the imaginary geography...’ 
Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije, 2013.79
The rest of Europe and the world see the Balkans as other 
world due to frequent wars, a low standards of living and long 
transition processes. Even today, ‘others’ protect themselves 
from the Balkans by establishing a visa regime - setting 
up administrative boundaries in their mental geography. 
The Balkans received a clear message: ‘you’ are a ‘dark’ side 
of Europe and a ‘dark’ square on chessboard but only if the 
world is a grand chessboard, as a political scientist and former 
US. national security adviser to President Carter, Zbigniew 
Brezinski said80. On this chessboard seen as a territory, 
there are black and white chess pieces [East and West; West 
and East]. They use their mental geography to set up the 
imaginative boundaries between themselves which sometimes 
belong to the East or the West always affecting the territory of 
the Balkans as an ‘in-between’ place. These boundaries vary 
and move in all directions as the game between the East and 
the West progresses. To better understand this, let’s play chess. 
A chessboard and its pieces give us an idea of the territory - 
physical geography and its players - the mental geography. To 
master this thinking game, we need to know its rules: who are 
the players - who sets up imaginative boundaries, which of 
them make the first move and whether the pieces are set up 
properly. The aim of the game is to check-mate the opposing 
player by getting the control over his territory - gain a strategic 
position. In the case of the Balkans, by moving black and 
white chess pieces, the key players of the East and West affect 
their territory, as well as the prosperity of their nations and 
countries. The player  who has the white pieces gains a strategic 
position to make the first move. From that moment, the game 
begins and the result is always unpredictable. This uncertainty 
of the result during the game between the West and the East 
makes the Balkans complex - incomplete, unstable, insecure, 
undefined and dependent on ‘others’. Sometimes the Balkans 
77. Slavoj Žižek, ‘The Spectre of Balkan,’  Journal of the International Institute 6 (Winter, 
1999), http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.4750978.0006.202 (accessed November 29, 
2014).
78. Karl Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (New York, Berlin; 
Mondial, 2005), 84.
79. Quote translated into English. See more, Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije, 
337.
80. See more, Zbigniew Brezezinski, The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy and Its 
Geostrategic Imperatives (New York: Basic Books, 1997). 
9are close to the East, sometimes to the West, depending on 
where the imaginative boundaries between them are drawn. 
In both cases, the Balkan are always ‘other’ [in-between space].
As a direct consequence of this thinking game - chess, the 
complexity of the Balkans always already creates dualism - two 
opposite ways in representing this territory.  These ambiguous 
interpretations of the Balkans are confusing, especially to 
‘others’ for whom ‘the Balkans are both fully known and 
wholly unknowable’81. It might be ‘too complicated [or trivial] 
for outsiders to master’82 them, as Richard Holbrooke said, 
especially if the Balkans have been observed through the prism 
of selected information. For the rest of Europe and the world, 
the Balkans would take an important position in their mental 
geography only when war broke out in that way mapping the 
negative face of the Balkans. These are reflected in numerous 
metaphoric references to the Balkans: ‘Balkan Ghosts’83, ‘Other 
world’84, ‘the Unconscious of Europe’85, ‘Savage Europe’86, ‘the 
Fracture Zone’87 and ‘Powder keg’88. When these conflicts 
would finish and the period of peacetime began, the interests 
for mapping the Balkans dwindled or simply disappeared until 
the appearance of the new conflicts without the opportunity to 
explore their positive face. This is explained by Todorova, who 
begins the conclusion of her book, Imagining the Balkans, with 
Theodore Geshkoff ’s words: ‘the Balkans are usually reported 
to the outside world only in time of terror and trouble [while] 
the rest of time they are scornfully ignored’.89 The appearance 
and disappearance of the Balkans in mental geography of 
‘others’ can be further explained by using Barbara Jelavich’s 
words:
Although the Balkan Peninsula has played a major role in 
history, the area has been subject to less intensive study than 
any other European region. To the outside observer the 
Balkans often appear to be a puzzle of confusing complexity. 
A geographic region inhabited by seven major nationalities, 
speaking different languages, it has usually impinged on the 
Western consciousness only when it has become the scene of 
wars or acts of violence.90
For ‘others’, the Balkans are only an explosive territory - 
‘powder keg’ which could explode if its shackles are loosened as 
Petković explained in his book, Balkan: ni bure baruta ni zona 
mira [The Balkans: neither the powder keg nor peace zone]. 
This territory exploded more often than we would expect it. 
On the one hand as Petković said, the consequences of that 
explosion ‘have crossed the geopolitical borders of the Balkans, 
disturbed the balance of the great powers in Europe and been 
a good or bad motive for European conflicts’. The point is that 
the instability of the Balkans can powerfully affect the stability 
of the rest of Europe. On the other hand  according to Petković, 
‘the lack of communication, conflicts and speculations 
between the great European powers has affected the Balkans 
and multiplied the misunderstandings and conflicts between 
81. K.E. Flemming, ‘Orientalism, the Balkans and Balkan Histography,’ American 
Historical Review 5, no. 4 (October 2000): 1219,  doi: 10.2307/2651410, http://www.
jstor.org/stable/2651410.
82. Richard Halbrook, To End a War (New York : Random House, 1998), 22.
83. See more, Robert D. Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts: A Journey Through History (New York: 
St. Martin’s, 1993).
84. Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, A Division of Random 
House, 1979), 56.
85. See more, Slavoj Žižek, Euronews talks films and Balkans with Slavoj Žižek. 
Euronews. com., http://www.euronews.com/2008/09/12/euronews-talks-films-and-
balkans-with-slavoj-zizek/ (accessed 07 March 2015).
86. ‘One of Harry De Windt’s friends asked him: Why the tile of the book is ‘savage’ 
Europe? Because [he] replied to him: the term accurately describes the wild and 
lawless countries between the Adriatic and the Black Sea’. See more, Harry De Windt, 
Through Savage Europe (London: T. F. Unwin, 1907), 15.
87. See more, Simon Wichester, The Fracture Zone: My Return to the Balkans (Harper 
Perennial, 2000).
88. See more, Ranko Petković, Balkan: ni bure baruta ni zona mira (Zagreb: Globus, 
1978).
89. Quoted in Maria Todorova, Imagining the Balkans (New York, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1997), 184.   
90. Barbara Jelavich, The History of Balkans: Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 1:ix.
the Balkan nations.’91 In this case, it is a reverse process: the 
instability of the rest of Europe reflects on the Balkans. This is 
ironically explained by Zižek: ‘Europe puts and projects all its 
dirty secrets, obscenities and so on onto the Balkans’ so we can 
say that ‘the Balkans [are] structured as the unconscious [part] 
of Europe’.92 The explosion spreads in both directions to and 
from the Balkans so in both cases, the Balkans are seen as a 
‘danger’ and they are mapped in that way in mental geography 
of ‘others’.
Bearing in mind the fact that these conflicts are a frequent 
phenomenon on the Balkan Peninsula [every fifty years new 
clashes shake this territory], we can say that the same or 
similar stories of the Balkans have been repeated over and over 
again in mental geography of ‘others’. As Katherine Verdery 
explained, we use ‘a certain narrow spectrum to paint a picture 
of the Other, a picture whose hues are taken from [the] palette 
already in use over centuries’.93 Every new representation of the 
Balkans is similar to the previous one, as each version is always 
based on the same information - conflict. If we connect the 
Balkans with the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand 
in Sarajevo in 1914, as the American journalist, John Gunter 
explained in his book Inside Europe, we can get an impression 
that; ‘…these wretched and unhappy little countries in the 
Balkan Peninsula can, and do have quarrels that cause the 
world wars’94. As a response to his interpretation of the Balkans, 
Misha Glenny, a British journalist, further explains this in his 
book, The Balkans 1804 -1999:
…a solid body of Western popular opinion … regarded and 
still regards the Balkans as a toxin threatening the health of 
Europe. The chemistry of this toxin is assumed too complex 
for any known antidote. In the absence of a cure, the West 
found that the one solution was to isolate it and forget about 
it.95
The question to be posed is: is it possible that what happened 
during the Cold war might be repeated in the interpretation 
of today’s Balkans? We can say that everything is permitted in 
mental geography. The imaginative boundaries of the Balkans 
are defined by desires and aspirations of ‘others’ as can be seen 
by using binaries […West-East, Europe-the Balkans, they-
we, first-second, forward-backward, bright-dark, politely-
cruel, dirty-clean and rational-irrational].96 From this, we 
can conclude that the Balkans are already the projection of 
‘others’ - the rest of Europe and Asia. If ‘others’ see themselves 
as prospective territories, then the Balkans are their opposites. 
Bijelić explains the European projection of the Balkans in a way 
that Europe is primary and white ,while the Balkans are always 
the second and black. The second one is always conditioned 
by the first one.97 Asia interprets the Balkans contrary to the 
rest of Europe. This is a clash of different ways of thinking. In 
order to confront their ‘one-sided’ views, we had to play chess. 
The lesson of the chess game is that the Balkans must be given 
an opportunity to make the first move - choose the white 
figures. In that way the Balkans would be a neutral territory 
that is contrary to the one-sided views of the rest of Europe and 
Asia. In that respect, the Balkans are the potential that must 
be accepted by both sides - the West and the East, instead of 
being treated as a danger which needs to be avoided. This is 
confirmed by Todorova who said: ‘the Balkans are in Europe; 
91. Quote translated into English. Ranko Petković. Balkan: ni bure baruta ni zona mira 
(Zagreb: Globus, 1978), 28.
92. See more, Slavoj Žižek, Euronews talks films and Balkans with Slavoj Žižek. 
Euronews. com., http://www.euronews.com/2008/09/12/euronews-talks-films-and-
balkans-with-slavoj-zizek/ (accessed 07 March 2015).
93. Quoted in Milica Bakić-Hyden and Robert Hyden, ‘Orientalist Variations on 
the Theme Balkans: Symbolic Geography in Recent Yugoslav Cultural Politics’, 
Slavic Review 51, no. 1 (Spring 1992), doi: 10.2307/2500258, http://www.jstor.org/
stable/2500258.
94. Quoted in  Maria Todorova, Imagining the Balkans (New York, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1997), 119.
95. Misha Glenny, The Balkans 1804-1999: Nationalism, War and the Great Powers 
(London : Granta Books, 2000), xxiv.
96. Katarina Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije (Zagreb: Algoritam, 2013), 18.
97. Dušan I. Bijelić, and Obrad Savić, Balkan as Metaphor: between Globalization and 
Fragmentation (Cambridge, London: MIT Press, 2002), 3.
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Figure 1.2 Banja Luka under the Ottoman Empire [1527/28-1878]
Figure 1.4 Banja Luka was a part of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy [1878-1918].
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Figure 1.3  The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy had tendency to conquer Dalmatia in 
two directions: across today’s Bosnia and Herzegovina [Banja Luka] and Serbia.
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Map redrawn by the Author
Map redrawn by the AuthorMap redrawn by the Author
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they are white [race]; they are predominately Christian…98.
‘But we belong to no one, we’re always on some frontier, always 
someone’s dowry. Is it then surprising that we’re poor? For 
centuries, we’ve been trying to find, trying to recognize ourselves. 
Soon we won’t know who we are, we’re already forgetting that we’ve 
even been striving for anything. Others do us the honor of letting 
us march under their banners, since we have none of our own. They 
entice us when they need us, and reject us when we’re no longer 
any use to them. The saddest land in the world, the most unhappy 
people in the world. We’re losing our identity, but we cannot 
assume another, foreign one. We’ve been severed from our roots, 
but haven’t become part of anything else; foreign to everyone, both 
to those who are our kin and those who won’t take us and adopt us 
as their own. We live at a crossroads of worlds, at a border between 
peoples, in everyone’s way. And someone always thinks we’re to [be 
blamed for everything]. The waves of history crash against us, as 
against reef.’ 
Selimović, Death and the Dervish,1996.
1.2 THE CHANGES OF COUNTRY BORDERS - 
Bosnia and Herzegovina
‘…when the first feeling of transience had passed, the town began to find its 
place in the new order of things’.
Andrić, The Bridge Over the Drina, 1995.
There have been 6 regime changes in the last 150 years that 
have radically redrawn the borders & ethnicity of the territory 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina:
•	 the Ottoman Empire 1527-1878
•	 the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 1878-1918,
•	 the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes 1918-
1929 and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia 1929-1941, 
•	 the Independent State of Croatia  1941-1945,
•	 the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia 1945-
1963 and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
1963-1992,
•	 Bosnia and Herzegovina [1992-present].
1.2.1 The Rotation of different political and social regimes
‘It will take six months to reform the political systems, six years
 to change the economic systems,and sixty years to effect a revolution 
on the people’s hearts and minds’.  
Ralf Dahrendorf, Reflections on the Revolution in Europe, 1990.
1.2.1.1 The Ottoman Empire [1527-1878]
Gašparović said that the geographical knowledge about today’s 
Bosnia and Herzegovina was superficial and insufficient for 
its precise mapping during XV, XVI and XVII century99 - in 
the first half of the reign of the Ottoman Empire. The country 
was not studied in the field of cartography, so the documents 
of that time could not be used in further research of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina due to superficiality and errors. He could 
not find any compatibility between the texts and maps about 
Bosnia and Herzegovina.100 It was really difficult to explain to 
what extent the descriptions from this epoch had influence on 
shaping Bosnia and Herzegovina and vice versa. The fact is that 
the textual descriptions and maps of that time were separate 
documents without a logical link. The greatest number of 
these textual descriptions by their way of representing the 
materials could not satisfy the mapmakers’ needs.101 However, 
98. Maria Todorova, Imagining the Balkans (New York, Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1997), 188.
99. Ratimir Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama od prvih početaka 
do kraja XIX vijeka (Sarajevo: Akademija Nauka i Umjetnosti Bosne i Hercegovine, 
1970), 75.
100. Gašparović, op. cit., 75.
101. Gašparović, op. cit., 75.
the textual descriptions from this epoch described Bosnia and 
Herzegovina more precisely than the maps that were produced 
during this epoch. The evidence for this is in the fact that 
the names of many places were left out of the maps or were 
recorded incorrectly. The last decade of XVII century and the 
beginning of XVIII belonged to the period of the stagnation 
of the representation of Bosnia and Herzegovina on the maps 
and the period of searching for the solution how to record 
the country in the future. Some maps from this epoch were 
actually the copies of the previously produced maps of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. By multiplying the copies of the same place, 
they lost their quality. This resulted in the decline in the process 
of mapping the country. The period of stagnation is the motive 
and the justification for the reason why Austrian mapmakers 
appeared in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In secrecy 
they recorded its small parts which were of their military 
interest.102 At the beginning of XVIII century when Bosnia and 
Herzegovina was still part of the Ottoman Empire, Austrian 
mapmakers recorded Banja Luka in secrecy as its position 
within Bosnia and Herzegovina was of their interests but not 
for the current Ottoman Empire. This fact is confirmed by 
the existence of the numerous maps of Banja Luka and other 
places within Bosnia and Herzegovina from this period which 
are stored in the Austrian State Archives in Vienna. Bosnia 
and Herzegovina would not have the cartography like today 
without the knowledge and help of Austrian mapmakers. The 
maps produced by the Ottoman Empire did not have influence 
on recording the present-day Bosnia and Herzegovina.
      1.2.1.2 The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy [1878-1918]
For European Turkey, the easiest way to preserve its territory 
was to isolate it from other countries on the European 
continent by not allowing foreigners to easily enter into 
this region, especially to record it.103 In secrecy Austrian 
cartographers – spy agents entered and recorded a certain 
territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina, including Banja Luka. 
Before the official establishment of the Austro-Hungarian 
Monarchy in this territory in 1878, the presence of Austrian 
cartographers was evident. This was enabled with the peace 
agreement between the Ottoman Empire and Austria from 
1718 to 1737. One of the regulations of this peace agreement 
allowed the merchants to enter European Turkey, so this was 
used by Austrian cartographers who disguised themselves as 
merchants in order to map the country in secrecy.104 Another 
essential regulation of this peace agreement gave Austria the 
right to have its consuls in the important economic places in 
European Turkey. They were at the same time responsible for 
organizing the recording and collecting the information about 
those places and Bosnia and Herzegovina.105 This agreement 
was broken in 1736 when Austria [1737-1739] joined Russia as 
an ally during the war with the Ottoman Empire.  While one 
part of the military forces of the Ottoman Empire from Bosnia 
and Herzegovina participated in this war from this territory, 
Austria saw it as an opportunity to conquer the Ottoman 
Empire in two directions: across Serbia and today’s Bosnia and 
Herzegovina - Banja Luka. 106 The aim of the Monarchy was to 
reach the eastern area of the Adriatic Sea in order to expand 
the trade with the countries of the Mediterranean Sea. 107 To 
achieve this, the easiest ways was across today’s Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, where Banja Luka was an essential point on the 
road towards Dalmatia. As an important strategic place, this 
city became the subject of the interest of the Austrian army. 
Banja Luka was a part of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in 
1878. But its interests in Banja Luka began with Banja Luka 
102. Gašparović, op. cit., 79.
103. Gašparović, op. cit., 290.
104. Gašparović, op. cit., 80.
105. Gašparović, op. cit., 80-81.
106. Zijad Šehić, Povijesni atlas Bosne i Hercegovine: Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim 
i historijskim kartama (Sarajevo, Sejtarija, 2002), 101.
107. Gašparović, op. cit., 99.
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Figure 1.6 Banja Luka was one of the cities in the The Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes 1918-1929 and The Kingdom of Yugoslavia 1929-1941.
 Despite the change of name, the Kingdom did not change its outside borders. 
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Figure 1.5 The division of the territory of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. 
Bosnia and Herzegovina was divided into six areas mostly named by the cities
 which were their centres:  Bihać, Travnik, Vrbas [Banja Luka], Mostar, Tuzla and Sarajevo.
1922-1929
Figure 1.7 The Kingdom of Yugoslavia was composed of nine Banovinas - provinces. 
Banja Luka was an administrative, economic and cultural centre of Vrbas Banovina.
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Figure 1.8  Banja Luka recorded on the map of the Independent State of Croatia 
[1941-1945]
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Battle in 1737. This was a motive for Austrian mapmakers to 
collect the information about this place. The occupation of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina by the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
had also resolved the issue of its further representation on 
geographic maps. Gašparović pointed out that ‘cartographers 
who were originally from this territory, based on their own 
initiative, power and means began to map cartographically 
their countries and some of its parts by using Austrian maps 
as the bases’.108 This was possible when the Austro-Hungarian 
Monarchy left the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1918.
1.2.1.3 The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes
 [1918-1929] and The Kingdom of Yugoslavia [1929-1941]
In the production of the maps of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
during the Kingdom, the maps made by Austrian mapmakers 
were used as the base. By observing the maps of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina drawn during the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes [1918-1929], it can be seen that it was divided into 
six areas mostly named by the cities which were their centres: 
Tuzlanska [Tuzla], Sarajevska [Sarajevo], Mostarska [Mostar], 
Travnička [Travnik], Vrbaska [Banja Luka] and Bihaćka [Bihać]. 
By passing a new law related to the name and the division of 
the Kingdom into administrative areas [October 3, 1929], it 
was renamed Yugoslavia. It was composed of nine Banovinas 
- provinces named by the rivers: the Drava Banovina, the Sava 
Banovina, the Littoral Banovina, the Drina Banovina, the Zeta 
Banovina, the Danube Banovina, the Morava Banovina and 
the Vardar Banovina.109 This new division caused the changes 
of the borders of Bosnia and Herzegovina within the Kingdom. 
Its territory belonged to different Banovinas [provinces]: the 
Vrbas Banovina, the Drina Banovina, the Littoral Banovina 
and the Zeta Banovina. The administrative, cultural and 
economic centre of the Vrbas Banovina was Banja Luka. Its 
foundations were set during this period and by which it became 
recognizable. This new role as a regional centre positioned the 
city as an important place on the map and it also significantly 
accelerated its development in all fields. Its progress slowed 
down and then stagnated with the outbreak of World War II 
[1941-1945], erasing the name of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia 
from the map of Europe and the Balkans.   
1.2.1.4  The Independent State of Croatia [1941-1945]
During World War II [1941-1945], the Kingdom of Yugoslavia 
was divided into occupation zones. Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
including Banja Luka became a part of the Independent State 
of Croatia. It modified the existing situation in the country and 
city in accordance with its beliefs and aspirations. In that way 
the city lost its significant place on the map. Banja Luka was 
transformed into a place of stagnation. During that period a 
significant number of buildings were destroyed, which changed 
the physical appearance of the city. The Independent State of 
Croatia had the need to map the changes which occurred in 
the city during the occupation. The evidence for that is the 
map from 1942 [this will be illustrated in Chapter 2]. It seems 
that the city was waiting for a suitable moment - peace and 
the stabilization of the territory to develop again. With the 
liberation from the occupier and the establishment of The 
Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia, there was a need to 
map the current situation in the city after World War II. This is 
documented on the map of Banja Luka dating from 1948 [this 
will be illustrated in Chapter 2]. 
 1.2.1.5 The Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia
 [1945-1963] and The Socialist Federal Republic of 
108. Gašparović, op. cit., 252.
109. Zijad Šehić, Povijesni atlas Bosne i Hercegovine: Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim 
i historijskim kartama (Sarajevo, Sejtarija, 2002), 303.
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Figure 1.12 Banja Luka has been the second largest city in Bosnia and Herzegovina since 1992.Figure 1.11 Bosnia and Herzegovina is composed of two entities [The Republic of Srpska and 
The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina] and one district [Brčko District].
after 1992
THE REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA BRČKO
DISTRICT
THE FEDERATION OF
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
after 1992
Figure 1.10 The position of Banja Luka in the Federal People’s Republic of 
Yugoslavia1945-1963 and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 1963-1992
Figure 1.9 The Republic of Yugoslavia was composed of six republics
 and two autonomous provinces [Vojvodina and Kosovo]. Bosnia and Herzegovina
 was one of the republics.
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Yugoslavia [1963-1992]
The Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia [1945-1963] was the 
result of the liberation movement. This name was official until 
1963, when it was renamed the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia [1963-1992]. Regardless of the change of the country 
names, they had the same territory divided administratively 
into six republics: Slovenia, Croatia, Macedonia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro, and two autonomous 
regions Vojvodina and Kosovo and Metohija. As one of 
Yugoslav republics, Bosnia and Herzegovina was like 
Yugoslavia, just smaller, consisting of different nationalities.  In 
1969 the earthquakes struck Banja Luka - the city of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. The citizens remembered the city before and after 
1969. This can be connected with Said’s idea of the imaginative 
geography. The representation of Banja Luka changed in 
the mental geography of its citizens and ‘others’  due to the 
earthquakes. These changes in the representation of the city can 
also be understood through physical geography by comparing 
the maps published before and after the earthquakes in 1948 
and 1978 [this will be illustrated in Chapter 2]. By comparing 
those maps, it is evident that a significant number of buildings 
was destroyed during the earthquakes, while an even more 
significant number of new buildings were erected as a result 
of solidarity. For a short period of time, the city significantly 
improved its economic capacity and came back to normal life. 
The breakup of Yugoslavia increased the tensions among the 
people in Bosnia and Herzegovina [Yugoslavia, smaller size] 
which led to the civil war [1992 – 1995]. The economic growth 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina cities including Banja Luka was 
stopped, causing the new stagnation that lasted until the end 
of the war.
                1.2.1.6 Bosnia and Herzegovina [1992-present]
‘…is Bosnia and Herzegovina a country to which it is possible to travel or it 
disappeared from the face of the earth together with war conflicts?110
Zeh, Tišina je šum, 2003.
‘Bosnia is the outsider of history, it is a new Union of States with defined 
organisation, actually produced by the war, its constitution was adopted out 
of its borders becoming, in some way, an international legal convention, but 
the state itself is a an actually imaginary creation and  
the expression of political postmodernism’. 111
 Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije, 2013.
‘On the imaginative war map of the Balkans …, Bosnia is the most
 interesting country … due to the coexistence of different nations and religions, 
it served as a perfect laboratory or zoo for researching Balkan 
complexity and multiculturalism’. 112 
Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije, 2013.
Today, Bosnia and Herzegovina is a very complex state. Only 
Balkan experts can understand it. The question to be posed 
is: how does this state actually function? After the civil war 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, it was necessary to ‘satisfy the 
appetites’ of all three nations [Serbs, Croats and Bosniaks]. 
The consensus - compromise among nations was based on 
the principle that there was no possibility for the creation 
of new independent countries. Instead of that, a state entity 
was created for Serbian people. The Republic of Srpska has 
all the characteristics of statehood including a President, 
Government and Parliament. It is not independent and it 
cannot be independent unless all three nations [Serbs, Croats 
and Bosniaks] give their permission for that - allow it and vice 
versa. Bosnia and Herzegovina has one more complicated 
entity ‘Bosniak-Croat Federation’ which was later renamed 
into one illogical name - ‘the Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina’ following the model of Switzerland which was 
already divided and organized into cantons. Both entities 
110.  Quote translated into English. See more, Juli Zeh, Tišina je šum, trans. Štefica 
Martić (Zagreb: Durieux, 2003), 9.
111.  Quote translated into English. See more, Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do 
fantazije, 365.
112.  Quote translated into English. Luketić, Balkan: od geografije do fantazije, 96.
the Republic of Srpska and the Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina make the state - Bosnia and Herzegovina which 
has the Tripartite Presidency [three-members body according 
to three nations, which collectively serves as the head of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina State], Parliamentary Assembly and other 
institutions which represent this country aboard.
Even though Bosnia and Herzegovina seems to be an 
independent country in Europe, it is not completely 
independent. The reason for this is the Dayton Agreement 
from 1995 [the agreement which marked the end of the war 
and the establishment of the above-mentioned entities of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina]. It also includes the institution 
of ‘High Representative’ which acts under the control of 
the United Nations and whose decisions can revoke even 
the decisions of the Parliament - National Representatives 
who were elected in a democratic way by the citizens of this 
‘Impossible Country’113.  This is absurd because it has lasted for 
more than twenty years without any sign that something will 
change in the near future. The world does not allow Bosnia 
and Herzegovina to develop independently as now this state 
has difficulties in sustaining financially and technically [there 
are too many different institutions across the country]. Despite 
the efforts and desires, European institutions ‘think’ that we are 
not ready for the integration into the European Union. Again, 
this is an absurd because of the fact that before the civil war 
[1992-1995], Bosnia and Herzegovina was called ‘Europe in 
small’ due to the diversity of nations who live in this territory. 
In this state of absurdity, there is Banja Luka which, besides 
different roles that it had in the past, is the administrative, 
cultural and economic centre of the Republic of Srpska. This 
new role of the city and its expansion are closely related to the 
recent civil war which caused the migration and the influx 
of the populations which fled from the war affected areas in 
ex Yugoslavia to Banja Luka [this was confirmed during the 
census in 2014]. Bosnia and Herzegovina and Banja Luka have 
always been the subject of manipulation, both in imaginary and 
physical geography on paper during the negotiation processes 
and directly during the war.
                               1.2.2  ‘The culture of memory’
‘This continual need of the newcomers to build and rebuild, to dig and to 
put back again, to put up and modify, this eternal desire of theirs to foresee 
the action of natural process, to avoid and surmount them, no one either 
understood or appreciated’.
Andrić, The Bridge Over The Drina, 1995. 114
The frequent rotation of regimes disturbed the balance of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, including Banja Luka, by causing 
the changes in all walks of life. The question to be posed is: 
how did the residents from this territory deal with a vortex 
of the new changes? Did the way of thinking of perpetual 
newcomers [as Andrić called the new citizens and their new 
regime] and Said’s idea of others [‘European identity as a 
superior one’115] clash with the mindset of the old residents 
[‘all the non-European peoples and cultures’116 as inferior 
ones] or were they integrated? Or did both ways of thinking 
exist independently side by side? There is still a dilemma in the 
answer to this question as the changes were clearly visible in 
the physical appearance of the place - its physical geography, 
but it was difficult to see if these changes were applied partly 
or completely in mental geography of its residents or simply 
ignored. The fact is that the changes of the place [in this case, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina] always occurred without the desire 
of its citizens. In his novel, The Bridge Over The Drina, Andrić 
113. See more, Nenad Kecmanović, Nemoguća država - Bosna i Hercegovina 
(Beograd: Filip Višnjić, 2007).
114. Ivo Andrić, The Bridge Over The Drina, trans. Lovett F. Edwards (London: Harvill 
Press, 1995), 139.
115. Edward Said, Orientalism ( New York: Vintage Books, A Division of Random 
House, 1979), 7.
116. Said, Orientalism.,  7.
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noted: ‘the outward aspect of the [place] altered visibly and 
rapidly’ while ‘nothing was changed at the home of the old 
residents’ who ‘maintained the old order in every detail and 
did not even dream of changing anything’117. The reason for 
that might lay in the fact that the new order of things always 
bought with it insecurity, uncertainty and fear - additional 
questions:  
…where is all this leading and where will it stop? Who 
and what were these strangers [newcomers, others] who, it 
seemed, did not know the meaning of rest and respite, knew 
neither measure nor limits? What did they want? With what 
plans had they come? What was this restlessness which 
continually drove them on, like some curse, to new works 
and enterprises of which no one could see the end?118 
Andrić described the transition from one regime to another 
through ‘the feeling both of lighting the first fires of one 
new civilization and extinguishing the last flickers of [other 
fires] which [were] burning out’.119 The new regime with its 
establishment had a tendency to get rid of the aches - erase the 
traces of the previous one with the aim to create a new ambient 
in accordance with its opinion and ideas. The constant need 
for modifying, repressing and creating new in this territory 
illustrates the domination and power of one regime over 
another [superior over inferior as Said’s concept of others]:
The newcomers were never at peace; and they allowed no 
one else to live in peace. It seemed that they were resolved 
with their impalpable yet ever more noticeable web of laws, 
regulations and orders to embrace all forms of life, men, 
beasts and things, and to change and alter everything, both 
the outward appearance of the town and the custom and 
habits of men from the cradle to the grave.120
In the whole process of ‘rapid social changes, turmoil [as well 
as] drastic identity transformations’121, the [old] residents 
were ‘silent’ observers who led a monologue with themselves 
because of the lack of the dialogue with the new regime - 
Andrić’s newcomers and Said’s others. These changes passed 
by them but it depended from individual to individual how he/
she reacted to them. 
‘The past remains integral to us all, individually and collectively. We 
must concede the ancients their place…But their place is not simply back 
there, in a separate and foreign country; it is assimilated in ourselves, and 
resurrected into an ever-changing present’.
Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country, 1985.
          
            1.3 ‘THE PAST IS A FOREIGN [CITY]’ - Banja Luka
‘The past is a foreign country: they do things differently there’.
Hartley, The Go-Between, 1953.
‘The past is everywhere. All around us lie features which, like ourselves and 
our thoughts, have more or less recognizable antecedents.
Relics, histories, memories suffuse human experience. 
... the past is omnipresent.’
Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country, 1985. 122
‘How do we come to [get to] know about past? How do we 
acquire this essential background? The simple answer is that we 
remember things, read or hear stories and chronicles and live 
among relics from the previous time. The past surrounds us and 
saturates us; every scene, every statement, every action retains 
residual content from earlier time’.123 These are the words of 
117. Andrić, The Bridge Over The Drina, 136.
118. Andrić, The Bridge Over The Drina, 137.
119. Andrić, The Bridge Over The Drina, 234.
120. Andrić, The Bridge Over The Drina, 135.
121. Maria Todorova, ed. Balkan Identities: Nation and Memory (London: Hurst, 
2004), 3.
122. David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985), xv.
123. Lowenthal, op. cit., 185.
a geographer and historian David Lowenthal explained in his 
book The Past is a Foreign Country, with which we can begin 
our consideration of how we know the past. But in that case 
we have to ‘stand outside it and view its finished operations, 
including its known consequences for whatever was then the 
future’.124 In order to apply this to Banja Luka, its ‘finished 
operations’ entail the change of regimes and the presence of 
the natural phenomena whose ‘known consequences’ are seen 
in the forms of war conflicts and the earthquakes in 1969. We 
interpret Banja Luka’s past from the distance - the present in 
which we live, knowing all social and political conflicts as well 
as the earthquakes that occurred in this territory. By being 
aware of these consequences, during the process of mapping 
Banja Luka’s past we must deal with all the problems that their 
presence has produced over time including the emergence of 
the new/old phenomenon - forgetting. 
According to Lowenthal, the past always already composed 
of other people‘s memories and imagination ‘comes to [our] 
conscious apprehension along the same routes’125 - memory, 
history and relics. These ‘routes’ - ‘sources of past knowledge’ 
continually furbish our awareness of the past’126 with some new 
knowledge mostly obtained through collecting other people’s 
memories and imagination. His thought highlights the 
continuity of the past whose changing role constantly shapes 
our lives. Our vast storage of the knowledge of the past has 
been continually filled with new knowledge which modifies 
and alters our previous cognition of the past. Gilbert Highet’s 
phrase taken from The Classical Tradition: Greek and Roman 
Influences on Western Literatures serves him to explain that 
‘the past is never dead’ because ‘it exists continuously in the 
minds of thinkers and men of imagination’.127 In those cases, 
Lowenthal observes the past through its continuity and stability 
whose cognition, in the first place, ‘depends on how - and how 
much - it is consciously apprehended’.128 For him, it is not 
important whether the past is something different from stable 
or continual one, as his main focus is on how much of it we are 
able to understand and further transmit to new generations. 
Therefore, ‘the past is to some extent our own creation’.129 The 
knowledge obtained through understanding other people’s 
memories and imagination about the past enables us the 
creation of our own past. We map only the past which we 
already know, as Lowenthal said, ‘each new life history is bound 
to be further revised; our new past is no more final than the 
previous one’.130 The question to be posed is: does it mean that 
individually, each ‘route’ - memory, history and relics along 
which the past ‘comes to conscious apprehension’131 would not 
be interrupted as the past represented by Lowenthal?
In Lowenthal’s terms, memory and history are the ‘processes 
of insight’132 which enables us to gain knowledge about the 
past. There is a difference in the ways we fill our storage of 
memory and history with some new memorial and historical 
knowledge of the past and how this obtained knowledge 
is further ‘transmitted, preserved and altered’133 for new 
generations. Thus ‘memory is a premise of knowledge’ always 
composed of others, while ‘we infer history from evidence 
that [also] includes other people’s memories’134. Memory and 
history significantly differ in the ways the knowledge of the 
past might be acquired. As for Lowenthal, both memory and 
history have one thing in common - continuity in providing 
new selected, distilled, distorted and transformed insights into 
the past. It can be further transmitted to others who follow our 
124. Lowenthal, op. cit., 191.
125. Lowenthal, op.cit., 186.
126. Lowenthal, op. cit., 187.
127. Lowenthal, op. cit.,  186.
128. Lowenthal, op. cit., 192.
129. Lowenthal, op. cit., 410.
130. Lowenthal, op. cit., 411.
131. Lowenthal, op. cit., 186.
132. Lowenthal, op. cit., 187.
133. Lowenthal, op. cit., 212.
134. Lowenthal, op. cit., 212.
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Figure 1.14 Halbwachs distinguished three types of memory: individual or autobiographical, collective and historical. Even the individual memory is 
collective and it is a social construction.
Authobiographical or Individual Memory 
and Collective Memory
Historical Memory and Collective Memory
Individual memory’relies upon, relocated itself within....
[and] merges with collective memory’.
We ‘think and remember as a member of the group’.
We are direct participants.
We recall the past ‘through others even though only we were
participants in the events or saw things concerned’.
Even individual memory is mediated and it is a social construction.
We remember and imagine the past through the memories and imagination of others.
Historical memory is intermingled with colllective memory.
We imagine the past that is based on:
‘Living history’ - the personal memories of others
‘Learned history’-obtained from history books, paintings, literature, etc.
Our memory is ‘borrowed memory but not our own’.
We rely on ‘historical memory’ by which we borrow the needed
information from others to ll the gap in our knowledge.
We are non-participants.
Diagram made by the Author
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steps in understanding the past as I used Lowenthol’s cognition 
for understanding Banja Luka’s past. Lowenthal remarks: our 
memories are ‘continually supplemented by others’; ‘are in 
continual flux’; ‘must continually be discarded and conflated’; 
‘continually changed to conform with the present needs’ 
or ‘new experience and revised expectations [of the past] 
continually reshape them’.135 From his phrases, we can conclude 
that despite being revised, memory as a whole continually 
‘grows as life lengthens and as experiences multiply’136.  Above 
all our ‘memorial’ knowledge compiles continually in layers. 
There is a line between these layers which connect them 
into a meaningful whole by enabling us to know the past. 
Like memory, Lowenthal describes history as ‘collective self-
awareness’137 which ‘usually depends on someone else’s eyes 
and voice’ but is always explained though its continuity and 
stability. This can be seen in the following Lowthal’s phrases; 
‘the stability of history’; ‘history is potentially immortal’; and 
‘history is continually revised’.138 Therefore, we also compile 
different cognition of history obtained through collecting and 
understanding other people’s memories. Different layers must 
be compiled chronologically in order to know the past. 
Relics including ‘not only human artifacts but products of 
nature’ ‘are not processes like memory and history but residues 
of processes’139, according to Lowenthal. The knowledge 
obtained through exploring memory and history is always 
enhanced by relics that are not only made up of ‘ruins and 
reconstruction, but everything marked by age, use or memorial 
purpose’.140 Lowenthal’s previous sentence highlights the 
continuity of the tangible past in relation to relics which are 
abandoned and forgotten. ‘Relics suffer greater attrition than 
memories or histories’141 - they might be ‘ceaselessly effaced’ 
in different ways. Thus ‘…the tangible past cannot stand on 
its own. Relics are mute; [they] require interpretation to voice 
their reliquary role’.142 
We must move along Lowenthal’s routes - memory, history and 
relics - in order to know the past of Banja Luka which is always 
altered according to how much we know about it. But we also 
have to bear in mind that this form of continual route that 
leads to our past can be used only if a city’s past is seen as stable 
and continual. Along similar lines, Rossi’s The Architecture of 
the City gives us an idea of three distinct propositions of the 
city as ‘a man-made object’143. The first of these propositions 
refers to the fact that ‘urban development’ always happens 
during a certain time period, defining the city ‘before’ and 
‘after’ it. This ‘time period’ makes these cities [before and after] 
inhomogeneous, they can be compared only if we bring them 
under the same timeline. In that way these cities are connected 
to each other by becoming a homogeneous whole without 
any breaks. The second proposition suggests that if we accept 
[the spatial continuity of the city], [we have] to assume that all 
those elements which we find in a certain region or within a 
certain urban area are the artifacts of a homogeneous nature, 
without discontinuities’144. At first sight, these artifacts seem 
opposed due to the different nature of their formation but in 
this case they adapt to each other by connecting all elements 
in this territory into one homogeneous - urban whole. The 
last - third proposition means that ‘within the urban structure 
there are some primary elements of a particular nature which 
have the power to retard or accelerate the urban process’145. 
The relationship of ‘fixed activities’ [including stores, public 
135. Lowenthal, op. cit., 196, 205, 194, 214, 410.
136. Lowenthal, op. cit., 194.
137. Lowenthal, op. cit., 213.
138. Lowenthal, op. cit., 214.
139. Lowenthal, op. cit., 187.
140. Lowenthal, op. cit., 238.
141. Lowenthal, op. cit., 239.
142. Lowenthal, op. cit., 243.
143. Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of the City (The Graham Foundation for Advanced 
Studies in the Fine Arts and the Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies by MIT, 
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and commercial buildings, universities, hospitals and school] 
to primary elements146, as Rossi said, is dominant as these 
elements participate in the evolution and stagnation of the city 
without breaking its spatial continuity. In all cases, Rossi talks 
about the continuity of the city but in distinctive ways. 
Lowenthal and Rossi observe the city through its continuity 
and stability - there is a line which passes through all its ‘layers’ 
and connects them. In the case of Banja Luka, we are dealing 
with discontinuity - the breaks from the past. There is no 
line through the city’s layers that would connect them. Each 
layer is a story unto itself due to the ‘finished operations’ [war, 
conflicts and earthquakes]. These breaks led to the emergence 
of new/old phenomena in this territory - forgetting. If we 
add forgetting as a new component to Lowenthal’s routes - 
memory, history and relics - we come to the conclusion that in 
case of Banja Luka: the memory is fragmented, the history is 
layered but discontinuous, and the architecture of the city does 
not appear to be a historical continuity. In the terms of Rossi’s 
theory of the city, there is no clear evolution of architectural 
and urban typologies. This is probably due to ideological and 
cultural shifts associated with each regime change. When 
Lowenthal’s routes were applied to Banja Luka, they got the 
new dimension: 
•	 fragmented memory,
•	 discontinuous layered history 
•	 residues of typical architecture.
1.3.1 Fragmented collective memory
In his book, The Collective Memory, the sociologist 
Halbwachs distinguished three types of memory: individual 
or autobiographical, collective and historical. In order to 
understand the role of collective memory in the mapping 
process of the turbulent past of Banja Luka, Halbwachs’s theory 
of memory is used as a model. His theory is the key reference 
for Rossi’s theory of the city:
…the city itself is the collective memory of its people, and 
like memory it is associated with objects and places. The 
city is the locus of collective memory. This relationship 
between the locus and the citizenry then becomes the city’s 
predominant image147
Individual memory ‘relies upon, relocates itself within…. [and] 
merges with collective memory’ as we ‘think and remember 
as a member of the group’.148 This evolves naturally through 
adopting the way of thinking from the viewpoints of people 
that we love [e.g. family and friends] or whose work is a part of 
us [such as a group of favourite authors]. We recall the past only 
‘by situating ourselves within the viewpoint of one or several 
social groups or several currents of collective thoughts’.149  ‘In 
reality, we are never alone’ as ‘we always carry with us and 
in us’ numerous different people.150 In order to understand 
individual memory through the mediation of ideas between 
other people and us, Halbwachs interprets a story about his 
visit to London with friends. All of them belong to distinct 
professions: architects, historians, painters and businesspeople. 
While visiting the city together, all of these people impose their 
own vision of London on Halbwachs. An architect explained 
to him the type and composition of the buildings. A historian 
emphasized the historic significance of certain streets and 
buildings. A painter drew his attention to the ‘colours in the 
parks, the lines of the palaces and churches, and the play of 
light and shadow on the walls and facades of Westminster 
and on the Thames … [whilst]… a businessperson [took] him 
146. Rossi, The Architecture of the City, 86.
147. Rossi, The Architecture of the City, 131.
148. Maurice Halbwachs , The Collective Memory, trans. Francis J. Ditter, Jr. and Vilda 
Yazadi Ditter (Harper& Row, 1990), 22-49.
149. Halbwachs , The Collective Memory, 33.
150. Halbwachs , The Collective Memory, 23.
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Figure 1.15 Continuity - there is a line which connects these layers 
into a meaningful whole.
Figure 1.16 Discontinuity - there is no line which connects these layers
 into a meaningful whole.
Diagram made by the Author Diagram made by the Author
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into the public thoroughfares, to the shops, bookstores, and 
department stores’.151 Their varied descriptions and illustrations 
of London that are preserved in Halbwachs’s memory led him 
through the city the next time, even if he was unaccompanied 
by them. We are never aware of the fact that we remember the 
past through others. Our ideas derived from different social 
groups which work in our memory as ‘a screen over individual 
remembrance’. 152 Even our individual memory is mediated 
and it is a social construction. 
For Halbwahcs, historical memory is also intermingled with 
collective memory. We imagine the past based on ‘living 
history’ - the monuments and personal memories of others and 
‘learned history’ obtained from archive materials.153 To evoke 
the past, we must rely on other people’s memories both the 
living and lived history, as it is necessary to ‘cover the gaps in 
our remembrances’ - transform into the knowledge. Whether 
we entirely or partially rely on other people’s memories depends 
on whether we were direct witnesses of the city’s events or not. 
In both cases, we cannot go beyond the information we have 
heard, the books we have read, the paintings we have viewed, 
the sculptures we have touched or the maps we have explored 
because our imaging of the past depends primarily on others. 
Every person carries the burden of historical remembrance 
which constantly increases and develops together with a new 
cognition of the city. Halbwachs explained this saying that:
during my life, my national society has been theatre for 
a number of events that I say I ‘remember’ only from 
newspapers or the testimony of those directly involved. 
These events occupy a place in the memory of the nation, 
but I myself did not witness them.154 
He talks about collective memories: ‘our grandparents leave 
their stamp on our parents. … Our parents marched in front 
of us and guided us into the future. The moment comes when 
they stop and we pass by them. Then we must turn back to see 
them, and now they seem to be in the grid of the past’. 155 Above 
all ‘[we] can image [this past] but [we] cannot remember [it].156 
In Halbwachs terms, to map a city’s past, we must rely on other 
people’s recorded memories, regardless of the fact whether 
this is seen as a natural process of adopting ideas from others 
[individual and collective memories] or a conscious process 
for filling the gaps in our knowledge [historical and collective 
memories]. In order to use this model in the process of mapping 
Banja Luka, its ‘urban artifacts’157 must be recorded from all 
possible angles - to get the image of the city’s past.  The planner 
Kevin Lynch classified the image of the city into five elements: 
paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks.158 In the case of 
Banja Luka, the memories of its artifacts were usually recorded 
only from one attractive point of view, while other views were 
missing - were not recorded or lost. In order to record them 
from different angles, as Rossi said, in the case of Banja Luka, 
we have to use other people’s memories documented in texts, 
photographs and maps. This makes the past of Banja Luka 
more complicated. The rotation of different regimes and the 
occurrence of earthquakes influenced the short lifespan of 
many artifacts in Banja Luka. This led to collective oblivion - 
physical traces are destroyed, other people’s memories are left 
as the only source of information. Since the interruption was 
mostly violent, there is the lack of information about Banja 
Luka’s past. Other people’s memories are fragmented due to a 
short lifespan of the artifacts.                 
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               1.3.2 Discontinuous layered history 
The history of Banja Luka is layered. Each layer refers to one 
social and political regime that was present in this territory in 
a certain period of time. It was almost always a rule that each 
regime created only its own history, often denying the previous 
one. The new regime had never been attached to the old one. 
It always chose to start its history over neglecting the historical 
facts and values which were there before. This led to the loss 
of continuity in the history of Banja Luka. The timeline of the 
city precisely marked all frequent and rapid changes caused by 
the rotation of different regimes. There were the breaks during 
the transition from one regime to another as their changes 
were always violent, leading to conflicts - the wars. They were 
inherently destructive phenomena. This means that the period 
of wars is always a gap in the cognition of Banja Luka’s past. 
They were mostly filled afterwards when the conflicts finished 
with the hands of winners as they always write the history. The 
historical facts written afterwards were mostly modified in 
accordance with the regime’s needs. 
In order to understand Banja Luka’s past and then map it, the 
process of compiling these layers of history of each specific 
regime entails the following disposition : the previous regime 
-  break [the period of conflicts] - the new regime. There is 
no line through these layers which would connect them into 
a meaningful relationship - a whole, enabling the researchers 
to smoothly move within the different layers without noticing 
the transition between them. Instead of that, each regime 
told only the story of its own history making the process of 
understanding Banja Luka’s past a more complicated task 
for each researcher than it is the case in the most developed 
European countries.
When erasing, modifying and neglecting the traces of the 
previous regime, the new regime also did not have enough time 
to develop its ideas of the city properly because the turbulent 
history of Banja Luka caused some new conflicts. The new ideas 
developed on already incomplete ideas of the previous regime 
additionally reduced the possibility to connect these layers. 
In that way the distance between them on the timeline was 
significantly increased. There is always an incomprehensible 
interlayer between these layers of history which present the 
periods of conflicts. This opens the possibility for others to 
interpret it in different ways.
               1.3.3 Residues of typical architecture
Banja Luka City’s past can be analyzed through the concept of 
‘type’ defined by Rossi as ‘the very of idea of architecture’159, 
which changed over time in accordance with the rotation of 
different regimes present in this territory. Each regime built 
its own ‘type’ - created an idea of architecture of Banja Luka. 
The different parts of the city - urban wholes - were developed 
in accordance with the ‘type’ - idea of a certain regime.  The 
periods of transition had different principles in the creation 
of the idea of these urban wholes of Banja Luka: from radical 
attitude - erasing the traces of the previous ‘urban artifacts’ and 
building new ones in the same place - imposing own ideas to 
the retention of the contrast - different ‘urban artifacts’ touch 
each other.
159. Rossi, The Architecture of the City, 41.
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Figure 1.18  Čaršija - commercial zone in the Upper Šeher was located on the both banks of the 
river Vrbas which were connected by a bridge. The location of the fortress is still questionable.
Figure 1.19  Čaršija - commercial zone in the Lower Šeher was also located on the both banks of the river 
Vrbas which were connected by a bridge. The Ferhadija Mosque, as a religious, social and education core,  
had a central place in the Lower  Šeher.
Figure 1.17 Banja Luka had a characteristic of Šeher [a large territory with more than one Čaršija - commercial zone and a number of neighbourhoods - residential areas] 
during the Ottoman Empire. Its development began in the Upper Šeher [12 kilometers upstream the river Vrbas from the Fortress] with the arrival of the Ottoman Empire 
around 1527/28. Hilly environment hindered its expansion in that part so it was necessary to find a suitable location. In 1574 it moved downstream the river Vrbas, forming a 
new centre - the Lower Šeher which is the present-day location of Banja Luka. The position of both the Upper and  the Lower Šeher was on the estuary of two rivers.
Ferhadija
MOSQUE
Ottomans in Banja Luka
map index (B) map index (B)1881/84 1881/84
Map made by the Author
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The ‘type’ is always ‘associated with a form and way of 
living’160, the need and aspiration of each regime with the aim 
to establish a rule in architecture. We can say that the ‘type’ 
‘varied widely from society to society’161 - from one political 
and social regime to another. The concept of ‘type’ seems 
precise and defined at first sight, while the truth is different; 
‘everything is more or less vague in [it]’162. As Rossi said, ‘I 
would define the concept of type as something that is present 
and complex, a logical principle that is prior to form and that 
constitutes it’.163 This leads to the fact that the ‘type’ exists firstly 
in the feelings and spirit of its creators before it affects the form 
of the architecture of the city. Rossi argues that ‘type is thus 
a constant and manifests itself with a character of necessity: 
but even though it is predetermined, it reacts dialectically with 
technique, function and style, as well as with both collective 
and the individual moment of the architecture artifact’.164 
Rossi’s ‘type’ is the principle for understanding the architecture 
of Banja Luka. 
However, each regime did not have enough time to implement 
its ideas completely due to the turbulent history of Banja Luka. 
We deal with the residues of the ‘type’ - the idea of architecture 
of the city. To explain it more precisely, the ‘type’ of each regime 
will be illustrated in the following paragraphs to show how the 
new ideas were always developed on the already incomplete 
ideas - residues of the previous regime. 
During the Ottoman Empire [1527/28–1878], the ‘type’ of 
Banja Luka was composed in the following way:  the central - 
commercial hub of the urban whole - Čaršija that manufactured 
and sold goods was physically separated from the residential 
area - Mahala [the neighborhood] . The main difference is that 
Čaršija was always seen as a congested zone - open to everyone. 
Besides religious and cultural buildings, civic structures and 
vertical patterns, mosques had the central space in each Čaršija 
as a religious, educational and social core. Banja Luka had two 
Čaršije [plural of Čaršija] on both sides of the river Vrbas that 
passes through the city.  Mahale [plural of Mahala] represented 
the dispersed areas - closed according to the religious rules. A 
traditional Muslim House is usually divided into a male and 
female part. When the number of dwelling houses increased in 
one neighborhood [between twenty-five and forty-five houses], 
one of the prominent residents erected a mosque, a Muslim 
religious school, an aqueduct and a fountain by making them 
the centre of each Mahala.  The residential whole - Mahala 
was composed of two areas, one static or private with dwelling 
houses amid gardens and other, dynamic or public, made up of 
streets and community buildings.  This is the ‘type’ which the 
Ottoman Empire used to build Banja Luka.
160.  Rossi, The Architecture of the City, 40.
161.  Rossi, The Architecture of the City,  40.
162.  Rossi, The Architecture of the City,  40.
163.  Rossi, The Architecture of the City,  40.
164.  Rossi, The Architecture of the City,  40.
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Figure 1.21 The Austro-Hugnarian Monachy produced the map dating from 1899 that only recorded an area of Banja Luka which was of their 
interest - the left bank of the tributary Crkvena. It brought a railway to the city centre.  Only a part of the railway was recorded on this map. 
Figure 1.20 The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy did not want to intervene in the territory that was of interest for the Ottoman Empire. It 
chose the left bank of the tributary Crkvena which was called Christian City. This can be seen on this map dating from 1878.
1878
1899
Austro-Hungarians in Banja Luka
map index (D)
map index (B)
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Figure 1.22  The part of the map of Banja Luka where the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy did not intervene is deleted. This helped to understand its 
concept of that time: park-building block-park. Reproduced of approximately  the same scale as Fig. 1.20 and Fig. 1.21
1900/1905
Austro-Hungarians in Banja Luka
map index (E.a)
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Figure 1.23 The concept of park - building block - park that was present during the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy[1878-1918] can be hard-
ly seen on  the  contemporary map of Banja Luka.
Park
Park
Park
Fig. 1.20
Fig. 1.21
Fig. 1.22
Fig. 1.23
Map redrawn by the AuthorContemporary Banja Luka
Austro-Hungarians in Banja Luka
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy [1878-1918], which suppressed 
the Ottoman Empire, built its own ‘type’ of Banja Luka. In 
fact, this new ‘type’ was developed respecting the previous 
one in the way that Austro-Hungarian Monarchy did not 
want to implement its ideas in the part of the city that was the 
main building area of the Ottoman Empire. The encounter of 
the ideas set up a clear border between the Muslim and the 
Christian urban wholes. This was physically mapped by the 
natural flow of the tributary Crkvena. Two opposite ideas 
touched each other on the banks of this tributary. Differently 
from the Ottoman Empire, the concept of the type of the city in 
the period of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy was composed 
of greenery and built urban wholes: park - building block - 
park, alternated. The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy built the 
‘type’ of Banja Luka in accordance to its ‘feelings and reasons’ 
which are distinct from the Ottoman Empire. Thus these two 
types of Banja Luka existed parallel to each other until the 
establishment of the Kingdoms of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes 
[1918-1929] and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia [1929-1941].
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Figure 1.24 The creation of an enclosed building block  was an idea of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia [after 1930]. The importance of the corner 
can be seen through the buildings which were erected in a way  that they enclosed the  building block. The buildings erected during the King-
dom of Yugoslavia are shown on the contemporary map of Banja Luka by black colour in order to illustrate the idea of that time. However, this 
concept did not develop properly due to arrival of the new regime.
Fig. 1.24
Contemporary Banja Luka
The Kingdom of Yugoslavia in Banja Luka
The next regime [the Kingdoms of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes 
[1918-1929] and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia [1929-1941]] 
chose mostly the city centre as the place for developing 
their ‘type’ - the side of the tributary Crkvena where Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy already developed its ‘type’.  Instead 
of respecting it, the Kingdom mostly had radical attitudes - 
destroying the urban artifacts of the previous ‘types’ in order 
to impose their own type through the formulation of closed 
building blocks. The importance of the corner was noted. 
This new ‘type’ of Banja Luka became dominant over the 
previous two whose concepts faded on the city map as their 
prominent artifacts were modified, destroyed or replaced. As 
a result, we got the mixture of the types of Banja Luka with an 
unclear picture of which ‘type’ belonged to which regime. The 
new regime - the Independent State of Croatia [1941-1945], 
made the situation more complicated as most artifacts of all 
types were destroyed due to the occupation.  Even though this 
regime existed four years in total, it did not have a tendency to 
build a new ‘type’, but it destroyed the residues of the previous 
regime in accordance with its interest.
Map redrawn by the Author
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Figure 1.25 The concept of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia [before 1969] was designed to meet the needs of residential buildings. 
It involved erecting similar or the same, mostly detached, residential buildings at a certain distance - the repetition within the building block. 
Those buildings are shown on the contemporary map of Banja Luka in order to give you an idea about this concept. The earthquakes that struck 
Banja Luka in 1969 stopped the development of this concept by creating new needs.
Fig. 1.25
Contemporary Banja Luka
Yugoslavia in Banja Luka [before the earthquakes]
The new type was created with the establishment of Federal 
People’s Republic of Yugoslavia [1945-1963] and the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia [1963-1992]]. Under the 
influence of Socialism, this new type included erecting similar 
or the same, mostly detached, residential buildings at a certain 
distance - the repetition of the theme within an urban whole. 
This was the principle on which Banja Luka was built before 
the earthquakes in 1969. 
Map redrawn by the Author
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Figure 1.26 After the earthquakes new needs were created. The concept involved the creation of two types of buildings: public and residential ones. 
Detached public buildings were dominant structures which required the creation of small squares around them. Residential buildings were multiplied by 
making a row and creating semi-open building blocks. Both types of buildings are illustrated on the contemporary map of Banja Luka.
Fig. 1.26
Yugoslavia in Banja Luka [after the earthquakes]
After the earthquakes, there were some changes in the concept: 
instead of erecting detached residential buildings within the 
urban wholes, there were semi - open building blocks which 
formed an urban row. Parallelly with building the residential 
wholes, especially after the earthquakes, ‘fixed activates’ of 
primary elements, as Rossi said, were also developed in the 
city. The dominant character of these buildings required free 
space around them - there was a need for creating squares.  The 
artifacts of the previous types [mostly of the Austro-Hungarian 
Monarchy] were significantly destroyed during the earthquakes 
which was an opportunity for the regime to implement its own 
type. There was no respect for the previous types as some of 
their urban artifacts, even the ones not seriously damaged in the 
earthquakes, were replaced with new ones. The primary aim of 
this regime was to rebuild Banja Luka in a short period of time 
after the earthquakes. Banja Luka experienced the fast urban 
development, but consciously or unconsciously, it suppressed 
the previous types. This period ended with the outbreak of the 
civil war in 1992. Today, more than twenty years from the war, 
Banja Luka is still looking for its new ‘type’. I wonder if the 
period of stagnation, the drop of living standards, closing the 
most prominent economic capacities and the transformation 
of Banja Luka into an administrative and cultural centre of the 
Republic of Srpska contributed to it. While waiting for the new 
‘type’, we can say that Banja Luka is more or less a mixture of 
the residues of the previous ‘types’ that were developed in this 
territory. 
Contemporary Banja Luka Map redrawn by the Author
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                1.4 [COLLECTIVE] AMNESIA - Conclusion
If we want to map ‘the ever-changing and culturally vibrant’ 
places including  the region - the Balkans, the country - Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, and the city - Banja Luka, it is evident 
through researching these places that besides analyzing their 
physical features, the emphasis is on the political, social and 
cultural processes that occurred in this territory – imaginative 
geography. Hence mapping this territory involves the use of 
the general principles of physical geography, but they need to 
be additionally supplemented with imaginative geography that 
is the result of thinking about this territory. Physical geography 
defines the physical position of the place, while the imaginative 
geography enables us to know much more about the place 
which experienced numerous changes. The interchangeable 
use of physical and imaginative geography is the process of 
gaining knowledge about this turbulent territory - compiling 
different geographies to get an image of how the place changed 
over time. 
The question to be posed is: how can this turbulent place of my 
origin be made more familiar to you – readers, as well as future 
researchers? You need to know that even though the Balkans are 
geographically part of Europe, politically and administratively 
they are not. Maybe you asked yourself: where does the territory 
of the Balkans belong? As the place ‘in- between’ Europe and 
Asia, it is no ones’ - always placed on the frontiers – borders, 
defined as a link and a border and a place of differences and 
similarities. This place of contradictions can be observed in two 
directions: from the Balkans to Balkan countries and from the 
Balkans to the rest of Europe and Asia. Even though the latter 
direction was also discussed, this research is mostly aimed at 
the direction from the Balkans to Balkan countries - how the 
physical and imaginary geography of this turbulent region is 
reflected on its countries, precisely Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
Changing the physical and imaginative borders of the Balkans 
caused the same type of change inside its territory. There is 
a constant need for the integration and separation of Balkan 
countries, depending on whether they need to be integrated to 
defend the Balkans from ‘Others’ [the rest of Europe and Asia] 
or separated to define their own territories within the Balkans. 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, as one of the Balkan countries, 
changed its borders with the rotation of each regime that was 
present in this territory.  These frequent changes of regimes 
reflected on its cities including Banja Luka in the way that 
their positions constantly changed on the map of the Balkans 
[Europe], occupying its different corners [top, left, right, upper 
and bottom]. As we can see, this chain of changes [Balkans 
- Bosnia and Herzgovina - Banja Luka] always brought 
something new, for instance, name, idea, way of thinking and 
history and suppressed the old things. It can be concluded that 
collective amnesia is present. This was an incentive to explore 
the possibility and find the way how to map the turbulent past 
of Banja Luka.
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This section is the story of how I collected the maps of Banja 
Luka which was a necessary step in my research. The city of 
Banja Luka does not have an archive of the maps. There are 
some maps, but they are incomplete either because the maps 
are drawn in sections and illegible because the changes were 
made directly on the maps. The most important maps of Banja 
Luka are scattered all over the world. When I realized that there 
are no maps of Banja Luka older than 1936 in the institutions 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, I expanded my research to Europe, 
having made a schedule of the archives they are located in. 
The process of searching for maps was not easy as Banja Luka 
was named differently in European institutions. When a map 
collection was identified in those institutions, there was a need 
to divide them into two categories: spy and cartographic-
conventional maps.
                          2   MAPPING BANJA LUKA 
‘To ask for a map is to say, ‘Tell me a story’’.
Turchi, Maps of the Imagination: The Writer as Cartographer, 2004.
‘Every compass I box in my mind directs me toward an imaginary land’.
Cowen, A Mapmaker’s Dream, The Mediations of Fra Mauro, Cartographer 
to the Court of Venice, 1998.
‘In our own eyes, we are off the maps’.
Turchi, Maps of the Imagination: The Writer as Cartographer, 2004.
In order to understand the process of mapping Banja Luka, 
we should bear in mind that a ‘careful distinction is generally 
drawn between mapping in the sense of map-making on the 
one hand and cartography on the other’.1 According to Deleuze 
and Guattari, this distinction can be reinterpreted in a new 
way through the process of mapping and tracing.2 Mapping is 
equal to both the Banja Luka which has already been mapped 
and the one we do not know yet, and tracing is only what 
we already know about Banja Luka.3 To explain it precisely, 
mapping is some kind of quest for new knowledge about Banja 
Luka through the process of understanding and constructing 
the city which already exists, whereas tracing ‘should offer a 
transparent window on [Banja Luka]’4. In the second chapter 
of my PhD thesis, the principal aim is to explain the process of 
‘mak[ing] a map [of Banja Luka], not tracing’. In addition: 
What distinguishes the map from the tracing is that it is 
entirely oriented toward experimentation in contact with the 
real … It fosters connections between fields, the removal of 
blockages on bodies without organs, the maximum opening 
of bodies without organs onto a plane of consistency … 
The map is open and connectable in all of its dimensions; 
it is detachable, reversible, [and] susceptible to constant 
modification … A map has multiple entryways, as opposed 
tracing, which always comes back the same. The map has to 
do with performance, whereas the tracing always involves all 
alleged ‘competence.5
Unlike tracing, whose function is to mirror Banja Luka, 
mapping enables us to constantly redefine the knowledge that 
we have about the city and understand what we yet do not 
know about it. The mapping process helps us to see whether 
Banja Luka is the city that was already recorded on the maps 
that I found or the one which usually stays off these maps 
or both. This constant interrogation of what is known and 
what is unknown about Banja Luka shows that it is far more 
than just the description and representation of its physical 
geography. The reason for that is its turbulent past. Thus ‘the 
1. Arthur H. Robinson and Barbara Bartz Petchenik, The Nature of Maps: Essays 
toward Understanding Maps and Mapping (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1976), 19.
2. Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and 
Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massaumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1987), 12.
3. James Corner, ‘The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention,’ in 
Mappings, ed. Denise Cosgrove , 214 (London: Reaktion Books Ltd., 1999).
4. J. B. Harley, ‘Text and Context in the Interpretation of Early Maps,’ in The New 
Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography, ed. Paul Laxton (Baltimore and 
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 35.
5. Deleuze, and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 12.
usual perception of the nature of maps … that [according to 
which] they are a mirror [or] a graphic representation, of [an] 
aspect of the real world’ already seen ‘in various dictionaries 
and glossaries of cartography’ is not applicable to Banja Luka.6 
Otherwise  this common thought about the maps should require 
‘rethinking from different perspectives’7 in case of the city. The 
need for revising a common definition of the maps shows that 
besides the ‘topographic reality’ of Banja Luka, there is another 
one which involves historical, political, social, cultural and 
religious instability of this territory.8 This topographic reality 
is always dominant on the conventional maps of Banja Luka 
that I found. In the conclusion of his book The Sovereign Map, 
Jacob pointed out: ‘instead of the certitude that a map is always 
a map, I have in fact preferred the hypothesis that a map can 
always conceal another map, and that geography is only one 
of the effects of meaning that the cartographic mechanism 
brings forth.9 To reinterpret this, we can say that there is 
always already a Banja Luka of turbulent past that remains 
hidden under its cartographic and geographic representations. 
Bearing this fact in mind, ‘…the map is never reality, in such 
way it helps to create different reality’10. Therefore, the map is 
not only a topographic representation of Banja Luka, but it 
helps us to record the city that usually stays hidden - invisible 
to our naked eye. To get to know the Banja Luka that usually 
stays off the conventional maps, firstly, we have to understand 
the one which already exists on them. This involves not only 
collecting, analyzing and evaluating all available maps of Banja 
Luka but rethinking over and over again about its physical and 
geographical position, the turbulent history and the violent 
changes. In that case, the available maps of the city serve as 
tools in the attempt to make our own version of Banja Luka. It 
enables us to think, understand and use the maps in a different 
way:
Freed from the tyranny of the eye [the map never was a 
vision of reality], the map can be returned to… the hand 
[that makes it]…the mind [that reasons with it]… the mouth 
[that speaks with it]. Freed from a pretense of objectivity 
that reduced it to passivity of observation, the map can be 
restored to the instrumentality of the body as whole. Freed 
from being a thing to… look at, it can become something…
you make. The map will be enabled to work… for you, for 
us11.
Instead of thinking of the map as a final product means, it is 
necessary to describe the whole process.12 This involves the 
constant quest for the way to map ‘what we hope to find, or 
think we might find and what we discover’13 about Banja Luka. 
It should be remembered that the city ‘undergoes changes only 
in the human consciousness’ due to the turbulent history and 
then ‘as this consciousness changes, so does [the way of mapping 
Banja Luka]’.14 New cognition of the city already registered in 
our consciousness brings with itself the changes, not only in 
the way of thinking but also in the process of mapping which 
is closely linked to that. Mapping can be seen as a complicated, 
changeable and layered but at the same time learning process 
of how to bring various documents about Banja Luka into one 
6. J. B. Harley, ‘Text and Context in the Interpretation of Early Maps’, 35.
7. J. B. Harley, ‘Deconstructing the Map,’ in The New Nature of Maps: Essays in the 
History of Cartography, ed. Paul Laxton (Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2001), 151.
8. J. B. Harley, ‘Text and Context in the Interpretation of Early Maps’, 45-46.
9. Christian Jacob, The Sovereign Map: Theoretical Approaches in Cartography 
throughout History (Chicago & London: The University of Chicago Press, 2006), 361.
10. J. B. Harley, ‘Deconstructing the Map’, 168.
11. Denis Wood, The Power of Maps (New York, London: The Guliford Press, 1992), 
183.
12. James Corner, ‘The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention,’ in 
Mappings, ed. Denise Cosgrove, 217 (London: Reaktion Books Ltd., 1999).
13. Peter Turchi, Maps of the Imagination: The Writer as Cartographer (San Antonio, 
Texas: Trinity University Press, 2004), 15.
14. James Cowen, A Mapmaker’s Dream: The Mediation of Fra Mauro, Cartographer to 
the Court of Venice (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1997), xvi.
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place. In fact, as researchers, we mostly ‘… deal with the process 
of mapping rather than with maps as finished objects’, products 
or artifacts.15 More or less, ‘mapping is neither secondary nor 
representational but doubly operative: digging, finding and 
exposing [various documents] on the one hand and relating, 
connecting and structuring [them] on the other’.16 This second 
chapter of the thesis is aimed at exploring Banja Luka, including 
the processes of ‘gathering, working, reworking, assembling, 
relating, revealing, sifting and speculating’.17 These processes 
include many texts, photographs, drawings and maps that 
need to be articulated one with another in order to make Banja 
Luka which we discovered - visible to others.
One can say that ‘mapping [as an act of thinking, remembering, 
forgetting and observing18] precedes the map to the degree 
that it cannot properly anticipate its final form’19 because it 
undergoes numerous changes, corrections, modifications and 
revisions. This happens as each of us carries the burden of 
different memories about the city which increases alongside 
new cognition. So it inevitably involves questioning ourselves 
over and over again in order to ‘redefine what we know and 
fully understand [or] what we do not know [about Banja Luka]’ 
- ‘which is itself new knowledge’20. This need for the constant 
interrogation of our knowledge about Banja Luka through the 
process of mapping shows that ‘no map is hermetically closed 
upon itself, nor can it answer all the questions it raises’21. As we 
know, ‘no map can show everything. Could it, it would ... no 
more than reproduce the world, which, without the map… we 
already have’.22 The verb reproduce - ‘to make something that is 
just like something else’ - might be substituted by another verb 
discover - ‘to find out something that you did not know about 
before’.23  The idea behind the process of mapping is to discover 
the city which remains out of the frames of the available maps. 
To discover Banja Luka previously ‘unseen and unimagined’, 
we have to re-make the one which already exists on the maps 
‘over and over again with new and diverse consequences’.24 The 
need for remaking the city might be reflected in people’s needs 
for writing books ‘not because they are poor, but because they 
are dissatisfied with the books which they could buy but do 
not like’.25 To paraphrase it, we map Banja Luka not because 
we want to make one more map of the city, but because ‘like 
explorers of the physical world, we want to know more about 
where - and why, and how - we live’26. From here, we can see 
that ‘… mappings are neither depictions nor representations 
[or reproductions] but mental constructs’27 of what we know 
and do not know about the city.
In the process of mapping this mental construct the question 
is: ‘what to show and how to show it, and what not to 
show’?28 The most common answer to this question refers 
to cartographers as the main producers of the maps that are 
more conventional. British cartographer, geographer and 
historian, J. B. Harley claims that ‘cartographers were rarely 
independent decision makers or free of financial, military or 
15. Denise Cosgrove, ed. ‘Introduction: Mapping Meaning,’ in Mappings (London: 
Reaktion Books Ltd., 1999), 1.
16. James Corner, ‘The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention,’ in 
Mappings, ed. Denise Cosgrove, 225 (London: Reaktion Books Ltd., 1990).
17. Corner, op. cit., 228.
18. Cosgrove, op. cit., 7.
19. Corner,  op. cit., 229
20. Peter Turchi, Maps of the Imagination: The Writer as Cartographer (San Antonio, 
Texas: Trinity University Press, 2004), 47.
21. J. B. Harley, ‘Text and Context in the Interpretation of Early Maps,’ in The New 
Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography, ed. Paul Laxton (Baltimore and 
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 42.
22. Denis Wood, The Power of Maps (New York; London: The Guliford Press, 1992), 
86. 
23. Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (New Edition) For Advanced Learners 
(Pearson Longman, 2009).
24. Corner, op. cit.,  213
25. Walter Benjamin, Illuminations: Essays and Reflections, ed. and intro. Hannah 
Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn, (New York: SCHOCKEN BOOKS, 2007), 61.
26. Turchi, Maps of the Imagination, 41.
27. Corner, op. cit., 250.
28. John Noble Wilford, The Mapmakers (New York: Vitage Books, A Division of 
Random House, INC., 2000), 15.
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Figure 2.2 Fra Mauro’s15th Century Map of the World - a detail of [Bosina] Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Figure 2.1 Vermeer, The Geographer, 1668-9.
The mapmaker is never alone in the process of mapping.
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political constrains’29. The reason for this is that ‘in much of 
history, the cartographer was a puppet dressed in a technical 
language, but the strings were pulled by others’30. This fact that 
cartographers have depended on others through the history 
might be compared with Baxandall’s explanations of fifteenth 
century Italian painting: ‘on the one side there was a painter 
who made the picture, or at least supervised its making. On the 
other side there was somebody else who asked him to make it, 
provided funds for him to make it, after he made it, reckoned 
on using it in some way or other’31. Thus ‘the maps work … by 
serving [somebody’s] interests’32 - mine, yours or ours - as the 
cartographer David Wood claimed in his book, The Power of 
Maps. These interests hidden in the maps always already define 
what kind of information would be present or absent in the 
process of mapping. In other words, ‘every map shows this…
but not that, and every map shows what it shows this way…but 
not the other’.33 Wood further explains:
The interest is at once diffused throughout the social system 
and concentrated in this or that moiety, guild, or class’, in 
this or that gender, occupation, or profession, in this or that 
neighborhood, town, or country, in this or that…interest.34
From this, we can conclude that the mapmaker is never alone 
in mapping process, even though it seems so at first sight. In the 
novel A Mapmaker’s Dream, James Cowen imagines an attempt 
of Fra Mauro, a fifteenth century mapmaker, to map his version 
of the world. Besides the existing maps, Mauro’s map was also 
based on spoken reports from explores, pilgrims, travellers and 
merchants who visited him in the monastery of St. Michael 
located on the island of Murano in the Venetian Lagoon. Even 
though he had never left this monastery whose main function 
was to exclude and isolate him from the real world, Fra Mauro 
mapped the World. This implies that although he remained 
enclosed in his own world, he reached the intimate worlds 
of his visitors while listening to them. During the process of 
making this map, ‘I [Fra Mauro] sometimes tell myself, this 
map is debilitating your mind. You have become addicted 
to the observations of men. You are not your own man but 
a composite of others’.35 He allowed others to experience the 
world instead of him because he is ‘seeking new ideas, visions; 
[and he does] not wish to affirm what [he] already knows’.36 
Each person who came to see Fra Mauro experienced the 
world differently and brought different stories, thus providing 
him with distinct visions of the world. As a result, Mauro’s map 
is a product of his thoughts alongside his personal encounters 
with travellers who presented ‘the eyes and ears of the world’.
As in the case of Fra Mauro’s map, the knowledge obtained 
through understanding ‘what others have seen or found out or 
discovered’37 about Banja Luka is recorded on our own maps. 
We actually borrow their knowledge and then reorganize it 
in the form of a map in order to understand it better. Even 
our individual map of Banja Luka is always already mediated 
by other people’s ideas, thoughts, memories and imagination 
according to Halbwachs. Thus each researcher who sees, hears 
and remembers through others might be a cartographer. In 
Jacob’s Soveregin Map, we can see that ‘a map cannot be defined 
[only] by those who [usually] produce it [every human being is 
29. J. B. Harley, The New Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography, ed. Paul 
Laxton, intro. J. H. Andrews (Baltimore and London: the Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2001), 40.
30. Harley, The New Nature of Maps, 40.
31. Michael Baxandall, Paintings and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy: A Primer in 
the Social History of Pictorial Style (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 1.
32. Wood, The Power of Maps (New York: The Guliford Press, 1992), 1.
33. Wood, The Power of Maps, 1.
34. Denis Wood, The Power of Maps, 2.
35. Cowen, A Mapmaker’s Dream, 80.
36. Cowen, A Mapmaker’s Dream, 6.
37. Wood, The Power of Maps, 86.
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Figure 2.3 Richard Goodman, Untitled.
Each of us is a potential cartographer.
Figure 2.5 Lewis Carroll [1832-1898], Ocean–Chart.
‘He had brought a large map, representing the sea,
Without the least vestige of land:
And the crew were much pleased when they found it to be.
A map they could all understand’.
Lewis Carroll, The Hunting of the Shark
Each of us stands in front of a blank sheet of paper. 
This is where we begin the mapping process.
Figure 2.4 Wallrath Weingartner, Map of New Harmony,1832.
Each of us is trying to find our own way in the process of mapping.
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a potential cartographer] or the context in which it is 
produced’38. Regardless of our occupations, you as readers of 
this thesis and I as an architect who is in the role of a writer 
are potential cartographers who must place themselves on 
the map. In the process of defining a point of view, there is 
no predetermined ‘frame, scale, orientation, projection, 
indexing and naming’39 which should be followed. As potential 
cartographers, each of us has to search for his/her own way of 
mapping the city. The following quote can help us to see how 
scientists explain and then confirm their discoveries by using 
different methods: 
The scientist, like the artist, interprets the world around him 
and within him by making images. The creation of perpetual 
models of course, is not the scientist’s only occupation. A 
physicist, a biologist, or a sociologist spends much effort 
on collecting data, checking their validity, measuring and 
counting them, and testing his predictions. But all these 
operations serve only to prepare and confirm his discoveries 
and explanations40.
However, each potential cartographer has difficulty in the 
mapping process. The reason for this is that ‘cartography is 
seldom what cartographers say it is’41 - ‘a mirror of nature’42. 
Instead of it, ‘it needs to be understood as a projection’43 of 
what we know and do not know, what we imagine, remember 
and forget about the city. We should be aware of the fact that 
the ‘human subject is difficult to map for numerous reasons:
There is the difficulty of mapping something that does not 
have precise boundaries. There is the difficulty of mapping 
something that cannot be counted as singular but only 
as a mass of different and sometimes conflicting subject 
positions. There is the difficulty of mapping something 
that is always on the move, culturally and in fact. There is 
the difficulty of mapping something that is only partially 
locatable in time-space’.44
Here we can see that mapping is an inverse process, acting 
from outward and inward. Firstly, we construct Banja Luka in 
our minds, according to the documents that we found or were 
available to us and then make it apparent to others through 
the process of mapping. Banja Luka which we discovered 
becomes available to its citizens and other researchers. This 
mental construction of the city ‘is always a stretch. It is never 
‘the real thing’ we walk on or smell or see with our eyes’45. The 
reason for this is that we map only one version of Banja Luka 
- ‘an eidetic fiction constructed from factual observation’46 but 
which we know as ‘differentiated from the reality we see and 
hear and feel’47. Making our own map of the city as ‘maps are 
too important to be left to cartographers alone’48 is driven by 
our need to present what we have discovered to others. 
In order to map Banja Luka previously constructed in our head, 
‘each of us stands at one unique spot in the universe, at one 
moment in the expanse of time, holding a blank sheet of paper. 
This is where we begin’49 - ‘exploring the world of possibility’50. 
In order to move from theory to practice, it is inevitable to 
deal with the blank page although we are aware of what kind 
of information about Banja Luka is missing there and what we
38. Jacob, The Sovereign Map, 15.
39. Corner, ‘The Agency of Mapping’, 215.
40. Rudolf Arnheim, Visual Thinking (London: Faber and Faber Limited), 274.Decon
41. J. B. Harley, ‘Deconstructing the Maps’,  151.
42. Richard Porty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1980).
43. Denis Wood with John Fels and John Krygier, Rethinking the Power of Maps (New 
York, London: The Guilford Press, 2010), 18.
44. Steve Pile and Nigel Thrift, ed. ‘Introduction,’ in Mapping the Subject: Geographies 
of Cultural Transformation (London: Routledge, 1995), 1.
45. Wood, The Power of Maps, 12.
46. Corner, ‘The Agency of Mapping’, 215.
47. Wood, The Power of Maps, 6.
48. Harley, ‘Deconstructing the Maps’ 231.
49. Turchi, Maps of the Imagination, 236.
50. Turchi, op.cit., 28.
want to be written, drawn and recorded.51  We want to mark 
something original ‘which is fundamental to the quest for 
knowledge’52. It also raises some new questions: where to 
start the process of exploration, what would be the subject of 
exploration, where to find the information about it, how to 
collect, combine, and connect it, how to mask unnecessary 
information and highlight only the important information. 
By trying to answer these questions, I am thinking of the 
turbulent past of Banja Luka in which museums, archives and 
libraries, various documents, mostly maps, are lost, destroyed 
or relocated. The lack of information about the city additionally 
complicates the process of mapping. I was wondering: Where 
are these documents? Who took them, when and what were 
their intentions? Why haven’t they been returned to Banja 
Luka? All these questions are actually an incentive for new 
research about Banja Luka. We begin our process of mapping 
when we think that we have collected enough information to 
tell the story of Banja Luka. By the same token, ‘when we reach 
what feels like a destination [or gain enough knowledge about 
Banja Luka], we turn [back] and map the way [we passed] for 
others’53 who might have used a similar route as we have. 
Mapping the city previously unknown, hidden and inaccessible 
is not restricted only to the archive materials mostly stored in 
museums, archives and libraries, but it involves everything that 
we already remembered, imagined, experienced and considered 
through others.54 One can say that ‘mapping is an interpretative 
act, not purely a technical one, in which the product - the 
map - conveys not merely the facts but also and always the 
author’s intention, and all acknowledged and unacknowledged 
conditions and values that any author [and his/her profession, 
time and culture] bring to work’55. To reinterpret this, mapping 
Banja Luka is not purely topographically based on the facts 
but involves mapping all the advantages and disadvantages 
of its physical and imaginative position on the map of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, the Balkans and Europe. This helps us to 
understand the complex and unstable territory of the city made 
up of the interrelationship and interaction between various 
political, social, cultural, religious and natural processes. 
As direct consequences of the instability of this territory, 
frequent and mostly violent changes that occurred in Banja 
Luka usually stay invisible on maps that are more conventional. 
Our task is to include them in the process of mapping the city. 
By making these invisible changes apparent - projecting them 
onto the map, we actually tell a story about Banja Luka that 
we discovered to other readers and future researchers. The 
question to be posed is: how can we project our ‘mental image’ 
of Banja Luka into map?56 One of possible answers to this 
question is that we have to create ‘the conditions around which 
a project [of our mental construct of Banja Luka] develops’ but 
which:
originates with what is selected and prioritized in the map, 
what is subsequently left aside and ignored, how the chosen 
material is schematized, indexed and framed, and how the 
synthesis of graphic field invokes semantic, symbolic and 
instrumental content.57
51. Turchi, op.cit, 28.
52. Turchi, op.cit., 33.
53. Turchi, op.cit., 236.
54. Denise Cosgrove, ed. ‘Introduction: Mapping Meaning,’ in Mappings (London: 
Reaktion Books Ltd., 1999), 2.
55. John Pickles, ‘Text, Hermeneutics and Propaganda Map,’ in Writing Words: 
Discourse, Text and Metaphor in the Representation of Landscape, ed. Trevor J. Barnes 
and James S. Duncan, 211 (London: Routledge, 1992).
56. Corner, ‘The Agency of Mapping’, 215.
57. Corner, op. cit., 216.
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Figure 2.7 Where are the maps of Banja Luka relocated?
Figure 2.6  Mapping the city is always work in progress.
Photo made by the Author
Map drawn by the Author
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Fig. 2.7By asking over and over again why, how and in which way the 
changes occurred in the territory of the city, what are the reasons 
for that and what their consequences are, we ‘set a stage for our 
future work’58. The stage is a result of the process of selection, 
schematization and synthesis of our received knowledge about 
this city. We should bear in mind that the stage undergoes 
changes and it is never complete and finished by gaining new 
knowledge of Banja Luka.  As a result, our mental construct of 
the city is always already ‘a project in making’59 where there is 
neither a clear beginning nor an end. The reason for that is that 
‘Mapping begets further mappings:
This is true not only in the sense that all maps are based 
on prior records - filed observations, notes and sketches, 
terrestrial and maritime surveys, statistical collections, 
imaginative doodles, contemplative icons, preparatory 
studies - and are very often multi-authored productions, 
but also in the sense that a map, like text or image, once 
completed and produced, escapes the contexts of its 
production and enters into new circuits of culture’.60
This can be seen in the following quote when Alberto 
Giacometti finally decided to send the Portrait of James Lord to 
the exhibition: ‘Well’, he said, ‘we’ve gone far [when observing 
the painting from the distance]. We could have gone further 
still, but we’ve gone far. It’s only the beginning of what it could 
be. But that’s something anyway’.61 According to this, I start my 
journey to see how far I will go in the process of mapping Banja 
Luka that I hope to find - Banja Luka which does not yet exist.
              
                       2.1 LOCATING AND CHANGING
                           THE MAPS  OF BANJA LUKA 
 ‘If this book of mine fails to take a straight course, it is because I lost in a 
strange region. I have no map’.
Graham Greene, The End of the Affair, 2012.62
  
Banja Luka had frequent breaks in its history, which make it 
different from other cities of Europe. It was under the influence 
of different political and social regimes like other cities which 
belong to the Balkans - ‘a region cursed with too much history 
per square mile, with an excess of historical memory, protracted 
hatreds, and a proliferation of obstinate and incompatible 
ethnic and religious identities’63. Together with other cities of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, it underwent an infinite number of 
changes in all walks of life. All these affected Banja Luka by 
making it the city of turbulent past. The question to be posed is: 
what are the consequences of this political, social, cultural and 
religious instability for the production, storage and relocation 
of the maps. The term ‘relocation’ is used to explain that the 
maps of Banja Luka are not there where we expect them to 
be - in Banja Luka - or they have never been there but they are 
located in other places across the world.
In order to gain the information about the above-mentioned 
problems, it is necessary to search for the maps of Banja Luka. 
However, through the process of collecting these maps and 
bringing them together into one place, numerous questions 
58. Corner, op. cit., 214.
59. Corner, op. cit., 250.
60. Denise Cosgrove, ed. ‘Introduction: Mapping Meaning,’ in Mappings (London: 
Reaktion Books Ltd., 1999), 1.
61. Quoted in Peter Turchi, Maps of the Imagination: The Writer as Cartographer (San 
Antonio, Texas: Trinity University Press, 2004), 22.
62. Graham Greene, The End of the Affair (Random House, 2012), 57.
63. Maria Todorova, ed., ‘Introduction, Learning Memory, Remembering Identity,’ in 
Balkan Identities: Nation and Memory, (London: Hurst & Company, 2004), 2.
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arise: Where are these maps stored? Why are the most 
important maps not stored in those institutions of the Republic 
of Srpska and Bosnia and Herzegovina? Why did some maps 
stored in those institutions undergo numerous changes? Why 
are there only the copies of the segments of relocated maps 
with poor resolution and without mentioning the source? All 
these questions confirm why the process of collecting maps is 
complicated in Banja Luka, while it is seen as a simple task in 
most developed countries in Europe. The reason lay in the fact 
that each regime, which was present in the territory of the city, 
had a tendency to remove the traces of the previous one. In 
the introduction given in the book, Balkan Identities: Nation 
and Memory, Todorova explains one side of ‘the Balkans’ by 
drawing on Sundhaussen’s words: ‘the desire to remove the 
adversary from a given territory, and destroy everything that 
would remind of his former presence, to cleanse not only the 
present but also the past, and to alter history’.64 The rotations 
of different political and social regimes in this territory are 
the cause of changing, losing, destroying, and relocating the 
maps of the city. Even today, most of the important maps of 
Banja Luka, produced before and during the existence of the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 1878-1918, are stored in The 
Austrian State Archives - Österreichisches Staatsarchiv and The 
Austrian National Library - Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
in Vienna. Even though the original maps are located there, 
there are the copies of their segments in some institutions of 
the Republic of Srpska and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Besides 
those maps, there are maps dating from 1936, 1942, 1948 and 
1978 that are stored in some institutions of the Republic of 
Srpska and Bosnia and Herzegovina. These maps underwent 
numerous changes, corrections, modifications and revisions. 
These ‘political upheavals’ or ‘cruel twist’65 in the past of 
Banja Luka did not only cause the relocation of the most of 
its important maps but they also made the existing maps less 
readable. These maps were heavily annotated with a red pen 
using different alphabets and fonts. There is no map archive 
in Banja Luka where most maps of the city are collected. The 
maps are located all over Europe. The question whether they 
have ever been located in Banja Luka? Therefore to study the 
mapping history of Banja Luka one must first bring together all 
the scattered maps in one place .
The aim of this research is not only to collect all possible maps 
of Banja Luka scattered across European institutions, but 
primarily to understand the city which was already recorded 
on the maps. This is essential if we want to map Banja Luka 
which no longer exists. To map this previously ‘unseen and 
unimagined’ Banja Luka, we have to compare the old maps of 
the city that we have found with its contemporary maps, to see 
when, why, how, and what kind of changes occurred and to 
what extent. The production of maps could not meet the needs 
of the city as some places left unrecorded. This might be seen 
as the quest for new knowledge - Banja Luka which we hope 
to discover.
64. Maria Todorova, ed., ‘Introduction, Learning Memory, Remembering Identity’ in 
Balkan Identities: Nation and Memory, (London: Hurst & Company, 2004), 8.
65. Todorova, op. cit., 8.
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Figure 2.8 The first cartographic map of Banja Luka in 12 sections (with central Banja Luka shown in map A).
Figure 2.10 These maps are the same.  On the left side there is a damaged copy from 1880-1884 preserved in one of the institutions of the Republic of Srpska, whereas on 
the right side there is the original map stored in the Austrian State Archives, Vienna.  The copy was used as a tool for recording the changes in the city.
A
B
A
Figure 2.9 The copies of the segments of the relocated map from 1881/1884 that various researchers brought 
from Austria to the territory of Banja Luka. These copies are low resolution.
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copy 1
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2.1.1   Copies of segments of relocated maps 
with poor resolutions and without sources
‘History, it is easily perceived, is a picture-gallery containing a host of copies 
and a very few originals’.
Alexis de Tocqueville, The Old Regime and Revolution, 1856.66
The map of Banja Luka produced during the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy and dating from 1881/84 is made up of 
twelve segments. Only the copies of two segments with poor 
resolution and without colour can be found in the institutions 
of the Republic of Srpske and Bosnia and Herzegovina, while 
the original map  with all the tiles is stored in The Austrian 
State Archives in Vienna where I found it. These segments 
which illustrate only certain parts of Banja Luka are actually 
bad copies where the key information e.g. the year of 
publication, the title, the author, scale, orientation and origin 
is missing or is illegible. Even today numerous research studies 
concerning Banja Luka mostly use these available copies of 
the segments without mentioning the sources. The problem 
arose when instead of bringing the whole map to Banja Luka, 
some researchers, who were interested only in certain parts 
of the city, brought from Austria only the segments of the 
maps, which illustrated those parts. These segments were put 
together according to researchers’ needs by creating various 
versions of one original map. Therefore, these segments were 
merged together in different ways, leaving us in doubt what 
else was recorded on this map and what was left out. 
These segments cannot give us any idea of what the original 
map looks like unless all segments are put together in one place. 
Here we can see that working with segments of relocated maps 
does not mean understanding the city completely but it is a 
necessary step in this process of mapping. Besides the inability 
to get to know Banja Luka from that period, there is a problem 
regarding their legibility. On the one hand we have some kind 
of information about Banja Luka which is already known but 
on the other hand this information is incomplete as we do not 
know Banja Luka recorded on the segments that are missing. 
These incomplete and illegible documents are unreliable in the 
process of mapping of Banja Luka because of making a large 
number of copies, by which the mistakes are also multiplied. 
These copies are mostly used as decorations instead of tools 
for understanding the process of mapping. Otherwise, ‘a map 
may be beautiful, but if it doesn’t tell us what we want to know, 
it is merely a decoration’.67 This leads to the conclusion that in 
the case of Banja Luka, the essence of the maps has not been 
seriously taken into account, but they have served only as 
illustrative information - always the background of something. 
Contrary to that, the maps can be used as the main sources 
from which we can derive new information about Banja Luka 
- the quest for new knowledge.
This quest for new knowledge means the beginning of the 
process of mapping of Banja Luka which starts with the search 
for its maps - without them we cannot compare the events that 
occurred in this territory chronologically. As a researcher, ‘I 
am a man who sought knowledge from the farthest corners 
of the world while remaining firmly ensconced in his own’68. 
Regardless of the fact that Banja Luka is the subject of research, 
for me, searching for its maps does not end in the country to 
which this city belongs but searching continues to the farthest 
corners of Europe where maps of Banja Luka might be located.
 
66. Alexis de Tocqueville, The Old Regime and Revolution, trans. John Bonner (New 
York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, Franklin Square, 1856), 88.
67. Peter Turchi, Maps of the Imagination, 22.
68. James Cowen, A Mapmaker’s Dream, xv.
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Figure 2.11 The new buildings were redrawn on the existing maps with a red pen, while the destroyed buildings were marked with a cross sign.
Figure 2.12 The changes of street names were made directly on the map by using different alphabets and fonts.
map index (N)
map index (N)
1948
1948
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Fig. 2.11
Fig. 2.12
2.1.2 Changes were made directly on the maps
 [with a red pen and using different 
alphabets and fonts]
‘Nothing is so painful to the human mind as a great and sudden change’.
Marry Shelley, Frankenstein, 2010.69
‘The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking. It cannot be 
changed without changing our thinking’.
Albert Einstein [1805-1859]
There are maps dating from 1936, 1942, 1948 and 1978 
in The Archives of the Republic of Srpska and The Republic 
Administration for Geodetic and Property Affairs in Banja Luka. 
The problem of these maps is that they underwent numerous 
changes, corrections, revisions and modifications. The arrival 
of every political and social regime in this territory means 
the beginning of making changes not only in the physical 
appearance of Banja Luka but also on maps. 
The new changes of the city were directly drawn on the existing 
maps with a red pen. This is visible on the maps of Banja 
Luka recorded between 1948 and 1978 which are used as the 
examples in this section of my thesis. These examples illustrate 
that most changes were done transparently by making a 
distinction between the city which was originally recorded on 
the map and the city which was additionally redrawn with a 
red pen. From this we can conclude that political and social 
regimes did not hide the changes that had been made by them 
but on the contrary, this transparency shows the desire for the 
dominance. It can be also interpreted in the way that the desires 
of the regimes were to change, modify and revise the existing 
maps in order to remove everything that reminded them of the 
previous regime. The process of removing the traces depends 
on the facts what was changed, why, how, and in which way. 
There is a difference in the way in which new buildings were 
added to the existing maps and how the names of the streets of 
Banja Luka were changed on them. 
As for new buildings, they were drawn in the way that either 
they filled the blank space on the maps or replaced the previous 
buildings by simply drawing over them. As we can see on the 
maps, the forms, structures and design of new buildings mostly 
did not have any connection with the previous ones. The reason 
for that can be found in the fact that each new regime had its 
own vision of Banja Luka. Only on the maps we can still see the 
traces of the previous buildings, but in practice all these traces 
disappeared together with building new constructions.
As for the names of streets of Banja Luka, they were changed 
in a more distinctive way on the maps than buildings. Different 
alphabets and fonts were used instead of a red colour. In that 
way, old names were either crossed out by adding the new ones 
next to them or erased and instead of them a new name was 
put. The process of erasing street names from the maps was not 
always done professionally. In some cases only the names were 
erased, while the word that means the street usually remained 
unchanged. This leaves us in a dilemma which of these streets 
names originally belonged to these maps. The less readable of 
the maps result in too much information, but they are actually 
the sources of new knowledge. Thus, Jacob’s thought that ‘a 
map always conceals another map’ can be reinterpreted in a 
new way in the case of Banja Luka.70 The reinterpretation of 
Jacob’s thought shows that the maps of the city dating from 
1948 and 1978 conceal Banja Luka which we do not know yet. 
A huge amount of information about Banja Luka recorded 
on the maps that is not visible at first sight confuses every 
researcher. He/she has to dig under their surface to find what 
is hidden. For every researcher it is necessary to possess 
69. Marry Shelley, Frankenstein (London: Bibliolis, 2010), 190.
70. Christian Jacob, The Sovereign Map: Theoretical Approaches in Cartography 
throughout History (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2006), 361.
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Figure 2.13 The pace of the changes in the territory of Banja Luka can be understood through 
comparing what was there before and what was built after the destruction of the Titanic in 1970.
Figure 2.14  The clock which was placed next to the Titanic stopped working at the moment 
when the earthquakes struck. Today it is symbolized by a broken clock, reminding the citizens 
of Banja Luka of the earthquakes that occurred in 1969.
Figure 2.15 When the Titanic [1] was destroyed during the earthquakes, the same name is given to a new residential and commercial building built in a newly- 
formed neighbourhood - Borik [2]. It was how the citizens of Banja Luka kept the memory of the destroyed building. 
Figure 2.16 Titanic existed between 1953/54 and 1970. It was not recorded on cartographic maps that I found as mapping Banja 
Luka was  in 1948 and in 1978. There was a need for mapping the Titanic as it was recorded with a red pen on the map from 1948.
1.   1964 Titanic
2. 2015 Borik
1948 1978map index (N) map index (S)
Map drawn by the Author
collective map no. 1
The Titanic
Map drawn by the Author
Map drawn by the AuthorPhoto drawn by the Author
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knowledge about the turbulent history, political, social, 
cultural and religious instability of this territory to be able to 
understand these maps. These maps are the reflection of the 
instability that is present in this territory. It was much more 
important to record the changes made by the new regime, 
than to make a new series of the maps. The modification of the 
existing maps became a kind of practice in the city as it was 
repeated several times over a long period of time. These maps 
from different periods - 1948 and 1978 - that I found in the 
Republic Administration for Geodetic and Property Affairs, can 
confirm this fact.
Redrawing the changes directly on the existing maps was 
mostly done randomly as there were no regulations regarding 
the changes which had to be included on the map. As a 
consequence, different types of omission appeared in the 
process of mapping. This includes cases when buildings were 
not recorded on any maps that I found, such as the residential 
and commercial building known as the Titanic. Despite the fact 
that the Titanic remained unrecorded, through analyzing it in 
the following section we will see that there was the real need 
for the new mapping of Banja Luka.  The reason why mapping 
the city was missing in the case of the Titanic can be found 
in the fact that the changes were so frequent and unexpected. 
The process of mapping could not simply support them. This 
will be explained in the following section entitled Unrecorded 
Building - Titanic [1954-1970].
2.1.2.1 Unrecorded building - Titanic [1953/54-1970]
‘What’s not written down [recorded] doesn’t exist: it’s past and gone’.
Selimović, The Fortress, 1999.71
‘If you wish to forget anything on the spot, make a note [map] that this thing 
is to be remembered’.
Edgar Allan Poe [1809-49] 
In the hub of Banja Luka, there used to be the longest residential 
and commercial building - a symbol and landmark of the city - 
called the Titanic. Its strong horizontal construction parallel to 
the Main Street [present-day Kralja Petra I Karađorđević] made 
this building unique and recognizable for citizens. By observing 
the composition of the Titanic and the park [present-day Petar 
Kočić] which is located in its proximity, the building gains on 
its significance and its horizontal construction becomes more 
dominant in space. Historical documents about the Titanic 
show that the year of its building is 1953/54. This building 
was completely flattened in 1970 after its construction system 
was seriously damaged during the devastating earthquakes in 
Banja Luka in 1969. One can say that it had the same destiny as 
the ship carrying the same name. The Titanic, which was built 
in the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia and destroyed in 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, no longer exists. 
Sixteen years of its existence in one country with two names 
is the evidence and the testimony of the pace of changes that 
occurred in this territory. 
This can be understood through comparing what was there 
before and what was built after its destruction. Before the 
construction of the Titanic there was a row of buildings of 
different architecture that probably followed the shape of the 
Main Street of that time. Because of separating pedestrian 
from vehicular traffic, in the meantime, the main street got 
a new shape and direction which the Titanic followed. Even 
though the line of the street front was changed during the time, 
the Titanic formed a closed residential and commercial block 
like the previous buildings that were in its place. Today, in the 
place of the Titanic, there is a city square called Krajina with 
a massive polygonal structure of a department store named 
Boska. Unlike the Titanic which was built parallel to the Main 
71. Meša Selimović, The Fortress, trans. E. D. Goy and Jasna Levinger (Evanston, 
Illionis: Northwestern University Press, 1999), 3.
Street forming a street front, the square created a completely 
different atmosphere by forming open space. From here, we 
can see that the location of the Titanic underwent radical 
changes to the extent that if one does not know that the Titanic 
was there, he/she cannot conclude it from the present-day 
picture of this place. There is nothing specific in the square 
which could remind Banja Luka’s citizens of the building 
which used to be important to them. The clock which was in 
the proximity of the Titanic stopped working at the moment 
when the earthquake struck. Today it is symbolized by a 
broken clock which occupies an important place in the central 
city square - Krajina - almost the same position as it had in 
1969, reminding people of the earthquake. Perhaps because of 
the need of Banja Luka’s citizens to have some kind of memory 
of the Titanic, which is missing in the square, they gave the 
same name to the residential and commercial building built 
in a newly formed neighborhood - Borik. Besides its strong 
horizontal construction which reminded them of the Titanic, 
this building was built in a different place and ambient, 
surrounded by other residential buildings in comparison to the 
Titanic which dominated the square. Even though the citizens 
of Banja Luka are trying to keep the memory of the Titanic, it 
is fading due to the lack of connection with its real location. 
Since we are unable to explore the Titanic through personal 
experience, the only source of the information about this 
building can be obtained through collecting texts, photographs, 
drawings and maps. Thus it is essential for us to borrow a 
variety of information from others to be able to reconstruct 
properly the image and position of the Titanic on the map of 
Banja Luka. We should bear in mind that even today most 
citizens cannot confirm the precise position of this building 
with certainty, because it has been erased from their memory 
in some way, alongside its destruction. 
Through the process of gaining knowledge about the Titanic, 
I came to surprising and unexpected information - this 
building is not mapped on any preserved map - that I found. 
This conclusion is derived from the fact that the recordings of 
Banja Luka were made in 1948 and in 1978, which implies that 
there were no additional recordings during the existence of the 
Titanic [1953/54 -1970]. The mapping process could not keep 
track of the frequent and violent changes that occurred in the 
city, including the short lifetime of buildings. As a consequence, 
there is a certain omission in the process of mapping, as in 
the case of the Titanic, even though there was a real need 
for its mapping. This can be seen in the fact that the Titanic 
was drawn by a red pen on the map from 1948, marking the 
change which occurred in the city. But on the map produced 
in 1978, there is not any trace that the Titanic existed. It was 
already forgotten as the map from 1978 recorded the central 
square together with the department store Boska in the place 
where the Titanic should have been recorded in some earlier 
maps. This is not the only isolated case, as it was some kind 
of practice in the past of Banja Luka to add the changes of the 
city directly on the already existing maps by a red pen. Thus it 
is inevitable that the constant redrawing with a red pen has led 
to different types of omissions in the process of mapping [for 
instance, leaving some unrecorded buildings]. This happened 
as there was no rule what had to be recorded or not, so marking 
the changes of the city on the existing maps with a red pen 
was done randomly. In conclusion, all these sorts of omissions 
evident in the process of mapping Banja Luka, constitute the 
form of collective and institutional forgetting that has always 
been present in this territory. 
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Figure 2.17 The National Museum of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina closed its doors to public [on 4 October 2012]
 because of ongoing disputes about its funding.
Figure 2.18 One of the depots of the Archives of Bosnia and Herzegovina in which there were the most precious and most 
valuable materials that the archives had was set on the fire during the riots [on 7 February 2014] in Sarajevo.
Figure 2.21 The official letter received from the Archive of Bosnia and Herzegovina confirmed that there is a map 
of one part of Banja Luka produced in 1880/1884 which was not destroyed during the World War II. 
They referred me to the War Archive in Vienna where the whole map is actually stored.
Figure 2.20   Destroyed archive materials [February 2014]
Figure 2.19 Some of archive materials is
destroyed during the riots in 2014.
The Museum and the Archive of Bosnia and Herzegovina
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                2.2 COLLECTING MAPS OF BANJA LUKA
‘And I must continue to follow the path I take now. If I do nothing, if I study 
nothing, if I cease searching, then, woe is me, I am lost. That is how I look at 
it - keep going, keep going come what may’. Vincent van Gogh [1853-1890], 
The Letters of Vincent van Gogh [c. 15 August 1879]72 
‘In these times I don’t, in manner of speaking, know what I want; perhaps I 
don’t want what I know and want what I don’t know’’
Marsilio Ficino, Letter to Giovani Cavalcanti, c. 1475 73
The story about the search for the maps of Banja Luka began 
in this city. This is my personal story. In order to tell it, it was 
necessary to find the institutions where they might be stored. 
Banja Luka is an administrative, cultural and political centre of 
the Republic of Srpska - one of the two entities of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, so its important institutions are located there. 
The process of searching for the maps of Banja Luka involves 
visiting the following institutions:
•	 the Archives of the Republic of Srpska74
•	  the JU Museum of the Republic of Srpska75
•	 the Republic Administration for Geodetic and 
Property Affairs - the Republic of Srpska76
•	 and the Republic Institute for Protection of Cultural, 
Historical and Natural Heritage of the Republic of 
Srpska77. 
By exploring these institutions, I found out that none of them 
has a complete collection of the maps of Banja Luka. The fact 
that there are no maps older than 1936 or better say, no maps 
produced before the Kingdom of Yugoslavia was not a pleasant 
surprise for me. There are only the copies of the segments of 
relocated maps dated before 1936 in these institutions and they 
are most often in bad resolution. Relocated maps of Banja Luka 
mean that they should be in Banja Luka archive but they are 
actually archived in other institutions. In order to try to find 
new information about the maps of Banja Luka mostly dated 
before 1936, the need was created to expand my research into 
the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The institutions like 
The National Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina - Zemaljski 
Muzej Bosne i Hercegovine - and The Archives of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina78 both located in Sarajevo were a subject of my 
exploration. My expectations were optimistic. Unfortunately, 
my research did not go far from what I had already collected in 
Banja Luka. One of the reasons for that is that after 124 years 
72. Vincent van Gogh, The Letters of Vincent van Gogh, ed. Ronald de Leeuw (Penguin 
Press, 1996).
73. Quoted in: Ian McEwan, Black Dogs (Random House, 2010), 5.
74. ADDRESS:  Aleja  Svatog Save 1, 78 000, Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
EMAIL: arhivrs@inecco.net, WEBSITE: http://www.arhivrs.org/
75. ADDRESS:  Đure Daničića 1, 78 000 Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
WEBSITE: http://www.muzejrs.com/
76. ADDRESS:  Trg Republike Srpske 8, 78 000 Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
EMAIL: uprava@rgurs.org, WEBSITE:  http://www.rgurs.org/en/vijesti/154-rugipp-
samostalna-uprava
77. ADDRESS:  Vuka Kardžića 4/VI, 78 000 Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
EMAIL: rzzzs@blic.net , WEBSITE:  http://www.nasljedje.org/
78. ADDRESS Reisa Džemaludina Čauševića 6, 71 000 Sarajevo, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, EMAIL: info@arhivbih.gov.ba; WEBSITE: http://www.arhivbih.gov.ba/
of operation, The National Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
closed its doors to public on 4 October 2012. Currently, there 
are political discussions about its funding and reopening. This 
museum is forgotten in some way so the citizens of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and researchers do not have an opportunity to 
explore it and keep it alive in their memories, stories, studies 
and research. Its position on the maps of researchers fades 
slowly and silently, waiting for the moment to be discovered 
again. 
As for The Archives of Bosnia and Herzegovina, one of its 
archive depots in which there were the most precious and most 
valuable materials that the archives had was set on fire during 
the riots on 7 February 2014 in Sarajevo. The director of the 
archives, Šaban Zahirović, said to journalists on the occasion 
of this tragic event: ‘what was not destroyed in World War I 
[1918-1929], World War II [1941-1945] and the recent one - 
Civil war [1992-1995] - was destroyed in these riots’. Despite 
this tragic event for all researchers, I contacted the Archives of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina to find out if they had any maps of 
Banja Luka. What they actually have is the copied Austrian plan 
of one part of the city recorded between 1880 and 1884 in scale 
1:6 250 while the whole plan was destroyed during the World 
War II [1941-1945]. In an official letter that I received from 
the archives, there is the statement that the whole cartographic 
representations of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the period 
of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 1878-1918 are actually 
preserved in the Austrian State Archives in Vienna. 
Besides those institutions, there are the National and 
University Library of Bosnia and Herzegovina - Nacionalana i 
Univerziteska  Biblioteka Bosna i Hercegovine79 and Sarajevo 
Historical Archives - Hisotrijski Arhiv Sarajevo80 whose 
catalogues were also explored but they do not hold any maps 
of the city. This confirmed the fact that the maps of Banja Luka 
mostly produced during the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
were relocated from this territory.  All these above-mentioned 
facts confirmed that my research cannot remain within the 
boundaries of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as there are a lot 
of questions which are still waiting to be answered. These 
questions involve the need to understand the city which was 
already recorded on the maps but which we do not know yet 
because of the relocation of its maps mostly produced before 
1936. This was a motive to continue searching for the maps of 
Banja Luka in other countries in Europe. 
79. ADDRESS: Zmaja od Bosne 8b, 71 000, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina; 
EMAIL: nubbih@nub.ba WEBSITE: http://www.nub.ba/index.php/kartografska-
zbirka
80. ADDDRESS: Alipašina 19, 71 000, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina; EMAIL: 
has@arhivsa.ba WEBSITE: http://www.arhivsa.ba/wordpress/
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Figure 2.22 This map shows the maps of Banja Luka located in other countries and the versions of the name of Banja Luka as recorded on  the map.
Identification of map collections
Map drawn by the Author
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2.2.1 Selection of European museums, archives 
and libraries
‘A cage went in search of a bird’.
Franz Kafka [1883-1924], in aphorism 13 of Reflections on Sin, 
Pain, Hope and The True Way81
‘A man travels the world over in search of what he needs 
and returns home to find it ...’
George Moore [1852-1933], The Brook Kerith: A Syrian Story 82
‘I have no right to call myself one who knows. I was one who seeks, and I still 
am, but I no longer seek in the stars or in books: 
I ‘m beginning to hear the teachings of my blood pulsing within me’.
Herman Hesse [1877-1962] in the prologue to Demian83
Since the search for the maps of Banja Luka has had to leave 
the framework of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the question is: 
where to start the new research? To avoid wandering aimlessly 
through various European museums, archives and libraries, I 
had previously made a plan - selected the institutions - where 
the maps of Banja Luka might be found:
•	 The first selection of museums, archives and libraries 
includes the countries under whose authority the city 
was in the past [e.g. Turkey, Austria, Hungary, Serbia, 
Croatia, Slovenia ...]. 
•	 The second group is made of the leading countries with 
a prominent collection of maps [e.g. Great Britain, 
France, Germany, Spain…]. 
•	 The group of institutions [e.g. The Czech Republic…] 
that had historical and business connections with the 
city during its turbulent history.
The whole process of bringing the maps together into one place 
lasted more than two years. The reason why this research took 
such a long time is that the aim was not to collect all possible 
maps of Banja Luka, in this case, their numbers was irrelevant 
but to find the maps that recorded different periods from the 
turbulent history of the city. The process of searching for the 
maps in Europe initiated the creation of a model:
•	 Identifying map collections [see Section 2.2.1]
•	 Categorization the maps [see Section 2.2.3]
The primary objective in exploring the selected institutions 
in Europe was to get to know the city recorded on the maps 
before 1936. The maps of Banja Luka produced during the 
Ottoman Empire and the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy are 
still missing in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina except 
the existence of the copies of the segments of the relocated 
maps. This fact imposed the way and direction which I should 
follow in order to find the maps of the city that were relocated 
from this territory.
81. Franz Kafka, ‘Reflections on Sin, Pain, Hope and The True Way,’ in The Basic Kafka, 
intro. Erich Heller (Simon and Schuster, 1979), 237.
82. George Moore, The Brook Kerith: A Syrian Story (London: Heinemann, 1937).
83. Herman Hesse, Demian: A Dual-Language Book, ed. and trans. Stanley Appelbaum 
(Courier Corporation, 2012), 5.
Fig. 2.22
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Figure 2.23 Search 1: The maps of Banja Luka are located  in the countries under whose authority it was in the past.
Search 1
Map drawn by the Author
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Fig. 2.23
 2.2.1.1 Countries under whose authority Banja Luka was 
in the past [e.g. Turkey, Austria, Hungary, Serbia, Croatia, 
Slovenia…]
The research began in Austria. Firstly, it was necessary to 
explore the institutions that may have the maps of Banja 
Luka. The most prominent ones with map collections are 
The Austrian State Archives - Österreichisches Staatsarchiv84- 
and The Austrian National Library - Österreichische 
Nationalbibliothek85-  both located in Vienna. I contacted the 
Austrian State Archives directly via email to check whether 
they had the maps of the city or not, attaching a letter of my 
principal supervisor Lorens Holm who confirmed that the 
maps were necessary for my further research. When I received 
the positive answer with the recommendation that it would 
be worthwhile to explore the archives personally, I set off to 
Vienna. Since I was limited to see maximally ten maps per 
day, my exploration of the Austrian State Archives mostly War 
Archive lasted from 06 to 13 July, 2013. During that period, 
I realized that there is a really rich collection of the maps of 
Banja Luka produced slightly before and during the existence 
of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in the territory of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. A significant number of these maps were 
produced in colour. This information could not have been 
obtained from the copies of the segments of the relocated maps 
that I found in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Another interesting 
fact is that the copies of one or two merged segments of the 
map dated 1881/84 that appeared in Banja Luka originally 
belong to the map made up of twelve segments. Not only did 
this map record the parts of the Lower Šeher which is visible 
on copies that I found in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but the 
complete Banja Luka of that time including the Upper and the 
Lower Šeher86 [this was also discussed in section 2.1.1.]. The 
new cognition of Banja Luka of that time is gained by exploring 
the Austrian State Archives. My research in Austria did not end 
with exploring these Archives. All the maps that I found there 
were compared to the collection of the maps of Banja Luka 
stored in the Austrian National Library. The difference is seen 
in several maps dating from 1737 and which were linked to the 
Banja Luka Battle which I also added to my collection. This 
trip to Austria confirmed that the copies which appeared in 
the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina are originally stored in 
the Austrian State Archives and the Austrian National Library. 
This shows that the maps of Banja Luka related directly to the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy are not where they should be 
stored - in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina - but they 
were relocated to Austria. After exploring the institutions in 
Austria and bearing in mind the fact that Banja Luka was a part 
of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy [1878-1918], logically, my 
next step was to check if some maps of the city may be stored 
in Hungary. The following institutions were the subject of the 
research:
•	 the National Széchényi Library [Országos Széchényi 
Könyvtár]87, 
•	 the National Archives of Hungary [Archívum Magyar 
Nemzetilevéltár Archivum]88, 
84. ADDRESS: Nottendorfer Gasse 2, A-1030 Wien, Austria  EMAIL: webmaster@
oesta.gv.at WEBSITE: http://www.oesta.gv.at/; See more: Historical Maps of the 
Hapsburg Empire, EMAIL: info@arcanum.hu WEBSITE: http://mapire.eu/; ‘The 
purpose of the website is to publish historical maps of the Habsburg Empire and the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy’. 
85. ADDRESS: Josefplatz 1, Postfach 25, 1015 Wien, Austria EMAIL: onb@onb.ac.at 
WEBSITE: http://www.onb.ac.at/
86. Banja Luka = The Upper Šeher + The Lower Šeher. Present-day Banja Luka was 
firstly developed in the Upper Šeher together with the establishment of the Ottoman 
Empire in Bosnia and Herzegovina [1527/28]. Due to surrounding hills, the Upper 
Šeher had no place to continuously expand in that narrow part of Banja Luka. So 
after 1574, it continued its evolving  along the river Vrbas towards flat and wider part 
of Banja Luka - the Lower Šeher. The resemblance between both the Upper and the 
Lower Šeher is that the estuary of small river into the main one [Vrbas] was chosen as 
a location around which they were developed.
87. ADDRESS: Szent György tèr 4-5-6, H-1014, Budapest, Hungary; EMAIL: inform@
oszk.hu WEBSITE: http://www.oszk.hu/
88. ADDRESS: Budapest I. ker., Bécsi kapu tér 2-4,  1250 Budapest [Postafiók 
•	 the Museum of Military History [Hadtörténeti Intézet 
és Múzeum]89, 
•	 the Hungarian National Museum [Magyar Nemzeti 
Múzeum]90,
By contacting those institutions directly, I wanted to find out 
if they had a rich collection of maps like Austria that is worth 
exploring in person. All the replies I received from them 
sounded almost the same - they referred me to the Austrian 
State Archives in Vienna. With their help, I got the list of the 
maps of Banja Luka that they have in order to compare them 
with the list of the maps that I found in Austria. I found out 
that what the institutions in Hungary have was obviously taken 
or copied from the Austrian State Archives, except three maps 
[two in the National Széchényi Library and one in the Museum 
of Military History], which were not on my list of the maps that 
I found in Austria. Finding some new maps means gaining new 
cognition about the city. What I realized is that a small inset 
map of the fortress of Banja Luka among other city fortresses of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina was included on the maps which were 
primarily based on topographic representation of the areas 
affected by wars between Austria and the Ottoman Empire. It 
is probable that these maps that I found in Hungary are also 
stored in the Austrian State Archives, but I did not know about 
these maps when I explored the institutions in Austria.  The 
reason for that is that these maps are not closely connected with 
Banja Luka but with the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and the countries in its region. This can be understood from 
their titles, for instance, Theatrum Belli inter Imperat. Carol VI. 
et Sult. Achmet IV. in partibus regnorum Serviae et   Bosniae...
The cognition that I gained through exploring the above-
mentioned institutions in Austria and Hungary helped me 
to get to know Banja Luka from the period of the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy which I did not know before.
Banja Luka which still remained unknown to me is the one 
from the period of the Ottoman Empire [1527/28-1878].  To 
get to know it, I contacted directly the National Library of 
Turkey [Milli Kütüphane Başkanlığı]91 and General Directorate 
of States Archives of the Prime Ministry of the Republic of Turkey 
[Başbakanlık Devlet Arşivleri Genel Müdürlüğü]92 to check 
if there were any maps of the city from that period. What I 
found out is that these institutions do not have any maps of the 
city of that time but only the topographic maps of European 
Turkey. The question to be posed is: was Banja Luka during 
the Ottoman Empire mapped or not because of the fact that 
there are no maps from that period either in the territory of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina or in Turkey? Or it is necessary to 
reformulate this question as follows: if Banja Luka was not 
mapped by the Ottoman Empire, were some other Empires or 
States interested in mapping this city? What I already knew 
by exploring the above-mentioned institutions in Austria 
and Hungary is that the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy had an 
interest in conquering Banja Luka before its establishment in 
the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1878 which, at that 
time, belonged to the Ottoman Empire. The Austro-Hungarian 
Monarchy considered that the easiest and shortest way to 
connect with Dalmatia was across Banja Luka. The city was 
recorded in secrecy mostly around 1737 when its attempt to 
conquer it was unsuccessful. This process was repeated shortly 
before the official establishment of the Austro-Hugarian 
Monarchy in 1878. This prompted me to check if some other 
countries, besides the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, were 
3],Hungary; EMAIL:  info@mnl.gov.hu WEBSITE: http://mnl.gov.hu/
89. ADDRESS: Budapest, I. kerület, Kapisztrán tér 2-4, 1014 Budapest,Hungary; 
EMAIL: Kapiwebmaster@mail.militaria.hu WEBSITE: http://www.militaria.hu/
90. ADDRESS: Múzeum krt. 14-16, 1088 Budapest, Hungary; EMAIL: info@hnm.hu 
WEBSITE: http://hnm.hu/
91. ADDRESS: BahçelievlerSon Durak 06490 Çankaya/ Ankara, Turkey; EMAIL: 
bilgi@mkutup.gov.tr WEBSITE: http://www.mkutup.gov.tr/tr/Sayfalar/default.aspx
92. ADDRESS:  Gayret Mahallesi 95, Sokak No:3, 06170 Yenimahalle/Ankara, 
Turkey; EMAIL: dagm@devetarsivieri.gov.tr WEBSITE: http://www.devletarsivleri.
gov.tr/
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Figure 2.24 Search 2: The maps of Banja Luka are located  in the leading countries with a prominent collection of maps.
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interested in mapping Banja Luka, as the city of the Ottoman 
Empire. This gave me an idea to also explore the museums, 
archives and libraries of the countries with the prominent 
collections of maps such as Great Britain, France, Germany and 
Spain besides the countries under whose authority Banja Luka 
was in the past. However, before exploring it, I wanted to check 
if ex Yugoslav country Serbia has any maps as Banja Luka was a 
part of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes /Yugoslavia 
[1929-1941] and the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia /
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia [1945-1992]. The 
following institutions were the subject of the research: 
•	 the Archives of Serbia [Arhiv Srbije]93,
•	 the Archive of Yugoslavia [Arhiv Jugoslavije]94,
•	 the National Library of Serbia [Narodna Biblioteka 
Srbije]95
•	 the Military Geographical Institute [Vojnogeografski 
Institut Srbije]96.
After contacting those institutions, I found out that there 
are only topographic maps of the Republic of  Yugoslavia, 
representing different years of publication [1954, 1955, 1981, 
1985, 1986] and scale [in the range from 1:25 000 to 1:200 000]. 
The ‘topographic maps’ show the relief created by using contour 
lines. Those maps show Banja Luka schematically. Besides 
Serbia, I explored some other former Yugoslav countries like 
Slovenia and Croatia to see if they have any maps of Banja Luka 
as a former Yugoslav city. Thus, the National and University 
Library in Ljubljana [Narodna in univerzitetna knjižnica]97 
and the National and University Library in Zagreb [Nacionalna 
i Sveučilišna Knjižnica u Zagrebu]98 were the subjects of my 
exploration. What I found is that both libraries had some maps 
of Banja Luka. The National and University Library in Ljubljana 
has a map dating from 1936, which recorded Banja Luka 
during the Kingdom of Yugoslavia [1929-1941]. When I got 
this map, I realized that the same map is stored in the Archives 
of the Republic of Srpska in Banja Luka. The maps in the 
National and University Library in Zagreb were published after 
the World War II [in 1954, 1975, 1979, and 1985] by different 
agencies [PUTNIK, NIP ‘Glas’, NIGRO ‘Glas’]. It is essential to 
say that each map tells us something new about Banja Luka.
In the process of the search for the maps in these European 
countries, the list of problems is defined:
•	 There are no maps of Banja Luka  produced by the 
Ottoman Empire
•	 There are no maps of Banja Luka in Serbia except the 
topographic maps of the Republic of Yugoslavia
The key findings in the process are:
•	 The maps of Banja Luka linked to Banja Luka Battle 
[1737] that were made with the aim to conquer Banja 
Luka which was at that time the city in the Ottoman 
Empire.
•	 Besides Austria, other Empires and States were 
interested in mapping Banja Luka during the Empire.
All these maps that I found in the countries under whose 
authority Banja Luka was in the past which include Austria, 
93. ADDRESS: Karnegijeva 2, 11 000 Belgrade, Serbia; EMAIL: office@archives.org.rs 
WEBSITE: http://www.archives.org.rs/
94. ADDRESS: Vase Pelagića 33, 11 000 Belgrade, Serbia; EMAIL: archivyu@
archivyu.rs WEBSITE: http://www.arhivyu.gov.rs/
95. ADDRESS: Skerlićeva 1, 11 000 Beograd, Serbia; EMAIL: nbs@nb.rs WEBSITE: 
https://www.nb.rs/
96. ADDRESS: Mije Kovačevića 5, 11 000 Belgrade, Serbia; EMAIL: vgi@vs.rs 
WEBSITE: http://www.vgi.mod.gov.rs/
97.  ADDRESS: Turjaška pp. 1, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia; EMAIL: info@nuk.uni-lj.si 
WEBSITE: http://www.nuk.uni-lj.si/
98. ADDRESS: Hrvatske bratske zajednice 4 p.p 550, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia; EMAIL: 
kartografska@nsk.hr WEBSITE: http://www.nsk.hr/
Hungary, Turkey, Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, etc. confirmed my 
previous assumptions. The maps of the city were relocated from 
this territory under different conditions. The most important 
maps are actually stored beyond the boundaries of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. This was the motive to keep searching for the 
maps in some of the leading countries in Europe.  
    2.2.1.2 Leading countries with a prominent collection of 
maps [e.g. Great Britain, France, Germany, Spain…]
What is important in exploring countries with a prominent 
collection of maps is that they always open a new world of 
options for searching for the maps of Banja Luka. The book 
entitled Mapova sbirka B. P. Molla v Universitni knihovne ̌ v 
Brně [Zpracovali ... Karel Kuchař a Anna Dvořačkova] which 
includes the map of Banja Luka also stored in the British 
Library99, led me to a new source - the Moll’s map collection100 
and the Moravian Library, the Czech Republic. Besides this 
book, the British Library has some other maps of the city [e.g. 
from 1740 created by A. du Chaffat and 1869 published by K.K. 
MIlitär. Geografishes Institut, scale 1:25 000] which I already 
found in Austria. Another institution in the territory of Great 
Britain, which is essential for this research, is the National 
Library of Scotland101 where the map of Banja Luka dated 1944 
and published by Survey Directorate A.F.H.Q., was found. 
Except the fact that this map showed Banja Luka during the 
Second World War which was missing in my collection, it also 
presents a new source - the Library of Congress102, Washington. 
Not only was the map found in the National Library of Scotland 
also stored in the Library of Congress, but it inspired me to 
explore this library where there are some other interesting 
maps of Banja Luka dated 1943, 1950 and 1993. Although the 
Library of Congress goes beyond European framework of my 
research, it is also included, as it has maps of Banja Luka that 
I did not find in Europe. As for other prominent institutions 
in Great Britain, The National Archives103 have the map of the 
Central Balkans [the area between Banja Luka in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Constanta in Romania, and Corinth (Korinthos), 
in Greece] from 1941-1944, whereas the National Archives of 
Scotland104 do not hold any maps of Banja Luka.
The institutions of France that were explored are the Archives 
Nationales d’outre mer105 where there are no maps of Banja 
Luka and the National Library of France [Bibliothèque National 
de France]106 which holds some maps dated from 1736 and 
1789. The map entitled Theatrum belli inter imperat. Carol 
VI et sult. Achmet IV in partibus regnorum Serviae et Bosniae 
ex authenticis subsidys delineatum / a Ioh. Fr. Ottingero and 
stored in the National Library of France but also in some other 
European institutions [e.g. Hungary], opened a new world of 
options for searching the similar topographic maps. This map 
included the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina together 
with a small inset of the fortress of Banja Luka. The maps 
where Bosnia and Herzegovina was represented as a part of 
other territories like The Balkan Peninsula, European Turkey, 
Austria, Hungary, central Europe, Serbia or the whole Europe 
and the maps similar to those ones in size, representation, 
scale, format and layout of information are mostly stored in 
the Czech Republic.
99. ADDRESS: 96 Euston Road, London, NW1 2DB; EMAIL: Customer-Services@
bl.uk; WEBSITE:  http://www.bl.uk/
100.  WEBSITE: http://mapy.mzk.cz/en/
101. ADDRESS: Causewayside Building, 159 Causewayside, Edinburgh, EH9 1PH, 
United Kingdom; EMAIL: maps@nls.uk WEBSITE: http://www.nls.uk/
102. ADDRESS:  101 Independence Ave, SE, Washington , DC 20540; WEBSITE: 
https://www.loc.gov/
103. ADDRESS: Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU; WEBSITE: http://www.
nationalarchives.gov.uk/
104. ADDRESS: H.M. General Register House, 2 Princes Street, Edinburgh, EH1 
3YY; EMAIL:  enquiries@nas.gov.uk WEBSITE:  http://www.nas.gov.uk/
105. ADDRESS: 29 chemin du Moulin de Testas, 13090 AIX-EN-PROVENCE, 
France; EMAIL: anom.aix@culture.gouv.fr  WEBSITE: http://www.
archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/anom/en/index.html
106. EMAIL: cartes-plans@bnf.fr WEBSITE: http://www.bnf.fr/en/tools/a.welcome_
to_the_bnf.html
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Figure 2.25 Search 3: The maps of Banja Luka are located in the Czech Republic.
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Since The German Federal Archives [Das Bundesarchiv]107 
confirmed that there are no maps of Banja Luka, I contacted 
the German National Library [Deutsche National Bibliothek]108 
which has mostly topographic maps of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
together with Banja Luka in small-scale. 
National Library of Spain [Biblioteca Nacional de Espana]109 has 
the part of the map entitled Accurate Landkarte der Königreiche 
Ober- und Nieder-Hungarn, Slovenian, Croatie, Dalmatie, 
Bosnien, Servien, which helped me to find the complete map in 
the Czech Republic. Above all, exploring these intuitions was 
the quest for the new knowledge about Banja Luka.
In the research process for the maps in these European 
countries, the list of problems is defined:
•	 I did not find a lot of maps of Banja Luka 
            
The key findings in the process are:
•	 The book stored in British Library led me to a new 
source in the Czech Republic.
•	 The map of Banja Luka dated 1944 and found in 
Scotland led to me to a new source - the Library of 
Congress, Washington.
•	 The exploration of the institution in France encouraged 
me to search for similar topographic maps with a small 
inset of the fortress of Banja Luka.
•	 A part of the map found in Spain helped me to find the 
whole - original map - in the Czech Republic.
2.2.1.3 Countries [e.g. The Czech Republic…] 
which had historical and business connections
 with Banja Luka in the past
A significant number of  important buildings in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina were built by the Czechs during the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy [1878-1918].110 This encouraged me to 
explore some institutions in the Czech Republic. What I found 
out is that there is a really rich collection of the maps  of Banja 
Luka. This was confirmed after searching the catalogues and 
resources of the following institutions:
•	 the National Library of the Czech Republic [Národní 
Knihovna České Republiky]111, 
•	 the Moravian Library [Moravská Zemská Knihovna v 
Brně]112, 
107. WEBSITE: http://www.bundesarchiv.de/index.html.en
108. ADDRESS:  Deutscher Platz 1 / D – 04103 Leipzig; Adickesallee 1/ D – 60322 
Frankfurt am Main EMAIL: info-l@dnb.de;  info-f@dnb.de WEBSITE: http://www.
dnb.de/EN/Home/home_node.html
109. ADDRESS:  po de Recoletos, 20-22, 28071 Madrid; WEBSITE: http://www.bne.
es/en/Inicio/
110. Siniša Vidaković, Doprinos čeških arhitekata formiranju novije arhitektonske slike 
Bosne i Hercegovine/Přínos českých architektů při formování nové architektonické tváře 
Bosny a Hercegoviny (Banja Luka: Arhitektonski-Građevinski Fakultet, Univerzitet u 
Banja Luci, Međunarodno Udruženje naučnih radnika-AIS, 2012).
111. ADDRESS: Klementinum 190, 110 00 Prague 1, The Czech Republic; EMAIL: 
posta@nkp.cz WEBSITE: http://www.en.nkp.cz/
112. ADDRESS: Kounicova 65a, 601 87 Brno, The Czech Republic; EMAIL: mzk@
mzk.cz  WEBSITE: https://www.mzk.cz/en; See more,  Moll’s map collection, 
WEBSITE: http://mapy.mzk.cz/en/
•	 the National Archives [Narodni Archiv]113, 
•	 Map collection of the Faculty of Science - Charles 
University in Prague114, and 
•	 The 1900 Collection Maps and Plans of Yesteryear115. 
Most of the maps that I found, especially in the Moravian Library, 
are the topographic map of European Turkey, including the 
territory of the present-day Bosnia and Herzegovina together 
with the small inset maps of the prominent city fortresses 
among which was Banja Luka. Even though the fortress of 
Banja Luka was named and represented differently on these 
maps, some of the names were repeated. This might be a result 
of copying the information from the existing maps, as all of the 
maps resemble to each other according to the format, size, and 
the layout of the information. 
Another group of maps that I found there were the maps that, 
besides the fortress of Banja Luka, also recorded the settlement 
around it. These maps are dated differently: one stored in the 
Moravian Library was closely related to Banja Luka Battle 
[1737], whereas the other one stored in Map collection of the 
Faculty of Science was produced in 1827. If we compare these 
maps we can notice that they have nothing in common, not 
even the name. Different interpretation of these maps can be 
found in the fact that each mapmaker had a different memory 
of Banja Luka.
The maps dated before 1911 and before 1929 and stored in The 
1900 Collection Maps and Plans of Yesteryear show that the 
city did not physically change during that time but what was 
changed were the names of the street. All this new knowledge 
that I gained while exploring the institutions of the Czech 
Republic enabled me to get to know Banja Luka that I did not 
know before.
In the process of the search for the maps in these European 
countries, the list of problems was defined:
•	 Banja Luka was named differently on the maps,
•	 The maps with mistakes,       
•	 Topographic map of European Turkey with the small 
inset maps of the prominent city fortresses,
•	 The change of street names on the maps.
113. ADDRESS: Archivni 4/2257, Praha 4-Chodovec, 14901; EMAIL: na@nacr.cz 
WEBSITE: http://www.nacr.cz/eindex.htm
114. ADDRESS: Albertov 6, Praha 2, 128 43, The Czech Republic; EMAIL: mapcol@
natur.cuni.cz  WEBSITE: http://digitool.is.cuni.cz/R/7C2BBQQT7L41TUVITE7XX9
NURMXAPEL9TYA4JSIPDS28LNRDPN-00251?func=search&pds_handle=GUEST
115. ADDRESS: Discus Media Group – DMG, Ltd. 135, Radim u Kolina, The Czech 
Republic, 28301, 135; EMAIL: 1900@discusmedia.com WEBSITE: http://www.
discusmedia.com/
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Figure 2.26 The name Banja Luka was recorded differently on the maps. 
 It was adapted to the alphabet and language of the mapmakers.
Different versions of the name Banja Luka
Collage made by the Author
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2.2.2 Banja Luka was named differently
‘It ain’t what they call you; it’s what you answer to’.
William Calude Dukenfield [W.C. Fields] 1880-1946.
‘…They’ve named well after you. ‘How did they know my name?’They don’t. 
They invented one’’.
Gerald Morris, The Squire, His Knight and His Lady, 2008.116
Every process of research in European institutions began with 
searching their catalogues and resources. This means that we 
previously have to define a key word that can help us to explore 
the archive materials. Our research primary depends on the key 
words, so we have to choose them carefully. As for the process 
of searching for the maps of the city, it was logical to use Banja 
Luka as the key word, whereas map was always selected as a type 
in the document search. However, the problem arose because 
the name of the city is written in various ways: both words 
together like Banjaluka or separated like Banja Luka. Both ways 
of writing the city’s name are acceptable.117 According to this, 
during the research process, the key words were Banja Luka 
and Banjaluka. The recognition of this difference in writing 
the city’s name means opening another vast storage of archive 
materials in the search for the maps.
By collecting maps of the city, I realized that besides being 
written in two different ways, the city’s name was changed on the 
maps over time, almost beyond recognition. The mapmakers 
pronounced the city’s name differently and then recorded 
it in the way that was adaptable to their own alphabets and 
languages. Every new name of the city that I revealed through 
the process of bringing these maps together into one place is 
actually a new key word. It opened the new world of options in 
finding the maps that were still missing in my collection. From 
this we can conclude that the name of Banja Luka was named 
differently in European institutions: Bagnaluka, Banaluka, 
Banyaluka, Banya Luka, Banyelucka, Beno Luka, Banialuch, 
Banialucka, Banialuca, Banialvka, Banialuka, Banialika, 
Banielucka, Banjalucka, Banja Lucka, Banjaluk, Banjaluka, 
Orbászvár [old Hungarian name of Banja Luka].
The process of collecting the maps of Banja Luka involves 
searching for different names of the city, as different map were 
stored under different names.
116. Gerald Morris, The Squire, His Knight and His Lady (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 
2008), 201.
117. Zoran Pejašinović, Banja Luka: alejama prošlosti i sadašnjosti / Banja Luka 
Boulevards of Past and Present (Banja Luka:  Town of Banja Luka and AIS - 
International Association of Scolars Banja Luka, 2010).
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Figure 2.27 Map which recorded the network of the main roads [how to reach Banja Luka] and
 the rivers which were seen as hindrances.
Figure 2.28 Map of Banja  Luka with the dominant structure - fortress.
Figure 2.29 Topographic map of the Ottoman Turkey with a small inset map of its city fortresses.
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Fig. 2.27
Fig. 2.28
Fig. 2.29
                      2.2.3 Categorizing discovered maps 
This thesis is the first time that anyone has gathered together 
the maps of Banja Luka that are scattered across different 
institutions in Bosnia and Herzegovina and other European 
countries. This process was difficult as there was no information 
where these maps were. It also required a lot of time, travelling 
and financial funds which discourage researchers to begin 
this complex and uncertain search. My pleasure is even 
greater as I managed to collect the maps of Banja Luka which 
documented chronologically the changes through different 
periods in its turbulent history. Bringing all the maps that I 
found together into one place made it possible to divide them 
into two categories: spy maps and cartographic [conventional] 
maps. The spy maps of Banja Luka were produced before the 
official establishment of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in 
the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1878. The purpose 
of their production was to collect the information about Banja 
Luka from the period of the Ottoman Empire for the possible 
launch of the attack by the monarchy. The first cartographic 
- conventional map of Banja Luka - were produced by the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy [1881/1884] for their needs in 
order to consolidate its position and efficiently use the available 
goods in the occupied territory.
                                    2.2.3.1 Spy maps 
Austrian spies drew these maps by free hand while mapping 
their observation of Bosnia and Herzegovina under the 
Ottoman Empire in secrecy. They were the only ones at that 
time who recorded the changes in the territory of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina on maps. The mapmakers from other countries 
like the Italians, the French, and the Russians who represented 
Bosnia and Herzegovina on their maps mostly supported and 
copied their materials, without giving us any new information 
about this territory.118 Due to military and strategic reasons, 
Austrian mapmakers recorded the territory of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina more often. This can be seen as the need of Austria 
to conquer the eastern shores of the Adriatic Sea in order to 
establish trade links with the Mediterranean countries. To 
achieve this, it was necessary to reach Dalmatia across Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, which proved to be the shortest way. The 
maps, which identified the status and the consequence of the 
military operations, were known in the literature as war or 
military maps [Kriegs-Karte, Kriegsschauplatz-Karte, Kriegs-
Thater-Karte]119 but in this thesis I will call them spy maps 
as they recorded the personal memories of spies. What was 
included or excluded from the spy maps depended on what 
kind of information mapmakers had to record for military 
needs. As for Banja Luka, there are maps which recorded: 
the network of the main roads [it was important to know all 
possible directions from which the Austrians could reach 
Banja Luka] and the representation of the rivers [they were 
seen as the hindrances];  the representation of the city with 
the fortress [it was the central motive and one of the most 
prominent buildings which was used for the attack plan by the 
Monarchy], topographic map of Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
the countries in its proximity alongside with a small inset map 
of the city fortresses [the Ottoman military were mostly placed 
there]. Each map of these maps included the information 
which was necessary for the Austrians to make a plan to 
conquer Banja Luka.
Austrian mapmakers drew the plans from their memory. 
Gašparović’s Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama od 
prvih početaka do XIX vijeka [Bosnia and Herzegovina on 
geographical maps from the very beginning to XIX century] 
shows that the expeditions which did the mapping brought 
118. Ratimir Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama od prvih 
početaka do XIX vijeka (Akademija Nauka i Umjetnosti Bosne i Herzegovina: Sarajevo, 
1970), 294.
119. Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama, 86.
with them the necessary cartographic tools - compass.120 These 
tools were hidden in the way that a bundle of different goods, 
which were also on the horses, disguised the real purpose 
of their journey. Another sign of this masking involves the 
national costumes which mapmakers mostly wore on these 
occasions. Their drawings were attached to their left sleeves, 
so spies were trying to protect themselves from prying eyes. 
One mapmaker would record the city, while the other one was 
responsible for taking the notes about the place. 
In his explanations, Gašparović also used the report of Jeney 
Mitesser which refers to spying Serbia.121 This report shows that 
during the process of recording certain cities in the territory 
of the Ottoman Empire, Austrian mapmakers, among whom 
there were military agents, relied mostly on priests. The reason 
for that can be seen in the fact that priests did not attract much 
attention of the Turks. Mitesser was the name of one type of 
Austrian military agent, who was dressed as a priest servant. If 
the Turks got closer to the expedition without an idea of what 
was the real purpose of its journey, Mitesser would retreat a bit 
further from the expedition, observing the environment and 
secretly making sketches of what was important.  When the 
Turks were a part of the expedition, Mitesser usually crossed 
a small distance during the day with the other participants of 
the expedition in order to use the night to put his memory 
about a certain place on the paper. The expedition would 
go to monasteries and churches at the end of the day where 
they made a final sketch of the place according to the notes 
and auxiliary sketches that were made during the day. As the 
territory which needed to be recorded was large, they divided it 
into small sections, working on each of them separately. When 
the description and the sketches of one section were finally 
completed, they sent them to Austria with the help of priests. 
Before its journey, the expedition got imaginary sketches of 
the territory which should be explored. They were used as 
the base which was changed, revised, redrawn and corrected 
according to the visual inspection of the mapmaker and made 
directly at that place. The equipment, which the mapmakers 
usually carried with them, were an imaginary sketch, a map 
of the main roads, two instruments for defining the map scale, 
a notebook, a compass, a divider, a feather and ink. In most 
cases, as Gašparović said, a compass, as the navigation tool, 
was necessary for determining the north on the map, whereas 
mapmakers mostly used their steps for defining the distance 
and scale. As he further explained, the step was the unit of 
measurement of the map scale. Another important thing 
to be said about the maps is that if we compare all the maps 
dated the same year with the same amount of information, 
we notice that they are graphically different. Even though the 
mapmakers had the same task to record Banja Luka, their 
personal memory related to the place was documented in a 
characteristic manner. Each map is the personal memory of its 
mapmaker.
The above-mentioned facts show that the maps that I found 
actually got their final shape and form outside the borders 
of the Ottoman Empire. The difficulties to which Austrian 
mapmakers were exposed during the mapping process in the 
territory of the Ottoman Empire and the short amount of time 
for the visual inspections of the territory, did not allow them 
to elaborate far more complicated, more comprehensive and 
more accurate maps of Banja Luka. All these difficulties led to 
the appearance of conscious and unconscious mistakes. This 
will be discussed in the following section.                                                                                 
                 
                         
120. Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama, 106.
121. Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama, 106.
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Figure 2.30 Map with mistakes – mirror reflection of the real image of Banja Luka [1738].
Figure 2.31 Map with mistakes is flipped in order to eliminate the evident mistake. 
The fortress should be located on the left bank of the river Vrbas as it is shown on this rotated map.
 This map is more accurate.
1738
1738
Spy maps with mistakes
map index (6)
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Fig. 2.30
Fig. 2.31
                               Spy maps with mistakes
‘A map with errors is as much a map as a correct map’.
Jacob, the Sovereign Map: Theoretical Approaches in Cartography through 
History, 2006.122
‘No map is hermetically closed upon itself nor can it answer all the questions 
it raises. Sooner or later early map interpretation becomes an exercise in 
comparative cartography’123
Harley, The New Nature of Maps: 
Essays in the History of Cartography, 2001.
There are spy maps which, besides providing the information 
already recorded on them, can tell us much more about the 
past than what we expect from them at first sight. Various 
war events, as major initiators of the creation of these maps, 
always remain hidden under their surface - invisible to the 
naked eye. Thus the mapping process does not always mean 
just simply drawing the real condition - what a mapmaker sees 
at that moment. The spy map was created in the way that the 
spy excluded, multiplied, rotated, modified or diverted the 
components of the real place but according to the instructions 
he got from Austrian authorities. This way of mapping entails 
the need to record or remember only the information about the 
place that was necessary for the Austrian government, whereas 
the unimportant one was excluded and forgotten. One of the 
spy maps is the map of Banja Luka drawn as a mirror reflection 
of the real image of Banja Luka at that time. The reasons for 
the production of the map with mistakes are multiple. One of 
these reasons refers to the security of the mapmaker - Austrian 
agents - were secretly collecting the information about the 
city so they were forced to hide their real intentions from the 
current regime. In case they had been discovered, this inverse 
map - map in the mirror - could have been used as a defense, 
justifying that they did not do any illegal recording of the place. 
Another reason involves the need to encrypt it - exchange the 
right information with the wrong one - for instance, the north 
on this map was exchanged for the west. As encoded, this map 
could be used by a small number of people which was the aim 
of the mapmaker.
To understand the inverse map, we firstly need to eliminate 
the perceived error in the way that this map must be flipped 
along a vertical axis to the point where the fortress is located 
on the left side of the river Vrbas. In order to understand the 
real intention of the mapmaker, we have to make a comparison 
between the inverse map and the flipped one. When this inverse 
map is flipped, we get the image of Banja Luka of that time with 
precisely drawn direction of the flow of both rivers - the Vrbas 
and its tributary the Crkvena, while the direction of the north 
on the map, together with the description of the rivers and the 
map remain inversely written. From this, we can say that the 
idea of the mapmaker was to bring the north and the text in 
one relation as this would be the main determinant for each 
of us to turn the map in that direction - the wrong one. The 
point of the map was to confuse the observers as it was made 
for a limited number of people. What else is specific about this 
spy map is that it was preserved in Banja Luka under different 
circumstances. There are many spy maps of Banja Luka, but 
they are originally stored in the archives and libraries in 
Austria. Because of the relocation of the maps, we deal with the 
lack of spy maps [around 1737 - 1738 when this map is dated] 
in the territory of Banja Luka. As a consequence, researchers 
have been forced to rely on the available maps in Banja Luka, 
consciously or unconsciously ignoring the existence of other 
spy maps of that time preserved mostly in Austria. This mirror 
map is unique among spy maps because it is the only one 
located in Banja Luka. 
122. Christian Jacob, The Sovereign Map, 13.
123.  J. B. Harley, ‘Text and Context in the Interpretation of Early Maps’, 42.
Figure 2.32 The first cartographic map of Banja Luka [1881/84]
Figure 2.33 Nolli’s Rome plan in 1748 was compared with the first cartographic map of Banja Luka in order to see where its level of cartography was.
1881/84
1748
Cartographic map
map index (B)
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Fig. 2.32
Fig. 2.33
2.2.3.2 Cartographic [Conventional] maps
Cartographic maps are conventional maps drawn by 
cartographers. They are accurate representations of Banja 
Luka using geodesic instruments and methods and are 
understandable to everyone because of the north orientations, 
scale, and recognizable symbols. In order to accurately measure 
the position of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Banja Luka 
on the surface of the earth, it was necessary to set up a grid 
system. According to Gašparović, most maps of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina produced before the official establishment of the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in 1878 in this territory did not 
have a geographical grid - ‘a system of parallels and meridians - 
used to locate points on the Earth’s surface’124.125 The reason for 
that can be seen in the lack of precise geographical coordinates 
of the fixed points on the Earth’s surface which always give us 
more accurate maps.126 The previous maps, mostly spy maps, 
did not have an accurate mathematical base so it was difficult 
to embed them into the maps of wider territory or the rest of 
Europe which already had it. 
By establishing the triangulated grid in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
for the first time in the history of Bosnia and Herzegovina, a 
geodesic-topographic base for the creation of more accurate 
maps of all scale and forms was created.127 In that way, as 
Gašparović said, the eternal wishes of cartographers came true 
when those provinces were recorded on the maps in the way 
as other countries of western and central Europe did much 
earlier. The cartographers came up with the series of accurate 
and fixed points which were missing in the previous, mostly 
spy maps. By defining the points, it was possible not only to 
record topographically the whole territory of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina or its part, but also to embed it into the map of 
the territory of central Europe in large scale. 128
One of the first cartographic - conventional - maps of Banja 
Luka was created in the period between 1880/81 and 1884, 
by which Banja Luka was connected to the meridian Ferou 
located at Canary Islands.  This meridian varies along the 
length from Greenwich - the prime meridian for 17 ° 39 ‘ 
46’’. The territory of the whole of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
was mapped in the scale 1:6250. Banja Luka, as a densely 
populated settlement - a city - required the illustrations that 
are more detailed so Banja Luka was illustrated in 1: 3125 
scale. This interpretation of Banja Luka is present in the map 
entitled ‘Provinz Bosnien. Kreis Banjaluka. Bezirk Banjaluka. 
(Gemeinde) Stadt BanjaLuka’, which is preserved in the 
Austrian State Archives in Vienna under the signature Gih 18 - 
17. Drawn by Hauptmann Friedrich R.v. Francz and updated by 
Franz Kačena, this map is composed of twelve sections which 
were marked separately in order to easily merge them together 
when necessary. From that time actually began the accurate 
geographical and topographical representation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina together with Banja Luka on maps. In order to see 
where the level of cartography in Bosnia and Herzegovina was, 
we can compare this first triangulated map of Banja Luka with 
Nolli’s Rome Plan in 1748.
                             
124. Klaus K. E. Neuendorf, James P. Mehl, Jr and Julia A. Jackson, Glossary of Geology 
(Springer Science & Business Media, 2005 ), 266.
125. Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama, 259.
126. Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama, 286.
127. Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama, 269.
128. Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama, 269.
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                                     2.3 MAP TIMELINE 
In order to organize the cartographic history of Banja Luka, 
I created a map timeline. It is a research tool which enabled 
the consideration of the numerous influences that contributed 
to the geographical image of the city. This timeline dated the 
maps that I found and related them to type of maps, political 
and social regimes and major events. It also relates them to an 
index of map that I compiled. To my knowledge, this is the first 
comprehensive timeline & index of maps. The numeration of 
the maps in the map timeline corresponds to the index of the 
maps which provides detailed descriptions [e.g. the title, the 
translation, the author, the publisher, the date of publication, 
the place of publication, the format, the orientation, the scale, 
the language, the signature and the note]. Frequent rotations 
of regimes together with the natural phenomena - devastating 
earthquakes - defined the major events in the history of 
mapping the city. The timeline shows that the production of 
the maps of Banja Luka was initiated by the major events such 
as: 
•	 the Austro-Ottoman War [from 1683 to 1699] which 
resulted in the Karlovac Peace Agreement 1699, and
•	 the Austro-Ottoman War [from 1737 to 1739] finished 
by the Belgrade Peace Agreement in 1739 among 
which was Banja Luka Battle [in 1737],  
•	 the Požarevac Peace Agreement in 1718, made between 
the Ottoman Empire, the Venetian Republic and 
Austria,
•	 the Occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina by the 
Austro-Hungarian   Monarchy [in 1878], 
•	 the First World War [1914-1918], 
•	 the Second World War [1941-1945],
•	 the Earthquakes [in 1969], 
•	 and Civil War [1992-1995]. 
2.3.1. Map type, index of maps, political regimes
 and major events
When the maps are placed on the map timeline, we notice that 
the spy maps were produced before the occupation of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina by the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in 1878, 
whereas the production of the cartographic - conventional 
- maps began after its official establishment in this territory. 
In order to put the type of map in the relation with the index 
of maps, spy maps were marked by numbers, whereas letters 
are used for labeling cartographic - conventional - maps. 
Besides the categorization of the maps, there are the textual 
descriptions of Banja Luka written mostly by travellers and 
bishops who visited this territory in the period from 1624 to 
1660. The need to include the textual descriptions onto the 
map timeline was initiated by the fact that I did not find any 
map of Banja Luka produced before the Austro-Ottoman War 
[from 1683 to 1699]. There are several reasons for that: 
•	 Geographical - topographic representation of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina in the form of textual descriptions 
was much more accurate and more comprehensive 
than its graphical representation on the maps of that 
time.129 There was no connection between textual and 
graphical representation of this territory according to 
Gašparović.
129. Gašparović, Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim kartama,  76.
Fig. 2.34
•	 The maps of Bosnia and Herzegovina occasionally 
produced by the cartographers of the Ottoman Empire 
did not have the impact on mapping today-present 
Bosnia and Herzegovina through its history.130
•	 ‘Many areas of Ottoman administrative practice 
where one could expect to find signs of map use, 
however, seem to have been innocent of the manifold 
uses of cartographic representation ... surveys of the 
empire’s vast territories, for example, were recorded 
in writing only, with no resort to drawing. Similarly, 
court registers reveal no sign that maps and other 
pictorial aids were used in settling the land disputes 
... The major routes of the state’s sophisticated courier 
and posting-station network were registered in verbal 
itineraries only’.131
•	 Austria sent numerous mapmakers among which 
there were military agents to get to know, describe and 
record Bosnia and Herzegovina which was at that time 
an unknown country to them.132
•	 No country has as rich a collection of cartographic 
material of European Turkey as Austria.133
From this we can conclude that the beginning of the domination 
of Austrian mapmakers in the representation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina started with the Austro-Ottoman War [from 1683 
to 1699] and its military interest in conquering this territory. 
Since Austrian mapmakers were the most influential in 
mapping Bosnia and Herzegovina of that time, the prominent 
maps of Banja Luka appeared together with their visual 
inspections of this territory. Some important maps of Banja 
Luka produced during the Ottoman Empire were not recorded 
by its mapmakers but by Austrian ones. To highlight this, the 
map and the political and social regime which produced it were 
represented by the same colour on the timeline. In that way, we 
put the map in relation to the political and social regimes.
As I chronologically lined various maps on the map timeline, 
they were grouped around the major events in the history of 
mapping of Banja Luka. The city maps were used both as the 
tools in the conquest of the new territory and as the means 
of representing the consequences of the frequent rotation of 
the regimes that occurred in this territory. Comparing the 
maps which have a different way, place and time of production 
resulted in the creation of a clearer image of Banja Luka which 
no longer exists.
130. Gašparović, op. cit., 13. 
131. Ahmet T. Karamustafa, ‘Military, Administrative and Scholarly Maps and Plans’, 
in The History of Cartography: Cartography in the Traditional Islamic and South Asian 
Societies, ed. J. B. Harley and David Woodward (Chicago, London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1992), 2: 209.
132. Gašparović, op. cit., 290.
133. Gašparović, op.cit., 224.
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Figure 2.35 Austrian mapmakers had the same task to collect the information about Banja Luka and then record it but they did it in a characteristic 
manner according to their memory.  Despite the fact that all maps  dated from 1737, each mapmaker remembered Banja Luka  differently.
1737 1737
1737 1737
1737 1737
Spy maps [1737]
*Maps on the upper left and right and the maps on the 
lower left  and right are printed upside down.
map index (4)map index (4.1.4)
map index (B) map index (4.1.3)
map index (4.5.1)map index (4.4)
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Fig. 2.35
2.3.2 Invasion maps [Banja Luka Battle of 1737]
Numerous maps of Banja Luka produced by Austrian 
mapmakers and directly related to Banja Luka Battle 1737 
required an additional explanation outside their representation 
on the map timeline. Even though all maps were dated the 
same year [1737], containing the same or similar amounts of 
information, the way of its recording was different. Austrian 
authorities actually gave the same task to each mapmaker to 
record, mostly in secrecy, the information that was necessary 
for its conquest of Banja Luka. The central motive of all the 
maps was the fortress of Banja Luka located at the estuary of 
the rivers Vrbas and Crkvena. Like other city fortresses, Austria 
saw it as a significant construction in the defense of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. The reason for that can be found in the fact 
that the military of the Ottoman Empire were mostly located 
there. Each mapmaker remembered the fortress differently and 
then recorded it in a characteristic manner. There are several 
versions of Banja Luka’s fortress of that time which mostly did 
not correspond to the physical appearance of the present-day 
fortress. This leads us to the conclusion that various versions of 
the fortress of Banja Luka were actually personal memories of 
its mapmakers but not the representation of the real image of 
Banja Luka of that time. 
Besides the different representations of the fortress, there 
are some maps where the same form of the fortress was 
repeated but in the different environment. Instead of the visual 
inspections directly in the territory, this was mostly the result 
of copying the information from one map to another. Other 
relevant information included on the maps was the position 
of the bridge. With its recording, Austria realized where it was 
possible to cross the river Vrbas usually seen as a hindrance 
in conquering the city. The main bridge, which directly led 
from the fortress to the right bank of the river Vrbas, was 
recorded on almost every map, whereas some other bridges 
that appeared on the maps varied from map to map. This 
information depended only on mapmakers - what part of 
the memory of the city - he/she could recall and then record 
it on the map. The prominent mosques located along the 
tributary river Crkvena were also parts of each map. Ferhad 
Pasha Mosque was the prominent mosque which was placed 
in the proximity of the fortress, whereas the smaller one called 
Arnaudija was on the opposite end but next to the tributary 
Crkvena. The next important information was the position 
of the hill called Lauš which was seen by Austria as a suitable 
place from which the fortress could be attacked. Every map 
also shows the layout of the Austrian military batteries in the 
proximity of the fortress, as well as on the right bank of the 
river Vrbas. The captain’s house on the right bank of the river 
Vrbas and close to the bridge was also included in the maps 
together with the position of Turkish Baths, left of  Ferhad 
Pasha Mosque. The settlement around the fortress and on 
both banks of the river Vrbas was also renamed differently. 
Like the fortress, all other information about Banja Luka of 
that time such us the bridge, mosques, Lauš Hill, the captain’s 
house, Turkish bathes and the settlement were represented in a 
characteristic manner according to their mapmakers.  Because 
of all the above-mentioned fact, these maps actually tell us how 
Banja Luka was seen in the eyes of mapmakers. Despite the fact 
that they had the same task which included recoding the same 
information about Banja Luka, each of them saw it differently 
- in his own way.
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Figure 2.36 The most important information about  Banja Luka [such us the fortress located at the estuary of two rivers - the Crkvena and the Vrbas,  Ferhat 
Pasha mosque, Arnaudija mosque, the bridge, Lauš hill, the captain’s house, Turkish baths and the settlements] 
that Austrian mapmakers needed to record.
1737
Lauš Hill
Fortress
map index (4.1.4)
Settlement
Settlement
Ferhat Pasha 
Mosque
Arnaudija
Mosque
river Vrbas
tributary Crkvena
*Author named the important information that the mapmaker recorded, and she added it to the above map.
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 2.3.3 Influence of major events on map production   
   
As we can see on the map timeline, major events were the 
milestones in the production of the maps of Banja Luka. Since 
the changes, which were the result of the rotations of regimes 
& earthquakes, occurred in the physical appearance of Banja 
Luka and in all walks of life of its citizens, it was necessary to 
record them. The city with a volatile history like Banja Luka 
requires the production of a large number of maps which might 
keep track of the violent and frequent changes. In order to see 
if the map production followed the changes of the city, the 
maps were put into relation with the major events. Here we can 
see that the principal aim of the production of spy maps was 
to record the changes that occurred in the territory of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina before the conflicts between Austria and the 
Ottoman Empire. Each change needed to be recorded as a tool 
in this fight. Contrary to that, the primary aim of cartographic 
- conventional - maps was not to record the changes but to map 
Banja Luka with the purpose of the administrative and political 
management of the territory. This can be concluded from the 
fact that mapping Banja Luka was not done immediately after 
the major events but approximately ten years later, when some 
parts of the city had already been rebuilt.
Fig. 2.36
Figure 2.37 The 1911 and 1929 editions of the same map with street names changed.
Figure 2.38 The Orthodox Church of Holy Trinity built in 1929 and destroyed in 1941 at the beginning of the Second World 
War was not recorded on any map that I found [except a tourist map].
1929
1929 1942
Figure 2.39 The Orthodox Church of Holy Trinity is only recorded on a tourist map.
1936
1911
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Fig. 2.37
Fig. 2.38
Fig. 2.39
If we compare the maps dated before 1911 and before 1929, 
we can see that Banja Luka did not change a lot during the 
First World War [1914-1918], except the changes of the street 
names. Due to the great damage that Banja Luka experienced 
during the Second World War [1941-1945], there are some 
omissions in the mapping process. One of the examples is that 
the Serbian Orthodox Church of Holy Trinity built in 1929 
and destroyed in 1941, at the beginning of the Second World 
War, was not recorded on any map that I found. There are the 
representations of Banja Luka before 1929 and after 1942 that 
I found but there was no map in-between which was necessary 
to record this prominent building. The fact that there was a 
need for mapping this building can be seen in the existence of 
some tourist maps of Banja Luka dating from 1936 and 1937 
which recorded only the prominent buildings of that time, 
including the church. 
Regarding the Second World War, besides the map from 1942, 
there are maps dating from 1944 and 1948 which recorded its 
consequences. Everything that was destroyed during the Second 
World War was not recorded on the maps dated 1948, whereas 
the comparison of the maps from 1942 and from 1944 can help 
us to follow the changes that happened in the city as a result 
of the Second World War. The map from 1944 was published 
by Survey Directorate and compiled from air photographs 
and Yugoslav maps. This means that the changes were also 
recorded by others and not only by Yugoslav authorities. From 
this we can say that Yugoslav authorities recorded the changes 
that occurred in the city only in 1942 and 1948 so everything 
that was built after 1929 and destroyed during 1941, like the 
church, remained unrecorded. Between the periods from 1948 
to 1978 there was no important mapping of Banja Luka, except 
a few tourist maps dated around 1950 and 1954 which recorded 
the most prominent buildings, even though the earthquakes 
occurred in 1969. Here another omission in the process of 
mapping Banja Luka was noticed like the case of the Titanic.
All the above-mentioned facts show that mapping Banja Luka 
did not follow the pace of the frequent and hasty changes that 
occurred in the city, even though there was a real need for that. 
So it was inevitable that some omissions appeared in different 
forms. 
2.4  BANJA LUKA WHICH NO LONGER EXISTS  
I was wondering how is it possible to talk about the process 
of mapping if we do not have the knowledge about Banja 
Luka which has already been mapped. To find out this, it was 
necessary to have the maps which covered different periods in 
the turbulent history of the city. In most European countries 
collecting maps is seen as an easy task because of the fact that 
the maps are mostly stored in the same place or across different 
institutions in the country to which they belong to. This is not 
the case with Banja Luka. Searching for the maps of the city was 
actually the quest for new knowledge. It is a learning process 
through which we actually tell the story of Banja Luka that we 
have already discovered or might find or hope to find - Banja 
Luka which no longer exists. This is made possible by bringing 
the maps of Banja Luka of different ways, places, and times 
of production together into one place and then reorganizing 
them in the form of a map timeline. 
Changes in the appearance of Banja Luka & in the lives of its 
citizens can only occur when something is forgotten. Forgetting 
is the precondition for change:
•	 in order to build a new building in the place of the old 
one it had to be destroyed or;
•	 in order to rebuild the previously destroyed building 
[this refers mostly to religious buildings], the 
displeasure caused by wars had to be repressed or;    
•	 in order to give new names to streets, the old ones 
were changed, or erased - forgotten again; and etc. 
In all cases, the phenomenon of forgetting was present. This 
will be further explained in the following chapter but through 
the use of the practical and theoretical examples that illustrate 
the presence of the process of forgetting in this territory.
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2.5 INDEX OF MAPS
SPY MAPS
Photographs Features & Differences
1
Title: Situation de l’armée autrichienne sur la Save, entre Banja Luka et 
          Cernik, lors de la guerre austro-turque, Yougoslavie / Par de Rebain
          capit[aine]
Translation: Location of the Austrian Army on the river Sava, between 
                       Banja Luka and Cernik during the Austro-Turkish War, Yugoslavia.
Author: Rebain, Johann Carl von [17..?-17..], cartographer.
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1700-1750
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: east
Scale: unknown
Language: French
Source: The National Library of France [Bibliothèque nationale de France].
Signature: département Cartes et plans, GE D-26220 - 001cli
Notes: 
1.1
Title: 
Translation: Location of the Austrian army on the river Sava, between 
                       Banja Luka and Cernik during the Austro-Turkish War 
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1700-1750?
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives 
               [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: H III d 1303
Notes:  
*There are two maps under the same signature.
2
Title:  Mappa Geographica Novissima et accuratissima Regni Hungariae 
           Inferioris...
Translation: Map Geographica, the latest and most accurate map of the 
                       Kingdom of Hungary [Lower]...
Author: Lidl, Johann Jakob, 1696-1771
Publisher: zu finden auf der freyung beym goldenen Straussen bey Ioh. 
                   Iacob Lidl Kaye. Priv. et Univ. Cahlcog. sculp. et ex., 
Date of publication: 1720 -1764
Place of publication: Vienna
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south [Banja Luka]
Scale: unknown
Language: Latin/German.
Source: The Moravian Library in Brno [Moravská Zemská Knihovna],
               The Czech Republic.
Signature: Moll - 0003.294
Notes:
             *a small  inset of Banialucka [Banja Luka] ....
3
Title:  Regnum Bosniae, una cum finitimis Croatiae, Dalmatiae, Slavoniae, 
           Hung. et Se...
Translation: The Kingdom of Bosnia, together with its neighbours Croatia,  
                       Dalmatia, Slovenia, Hungary and Serbia ....
Main author: Oettinger, Johann Friedrich [17..-17..], cartographer
Other authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724; Karel VI., řimskoněmecký císař 
                            [1685-1740]
Publisher: curantibus Homaniannis Heredibus [Norib.]
Date of publication: 
• 1736 [The National Library of France]; 
• 1738 The Moravian Library in Brno and The National Széchenyi Library 
[Hungary]; 
•  around 1750 [The Museum of Military History].
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: east [Banja Luka]
Scale: 1:700 000 environ
Language: Latin/German
Source:
• The National Library of France [Bibliothèque nationale de France]; 
• The Moravian Library in Brno [Moravská Zemská Knihovna], 
           The Czech Republic; 
• The National Széchenyi Library [Országos Széchényi Könyvtár], 
                      Hungary.
• The Museum of Military History [Hadtörténeti Intézet és Múzeum], 
Hungary.
Signature:
• département Cartes et plans,CPL GE DD-2987[5894 B]
           [The National Library of France];
•  Moll - 0003.296 [The Moravian Library in Brno]; 
•  TR 2 56  [The National Széchenyi Library];
•  B II a 138 [The Museum of Military History].
Notes:  
            * a small inset of Banialucka [Banja Luka] in Bosnia ...
1.1 1.1
2
3
1
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4
Title: Represention...Belagert und Bombardirten Türckishen Stadt; Vestung 
          Banielucka in Königreich Bosnien
Translation: The representation of... Besieged and Bombarded Turkish City;  
                        Banielucka [Banja Luka] fortress in the Kingdom of Bosnia 
Author: S.T.B. Capit.Ing
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: [23 July] 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: H III d 1317.
Notes:
4.1
Title: Plan. Die Vestung BanjaLucka, Sambt Derselben Attaquen
Translation: Plan. BanjaLucka [Banja Luka] fortress …
Author: La Cass Ingerieur, Obrist. Lieuterart.
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: [23 July] 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale:  unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: H III d 1318
Notes: 
4.1.1
Title: Plan der Vöstung Banjalucka, sambt derselben Attaquen
Translation: Plan of Banjalucka fortress ...
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian National Library  [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek], Vienna.
Signature: FKB AA.17.11
Notes: 
4.1.2
Title: Plan der Vestung Bania Lucka Sambt derselben Attaque
Translation: Plan of Bania Lukca [Banja Luka] fortress ...
Author: Delineavit Zinsn
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: [1: 5000]
Language: German
Source: The Austrian National Library [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek], Vienna.
Signature:  FKB AA.29.28
Notes: 
4.1.3
Title: Plan. Die Vestung Banjalucka, Sambt Derselben Attaquen
Translation: Plan. Banjalucka [Banja Luka] fortress...
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of Publication: [23 July] 1737
Place of Publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: H III d 1318
Notes: 
4.1.4
Title: Plan. Der Vestung Banja Lucka, sambt derselben Attague.
Translation: Plan. Banja Lucka [Banja Luka] fortress ...
Author: B.V.Ripke
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: [24 July] 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown 
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: H III d 1319
Notes: 
4
4.1
4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3
4.1.4
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4.2
Title: Plan. Der Vestung Banialuka Sambt der Selbern Attague
Translation: Plan. Banialuka [Banja Luka] fortress ...
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: [23 July] 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: Incland CVII, Nr.1
Notes: 
4.2.1
Title: Plan Von Banjalucka, und dessen Attaque ...
Translation: The plan of Banjalucka [Banja Luka] and its attack…
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1737
Place of publication: unknown 
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: Incland CVII,Banja Luka Nr.1
Notes:
4.3
Title: Plan der Belagerung von Banialucka
Translation: Plan of the siege of Banialucka [Banja Luka]
Author: Kaindl Oberfeuer
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: [27 July - 4 August] 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: west
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian National Library [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek], Vienna.
Signature: ALB Port 11b, 5a
Notes: 
4.4
Title: Plan. Der Belagerung der Türkishen Festung Banyaluka…
Translation: Plan. The siege of Turkish fortress - Banyaluka 
                       [Banja Luka]
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: [4 August] 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: east
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: H III d 1315 -1.
Notes: 
4.5
Title: Plan. Der Stadt under Schloss Banialuka …
Translation: Plan. Banialuka [Banja Luka] -
                        The city under blockade... 
Author: J.C. de Rebain, Hauptman ET ing.
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: [23 July] 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: east
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: H III d 1315 -2
Notes: 
4.5.1
Title: Grundriss von der Stadt und Festung - Banialuka
Translation: The Plan of the City and Fortress - Banialuka
                       [Banja Luka]
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: Incland CVII, Nr.2
Notes: 
4.2
4.2.1
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.5.1
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4.5.2
Title: Belagerung von Banjaluka und Gefecht daselbst
Translation: The siege of Banjaluka …
Author: ChahaupRafel 
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: [4 August] 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: H III d 1315
Notes: 
4.6
Title: Banjaluka
Translation: Banjaluka [Banja Luka]
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: K VII m 20
Notes: 
4.6.1
Title: Banjaluka. Profil von der Festung
Translation: Banjaluka [Banja Luka]. The section drawing of the fortress
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1737
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: Incland CVII, Banja Luka Nr.3.
Notes: 
4.7
Title: Vestung Banjaluka
Translation:  Banjaluka [Banja Luka] fortress
Author: Antoine Du Chaffat , ing. Hauptm mit R.K.Priv
Publisher: hervorgegeben zu Augsburg
Date of publication: 1737 - 1740
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 6 000
Language: German
Source:
• The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv],  Vienna;
• The National Széchenyi Library [Országos Széchényi Könyvtár], 
Hungary.
• The Museum of Military History [Hadtörténeti Inté zet és Múzeum],
           Hungary.
Signature: 
•  H III d 1320
•  TR 8 371
•  H III d 1316
Notes: 
4.8
Title: Plan der Belagrvng Banialvka...13 August 1737
Translation: Plan of the siege of Banialvka [Banja Luka] ...13 August 1737
Author: Geyer, 18 Century
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1737-1760
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: east
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Moravian Library in Brno [Moravská Zemská Knihovna],
               The Czech Republic.
Signature: Moll-0003.310
Notes:
5
Title: Accurate und Neüeste General Land-Karten Des dermahligen Türkischen 
          Kriegs...
Translation: Accurate and the latest General map of the former Turkish War ...
Author: Ignaz Gruber 
Publisher: apud Ignatium Gruber
Date of publication: 1737/38
Place of publication: Vienna
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: east
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Moravian Library in Brno [Moravská Zemská Knihovna], 
               The Czech Republic.
Signature: Moll - 0003.1  68
4.6
4.5.2
4.6.1
4.7
4.8
5
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Notes: 
* a small inset of  Banialuka [Banja Luka] ...
6
Title: Die Türckische Veftung - Banialucka
Translation: Turkish fortress - Banialucka [Banja Luka]
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1738
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north [mistake]
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: JU Museum of the Republic of Srpska 
               [JU Muzej Republike Srpske], Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Signature: unknown
Notes: 
7
Title: Plan von Belgrad...Banja Luka in Bosnien. 
Translation: Plan of Belgrade....Banja Luka in Bosnia
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of Publication: 1738
Place of Publication: Beyreuth
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: east [Banja Luka in Bosnia]
Scale: 1: 40 000
Language: German
Source: The Museum of Military History [Hadtörténeti Inté zet és Múzeum],     
                Hungary.
Signature: H III d 965
Notes:
* a small inset of Banialuka [Banja Luka] ...
8
Title: Accurate Landkarte die Königreiche Ober- und Nieder-Hungarn ...
Translation: The accurate map of the Upper and the Lower Hungary ...
Author: Lidl, Johann Jakob, 1969-1771
Publisher: Bestochen und verlegt durch Joh: Jacob Lidl.
Date of publication:
•    1738-1750 [The Moravian Library]; 
•     ca 1730-1771 [The Charles University in Prague]; 
•     1765-1788 The National Széchenyi Library [Hungary].
Place of publication: Vienna
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north
Scale: Ca. 1: 1 400 000
Language: German, Latin;
Source:   
•    The Moravian Library in Brno [Moravská Zemská Knihovna],
              The Czech Republic; 
•    The Map Collection of the Faculty of Science CU 
              [Charles University in Prague], The Czech Republic;
•    1765-1788  The National Széchenyi Library
              [Országos Széchényi Könyvtár], Hungary]
Signature:  
•    Moll-0003.174 [The Moravian Library];
•    D1 00182 00060 [The Charles University in Prague]; 
•    TR 2 502 arch [The National Széchenyi Library, Hungary].
Notes: 
         * a small inset of Banialuca [Banja Luka] ...
         * This map is made up of two different parts [topographic map + the 
            representation of the city fortresses]. Besides the Moravian Library, 
            the Charles University in Prague and the National Széchenyi Library 
            [Hungary], a part of this map that illustrates only the city fortresses is also 
            stored in the National Library of Spain under signature MV/21.
            
9
Title: Neu Eröffnetes Kriegs Theatrum ...
Translation: ... War Theatrum ...
Main Author: unknown
Other Authors: Karel VI., římskoněmecký císař, 1685-1740.
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1739
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: east [Banja Luka]
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Moravian Library in Brno [Moravská Zemská Knihovna], 
               The Czech Republic.
Signature: Moll-0003.295
Notes:
           *a small insets of Banialuka [Banja Luka] ...
10
Title: Samlung Verschiedener Artillerie Aussen VI Band - Banyelucka
Translation: The collection of various artilleries outside band VI - Banyelucka
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1780
Place of publication: unknown
Format: unknown
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
6
7
8
9
10
8
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Signature: Incland CVII, Nr.6
Notes: 
10.1
Title: Plan der Festung Banialuka in Tükisch Croatien ...
Translation: Plan of Banialuka [Banja Luka] fortress in Turkish 
                       Croatia…
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1780
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: ca. 1:10 000
Language: German
Source: The Austrian National Library [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek], Vienna.
Signature: FKB Q.10.1
Notes: 
11 
Title: Festung: Banialuka
Translation: Banialuka [Banja Luka] fortress
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1783
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: 1: 9 100
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: K VII m, 48 No 63
Notes: 
12
Title: Ideal Plan. Königreich Bosnien und Türkisch Croatien
Translation: Ideal Plan. The Kingdom of Bosnia and Turkish Croatia
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1783
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: K VII m 0008
Notes: 
13
Title: Banjaluka
Translation: Banjaluka [Banja Luka]
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1785
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: GPA Incland CVII 35, Banjaluka Nr.5
Notes:
13.1
Title: Banjaluka
Translation: Banjaluka [Banja Luka]
Author: Rividirl (1862?)
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1785
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: K VII m 50 F
Notes: 
             
14
Title: Plan der Festung Banialuka in Tükisch Croatien ...
Translation: Plan of Banialuka [Banja Luka] fortress in Turkish
                       Croatia…
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1786
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south
Scale: 1:10.000
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: Gih 18-11.
Notes: 
10.1
11
12
13
13.1 13.1
14
79
15
Title: Situations Karte der Kaiser Königlich und Türkisch Croatischen
          Grenze im Karlstaedter Warasdiner Generalat
Translation: Situation map ...
Author: major Boxich
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1794
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: south [Banja Luka]
Scale: 1: 115 200; Banja Luka [1:5.800]
Language: German
Source:
• The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
•  The Museum of Military History [Hadtörténeti Inté zet ésMúzeum],
            Hungary.
Signature: 
•  B IX c 932, N1-N6.
•  B IX c 1435
Notes:
             *a small inset of Banialuka [Banja Luka] fortress ...
16 
Title: Plan der Stadt und des Schloss Banjaluka
Translation: Plan of Banjaluka [Banja Luka] fortress
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1827
Place of publication: unknown
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: east
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source:  The Map Collection of the Faculty of Science CU 
                [Charles University in Prague], The Czech Republic.
Signature: 00005070
Notes: 
17 
Title: Umgebung von Banja Luka
Translation: Banja Luka and its Surrounding Area 
Author: unknown
Publisher: K.k. Hof-u. Staatsdruckerei
Date of publication: 1863
Place of publication: Vienna
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source:
• The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna. 
• The Austrian National Library [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek],   
Vienna.
Signature: 
• K VII m, 50 -5F [The Austrian State Archives]
• K I 112916,1   [The Austrian National Library]
Notes: 
18
Title: Gefecht bei Banjaluka am 14 August 1878.
Translation: Banjaluka Battle, 14 August 1878.
Author: Tafel V.
Publisher: Kaiserlich-Königliches Militär-Geographisches
Date of publication: around 1910
Place of publication: Institut Vienna 
Format: hand-drawn map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source:
• The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna. 
•  The Museum of Military History Museum [Hadtörténeti Intézet és 
Múzeum], Hungary. 
Signature:
• H IV c 318 -15
• H IV c 371
Notes: 
15
16
17
18
80
A
Title: Plan von Banja Luka
Translation: The plan of Banjaluka [Banja Luka]
Author: v.k.k.Oberlieutenant Adolf Edler & Brenneis Glstbsoffz.
Publisher: kk. Militär. geograf. Institut.            
Date of publication: 1878
Place of publication: Vienna
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 5760
Language: German
Source: 
• The Austrian Sate Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
• The Museum of Military History [Hadtörténeti Intézet és Múzeum], 
Budapest, Hungary.
Signature:
• Gih 18-12 [The Austrian Sate Archives]
• G I b 45  [The Museum of Military History]
Notes:
B   
Title: Provinz Bosnien. Kreis Banjaluka. Bezirk Banjaluka. (Gemeinde) Stadt
Translation: Province Bosnia. County/District Banjaluka. City Council Banjaluka.
Author: geometer Hauptmann Friedrich R. v. Franz; adjunkt Franz Kačena
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1880 - 1884
Place of publication: unknown
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 3125
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives  [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: Gih 18-17
Notes: 
*The first cartographic map of Banja Luka is made up of twelve tiles.
C  
Title: Plan der Umgebung von BanjaLuka
Translation: The plan of Banjaluka [Banja Luka]
Author: unknown
Publisher:  k.k. military. geografischen Institutes           
Date of publication: 1890
Place of publication: Vienna
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 25 000
Language: German
Source: 
• The Austrian Sate Archives,  [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
• The Austrian National Library, [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek], 
Vienna.
Signature: 
• Gih 18 - 13 [The Austrian Sate Archives];
•  KB 111072 [The Austrian National Library].
Notes:
D 
Title: Situation der Milt. Bauobjecte in der station Banjaluka
Translation: The position of the military objects in Banjaluka
Author: Josef Feldgitscher...
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: November 1899
Place of publication: unknown
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 5 760
Language: German
Source: The Austrian State Archives, [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: K VII m 0046-26
Notes:
* Besides this map, there are sketches of the buildings constructed for artillery.
E
Title: Festungs - Umgebungs - Plan von Banjaluka
Translation: Fortresses - Surroundings - The Plan of Banjaluka
Author: unknown
Publisher: k.k. military. geografischen Institutes
Date of publication: 1900/1905
Place of publication: Vienna
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 75 000
Language: German
Source:
• The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
• The Austrian National Library [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek], 
Vienna.
Signature:
• Incland cVII a) Banjaluka Nr. 07 [The Austrian State Archives]
• K I 95944 [The Austrian National Library]
Notes:
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E.a
Title: Festungs - Umgebungs - Plan von Banjaluka
Translation: Fortresses - Surroundings - The Plan of Banjaluka
Author: unknown
Publisher: k.k. military. geografischen Institutes.
Date of publication:1900/1905
Place of publication: Vienna
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 25 000
Language: German
Source: The Austrian Sate Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna.
Signature: Incland cVII a) Banjaluka Nr. 08
Notes: 
F 
Title:  Banjaluka 
Translation: Banjaluka 
Author: unknown
Publisher: Wagner& Debes
Date of publication: 1911 
Place of publication: Leipzig
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 20 000
Language: German
Source: The 1900 Collection, Maps and Plans of Yesteryear, The Czech Republic.
Signature: unknown
Notes: city map [1: 20 000] + environs map [1: 200 000]
G
Title: Specialkarte der K. u. K. Österreichisch-Ungarischen Monarchie. 6058. 
          Banja Luka
Translation: ... Austro-Hungarian Monarchy - Banja Luka
Author: unknown
Publisher: k.k. military. geografischen Institutes.
Date of publication: 1914
Place of publication: Vienna
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 75 000
Language: German
Source: The Austrian National Library [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek],Vienna.
Signature: K I 2, 6058
Notes: 
H
Title: Banjaluka
Translation: Banjaluka
Author: unknown
Publisher: Wagner& Debes
Date of publication: 1929 
Place of publication: Leipzig
Format:  cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale:  1: 20 000
Language:  Serbo - Croato - Slovene
Source: The 1900 Collection, Maps and Plans of Yesteryear, The Czech Republic.
Signature: unknown 
Notes: city map [1: 20 000] + environs map [1: 200 000]
I
Title: Plan grada Banja Luke
Translation: Plan of Banja Luka
Author: Bož. Milovanović
Publisher: Zvonimir Jović and Co
Date of publication: 1936
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 4 200
Language: Serbo - Croato - Slovene
Source: 
• The Archives of the Republic of Srpska [Arhiv Republike Srpske], 
           Bosnia and Herzegovina.
• The Austrian National Library [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek],Vienna.
Signature: 
• unknown
• K I 102678
J
Title:  Orijentacioni Plan Grada Banja Luke
Translation: Orientation Plan of Banja Luka
Author: Ibrišagić
Publisher: Gradsko Poglavarstvo Banja Luka
Date of publication: 1937
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format:  cartographic maps
Orientation: north
Scale: 1 : 9375
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: The Republic Institute for Protection of Cultural, Historical and Natural
                Heritage of the Republic of Srpska [Republički Zavod za Zaštitu Kulturno-
                Istorijskog i Kulturnog Naslijeđa, Republika Srpska], Bosnia and  
                Herzegovina.
Signature: unknown 
Notes: 
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K
Title:   Banja Luka
Translation: Banja Luka
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 1942
Place of publication: unknown
Format: cartographic maps
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 5000
Language: Croatian
Source: The Archives of the Republic of Srpska
Signature: unknown
Notes: This is a part of the map.
L
Title:  Town plan of Banja Luka [before 1929], compiled and drawn in the 
           branch of research and analysis, OSS.
Translation: ...
Author: unknown
Publisher: OSS
Date of publication: [16 November]1943
Place of publication:  United States
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 5 700
Language: English
Source:  The Library of Congress, Washington.
Signature: unknown
Notes: 
M
Title: Town Plan of Banja Luka [compiled from Air Photographs
          and Yugoslav maps by  19th Field Survey Coy., R.E. Nov. 1944]
Translation: ...
Author: War Office. Allied Forces Headquarters. Survey Directorate.
Publisher: Survey Directorate A.F.H.Q
Date of publication: [November] 1944
Place of publication: London, Great Britain.
Format:  cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 7 500
Language:  English
Source: 
• The Library of Congress, Washington
•  The National Library of Scotland, United Kingdom.
Signature: 
•  -
• Map. Area. C14:20 Banja Luka
Notes: 
         *compiled from Air Photographs and Yugoslav maps by  19th Field Survey
          Coy., R.E. Nov. 1944
N
Title: Narodna Republika Bosna i Herzegovina. Grad Banja Luka
Translation: The People’s Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Banja Luka
Author: unknown 
Publisher: GEORAD
Date of publication: 1948
Place of publication: Sarajevo
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: [1:1 000]
Language: Serbo - Croatian
Source: The Republic Authority for Geodetic and Property Affairs of the Republic
               of Srpska, Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Signature: unknown 
Notes: This map is composed of forty nine tiles.
O
Title: Banja Luka 
Translation:  Banja Luka
Author: unknown
Publisher: Novinsko Izdavačko Preduzeće ‘PRIVREDNI PREGLED’
Date of publication: 1950
Place of publication: Beograd
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: The Library of Congress, Washington.
Signature: unknown
Notes: 
P
Title: Plan Banja Luke 
Translation: Town Plan of Banja Luka
Author: unknown
Publisher: Putnik
Date of publication: 1954   
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: The National and University Library in Zagreb, Croatia.
Signature: X-BH-J-1
Notes: 
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Q
Title: Plan Grada Banja Luke 
Translation: Town Plan of Banja Luka
Author: unknown
Publisher: Putnik
Date of publication: 1959/60
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale:  1:20 000
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: The Austrian National Library [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek], Vienna.
Signature: K I 107534
Notes:  
R
Title: Banja Luka: Plan Grada
Translation: Banja Luka: Town Plan
Author: unknown
Publisher: NIP ‘GLAS’
Date of publication: 1975
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale:  unknown
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: The National and University Library in Zagreb [Nacionalna i Sveučilišna 
                Knjižnica u Zagrebu], Croatia.
Signature: X-BH-J-19
Notes: 
S
Title: SR Bosna i Herzegovina. Opština: Banja Luka
Translation: Bosnia and Herzegovina. City: Banja Luka
Author: Republička Geodetska Uprava BiH
Publisher: GEOKARTA
Date of publication: 1978 
Place of publication: Beograd [Belgrade]
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1:1 000
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: Republička Uprava za Geodetske i Imovinsko - Pravne Poslove, 
               Republika Srpska [The Republic Authority for Geodetic and Property 
               Affairs of the Republic of Srpska], B&H.
Signature: unknown
Notes: The map of Banja Luka is composed of seventy one tiles.
T
Title: Banja Luka: Plan Grada
Translation: Banja Luka; Town Plan
Author: unknown
Publisher: NIGRO ‘Glas’
Date of publication: 1979
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: The National and University Library in Zagreb
               [Nacionalna i Sveučilišna Knjižnica u Zagrebu], Croatia.
Signature: X-BH-J-23
Notes:
U
Title: Banjaluka 1
Translation:  ...
Author:  Vojnogeografski Institut
Publisher:  Vojnogeografski Institut
Date of publication: 1981
Place of publication: Beograd [Belgrade]
Format: cartographic [conventional] map; topographic map 
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 50 000
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: Vojnogeografski Institut Beograd [The Military Geographical Institute],
               Belgrade, Serbia.
Signature: -
Notes: -
V
Title: Banjaluka 1- 4
Translation:  ...
Author:  Vojnogeografski Institut
Publisher:  Vojnogeografski Institut
Date of publication: 1985
Place of publication: Beograd [Belgrade]
Format: cartographic [conventional] map; topographic map 
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 25 000
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source:  Vojnogeografski Institut Beograd [The Military Geographical Institute],
                Belgrade, Serbia.       
Signature: unknown
Notes: 
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W
Title: Banja Luka: Plan Grada 
Translation:  Banja Luka: Town Plan
Author:  Nevžala Mario
Publisher: NIGRO ‘Glas’; Turistkomerc
Date of publication: 1985 
Place of publication: Banja Luka; Zagreb
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 12 500 [City Centre 1: 5 000]
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: The National and University Library in Zagreb
               [Nacionalna i Sveučilišna Knjižnica u Zagrebu], Croatia.
Signature: X-BH-J-28
Notes: 
X
Title:  Banja Luka
Translation: 
Author: unknown
Publisher:  the Defense Mapping Agency
Date of publication: 1993
Place of publication: Belgrade
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: 1: 15 000
Language: Serbian; English
Source: The Library of Congress, Washington
Signature: unknown
Notes: 
Y
Title: Banja Luka
Translation: Banja Luka
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: 2004
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format: cartographic map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: Serbian
Source: Republička Uprava za Geodetske i Imovinsko - Pravne Poslove, 
                Republika Srpska [The Republic Authority for Geodetic and Property 
                Affairs of the Republic of Srpska], Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Signature: unknown
Notes:
             * a digital map
i
Title: Banja Luka
Translation: Banja Luka
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: unknown
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format: inset [cartographic] map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: German
Source: The Republic Authority for Geodetic and Property Affairs of the Republic 
               of Srpska, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Signature: unknown
Notes:
             
ii
Title: Banja Luka
Translation: Banja Luka
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: unknown
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format: inset [cartographic] map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: German / Serbian
Source: The Republic Authority for Geodetic and Property Affairs of the Republic 
              of Srpska], Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Signature: unknown
Notes:
iii
Title: Banja Luka
Translation: Banja Luka
Author: unknown
Publisher: unknown
Date of publication: unknown
Place of publication: Banja Luka
Format: inset [cartographic] map
Orientation: north
Scale: unknown
Language: Serbo-Croatian
Source: The Republic Authority for Geodetic and Property Affairs of the Republic   
            of Srpska], Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Signature: unknown
Notes:
W
X
Y
INSET [CARTOGRAPHIC] MAPS
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i
ii
iii
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                                        3 TURBULENT PAST OF BANJA LUKA
      
                                           3.1 POLITICAL DESTRUCTION [war & hatred]
3.1.1 The Church of Holy Trinity and the Church of Christ the Saviour [practical problem]
3.1.2 Ferhat Pasha Mosque [practical problem]
3.1.3 Repression of unwanted thoughts & experience [Freud] - temporary
3.1.4 When repression fails - destruction and when it is successful - reconstruction
3.2 EARTHQUAKE DESTRUCTION [love & forgetting]
3.2.1 Providing space for new thoughts and experience [Nietzsche] - permanent
3.2.2 Rebuilding Banja Luka after the earthquakes [1969]
3.3 NAME CHANGES
3.3.1 Change of street names in Banja Luka [practical problem]
3.3.2 Forgetting names [Freud] - temporary
3.3.3 Forgetting the names of main street means forgetting the political and social regimes [practical problem]
3.4 UNIDENTIFIED [without name and surname] – conclusion
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Figure 3.1 The old Serbian Orthodox Church - Sošestvija Sv. Duha 
[1879-1929] was built as a temporary church.
Figure 3.2 Sošestvija Sv. Duha [1879-1929]
1 1897 2  1900
1
2
Figure 3.3 The new Church of Holy Trinity [2] was built in 1929 in a new location, abandoning the previous plan 
to build in the place where the old church was [1].
2 1925
Figure 3.4  The floor plan of the Church of Holy Trinity Figure 3.5 Longitudinal section drawing of
 the Church of Holy Trinity
Figure 3.6  The cross section drawing of 
the Church of Holy Trinity
2 1925 2 1925
1929-1941
1879-1929
The old Church Of Holy Trinity
Map drawn by the Author
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‘Bosnia is a wonderful country, fascinating, with nothing ordinary in the 
habitat or people. And just as there are mineral riches under the earth in 
Bosnia, so undoubtedly are Bosnians rich in hidden moral values, which 
are more rarely found in their compatriots in other Yugoslav lands. But you 
see, there’s one thing that the people of Bosnia, at least people of your kind, 
must realize and never lose sight of - Bosnia is a country of hatred and 
fear… That is Bosnia. And by strange contrast, which in fact isn’t so strange, 
and could perhaps be easily explained by careful analysis, it can also be 
said that there are few countries with such firm belief, elevated strength of 
character, so much tenderness and loving passion, such depth of feeling, of 
loyalty and unshakeable devotion, or with such a thirst for justice. But in 
secret depths underneath all this hide burning hatreds, entire hurricanes 
of tethered and compressed hatreds maturing and awaiting their hour… 
And thus you are condemned to live on deep layers of explosives which are 
lit from time to time by the very sparks of your loves and your fiery and 
violent emotion. Perhaps your greatest misfortune is precisely that you do 
not suspect just how much hatred there is in love and passion, tradition 
and pieties. And just as, under the influence of atmospheric moisture and 
warmth, the earth on which we live passes into our bodies and gives them 
colour and form, determining the character and direction of our way of 
life and our actions – so does the strong, underground and invisible hatred 
on which Bosnia man lives, imperceptibly and indirectly enter into all 
his actions, even the best of them. … And you love your homeland, you 
passionately love it but in three of four different ways which are mutually 
exclusive, often come to blows, and hate each other to death.’
Andrić, Letter from 1920
                    3. TURBULENT PAST OF BANJA LUKA
This chapter is about the turbulent past of Banja Luka. In 
the first section through practical examples it is described 
how two religious buildings in Banja Luka were destroyed 
during the different wars and then after a certain period of 
time, they were reconstructed. Freud’s theory of Repression 
helped to understand this process of political destruction and 
reconstruction that occurred in this territory. The conclusion 
of this section is that when repression fails a war starts, and 
when it is successful the reconstruction of the demolished 
buildings starts. The earthquake destruction is explained in the 
second section through practical examples. Many buildings 
were destroyed in Banja Luka during the earthquakes and 
in their places mostly new buildings were built. Nietzsche’s 
theory for Active Forgetfulness helped to understand the 
process of the destruction and reconstruction during and after 
the earthquakes. According to Nietzsche, we have to forget the 
past that is not necessary in order to move forward. Here we 
find the understanding for the situation in Banja Luka that 
occurred in the period of the natural phenomena. The third 
section of this chapter also begins with the practical examples 
of how the streets names in Banja Luka changed over time. 
Freud’s theory of forgetting proper names helped to understand 
this situation in Banja Luka. After analyzing it, we came to 
the conclusion that forgetting the street names of Banja Luka 
means forgetting certain political and social regimes. This will 
be explained though the example of the main street of Banja 
Luka which changed its name with the rotation of different 
regimes. In order to understand the phenomenon of forgetting 
the names and regimes in this territory in an objective way, it 
was necessary to remain unidentified. I could not take sides. I 
could not allow myself to identify with anyone.
           3.1 POLITICAL DESTRUCTION [war & hatred]
 3.1.1 The Church of Holy Trinity and The Church of Christ 
the Saviour [Practical problem]
In order to understand the construction of the Church of 
Christ the Saviour in 2004, it was necessary to return to the 
past. There were several important moments in its history: the 
construction of a temporary church - Sošestvija Sv. Duha, and 
its destruction; the change of location; erecting the new church 
- Holy Trinity in a new location and its destruction; and then the 
change of the name and the reconstruction of the demolished 
church - Christ the Saviour. The old Serbian Orthodox church 
- Sošestvija Sv. Duha was built in 1879 in the proximity of the 
present-day building of the Archives of the Republic of Srpska 
as a temporary solution. It had a longitudinal disposition which 
was covered with a gabled roof and whose bell tower was set at 
the front entrance facade1. This church was erected of lumber 
except the walls that were constructed of brick2. It had a simple 
form without ornaments and decorations and was painted 
in white. The poor quality of the construction accelerated its 
deterioration, so the decision was made to destroy it in order 
to build a new church - Holy Trinity - in that place. However, 
the citizens were not satisfied with the location, thinking that 
the new church would not be representative at that location as 
much as they wanted.3 They feared it they would be wrong if the 
total budget assigned  for the construction of the church would 
be spent in at location from where the church could hardly be 
seen. At the last moment that location was given up and the 
idea of the archpriest Dušan Mačkić to build the church at a 
new location - a free fenced area in front of the former Balkan 
Café, which would be later demolished, was accepted. Work on 
the church of Holy Trinity began in September 1925 according 
to the project of the architect Dušan Živanović [1853 - 1937]. 
The dimension of the church was 22.11 x 19.50 meters with a 
belfry whose height was 46 meters and a dome whose diameter 
was 6 meters on the height of 22.70 meters.45. It had a cross-
in-square plan which means that the square centre with the 
internal structure was in the shape of a cross and topped with 
a central dome. Besides the central dome, the church had four 
smaller domes which covered the corners. The belfry was built 
on the southeastern side and connected with the church in the 
ground floor by an arcade porch. The main entrance to the 
church was on the west side, opposite the altar, but there were 
entrances on the northern and southern sides, too. The church 
was completed in 1929 and consecrated in 1939 on the Serbian 
Religious Holiday Spasovdan [18 May 1939].
1. Milijana Okilj, Jelena Savić, Snježana Gligorić, et al., Uslovi očuvanja, održavanja, 
korišćenja kulturnih dobara i utvrđivanje mjere zaštite za urbanistički plan grada Banja 
Luke no. 520/07 (Banja Luka: Republika Srpska, Ministarstvo Prosvjete i Kulture, 
Republički Zavod za zaštitu kulturno-istorijskog i prirodnog naslijeđa, 2007).
2. Radmila Kulundžija and Ratko Radujković, ‘Hram Sošetvija Svetog Duha,’ in 
Saborni Hram Hrista Spasitelja - Pravoslavni hramovi u Banjoj Luci (Banja Luka: 2009, 
2010), 61.
3. Siniša Vidaković, ‘Saborna Crkva Svete Trojice,’ in Arhitektura javnih objekata u 
Banja Luci 1918-1941 (Banja Luka, 2006), 25-35.
4. Radmila Kulundžija and Ratko Radujković, ‘Saborni hram Svete Trojice (1925-
1941),’ in Saborni Hram Hrista Spasitelja - Pravoslavni hramovi u Banjoj Luci (Banja 
Luka: 2009), 153.
5. Vidaković, op. cit., 25-35.
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2
Figure 3.11  The church was located in the centre of a square, while the building 
of Banski Dvor [on the left side] and the building of Banska Uprava [on the left side] 
are placed on the edges of this square. Aerial photograph [1935]
1935 1935
 2 1929-1941 2 1929-1941
Figure 3.8  The Church of Holy Trinity - 
southwestern view
Figure 3.9 The Church of Holy Trinity - northeast view
 2 1925 -1929
Figure 3.7  The Church of Holy Trinity - 
western view
Figure 3.10  The church contributed to the creation of a symmetrical square.
Figure 3.12  The central motive of the aerial photograph is the church 
together with the building of Banska Uprava.
Its rebuilding initiated the further construction of the 
surrounding area, especially in the period of newly-formulated 
Vrbas Banovina which was a province in the Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia from 1929 and 1942 and whose centre was Banja 
Luka. This led to the creation of a symmetric square on whose 
edges Banski Dvor and Banska Uprava [1931/1932] were 
erected. Those buildings were built with the purpose to praise 
the King and his envoys who were placed at the head of the 
newly-formed province - Vrbas Banovina. Thus erecting those 
buildings in the proximity of the church showed the solid unity 
of the church and the state leadership in the Kingdom.6
6. Radmila Kulundžija and Ratko Radujković, ‘Arhitektonske karakteristike hrama sv. 
Trojice,’ in Saborni Hram Hrista Spasitelja - Pravoslavni hramovi u Banjoj Luci (Banja 
Luka: 2009), 154.
Fig. 3.10
Fig. 3.11
Fig. 3.12
The old Church of Holy Trinity
Map drawn by the Author
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Figure 3.13  The damaged Church of Holy Trinity - 
western view
Figure 3.14  The damaged Church of Holy Trinity - 
northeastern view
Figure 3.15 The damaged Church of Holy Trinity - 
eastern view
2 1941 2 1941 2 1941
Figure 3.18 The telegram announcement says that all Eastern- Greek churches and their supporting buildings must be emptied as there was 
a plan to destroy them. This  was  the  programme of the Independent State of Croatia [1941-1945] that sponsored cultural genocide.
2 1941
Figure 3.16  The damaged Church of Holy Spirit 
was mined in the end.
Figure 3.17 Work on a temporary bunker which 
was built in the place of the mined church.
2 1941
1941
The church was in function only two years after it was 
consecrated in 1939. At the beginning of World War II 
[precisely, 12 April 1941] its altar was bombarded. This 
happened at 16:25pm when the clock on the bell tower stopped. 
The religious building, as well as other buildings of the same 
and similar type, should not have been the targets during war 
conflicts in this territory. The degree of the damage of the 
church was still the subject of the discussion: whether it should 
be mined or not. At that moment, the decision to destroy all 
the remains of the building by mining it was made. This fact 
was supported by an official telegram of the Independent State 
of Croatia [1941-1945] which is stored in the Archives of the 
Republic of Srpska. The State had a plan to destroy all Eastern 
- Greek churches and their supporting buildings.  
Fig. 3.13
Fig. 3.14
Fig. 3.15
Fig. 3.16
Fig. 3.17
Fig. 3.18
The old Church of Holy Trinity
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Figure 3.21 The monument was built in 1946 in the place of the demolished church.
Figure 3.20 The monument + park in the place of the demolished church - 
southwestern view
Figure 3.19  The monument + park in the place of demolished church - 
western view
With the end of World War II and the establishment of the 
Republic of Yugoslavia, in the place of the damaged church the 
monument called Trg Palih Boraca [Fallen Soldiers’ Square]
that glorified the heroes of the war was built over night and 
there were no written documents about it. After this decision 
was made by the authorities, the believers started to lose hope 
that the church would be rebuilt in the near future. 
3. Trg Palih Boraca [Fallen Soldiers’ Square], 1964.
Trg Palih Boraca [Fallen Soldiers’ Square]
3. Trg Palih Boraca [Fallen Soldiers’ Square], 1964.
Fig. 3.19
Fig. 3.20
Fig. 3.21
The Monument
Map drawn by the Author
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Figure 3.22  The name of the demolished Church of Holy Trinity was allocated to a new church 
that was built in Aleja Svetog Save [Sveti Sava Alley].
Figure 3.24  The name of the demolished Church of Holy Trinity is given to
 the new one that was built in another place in 1969.
4 The Church of Holy Trinity, 1969 - present.
Figure 3.23 In order to preserve the old church from forgetting, the citizens gave the new 
church the name of the demolished one.
The Church of 
Holy Trinity
Aleja Svetog Save [1992-present]
Due to the fear that the rebuilding of this church would never 
happen, they used an opportunity to allocate the name of this 
destroyed church - the Holy Trinity to the new church that was 
built in Aleja Svetog Save [Sveti Sava Alley] in 1969. In that 
way, the name of the destroyed church and the memory of it 
which were deeply repressed in believers’ minds continued to 
exist in the new church - the Holy Trinity, built in Aleja Svetog 
Save. 
4 The Church of Holy Trinity, 1969 - present.
Fig. 3.22
Fig. 3.23
Fig. 3.24
The new Church of Holy Trinity
Map drawn by the Author
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5
3’ Trg Srpskih Vladara [Serbian Rulers’ Square],1993- present.
Figure 3.27  The monument Trg Palih Boraca [Fallen Soldiers’ Square] was 
moved in 1993 to new location  and renamed Trg Srpskih Vladara [Serbian Rul-
ers’ Square] due to the works on the reconstruction of the demolished church. 
New church got a new name  -  the Church of the Christ the Saviour.
5 The Church of the Christ the Saviour 2002/04 5 The Church of the Christ the Saviour, after 2004.
Figure 3.28 This new church is a copy of the one in Fig. 3.9  
The name is different. The new name  is the Church of the 
Christ the Saviour.
Figure 3.29  The Church of the Christ the Saviour - 
western view
Figure 3.25  The monument Trg Palih Boraca [Fallen Soldiers’ Square] 
was moved in 1993 to new location in 1993 and renamed Trg Srpskih 
Vladara [Serbian Rulers’ Square] - southeastern view
However, fifty years after the destruction of the church, 
people’s consciousness awoke and they started working on its 
reconstruction in 1993, with the excavation of the foundation. 
The monument which was in the place of old demolished 
church was moved in 1993 to a new location and renamed 
Trg Srpskih Vladara [Serbian Rulers’ Square]. The work was 
completed in 2004. It was consecrated in 2009, again on the 
Serbian Religious Holiday Spasovdan [28 May 2009]. The 
church was reconstructed in the same place where it used to be 
but it could not take its original name, which had been given 
to the church built in 1969.  The new name is The Christ the 
Saviour. The whole process of the reconstruction can be found 
in the book called Saborni hram Hrista Spasitelja - Pravoslavni 
hramovi u Banjoj Luci by Radmila Kulundžija and Ratko 
Radujković. In order to understand the situation in Banja Luka 
- the destruction and the reconstruction of the church, Freud’s 
concept of Repression of Unwanted Thoughts and Experience 
was used as a model. This will be explained in Section 3.1.3. 
3’ Trg Srpskih Vladara [Serbian Rulers’ Square],1993- present.
Figure 3.26  The monument Trg Palih Boraca [Fallen Soldiers’ Square] 
was moved to a new location in 1993 and renamed Trg Srpskih Vladara 
[Serbian Rulers’ Square] - southern view
Trg Srpskih Vladara [Serbian Rulers’ Square]
The Church of the Christ the Saviour
Fig. 3.25
Fig. 3.26
Fig. 3.27
Fig. 3.28
Fig. 3.29
The new Church of the Christ the Saviour
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1 1579 -1993
Figure 3.30 The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque -
southwestern view
Figure 3.31The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque -
northeastern view
Figure 3.32 The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque -
eastern view
1
1 1579 -1993 1 1579 -1993
Figure 3.33 The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque was built in 1579 
during the rule of the Ottoman Empire in this territory.
1579 -1993
           3.1.2 Ferhat Pasha Mosque [Practical Problem]
The new Ferhat Pasha Mosque was built in 2016. In order to 
understand why the old mosque was mined, it was necessary 
to return to the past. There are some important moments in 
its history related to the circumstances under which it was 
built and rebuilt: the construction of the old mosque [1579]; 
its damage during the earthquakes [1969] and its renewal; its 
destruction during the civil war in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
[1993] and the reconstruction of the new mosque [2001-2016]. 
The Ottoman Empire occupied the Banja Luka region: 
1. Upper Šeher 1527/28; 
2. Lower Šeher  1574.
In 1554 the centre of Bosnian Sandžak7 was relocated from 
Sarajevo [today’s capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina] to Banja 
Luka.8 In 1574 the ruler of Bosnian Sandžak was Ferhad Pasha, 
who was a member of the famous family Sokolović. In 1579 the 
(old) Ferhat Pasha Mosque was built. 9
According to its spatial solution, this mosque was different 
from the usual and often applied type of construction of the 
mosques in this territory. Its designer was Mimar Sinan and it 
was the endowment of Ferhat Pasha. It belonged to medium-
size mosques whose dimension was 18.90 x 14.76 meters 
with the height of the dome - 18 meters and the height of the 
minaret - 42.7 meters.10 Its single-space solution - a prayer 
hall was covered by a central dome while the porch was open 
and covered with three smaller domes. The function of the 
porch was the preparing of the believers for entering this 
closed space for prayer. The mystique of the prayer hall was 
supported by twelve windows in the dome and five windows 
7. It was an area in former Ottoman Empire. Bosnian sandžak was established in 1463 
and occupied the whole territory of Bosnia. However, it lost the territory of northern 
Bosnia, Donji Krajevi and Usora [including cities: Jajce, Banjaluka, Greben, Sokol, 
Jezero, Vinac, Vrbaški grad, Livač, Komotin, Bočac, Zvečaj – Jajačka  Banovina and 
Srebrenik, Usoru, Soli, Sreču with their towns - Srebrenička Banovina] during the first 
few months of its establishment. Hence the territory of Bosnia Sandžak after the lost 
of northern, Bosnia included only eastern and central part of Bosnia. But the Ottoman 
Empire regained some parts of lost territory including Banja Luka - 1527/28. See more, 
Abdulah Škaljić, Turcizmi u srpskohrvatskom jeziku (Sarajevo: Svjetlost, 1966), 548; 
Hazim Šabanović, Bosanski pašaluk  (Sarajevo: Svjetlost, 1982), 42, 56-57.
8. Šabanović, op. cit., 72.
9. Sabira Husedžinović, ‘Arhitektonske i stilske karakteristike Ferhadije džamije,’ in 
Dokumenti opstanka: vrijednosti, značaj, rušenje i obnova kulturnog naslijeđa (Zenica: 
Muzej Grada Zenice, 2005), 228-296.
10. Husedžinović, op. cit., 228-296.
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The old Mosque
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Figure 3.37 Sabira Husedžinović, The reconstruction of 
Čaršija in Lower Šeher, 2005. The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque
 occupied the central place in Čaršija.
Figure 3.38 The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque
 damaged during the earthquake - 
northern view
Figure 3.39 The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque
 damaged during the earthquake
northwestern view
Figure 3.40 The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque
 damaged during the earthquake - 
southeastern view
1 1969 1 1969 1 1969
Fig. 3.37
Fig. 3.38
Fig. 3.39
Fig. 3.40
Figure 3.34 The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque -
a floor plan
Figure 3.35 The section drawing of the 
old Ferhat Pasha Mosque 
Figure 3.36 The northwestern fasade of the old 
Ferhat Pasha Mosque 
Fig. 3.34
Fig. 3.35
Fig. 3.36
in the part below the dome, through which daily light entered 
into the mosque. This mosque was one of the best lit mosques in 
this territory since a lot of light had not been seen in any other 
mosque which was built before and after it. If we add to this its 
materialization in white stone, it is clear why believers called it 
the White Mosque.
With the conquest of this territory in 1527/28, the Ottoman 
Empire transformed the already existing settlements and built 
the new ones. The tradition of constructing the settlements on 
hills was abandoned. The Empire built new settlements in the 
valley of the rivers, which was the case with Banja Luka. Its 
development began in the Upper Šeher [12 kilometers upstream 
the river Vrbas from the Fortress] with the arrival of the Ottoman 
Empire around 1527/28. In 1574 it moved down the river Vrbas, 
forming a new centre - Lower Šeher which is the present-day 
location of Banja Luka. The city had the characteristic of Šeher 
whose boundaries occupies a larger territory with more than one 
Čaršija - commercial zone and a number of neighbourhoods - 
residential areas. Forming the Ottoman settlements like Lower 
Šeher began with the erection of the mosque in the middle of 
Čaršija which represented a dominant place. The life in Čaršija 
was formulated around the mosque which was the nucleus. 
This shows that the mosque was the centre around which the 
settlement was developed in concentric circles.
In 1969, when the earthquakes struck Banja Luka, its minaret 
was broken and the construction system experienced significant 
damage - the cracks on all construction elements were visible. In 
a short period of time it was repaired. 
The old Mosque
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Figure 3.42 The ruins of the mined Ferhat Pasha Mosque-
southeastern view
1 1993
Figure 3.43 The place where the old Ferhat Pasha Mosque 
used to be was empty from 1993 to  2001.
Figure 3.44 The purpose of the place where the old Mosque used to be did 
not change over time.
1995
1 1993
Figure 3.41 The ruins of the mined 
Ferhat Pasha Mosque -
northwestern view
Fig. 3.41
Fig. 3.42
Fig. 3.43
Fig. 3.44
The civil war in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 1992 to 1995 was 
seen as a justifiable reason for the destruction of numerous, 
mostly religious buildings in the whole territory of the country, 
including Ferhat Pasha Mosque in Banja Luka that experienced 
the same fate as other buildings. This mosque was mined - 
flattened in 1993, for which act there is no justification. The 
place of the former mosque did not change its purpose during 
the next eight years from 1993 to 2001 but acted as a clear area 
- the reminder of the destruction. 
The old Mosque
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2
Figure 3.45 Works on the new Mosque lasted from 2001 to 2016.
Figure 3.46 The new mosque is a copy of the one 
in Fig. 3.32; 3.33; 3.34
Figure 3.47 The new mosque is a copy of the 
one in Fig. 3.32; 3.33; 3.34
Figure 3.48 The new mosque is a copy of the 
one in Fig. 3.32; 3.33; 3.34
2016 2016
2016
Fig. 3.45
Fig. 3.46
Fig. 3.47
Fig. 3.48
Fig. 3.49
2016
Figure 3.49 The new mosque is a copy of the 
one in Fig. 3.32; 3.33; 3.34
In 2001 the works on the reconstruction of the mosque 
began and it was completed in 2016. The new mosque was 
reconstructed on the same place with the same name according 
to the construction principle used for the old one. In order to 
understand the situation in Banja Luka - the destruction and 
the reconstruction of the mosque, Freud’s concept of Repression 
of Unwanted Thoughts and Experience is used as a model. This 
will be explained in Section 3.1.3.
Photo made by the Author
The new Mosque
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[Temporary] Repression 
The essence of Freud’s concept of Repression
‘lies in turning [unpleasant materials] away and keeping it at a distance, from the conscious’.
                                                                                                                           Freud, 1914-1916.
UNPLEASURE that memory produced
return of repressed material = the level of anxiety&dread is intensied
repressed material = the level of unpleasure is brought to the level when 
it does not bother us
Figure 3.50 The explanation of Freud’s theory of Repression
Fig. 3.50
3.1.3 Repression of unwanted thoughts & experience 
[Freud] - Temporary
Before we begin with the explanation of Freud’s repression, it 
is important to say that ‘formulations regarding the role and 
influence of repression have varied considerably in his writings 
and are not free’11 of inconsistency. He shifted his position as 
his research developed. Thus the conclusion of this section is 
made according to the selected papers. 
For Freud, ‘the essence of repression lies simply in turning 
something away, and keeping it at a distance, from the 
conscious’12. We usually associate repression with the 
‘unpleasure’ that the memory produced.13 In The Freud 
Encyclopedia: Theory, Therapy and Culture we can see that ‘once 
the concept of repression has been formulated, the isolation of 
a mental content from ‘the rest of the content of consciousness’ 
is an ‘act of will’ that is motivated by the aim of avoiding 
distressing affect’.14 So there is always a motive, a cause, and a 
reason why something is repressed - not directly accessible to 
our conscious mind. The motive - some sort of unpleasure is 
always already an initiator of the process of repression. In other 
words, ‘distressing mental states, such as forbidden wishes, 
trauma, disgust, anxiety, anger, shame, hate, guilt, and sadness 
- all of which are unpleasurable - almost always actuate, and 
then fuel, forgetting to the point of repression’15. 
This is seen, according to Freud, as ‘the cornerstone on which 
the whole structure of psychoanalysis rests’16. The distressing 
11. Edward Erwin, ed. ‘Repression - Freud’s account of Hysteria: The Emergence 
of Repression,’ in The Freud Encyclopedia: Theory, Therapy and Culture (New York; 
London: Routledge, 2002), 480.
12. Freud Sigmund, ‘Repression,’ The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological 
Works of Sigmund Freud: On the History of the Psycho-Analytic Movement, Papers 
on Metapsychology and Other Work, ed. trans. James Strachey in collaboration with 
Anna Freud, assisted by Alix Strachey and Alan Tyson (London: The Hogarth Press 
and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 1957), XIV (1914-1916): 147.
13. Freud Sigmund, ‘Repression’, XIV(1914-1916):153.
14. Edward Erwin, ‘Repression - Freud’s account of Hysteria’, 480.
15. Edward Erwin, ‘Negative Affect and Forgetting,’ in The Freud Encyclopedia: Theory, 
Therapy and Culture (New York; London: Routledge, 2002), 123.
16. Freud Sigmund, ‘On the History of the Psycho-Analytic Movement,’ in The 
Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: On the History 
of the Psycho-Analytic Movement Papers and Other Works, ed. trans. James Strachey in 
collaboration with Anna Freud, assisted by Alix Strachey and Alan Tyson (London: 
materials have to be forgotten, otherwise it is a burden which 
does not allow our mental system to function properly. When 
it is forgotten, the ‘forgetting is tantamount to their repression, 
owing to their negative effect’17. In that case, if we are 
talking about ‘selective forgetting of the materials that cause 
individual pain’, we are actually talking about repression.18 As 
Freud said, ‘besides the simple forgetting … there is another 
forgetting which is motivated by repression’19 where we banish 
threatening and unpleasant thoughts and feelings from our 
consciousness, ‘making them a part of the unconscious and not 
directly accessible to reflective thought’20. To paraphrase this, 
besides forgetting with which some memory disappears from 
our mind, there is another forgetting when the unpleasure that 
memory produced does not disappear, but it remains ‘in the 
unconscious mind, hidden from our awareness’21. This might 
happen because of the fact that ‘the tendency to forget what 
is disagreeable seems to me to be a quite universal one’22 and 
necessary for each individual, as Freud remarked. So forgetting 
‘is a spontaneous process to which we may ascribe a certain 
temporal discharge’23. Then he seems to contradict himself by 
confirming ‘a true fact’ that ‘distressing things are particularly 
hard to forget’24. All sorts of unpleasure that memories create 
The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 1957), XIV(1914-1916): 16.
17. Edward Erwin, ed. ‘Negative Affect and Forgetting’ in The Freud Encyclopedia: 
Theory, Therapy and Culture (New York, London: Routledge, 2002), 123.
18. Richard Ofshe and Ethan Watters, ‘The Myths of Memory,’ in Making Monsters: 
False Memories, Psychotherapy, and Sexual Hysteria (University of California Press, 
1994), 33.
19. Freud Sigmund, ‘Forgetting of Proper Names,’ in Psychopathology of Everyday Life, 
intro. A. A. Brill (London: Ernest Benn, 1948), 9.
20. Christine Sanderson, ‘Working with Child Sexual Abuse and Memory,’ in 
Counseling Adult Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse, 3rd ed. (Jesicca Kingsley Publishers, 
2006), 230.
21. Jeffrey S. Nevid, ‘Motivated Forgetting: Memories Hidden from Awareness,’ in 
Essentials of Psychology: Concepts and Applications (Cengage Learning, 2011), 214.
22. Freud Sigmund,  ‘Psychopathology of Everyday Life,’ in The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, 
ed. trans. James Strachey in collaboration with Anna Freud, assisted by Alix Strachey 
and Alan Tyson (London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 
1960), VI (1901): 144.
23. Freud Sigmund, ‘Forgetting of Impressions and Resolutions,’ in Psychopathology of 
Everyday Life (London: Ernest Benn Limited, 1948), 94.
24. Freud Sigmund, ‘Parapraxes (concluded),’ in The Standard Edition of the Complete 
Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: Introductory lectures on Psycho-analysis (parts 
1 & 2), ed. trans. James Strachey in collaboration with Anna Freud, assisted by Alix 
Strachey and Alan Tyson (London: The  Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-
Analysis, 1963), XV (1915  - 1916): 76-77.
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Figure 3.53 Between the two successful repressions in Banja Luka there is  always one that failed -
the Mosque as a practical example.
Figure 3.52  Between the two successful repressions in Banja Luka there is  always one that failed -
the Church as a practical example.
The Church of the Christ the Saviour [1993 - present]The Church of Holy Trinity [1929-1941] 
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The old Ferhat Pasha Mosque [1579-1993] The new Ferhat Pasha Mosque
 [2001 - present]
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When the repression FAILS When the repression is  SUCCESSFUL
WAR PEACE
DESTRUCTION RECONSTRUCTION
Figure 3.51  The failure and success of Freud’s repression is applied to Banja Luka.
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can be in passive forms, but they can also be vibrant and alive 
in which form they can hurt us and the people around us. 
Threat and anxiety - provoking materials which constantly 
circle in our minds - exert a strong influence on us as there 
is a ‘continuous pressure in the direction of the conscious’25. 
Whether the provoking materials would be repressed in the 
form that does not hurt us or brought back to the consciousness 
depends primarily on the success and failure of repression. In 
both cases, some sort of unpleasure is present but it differs in 
shape and intensity.
Freud’s theory of repression means that the distressing materials 
are forgotten  - ‘temporarily removed’26, ‘hidden from our 
awareness’, ‘pushed away’ or ‘thrust aside’27 - in order to enable 
us to return to normal after a difficult time. This can be called 
a successful repression as ‘it succeeds in banishing danger - 
the associated mental contents from conscious experience, 
anxiety is dampened or extinguished rather than intensified’28. 
In that case the level of unpleasure of the repressed material is 
reduced to the level when it cannot endanger us. Then we stop 
thinking about the memory which is associated with any sort 
of unpleasure. This leads to the fact that the repressed material 
is actually lost again. But the question is: how long can the 
repressed material be ‘lost’ in the vast knowledge of our past? 
‘Not only does the repressed material escape destruction, it 
also has a tendency to re-emerge into consciousness’29. Even if 
we think that the distressing material is forgotten permanently, 
it is actually repressed temporarily. It might reappear and 
become a part of our consciousness.
The question to be posed is: how do the repressed materials re-
merge again? This happens when the repression fails - ‘when 
the anxiety-laden mental contents - what may have originally 
been a small dose of signal anxiety become amplified and 
intensified’30. When it returns, it is frequently accompanied 
by intensified level of anxiety or dread. Freud’s concept of ‘the 
return of the repressed comes about by means of displacement, 
condensation and conversation’31, while the ‘new content 
still contains the kernel of old one’32.  It tends to reappear 
in a distorted form of a compromise between the ‘repressed 
contents that threaten to reach consciousness and gain mobility 
(action) and the forces of repression’33. The compromise is 
actually a result of ‘a partial failure of defense [repression] and 
a partial and disguised return of repression’34. Something of 
the distressing material is repressed and something comes in a 
distorted form. Freud explains this saying that:
…the illness, is characterized by the return of the repressed 
memories - that is, therefore, by the failure of the defence 
[i.e., repression] … The re-activated memories, however, 
and the self-reproaches formed from them never re-emerge 
into consciousness unchanged: what becomes conscious as 
obsessional ideas and affects, and take place of the pathogenic 
memories so far as conscious life is concerned, are structures 
in the nature of a compromise between the repressed ideas 
and the repressing ones.35
25. Sigmund, ‘Repression’, XIV (1914-1916): 151.
26. Sigmund, ‘Repression’, XIV (1914-1916): 151.
27. Michael Billing, Freudian Repression: Conversation Creating the Unconscious 
(Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 15.
28. Erwin, ‘Repression - Freud’s account of Hysteria’, 484.
29. Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis, ed. ‘Return of Repressed,’ in The 
Language of Psycho-Analysis, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (London: Karnac Books 
and The Institute of  Psycho- Anaysis, 1988, c 1973), 398.
30. Erwin, ‘Repression - Freud’s account of Hysteria’, 484.
31. Laplanche and Pontalis, ‘Return of Repressed’, 398.
32. Deborah P. Britzman, Lost Subjects, Contested Objects: Toward a Psychoanalytic 
Inquiry of Learning (State University of New York Press, 1998), 68.
33. Erwin, ‘Repression - Freud’s account of Hysteria’, 483.
34. Erwin, ‘Repression - Freud’s account of Hysteria’, 483.
35. Freud Sigmund, ‘Further Remarks on the Neuro-Pscychoses of Defence,’  in The 
Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: Early Psycho-
So the re-emergence of the repressed material means the 
creation of the new material but which is both familiar and 
unfamiliar to us. Something is lost, while something else is 
brought back to our consciousness in an altered form. What 
we repressed and what reappears in our conscious mind has 
never been the same, and it is always different.  
3.1.4   When repression fails - destruction and
        when it is successful - reconstruction
The success and failure of repression are the key points of 
this section which helped me to understand the situation in 
Banja Luka. I see it in this way: when repression fails, the wars 
start and when it is successful, the reconstruction comes. The 
wars that occurred in this territory represent the return of the 
repressed material that involved demolishing mostly religious 
buildings.  
The compromise formulation is seen as a division between 
the name and the place/form.  The Church of Holy Trinity is 
destroyed. Its reconstruction is seen in the following ways: 
• it was rebuilt in a different place/form but it has the same 
name
• it was rebuilt in same place but its form and name are 
different
The destruction of religious buildings shows the bigotry and 
the intolerance of one nation towards the others - cultural and 
religious difference which resulted in irrational hostility. The 
similar situation was in other cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
as well as in the countries in the region - where one nation 
was more dominant over others, regardless of the religion. Our 
society found itself below the level of tolerance. It got sick and 
like ‘cancer’ diseased cells - ideas began to erode the healthy 
organism - the war was inevitable. The tension was visible 
and this diversity culminated in destruction. It took time for 
the intolerance to subside. So the recovery phase could start 
thanks to the help of the international intervention. Common 
sense has started to come to the fore and step by step and 
the coexistence of different nations and religions has been 
improved. Unpleasant memories are mostly repressed to the 
level when it is possible to start from the beginning. The time 
distance contributed to that as a biological clock. The people 
started travelling and getting to know other cultures. This 
makes them more tolerant towards others and also towards 
themselves. The conclusion is that the return of the repressed 
is inevitable in this territory that has a turbulent history.
Analytic Publications,  ed. trans. James Strachey in collaboration with Anna  Freud, 
assisted by Alix Strachey and Alan Tyson, (London: The Hogarth Press and the 
Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 1962), III (1893-1899):169-170.
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Figure 3.54 Unexpected moment Figure 3.55 Uncertainty and fear Figure 3.56 The clock stopped working when 
the earthquakes struck Banja Luka in 1969.
Figure 3.57 The pupils and their teachers continued the school year 
in other cities in the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
Figure 3.58 Farewell to pupils and their teachers
Figure 3.59 Life in tents Figure 3.60 Life in abandoned buses Figure 3.61  Life in camping trailers Figure 3.62 Life in abandoned
 train wagons
Figure 3.63 The winter was one of the hardest. Figure 3.64 Prefabricated buildings as a temporary solution for 
some people who lost their homes in the earthquakes.
Figure 3.65 People are still living in those prefabricated 
buildings [almost 50 years after the earthquakes ].
Figure 3.66  People were calm and patient. Figure 3.67 Improvised kitchen Figure 3.68  Barber  was relocated outside. Figure 3.69 Looking for one’s
personal things through the ruins.
1969 1969 1969
1969 1969
1969 1969 1969 1969
1969 1969 2016
1969 1969 1969 1969
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    3.2 EARTHQUAKE DESTRUCTION [love & forgetting]
Banja Luka is located in the seismic zone where there is always 
a possibility of new earthquakes. Even today, when the ground 
shakes, the citizens are afraid of the fact that the earthquakes 
from 1969 might repeat. The earthquakes represented a 
turning point in the process of the development of Banja 
Luka which might be confirmed by the fact that the citizens 
have always made the difference between the city before 
and after the earthquakes - they remember the Banja Luka 
before October 1969 and the other one after October 1969. 
‘In the history of Banja Luka there are many dates that people 
remember with joy, but there are also some that everybody 
would rather forget, like October 26th and 27th [in 1969], when 
two earthquakes, 8 and 9 degrees of Mercali scale strong 
destroyed and damaged everything made patiently by human 
hands through centuries’36. As harm was present in all walks 
of life and work, Banja Luka was no longer the city that it was 
the day before these earthquakes, especially after the second 
one that happened in the morning of 27th October at 09:11:33. 
The consequences of this natural catastrophe, which stopped 
the normal life course of the citizens of Banja Luka, might 
be seen in numbers: ‘25,734 houses destroyed or damaged/
more than 1.6 mil. m2 of housing space’;‘4,010 apartments 
were razed to the ground’; ‘56,000 people were homeless in 
the town and 15,000 in villages’; ‘112 industrial objects were 
heavily damaged’; ‘65% of community health care institutions 
were destroyed’; ‘12,000 pupils from primary and secondary 
schools were evacuated to many other parts of [Yugoslavia] to 
continue their education’; ‘113 schools had to be built  again 
or restored’, etc.37 Fortunately, there were not a lot of human 
casualties - 19 people died but mostly because of heart attacks, 
while the number of injured people was around 1,117.38 Ravlić’s 
100 Potresnih dana [100 Seismic Days] described the moment 
when the second earthquake struck Banja Luka: ‘the city was 
in dust as numerous buildings were damaged. The citizens 
were distraught. Their cries could be heard from everywhere. 
People were stirred up because each of them was looking for 
someone’.39 According to his own experience as a journalist 
who was reporting about the earthquakes in Banja Luka, 
Ravlić said that the second one was specific as the interior 
space of the buildings was more damaged than their facades.40 
Among the damaged buildings there were many primary and 
high schools. The teachers and pupils from one school after 
another left Banja Luka and moved temporarily to other 
cities in the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
as there was no condition for having classes in their school 
buildings41. The pupils did not interrupt their classes due to 
the earthquakes and they continued their school year in other 
parts of Yugoslavia. After their departure, the city remained 
‘deaf ’ as the noise from the schoolyards could not be heard.42 
The compensation for this noise was the noise that came from 
the construction sites. It was necessary to cover the roofs that 
were not too damaged in order to enable the citizens to return 
to their homes before the temperature dropped. Nights were 
getting colder but also the frequent rain which was typical 
for that period of year accelerated the construction work. 
The earthquakes struck Banja Luka in late autumn of 1969, 
which implied the arrival of the winter with snow and low 
temperatures. This made the situation even harder and some 
work had to wait for better weather. The priority was to provide 
the accommodation for those whose homes were damaged 
with the aim to protect them from the winter. Camping 
trailers, abandoned train wagons, and old buses were allocated 
36. Darko Hrstić and Sead Zahirović, Postzemljotresna graditeljska ostvarenja: 
Banjaluka 1969-1989 (Banja Luka: Društvo arhitektonskih i građevinskih inženjera i 
tehničara, 1990).
37. Hrstić and Zahirović, Postzemljotresna graditeljska ostvarenja.
38. Aleksandar Ravlić, 100 Potresnih dana Banjaluke (Osijek: NIP ‘ŠTAMPA’, 1970), 37.
39. Quoted in English. Ravlić, 100 Potresnih dana Banjaluke, 37.
40. Ravlić, op. cit., 38.
41. Ravlić, op. cit., 139.
42. Ravlić, op. cit., 140.
to some citizens as a temporary solution, removing them 
from the external low temperatures, as many spent nights in 
tents warming themselves around a fire. Prefabricated houses 
were also built for this purpose, forming the settlement called 
Budžak in the outskirt of Banja Luka. However, the winter 
came earlier, leaving some prefabricated houses unfinished 
so the above-mentioned temporary types of accommodation 
became the only solution for those people. Fleeing from the 
cold, some people decided to return to damaged buildings. 
The list made on 21st of December showed that 4,044 families 
- around 14,000 people lived in damaged buildings and 2,010 
of them had temporary types of accommodation but because 
of the severe winter and cold they returned to their damaged 
homes.43 This was the hardest winter for the citizens of Banja 
Luka as the snow depth was around 80 centimeters. It is 
essential to say that the lifetime of the prefabricated houses 
was twenty years, but many people still live in them despite the 
expiry date.
Even though fear was seen on the faces of the citizens of Banja 
Luka due to the uncertain future, they managed to control it 
in the way that they ‘remained calm and infinitely patient’44 in 
these extremely abnormal conditions. This was also noticed by 
Marshal Tito during his visit to the demolished city, where he 
sent a clear message to the citizens of Banja Luka that in these 
unforeseen situations, ‘the most important thing is to take care 
of people, of every person’, adding that:
By observing the citizens of Banja Luka today, I must say 
that I am surprised how calm the people are, and with how 
much confidence they are looking ahead. Because they are 
so calm, and they are looking to the future with so much 
confidence, our responsibility towards them is greater. 
We must do something as soon as possible, not only as 
a republic but all our republics, in the first place federal 
administration, which should take various measures in 
order to alleviate this serious disaster that occurred here. 45
The reason for this composure among the citizens of Banja 
Luka lay in the fact that they believed in the warm and honest 
human solidarity of people from all over Yugoslavia which 
could alleviate these hard moments and troubles in which 
they unexpectedly found themselves. They were right, as help 
started coming shortly after the earthquake from the different 
parts of Yugoslavia and later from abroad. Despite the fact that 
‘the earthquakes considerably slowed down the development 
of Banja Luka, but at the same time it provided the conditions 
to go ahead with great development steps, regardless of the 
suffering’46. There was no time to think about the consequences 
of this natural phenomenon because at that time the 
earthquakes were seen only as a great chance for new planning 
and architectural solutions in this territory. Rebuilding Banja 
Luka is understood through analyzing Nietzsche’s concept of 
Active Forgetfulness. Is the earthquake a form of ‘forgetting’ 
which is necessary for making space for new thoughts and 
ideas? This will be explained in the following section.
43. Ravlić, op. cit., 157.
44. Ravlić, op. cit., 37.
45. Quota translated into English. Ravlić, op. cit., 61-62.
46. Hrstić  and Zahirović, Postzemljotresna graditeljska ostvarenja.
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Active Forgetfullness [permanent]
‘...incorporate into [himself ] all the past, [his] own and that most foreign to [him], and as it 
were [he would] transform it into blood’.
Nietzsche
‘...narrow, ungreatful to the past, 
blind to dangers,
 deaf to warnings’
Nietzche
forget PAST that is not  necessary in order to move forward
PROVIDE
SPACE
[for new thoughts 
and ideas]
Figure 3.70 Nietzsche’s active forgetfulness
FORGET     unecessary past
the consequences of the earthqaukes-
demolished buidlings
in order to PROVIDE SPACE    for new thoughts and ideas.
for erecting new buildings in the 
place of demolished ones.
Figure 3.71 Nietzche’s active forgetfulnesses  is applied to Banja Luka.
Forgetting
Digram made by the Author
Digram made by the Author
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Fig. 3.70
   3.2.1 Providing Space for New Thoughts & Experience 
[Nietzsche] - Permanent
‘…it is altogether impossible to live at all without forgetting’.
Nietzsche, On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life (1874)47
According to Nietzsche, animals are happy because they have 
no sense of their past. But they are also not aware of their 
happiness due to their inability to recall their past. As he said, 
animals 
do not know what it meant by yesterday or today, they leap 
about, eat, rest, digest, leap about again … This is a hard sight 
for man to see; for, though he thinks himself better than 
the animals because he is human, he cannot help envying 
them their happiness - what they have, a life neither bored 
nor painful, is precisely what he wants, yet he cannot have it 
because he refuses to be like an animal48. 
These are Nietzsche’s words described in one of his keys essays, 
On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life (1874) with 
which we may begin our consideration of how a man ‘cannot 
learn to forget’ - be happy like an animal. Instead of that, he 
‘always clings relentlessly to the past: however far and fast he 
may run, the chain runs with him’49.  Therefore he can always 
say ‘I remember’ that, while the animal cannot give the same 
answer - it ‘stayed silent’.50
Nietzsche noticed that ‘we are all suffering from a consuming 
fever of history’51. A man is under the constant pressure of what 
the past is and what its consequences are. Overwhelmed by 
memories and past experience he is not aware of the ‘invisible 
burden’ which slows him down on his way towards progress 
- paralyzes by making himself passive, depressed, lost and 
disoriented. Closed within the walls of the past that he cannot 
see what is beyond them - has a problem to find a hole in them 
in order to step outside of the past and enter into more affirming 
future. To put it simply, a man is obsessed with the past which 
is not necessary for his further progress, but it is mostly seen 
as an excuse for his passiveness, bitterness [resentment], pain 
and insecurity. The excess of the past can hurt him, evoking 
the negative side of his character. Consequently, a man has a 
problem to ‘understand the [simple] phrase ‘it was’’52, especially 
if he stands outside the past and observes it from the distance 
- the present. If he does not learn how to abandon the past that 
he does not need at a certain moment,  it can cause ‘conflicts, 
suffering and satiety’. It is essential to say that ‘too much past 
precludes [man’s] action, happiness and further development’ 
by paralyzing him only with the thought of the consequences 
of the past. Unnecessary and unimportant past is always the 
return of the repressed. 
History is necessary only when it is ‘for the sake of life and 
[further] action’53 because otherwise a man would ‘incorporate 
into [himself] all the past, [his] own and that most foreign to 
[him], and as it were [he would] transform it into blood’54. Hence 
if the past is not represented as an important precondition for 
man’s happiness or any kind of his further actions, even for 
his healthy life, it might be defined as an unnecessary past 
that should be forgotten. But if a man avoids forgetting this 
kind of past at the moment when it is unnecessary, it becomes 
his threat and a potential danger to his health, happiness and 
life. Nietzsche explains this by saying that ‘there is a degree of 
sleeplessness, of rumination, of the historical sense, which is 
47. Friedrich Nietzsche, ‘On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life,’ in 
Untimely Mediations, trans. R. J. Hollingdale, intro. J. P. Stern (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983), 62.
48. Nietzsche, op. cit., 60.
49. Nietzsche, op. cit., 61.
50. Nietzsche, op. cit., 61.
51. Nietzsche, op. cit., 60.
52. Nietzsche, op. cit., 61.
53. Nietzsche, op. cit., 59.
54. Nietzsche, op. cit., 63.
harmful and ultimately fatal to a living thing, whether this 
living thing is a man or a people or a culture’55. The lack of 
will to forget and step outside the past forces a man to take 
refuge in his imagination - previously learned and experienced 
past. On the one hand he is protected from new attacks of the 
external world but on the other hand he lives occupied by the 
past which can accumulate into something dangerous during 
his life. One can say that this repression of the past is some 
kind of defense in case of further attacks but it can also present 
a warning due to the creation of resentment - bitterness in a 
man. Therefore ‘unable to act and unable to forget the ‘harm’ 
done to [him] by the outside, ressentiment [a French word for 
resentment] festers in the weak and poisons [his] thinking’56. 
This is one of the reasons why a man of ressentiment cannot 
act because he is always without will, strength and desire to 
step outside of the past and turn towards the future.57 This 
can be put in relation with Andrić’s quote from the beginning 
where he said that some people in Bosnia are preoccupied with 
the past, creating hatred that is not visible on the ground, but 
it can escalate into conflicts at any time. In order to avoid this, 
every man has to make a distinction between the ‘advantages 
and disadvantages of the history for life’58 in order to create 
a healthy community characterized by generosity which was 
Nietzsche’s aim.
On the one hand we have a man who lives historically attached 
to the past as he is not able to forget - he suffers. On the other 
hand the animal that lives unhistorically is unconscious of the 
past - it is happy.  As for Nietzsche, a man who cannot forget 
the past and its consequences ‘will never know what happiness 
is - worse, he will never do anything to make others happy’59. 
He explains further the consequences of a man’s incapability to 
forget the past or simply abandon it:
…a man who did not possess the power of forgetting at all 
and who was thus condemned to see everywhere a state 
of becoming: such a man would no longer believe in his 
own being, would no longer believe in himself, would see 
everything flowing asunder in moving points and would lose
himself in this stream of becoming….60
Thus we must forget some of its parts in order to come forward 
- act unhistorically and be happy like an animal. ‘Not all past 
forms of knowledge and not all experience are beneficial for 
present and future life’61 so that is one of the reasons why in 
his book, On the Genealogy of Morals: A Polemic or On the 
Genealogy of Morality: A Polemic Nietzsche introduces the 
term Active Forgetfulness [active Vergesslichkei] to us as the 
‘positive faculty of suppression’62. It is a kind of letting go of 
pain, anger and fears which accumulate in every man over 
years before they turn into bitterness that can later lead to 
unnecessary conflicts between different people, nations and 
cultures and possible disasters.63 Here we can see the link 
between Freud’s Repression, Nietzsche’s Active Forgetfulness 
and Andrić’s quote about the social hatred which is simmering 
under the surface of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Nietzsche seems 
55. Nietzsche, op. cit., 62.
56. Peter J. Burgard, ed. Nietzsche and the Feminine (University of Virginia Press, 
1994), 213.
57. Gilles Deleuze, Nietzsche & Philosophy, trans. Hugh Tomlison (London; the 
Athlone Press, 1986), 111.
58. Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Advantage and Disadvantage of History for Life, trans. 
Peter Preuss (Indianapolis, Cambridge: Hackett Publishing Company, INC, 1980).
59. Nietzsche, On the Uses and Disadvantages, 62.
60. Nietzsche, On the Uses and Disadvantages, 62.
61. Petar Ramadanović, From Haunting to Trauma: Nietzsche’s Active Forgetting and 
Blanchot’s Writing of the Disaster, University of New Hampshire (2001), http://pmc.
iath.virginia.edu/text-only/issue.101/11.2ramadanovic.txt .
62. Friedrich Nietzsche, ‘Second Treatise: ‘Guilt’, ‘Bad Conscience’ and Related Matters,’ 
in On the Genealogy of Morality: a Polemic, trans. Maudemarie Calrk and Alan J. 
Swensen, intro. Maudemeraie Clark (Indianapolis, Cambridge: Hackett Publishing 
Company, Inc, 1998), 35.
63. Ramadanović, From Haunting to Trauma.
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Figure 3.72  The Titanic Figure 3.73 Department Store - Boska
Figure 3.74 Providing space for a new building
 [Boska] in the place of the demolished one [the Titanic]
1953-1969 2015
The Titanic
Map drawn by the  Author
Photo made by the Author
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Fig. 3.71
Fig. 3.72
Fig. 3.73
Fig. 3.74
to be talking about an operative forgetting, whereas Freud’s 
repression is an automatic process. One can say that it is 
essential for every man to have the ability to let the past go 
in order to see the future. This fact can be put in relation with 
Andrić’s quote from the beginning of this chapter where he 
said that love is still present among the people in Bosnia as they 
forgot the past which divided them. For Nietzsche, the essence 
of Active Forgetfulness is not to abandon the past that we do 
not need at a certain moment but contrary to that, to create an 
opportunity for tomorrow - day after tomorrow - future.64 We 
take from the past what is necessary and get rid of what is not 
necessary, in order to be able to imagine our possible future. In 
the first place, it depends on us what part of the past that we 
learned and experienced will enter into our consciousness as a 
useful tool for further actions.
This implies that we must impose limits on the knowledge 
and experience of the past - reduce the lines of our horizon 
and make it narrow for a certain moment because of the fact 
that ‘with an excess of history man again ceases to exist’65.66 
The reason is that ‘the lines of [man’s] horizon are always 
restlessly changing’67 where he cannot understand the real 
needs of the present and makes a distinction between what 
is ‘worth and worthless from history’ or the ‘advantages and 
disadvantages of history for life’. This prevents him from being 
concentrated on happiness and further actions like the animal 
that ‘dwells within a horizon reduced almost to a point’68. A 
man must forget the past which is not necessary as there is 
‘no happiness, no cheerfulness, no hope, no pride, no present 
without forgethfulness’69. As Nietzsche said, he needs to limit 
his horizon in the way that he ‘temporarily closes the doors 
and windows of [his] consciousness; to remain undisturbed 
by noise and struggle with which [his] underworlds of 
subservient organs work for and against each other’70. It is 
essential to define the horizon around us - what part of the past 
we need to take, while the rest should be forgotten as ‘the life, 
health and activity of a person or culture are dependent upon 
a proper establishment of this horizon’71. If we do not limit 
ourselves - forget everything except the past that we need for 
further actions, we ‘would have never begun or dare to begin’ 
to provide ‘space’72 in our minds - ‘a little stillness, a little tabula 
rasa of consciousness’73 for the development of new ideas and 
the acquisition of new experience. According to Nietzsche, 
Active Forgetfulness does not mean the denial of the past whose 
content is seen as unnecessary excess but simply learning how 
to forget it to provide space for new thoughts and experience. 
Therefore Active Forgetfulness functions as ‘a doorkeeper as it 
were, an upholder of physic order, of rest, of etiquette’74. It is 
a censor which examines what of the past will enter into our 
consciousness and what will be forgotten in order to ‘strike 
the balance between knowing and not knowing, remembering 
and forgetting’75, present and past, new and old thoughts, 
happiness and suffering. It is crucial to select properly what of 
the knowledge and experience of the past should be forgotten 
and what of that should be remembered as the healthy life of 
an individual, people and a culture, in the first place, depend 
on that. Therefore we need both activities: 
64. Petar Ramadanović, From Haunting to Trauma: Nietzsche’s Active Forgetting and 
Blanchot’s Writing of the Disaster, University of New Hampshire (2001), 
http://pmc.iath.virginia.edu/text-only/issue.101/11.2ramadanovic.txt .
65. Nietzsche, On the Uses and Disadvantages, 64.
66. Nietzsche, On the Uses and Disadvantages, 63.
67. Nietzsche, On the Uses and Disadvantages, 63.
68. Nietzsche, On the Uses and Disadvantages, 63.
69. Nietzsche, ‘Second Treatise’, 35.
70. Nietzsche, ‘Second Treatise’, 35.
71. Michael Mahon, Foucault’s Nietzschean Genealogy: Truth, Power and the Subject 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992), 96.
72. Nietzsche, On the Genealogy of Morals: A Polemic, by way of clarification and 
supplement to my last book Beyond Good and Evil, trans. Douglas Smith (Oxford; 
Oxford University Press, 1996), 39.
73. Nietzsche, ‘Second Treatise’, 35.
74. Nietzsche, ‘Second Treatise’, 35.
75. Petar Ramadanović, From Haunting to Trauma.
the ability to actively forget the ‘worthlessness of history’ at the 
right time and creatively remember ‘the worth of history’ at the 
right time76. As Nietzsche pointed out, ‘the unhistorical and 
the historical are necessary in equal measure for the health of 
an individual, of a people and of a culture’’77. This implies that 
the space for new thoughts and experience will be created in 
our mind, only in case we previously forget the ‘disadvantages’ 
and remember only the ‘advantages of history for life’. Thus it 
is necessary to limit the horizon and to remember only the 
past that we need for life in order to clean the space for some 
new things. Our horizon which we define around us is always 
broadened for a certain length with the creation of the new 
space in our minds. Its lines always change, together with every 
new forgetting and remembering. As a result of that, each 
individual is creative in his/her own way and able to transform 
the knowledge and experience carefully taken from the past 
into new thoughts and experience. If every individual learns 
how to forget the past preventing the creation of a feeling of 
resentment that can lead to unnecessary conflicts and disasters 
later, this might be a sign of a healthy community, according 
to Nietzsche, that is ready for progress - new thoughts and 
experience. One can say that we should not turn back to what 
is behind us as we should be more focused on what is in front 
of us - a promising future. 
Nietzsche’s idea of Active Forgetfulness that involves the need 
to provide space in our minds for new ideas helps me to 
understand the situation in Banja Luka after the earthquakes 
in 1969. All the ruins that emerged after the earthquakes were 
cleaned, providing space for erecting some new buildings in 
the same place. Cleaning meant active forgetting of all the 
problems and difficulties that the earthquake brought in order 
to focus on the future - how to rebuilt Banja Luka that was 
damaged? The characteristics of healthy community such as 
solidarity, responsiveness, teamwork, willingness to help, etc. 
that were present among the citizens of the former Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia enabled Banja Luka to recover 
after the earthquakes in a short period of time. Here we can see 
the compassion and love for each other that ruled the country 
at that time. This will be explained further in following section.
        
                     3.2.2 Rebuilding Banja Luka after 
                                 the earthquakes in 1969
Nietzsche’s concept of  Active Forgetfulness  helped to understand 
the process of rebuilding Banja Luka after the earthquakes in 
1969. In order to cooperate after the earthquakes, they have 
to forget their historical differences. More importantly, the 
earthquakes are seen as a form of ‘forgetting’, which makes 
space for new thoughts and ideas. This can be further explained 
by the use of the city maps which recorded Banja Luka in 1948 
- before the earthquakes and in 1978 - after the earthquakes. 
By comparing these city maps we can see that the buildings 
recorded on the map from 1948 are missing on the map from 
1978 as they are mostly replaced by new ones. For instance, 
the longest commercial and residential building Titanic 
[which is already mentioned in Chapter 2] was damaged 
during the earthquakes and replaced with a new building - the 
department store Boska which is recorded on the maps from 
1948 and 1978. By analyzing those maps, we can notice that 
there is no connection between them despite being located 
in almost the same place with a certain time difference. Each 
building is a story for itself, which implied the need to explain 
how the location of the former Titanic was treated when it 
was demolished. There was no need to erect the new building 
in that place which would have the same function and the 
characteristic as the Titanic. Contrary to that, there was a need 
to treat the location of former Titanic as empty space which 
was obtained by the displacement of the new one in another 
76. Nietzsche, On the Uses and Disadvantages, 63.
77. Nietzsche, On the Uses and Disadvantages, 63.
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Figure 3.75 Old Grammar School - Realka Figure 3.76 Dom Solidarnosti was built in the place  of Realka
Figure 3.77  Providing space for a new building
 [Dom Solidarnosti] in the place of the demolished one [old Grammar School]
1913-1930 2015
Fig. 3.75
Fig. 3.76
Fig. 3.77
place in Banja Luka. The new Titanic was erected in the new 
settlements Borik which was formed after the earthquakes. The 
location of the former Titanic became empty space. Forgetting 
the memories of the old Titanic enables new thoughts and 
ideas to be implemented in that place. This is an explanation 
why the department store Boska was built in the place of the 
former Titanic. The same situation was with the old Grammar 
School - Velika Realka - which was demolished during the 
earthquakes and replaced by the new administrative building - 
Dom Solidarnosti which is evident on the maps from 1948 and 
1978. The location of the former Grammar School was also 
treated as empty space as the new one was displaced in another 
location in Banja Luka. The displacement of the Grammar 
School also means forgetting. In that way empty place was 
created for the implementation of new ideas - architectural 
solutions. In both examples, forgetting is permanent as with 
clearing the ruins of the damaged building all the difficulties 
caused by the earthquakes were forgotten, leaving the places 
of these buildings without the evidence of their existence. It 
was necessary to remove the ruins of the damaged buildings 
in order not to remind the citizens of Banja Luka of the past 
- earthquakes - but instead of that to see what is beyond that 
past - their possible future. Rebuilding Banja Luka after the 
earthquakes was possible as the citizens were able to forget 
the period of the earthquakes which could stop them in their 
progress. Instead of being attached to the past and mourning 
for the demolished buildings, the citizens learn to forget them 
in order to move forward - act unhistorically - as Nietzsche 
said. The ability to forget always leads to progress which can be 
seen in the case of rebuilding Banja Luka after October 1969.
The old Grammar  School
Map drawn by the Author
Photo made by the Author
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Figure 3.80 The street name was not changed, but the street sign was changed from Latin alphabet to 
Cyrillic due to the rotation of the political and social regime [from Prvog Krajiškog Korpusa St. to Првог 
Крајишког Корпуса].
Figure 3.81 The street sign was changed  from Cyrillic alphabet to bilingual [Cyrillic + Latin], even though 
the street name was not changed [from Браће Пантића to Браће Пантић + Braće Pantić St.].
Figure 3.78 Some old street signs are still pinned on the houses,  even though the street name was 
changed [from Boris Kidric St. to Kralja Alfonsa XIII St].
Figure 3.79 Some old street signs are still pinned on the houses,
  even though the street name was changed
[from Franje Kluza St. to Slobodana Jovanovica St].
Figure 3.82 The street sign was changed  from Cyrillic alphabet to bilingual 
[Cyrillic + Latin], even though the street name was not changed
[from Патријарха Макарија Соколовића to Патријарха Макарија Соколовића + Patrijarha 
Makarija Sokolivića St.]
Fig. 3.78
Fig. 3.79
Fig. 3.80
Fig. 3.81
Fig. 3.82
 3.3 NAME CHANGES
  3.3.1 Change of street names in Banja Luka
 [practical problem]
Frequent rotations of political and social regimes in the territory 
of Banja Luka mean the change of the street names. These 
changes created the need to make new city maps. However, the 
cartography of Banja Luka could not keep pace with the frequent 
rotations of the political and social regimes, so the changes of 
street names were made directly on the existing maps. A new 
street name was simply added on the map crossing the old one, 
and another situation was when the old name was erased and 
replaced with the new one [this is already explained in Chapter 
2]. This can be seen on the maps from 1948 and 1978. Not 
only were the street names changed on the maps but they were 
written in different alphabets and styles, which made the maps 
less readable. Besides the need to make the new city maps, the 
change of street names required that the street signs and the 
numbers of places should be changed. By comparing the street 
signs that belonged to different political and social regimes, 
it is noticeable that the alphabet and style was also changed 
during the time. Even today, there are still places in Banja Luka 
which hold both signs with both old and new street names. 
This was the way in which the citizens inform the visitors and 
passersby about the change of the street name. After 1992, a 
significant number of street names of Banja Luka [around 240] 
were changed and the new street signs were printed in Cyrillic. 
According to an agreement signed by the two entities of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, new signs for the cities, settlements and 
streets were printed in both alphabets, Latin and Cyrillic. The 
old street signs were replaced with the new ones despite the 
fact that the street names were not changed. Every change of 
street names cost the country, but the price always remained 
unknown to the public. 
Each social and political regime had a tendency to erase the 
traces of the previous one by changing the street names that 
were considered hindrances in taking control over the territory 
and gaining people’s trust. By changing the street names, 
the regime sent a clear message to the citizens to forget the 
previous period as new regulations and rules came into force. 
The citizens accepted these changes with difficulties because 
as soon as they got used to one name, a new one appeared. 
Consequently, they consciously or unconsciously resisted the 
new ones: some of them will never accept the change of street 
names, while others reconcile with it in the end but they gladly 
remember the previous ones which remind them of their own 
experience from the past. The situation in Banja Luka in which 
the citizens temporarily repressed the street names is analyzed 
in Freud’s theory of the Forgetting of Proper Names. 
Street Names
Photo made by the Author Photo made by the Author
Photo made by the Author Photo made by the Author
Photo made by the Author
Photo made by the Author
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Figure 3.83  Freud’s journey: 1. from Dubrovnik [Croatia]  to a town close to it in Herzegovina 
2. trip to Orvieto [Italy]
3. Trafoi [Italy] is the place where he received the news about the death of one of his patients.
Freud’s journey
Map redrawn by the Author
Orvieto
Trafoi
Dubrovnik
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
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3.3.2 Forgetting names [Freud] - temporary
‘Why it is that on so many occasions a proper name which we 
think we know perfectly well fails to enter our heads’78? Freud 
asked himself this question whose answers he tried to find by 
writing the essay called the Forgetting of Proper Names. Freud 
observes the process of forgetting names in the way that ‘proper 
names [are] being temporarily forgotten’79. But for him, this is 
not just a matter of ‘forgetting’ as there are the situations in 
which the name might be ‘wrongly remembered’.80 He explains 
this saying that
in the course of our efforts to recover the name that has 
dropped out, other ones - substitute names - enter our 
consciousness; we recognize them at once, indeed, as 
incorrect, but they keep returning and force themselves on 
us with great persistence81.
According to Freud, the missing name is ‘displaced’ enabling 
space for ‘incorrect substitute’. Thus the incorrect and rejected 
name always comes to our mind before the lost or escaped 
name. The displacement of missing name is not ‘arbitrary 
physical choice but it follows paths which can be predicted and 
which conform to laws’82. With this thought, Freud tried to find 
a connection between the name or names that are substituted 
and the one that is missing. 
Freud’s personal experience which is integrated into the 
example shows the specific situation when he could not 
remember a certain name, but instead of that, he managed 
to recall only the incorrect ones. This forced him to think 
carefully about the real reasons for temporary forgetting. He 
took into consideration all the details, even the smallest parts 
of his memory that may have any connection with forgetting 
the name. The name of an artist who painted the frescoes Four 
Last Things in Orvieto Cathedral - Signorelli - came to his mind 
slightly before the moment when he was about to pronounce 
it. This happened during one of his summer holidays, more 
precisely, on his way from Ragusa [present-day Dubrovnik] 
in Dalmatia to a place in Herzegovina. During this journey, 
he shared the carriage with one traveller and they had a 
conversation about travelling to Italy and visiting Orvieto 
whose dome was painted by the famous artist [?]. But instead 
of the proper name of the famous artist, the names of two other 
painters, Botticelli and Boltraffio, came into his mind, even 
though at that moment he was aware of the fact that neither 
of these names are the proper.83 Aware of the replacement of 
the names, Freud ‘immediately and decisively rejected’ these 
incorrect names but without any success to recall the correct 
one. In spite of his resistance, the incorrect names continue to 
exist in his consciousness and exert a strong influence on him 
by preventing the name which previously disappeared from 
his head to suddenly re-emerge. In order to understand the 
whole process of temporary forgetting that proper name, he 
recalled the past experience but backwards, starting from the 
moment when he did not succeed to remember the name of 
this painter. His idea was to find all possible associations which 
might be connected with the above-mentioned forgetting. This 
means that he exerted all his power of recollection to be able 
to remember backwards, exactly what was before he failed to 
pronounce the artist’s name. He began thinking carefully about 
what had occurred shortly before he started seeking the lost 
name in his head. He managed to remember that just before 
mentioning the escaped name - Signorelli, he discussed ‘the 
78. Freud Sigmund, ‘The Forgetting of Proper Names,’ in The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, 
ed. trans. James Strachey in collaboration with Anna Freud, assisted by Alix Strachey 
and Alan Tyson (London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 
1960), VI (1901): 1.
79.  Sigmund, The Forgetting of Proper Names, VI (1901):1.
80. Sigmund, The Forgetting of Proper Names, VI (1901):1.
81. Sigmund, The Forgetting of Proper Names, VI (1901):1-2.
82. Sigmund, The Forgetting of Proper Names, VI (1901): 2.
83. Jean-Michel Quinodoz, Reading Freud: A Chronological Exploration of Freud’s 
Writings, trans. David Alcorn (Routledge, 2005), 46.
customs of the Turks living in Bosnia and Herzegovina’84 together 
with his travel companion. The main reason for suddenly 
launching into this theme was Freud’s cognition gained by one 
of his medical colleagues among them who studied medicine. 
Turkish patients completely trusted physicians and showed 
their gratitude to them in this way:  ‘Her [Sir], what is there 
to be said? If he could be saved, I know you would have save 
him’85, as Freud pointed out. Here we can see that Freud 
highlighted a new theme - death -  in the process of forgetting 
the painter’s name - Signorelli - which might be forgotten 
alongside with this name. The other cognition regarding 
‘the customs of Turks’ that Freud also gained from the same 
colleague, but which he kept for himself and did not want to 
share with his travel companion - a stranger - can be explained 
as the reverse side of the previous cognition. So as opposed 
to death there is sexuality. For Bosnian people, sexuality was 
seen as some kind of compensation for life’s suffering. This 
is explained by Freud in the way that ‘these Turks place a 
higher value on sexual enjoyment than on anything else, and 
in the event of sexual disorder they are plunged in a despair 
which contrasts strangely with their resignation towards the 
treatment of death’86.  As we can see, besides death, Freud 
added another theme  - sexuality- to the process of forgetting 
the name Signorelli. Death & sexuality are associated with the 
characters of Bosnian people.
Another association with the death and sexuality is the news 
he received a few weeks before when he was in Trafoi. One 
of his patients committed suicide due to an ‘incurable sexual 
disorder’87. Freud deeply regretted not being able to cure this 
patient with that sexual disorder. In the beginning he did not see 
the connection between this melancholy event and forgetting 
the name of Signorelli as he was not thinking about that during 
his journey to Herzegovina. But even though he denied it, the 
similarity between Trafoli - the name of the place where he got 
the sad news  and Boltraffio - the substitute name confirms that 
the news received in Trafoi - was also brought into conversation 
with the stranger on Freud’s trip to Herzegovina.
In order to understand the link between the content of 
Signorelli’s frescoes and the themes on death & sexuality, it 
is important to say that there is a ‘discrepancy between three 
versions of the episodes as regards the title of Signorelli’s 
frescoes’88. In The Letter to Flies dated 22.9.189889 Freud put 
the frescoes named Last Judgment in relation with the painter’s 
name - Signorelli; in The Psychical Mechanism of Forgetfulness 
[1898]90 it was The End of the World and the Last Judgment; in 
Psychopathology of Everyday life [the paper on which my focus 
was] the title of the frescoes is Four Last Things divided into 
four parts: Death, Judgment, Heaven and Hell. The reason why 
this discrepancy is mentioned is that:
while the last description is true of three parts of Signorelli 
fresco cycle which deal with the resurrection of the flesh, 
the elect being received into Heaven and damned being cast 
into Hell, it omits the section, to which interestingly, there 
is the only direct reference in Freud’s text since it contains 
the artist’s self-portrait in one corner, the Rule of Antichrist.91
But even more unusual is that The Rule of Antichrist is not in 
84. Sigmund, ‘The Forgetting of Proper Names’, VI (1901): 3.
85. Sigmund,  ‘The Forgetting of Proper Names’,  VI (1901): 3.
86. Freud Sigmund, Psychopathology of Everyday Life (London: Ernest Benn, 1948), 
3-4.
87. Sigmund,  ‘The Forgetting of Proper Names’,  VI (1901): 3.
88. Laurence Simmons, ‘Orvieto: Forgetting Details,’ in Freud’s Italian Journey 
(Amsterdam: Radopi, 2006), 88.
89. Freud Sigmund, Origins of Psychoanalysis letter to William Flies, Draft and Notes 
[1887-1902], ed. Marie Bonaparte, Anna Freud, Ernst Kris , trans. Eric Mosbacher 
and James Strachley (Imago Publishing Co, 1954).
90. Freud Sigmund,  ‘The Psychical Mechanism of Forgetfulness,’ in The Standard 
Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: Early Psycho-Analytic 
Publications,  ed. trans. James Strachey in collaboration with Anna Freud, assisted 
by Alix Strachey and Alan Tyson (London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of 
Psycho-Analysis, 1962), III (1893-1899): 287-301.
91. Simmons, op. cit., 88.
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Figure 3.84 Sigmund Freud, The Forgetting of Proper Names.
Fig. 3.84
a direct connection with the Last Judgment.92 Here we can see 
that Freud could not recall the painter’s name - Signorelli- 
instead of his personal signature a painter’s self-portrait in 
the left corner of The Rule of Antichrist was so intensive and 
‘ultra-clear’ for him. In the footnotes in the Psychopathology he 
explains that:
…in the Signorelli case, so long as the painter’s name 
remained inaccessible, the visual memory that I had of 
the series of frescoes and of the self-portrait [of Signorelli] 
which is introduced into the corner of one of the pictures 
was ultra-clear.93
However, when the situation was the opposite Freud was able 
to remember the name, but then he would forget the visual 
memory. As we understand this, we have to see if there is a link 
between the frescoes and the themes on death and sexuality. In 
the footnotes written in the Psychopathology Freud confirms 
their relationship:
I am not entirely convinced of the absence of any internal 
connection between the two groups of thoughts in the 
Signorelli case. After all, if the repressed thoughts on the 
topic of death and sexual life are carefully followed up, one 
will be brought face with an idea that is by no means remote 
from the topic of the frescoes at Orvieto.94
What Freud actually did is that he missed the main target - death 
& sexuality -  instead of that the name of one artist - Signorelli- 
was temporarily forgotten.  The key point is, as Freud said, 
92. Simmons, op. cit., 88.
93. Freud Sigmund, ‘The Forgetting of Foreign Words,’ in The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, 
ed. trans. James Strachey in collaboration with Anna Freud, assisted by Alix Strachey 
and Alan Tyson (London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 
1960), VI (1901): 12 - 13 fn. 2.
94. Sigmund, ‘The Forgetting of Foreign Words,’ VI (1901): 13 fn.1.
that ‘I forgot the one thing against my will, while I wanted to 
forget the other thing intentionally’.95 Freud’s diagram explains 
visually the whole process of forgetting the name Signorelli. 
All the visible connections illustrated on Freud’s diagram 
show that the repressed themes on death and sexuality and the 
lost name are mutually linked. Freud’s example based on his 
personal experience shows that forgetting the artist’s name - 
Signorelli - was not ‘a chance event’, but there are always motives 
which caused temporary forgetting.96 Freud’s intention was not 
to forget the name of the artist in Orvieto but something else 
which was in connection with the name. The motives such 
as death and sexuality, together with the customs of Turks in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina and the news that reached Freud 
in Trafoi exerted an influence on him to forget the thoughts 
which are closely linked with them. One of thoughts was the 
painter name - Signorelli. 
Freud’s theory of the Forgetting of Proper Names shown in the 
Psychopathology helped me to understand the situation in 
Banja Luka where the street names were changed alongside 
the rotations of political and social regimes. If  we compare 
this situation in Banja Luka with Freud’s idea of the Forgetting 
of Proper Names, we can see that something else had to be 
forgotten, for instance, a political and social regime,  not a 
street name. This will be further explained in the following 
section.
95. Sigmund, ‘The Forgetting of Foreign Words,’ VI (1901): 13 fn.1.
96. Freud Sigmund, ‘The Forgetting of Proper Names’ in The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, 
ed. trans. James Strachey in collaboration with Anna Freud, assisted by Alix Strachey 
and Alan Tyson. (London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 
1960), VI (1901): 4.
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Figure 3.85 The plan of Banja Luka that shows the position of its main street.
The Main Street in Banja Luka
3.3.3 Forgetting the names of main street means forgetting 
the political and social regimes
In order to explain this, I would like to look at the name of 
one particular street. It is the Main Street of Banja Luka. Its 
name changed with every regime change. Due to the history 
of the region, this is a highly significant, highly emotional 
issue, involving race, identity and conflicts. This change can 
be understood as a form of institutionalized forgetting or state 
repression of history and identity. The traumatic emotions 
relating to identities are illustrated in Andrić’s quote from the 
beginning  of this chapter. 
Fig. 3.85
The Main Street in Banja Luka
Map drawn by the Author
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Fig. 3.86 The main street carried the names of political leaders, heroes or 
other important figures. From 1527/28 until today it changed 
names six times: 
• Carski Put [Tsar’s Road] - The Ottoman Empire 
[1527/28- 1878]; 
• Kaiser Strasse [Emperor Street] - The Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy    [1878-1918]; 
• Bulevar Kralja Aleksandra + Bulevar Kralja Petra 
[King Alexander Boulevard and King Peter Boulevard] 
- The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, Slovenes / Yugoslavia 
[1918-1941];
• Ulica Ante Pavelića + Ulica Ante Starčevića [Ante 
Pavelić St. + Ante Starčević St.] - The Independent State 
of Croatia [1941-1945];
• Bulevar Mašala Tita [Marshal Tito Boulevard] - The 
Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia / The Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia [1945-1992];
• Ulica Kralja Petra I Karađorđevića [King Peter I 
Karadjordjevic St.] - Bosnia and Herzegovina [1992 
-present]. 
All the street names listed chronologically show that the name 
of the Main Street was changed approximately every fifty years, 
excluding the period of the Ottoman Empire. 
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Every change of street names was violent and it meant a 
conflict. The social and political regime formations of Banja 
Luka  are seen to swing between the 2 poles from the maximum 
separation to the maximum unity and vice versa. This can be 
explained through the change of one regime into another, for 
instance, the breakup of Yugoslavia and the creation of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. This change occurred because of the visible 
tension between the republics and nations of Yugoslavia in spite 
of the fact that imaginary equality existed among them. This 
equality meant the prohibition of any national and religious 
affiliation during the existence of former Yugoslavia which 
ostensibly enabled people to be equal. They were Yugoslavs. 
The created illusion of this country seen through ‘Brotherhood 
and Unity’ had to be broken at some point because of the need 
of different ethnic groups to identify themselves - to be able 
to answer the question - who are they? This created the need 
to define their own identities through creating independent 
countries [one of them is Bosnia and Herzegovina]. In most 
newly-formed countries, there was a need for the excessive 
emphasis on religion, seeking the answer to the question: What 
nation do you belong to? Here we can see that the rotation of 
regimes swung from the maximum repression of religion to 
the maximum expression of religion. 
Fig. 3.87
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NAMES
[Signifiers]
TRAUMA
[Signified]
FREUD’S FORGETTING OF PROPER NAMES THE MAIN STREET OF BANJA LUKA
SEX & DEATH IDENTITY
• Signorelli
• Botticelli
• Boltraffio
• Trafoi
• Carski Put 
• Kaiser Strasse
• Bulevar Kralja Aleksandra + Bulevar Kralja Petra 
•  Ulica Ante Pavelića + Ulica Ante Starčevića 
•  Bulevar Mašala Tita 
•  Ulica Kralja Petra I Karađorđevića 
Figure 3.88 In Freud’s thesis and in the case of Banja Luka the names keep replacing each other due to the trauma that is being 
repressed.  Trauma is seen as sex & death in Freud’s thesis, whereas the trauma of identity is repeated  in the case of the Main 
Street in Banja Luka.
Fig. 3.88
In order to explain the close relationship between the name 
of the Main Street of Banja Luka and the political and social 
regime, we can use Freud’s diagram of the Forgetting of Proper 
Names. According to Freud’s diagram, a new diagram is 
created, but it has a different format as the names are different. 
The important thing about Freud’s thesis is that the signifiers 
[the names] keep replacing each other because something bad 
[a signified] is being repressed. Something bad that he did not 
dare to name. In Freud’s case, it is the same bad thing each 
time [sex & death]. In the case of street names of Banja Luka, 
there is also the same bad thing each time -  the trauma of 
identity. The rotation of regimes is the means for reinforcing 
the identity of the people in Banja Luka.
3.4 Unidentified [without name and surname] – 
conclusion
‘Perhaps in Bosnia men should be warned at every step in their every thought 
and their every feeling,even the most elevated, to be beware of hatred - of 
innate, unconscious, endemic hatred. Because this … country, in which 
different faiths live cheek by jowl, needs four times as much love, mutual 
understanding and tolerance as other countries’.
Andrić, Letter from 1920.
The relationships between people in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
vary from love to hatred. Which of these traits would be more 
dominant depends on a number of circumstances. This is 
explained through war conflicts and natural catastrophes whose 
consequences Banja Luka still remembers. The city is built in 
a seismically active area and is always exposed to danger. The 
powerful earthquakes that struck Banja Luka in 1969 unified 
the citizens through love and solidarity. When love stopped, 
hatred appeared. This is the characteristic of a multicultural 
territory. Ethnic [Serbs, Croats, and Bosniaks] and religious 
[Orthodox, Catholic, and Muslim] groups had the excessive 
need for highlighting their identity with the justification that 
others threatened their rights. This was usually misused in the 
way that one group wanted to dominate over others, which led 
to the war conflicts. 
Hatred beat the high level of understanding and tolerance - 
love. Common life was not possible, which is documented 
in the number of casualties and the destroyed material and 
cultural heritage. Love and hatred were of high intensity 
so it was necessary to control them. One of the ways was to 
forgive and forget in order to enable the reconstruction of the 
damaged buildings, mostly religious, in case of war, or erecting 
the new ones in the places of the demolished ones in case of 
the earthquakes. 
Forgetting is a natural process which is highlighted in Banja 
Luka due to its turbulent past. The prominence of this 
phenomenon is evident through the appearance of a number 
of reasons for forgetting, such as individual forgetting, 
collective forgetting, institutional forgetting, intentional and 
unintentional forgetting. This leads to the fact that all of us 
forget in our own ways. The question is how to understand 
the process of forgetting in this territory in an objective way 
- from the distance - without interfering and classification? A 
multicultural territory is a sensitive space in which different 
ethnic and religious groups have opposite views and attitudes 
about the same thing. 
In order to write this PhD thesis in an impartial way, I had to 
renounce my own ethnic & religious identity. In fact, I had to 
forget my own name which instantly identifies me to myself 
& others as an ethnic Orthodox Christian with allegiances 
to Bosnia and Herzegovina. In Bosnia and Herzegovina,  the 
name and surname always already uncover our identity i.e. 
which nation we belong to. This creates unnecessary tension 
in communication, as others think that our view is subjective. 
Since the sides are always opposed, it is impossible to satisfy 
them. I decided to stay unidentified – without the name and 
surname. I consciously avoid the easiest way to identify myself, 
which would involve taking somebody’s side through defining 
our and their territory. The most difficult way is to be a neutral 
and an unidentified person to understand the phenomenon 
of forgetting the names and regimes in this territory in an 
objective way.
The Trauma of Identity
Diagram  made by the Author
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                4 MAKING MEMORY MAPS OF BANJA LUKA
       4.1   COLLECTIVE MEMORY OF BANJA LUKA
4.1.1 The names of an Austrian train station
4.2   COLLECTIVE MEMORY MAP OF BANJA LUKA [an analytical project of the city that is not there]
4.2.1 Methodological problems encountered when compiling maps
4.2.2 Memory is comprised not only, of a historical place but also of a point of view
4.3   MY OWN MEMORY MAP OF BANJA LUKA [a narrative project of the city that is there for me]
4.3.1 The description of the process of making the map
4.3.2 There was a need to make this map
          4.4   MEMORY & NAMING
                     4.4.1 The city that bears different names
                    4.4.2 The power of the name conjures an image
                    4.4.3 Memorizing names
4.5   CONCLUSION – The collective memory and my own memory of Banja Luka 
                                            must be recorded in order to prevent them from being forgotten.
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DZINIĆ’S PALACE (OFFICES AND FLATS)
‘After three months of earthquake, on January 27th, 1970  one
of the prominant buidlings called Džinić palace was torn down’.
Aleksandar Ravlić, 100 Potresnih Dana Banjaluke, 1970.
 THE REALKA (SCHOOL)
‘The Building that Banja Luka Lamented’.
Zoran Pejašinović, Banja Luka Boulevards of Past and Present - Guide, 2010.
BALKAN (CAFE)
‘At the very end of Gospodska Street, there was a legendary hotel.
The building was pulled down in 1939 due to the building of the 
Banovina Goverment (modern-day Town’s Council)’.
Zoran Pejašinović, Banja Luka Boulevards of Past and Present - Guide, 2010.
NATIONAL (BANK)
‘After the Second World War, the National bank was located there, 
and the building was pulled down after the earthqaukes.
Snježana and Dragan Vicić, Greetings from Banja Luka 1897-1941 Banja Luka on old postcards, 2006.
THE TITANIC (FLATS)
‘The Titanic  that no longer exists’.
Aleksandar Ravlić, 100 Potresnih Dana Banjaluke, 1970.
‘The beginning of the end of old Realka’.
Aleksandar Aco Ravlić, Banja Luka Napori i Radosti, 1985.
BOSNA (HOTEL)
‘The rst apperance of the promintent Banja Luka’s Hotel - Bosna
1885’.
Aleksandar Aco Ravlić, Banjaluka Razdoblja i Stoljeća, 1979.
THE REGIONAL RAILWAY DIRECTORATE (OFFICE)
‘The regional Railway Directorate buidling was destroyed 
during the Second World War’.
Snježana and Dragan Vicić, Greetings from Banja Luka 1897-1941 Banja Luka on old postcards, 2006.
CITY (RAILWAY STATION)
‘The building of Banja Luka - Grad Railway Station served
 the needs of passengers for 77 years’.
Snježana and Dragan Vicić, Greetings from Banja Luka 1897-1941 Banja Luka on old postcards, 2006.
MUNICIPALITY BUILDING (OFFICES)
‘Banjaluka municipality buidling was built in 1931, on the place where
 the residence was, on the left bank of the river Vrbas rear the town
bridge’.
Snježana and Dragan Vicić, Greetings from Banja Luka 1897-1941 Banja Luka on old postcards, 2006.
SVETISLAV TISA MILOSAVLJEVIĆ (PARK)
‘City park was arranged between 1930 and 1932, 
and it was called the Park of Svetislav-Tica Milosavljevic’.
Snježana and Dragan Vicić, Greetings from Banja Luka 1897-1941 Banja Luka on old postcards, 2006.
Collective map (2)
Collective map (12)
Collective map (32)
Collective map (42)
Collective map (41)
Collective map (1)
Collective map (5)
Collective map (60)
Collective map (8)
Collective map (3)
Buildings that no longer exists
Fig. 4.1 It was necessary to integrate texts, photographs and maps in order to create the collective memory map of Banja Luka.
The Collective Memory
Diagram made by the Author
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            4  MAKING MEMORY MAPS OF BANJA LUKA
‘You reach for a pen, tired as you are. You write it down, because stories and 
maps are the same’.
 Ralph Black, 21st Century Lecture.
In this chapter I will make personal and collective memory 
maps of Banja Luka. The studies on memory are rich and 
complex as they give researchers the possibility to be involved, 
no matter what subject they are involved in. Each researcher 
defines his/her point of view in accordance with his/her 
interests. From my point of view, this chapter will explore 
both the Banja Luka which was reconstructed from archive 
documents and the one that I remember. Thus the process of 
making memory maps created the need for developing two 
projects: the analytical project of Banja Luka which is not there 
for me and which is based on the collective memory, and the 
narrative project of Banja Luka that is there for me and is based 
on my own memory and the memory of the people I love. The 
ways of making these maps is clearly described in the second 
and the third sections of this chapter. The whole process was 
complex, as different methodological problems occurred when 
creating memory maps. 
The collective memory map records Banja Luka that exists only 
in texts, photographs and on maps. Each of these sources of 
information reveals something about the collective memory 
of the city. Texts help us to know how a specific memory was 
being called among the citizens of Banja Luka. The photographs 
provide the information about the point of view which was used 
while recording the memory. The maps expand our knowledge 
about the changes of the places that occurred in the city over 
time. In the case of Banja Luka, these documents complement 
each other recording the Banja Luka that no longer exists. The 
problem arose when I wanted to know which buildings were 
demolished during the turbulent history of the city in order to 
record them on the map. It was logical to get this information 
after comparing the maps of the city that were dated differently. 
But this was not possible in the case of Banja Luka as some 
buildings were not recorded on the maps or a part of the map 
where they were recorded was damaged so it was necessary 
to find other documents that give us the information about 
these buildings. What we already know while reading Chapter 
2 is that this happened because the process of mapping could 
not follow the changes that occurred in the city. This made the 
process more complicated so it was important to find a way 
how to integrate different documents into one single map. 
The creation of this map was necessary in order to prevent the 
collective memory of Banja Luka from being forgotten.
Fig. 4.1
Fig. 4.2  My own memory map of Banja Luka is a result of the process which involves collecting the floor/ground plans of the important places in Banja 
Luka; the photographs of the events that are closely linked with those places and the stories that were created in these place. 
The Personal Memory
           STORIES                            +                  PHOTOGRAPHS        +        GROUND/FLOOR PLANS        =       MAKING MY OWN MEMORY MAP 
                                                                                                                                                                                                        OF BANJA LUKA
NATIONALITY 
(SERBIAN ORTHODOX)
Who are you? I remembered the day 
when one of my classmates asked me this 
question. Being an 8-year-old girl, I did not 
understand what he was asking me even 
though the war was already knocking on 
our door. I was confused. I briefly respond-
ed: ‘Jelena’. He made a grimace and said 
angrily: ‘I am not asking you about your 
name but about your nationality’. Then I 
was stunned wondering who I am? 
FRIENDSHIP (IVANA)
17A Novice Cerovića St., is the address of 
the family home of my best friend Ivana. 
We shared the same school desk in the 
Grammar School in Banja Luka, and 2001 
is the year when our friendship actually 
begun, even though we were not aware 
of it. From that moment, her memories 
are mine, and my memories are hers. Al-
though we did not spend our childhood 
in the same city, by sharing the stories 
about it, she helped me to relive some 
important moments of her growing up 
in Mrkonjić Grad.
FAMILY (MILENKO, BRANA AND 
SRDJAN)
Home is at the address where the family is. 
Addresses can be changed but not the family 
which we acquire at our birth. My parents and 
my brother who is twenty-two months young-
er than me make my family.
LOVE (MARKO)
Who lives at the address 5 Duška Koščice 
St., the flat left on the second floor? 
Marko, with whom I share the memo-
ries since we met in 2003, lives at this 
address. Living in Banja Luka was not his 
family’s choice. The recent civil war in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina forced them to 
call Banja Luka their second home. 
BROTHER (SRDJAN)
When I was one year and ten months old, I 
got my brother Srdjan. My parents told me 
that I was not impressed by the arrival of 
the baby in the family, even though I was 
prepared for that. I was too little to under-
stand his significance in our life so I made 
a lot of complaints asking my parents why 
we had him as the only things that he was 
doing were eating, crying and sleeping. 
Despite the initial denial of his arrival, I got 
the best companion for playing, and later, 
the best friend in my life.
BIRTH CERTIFICATE AND 
CITIZENSHIP DOCUMENT
 (BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA)
1 Srpskih Valdara Sq. is the address where I 
can get my birth certificate and my citizen-
ship document. The birth certificate shows 
that I was born in Banja Luka in 1984 while 
the citizenship document confirms that I 
am a citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
However, neither document says that I 
have not lived in Banja Luka until August 
2001 when I moved from Srbac, a town 52 
kilometers north from Banja Luka, and that 
before becoming the citizen of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina I was Yugoslav.
SCHOOLGIRL (JELENA)
13 Zmaj Jovina St., is the address in 
Banja Luka where I completed the third 
and fourth grade of Grammar School. 
The memories of the first and second 
grade are associated with Srbac where 
I grew up.  Even though moving from 
primary to high school is always a great 
change for each 15-year-old schoolgirl/
boy, moving from one place to another 
which involves the change of Grammar 
School was more difficult for me as a 
17-year-old schoolgirl. 
Personal map (B15)
Personal map (B10)
Personal map (B13)
Personal map (B42)
Personal map (B40)
Personal map (B36)
Personal map (B33)
Buildings that I remember..
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My own memory map which I called condensed Banja Luka 
records the city that I remember through  my own memory 
and the memory of the people important to me.  When I was 
thinking how to make this map, I got an idea that my memory 
and other people’s memories that naturally became mine are 
comprised of: the places that are important to me; the images 
of the events that are deeply etched in my memories; and the 
stories related to specific events in my life. This is illustrated 
through: the floor/ground plans of the important places in Banja 
Luka; the photographs of the events that are closely linked with 
those places; and the stories that were created in these place. 
So like the process of making the collective memory map, here 
I also dealt with the plans, photographs and texts which I was 
trying to integrate into one single map. When I made the map 
of condensed Banja Luka, I realized that my memories and the 
memoirs of the people I love are not only related to Banja Luka, 
as we came to Banja Luka from different cities of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina under different circumstances [war & economic 
reasons]. Thus it was necessary to include the maps of other 
cities besides Banja Luka [e.g Sarajevo, Drvar, Srbac, Mrkonjić 
Grad...] in the process of making my own memory map. This 
made the process more complicated as on our memory maps 
the cities in which we lived are always next to each other. This 
task is solved in the third section of this thesis.
The main reason for making these maps is that they usually 
remain invisible on the maps that are more conventional. It 
was necessary to record them in order to enable others to get 
to know the city that we [citizens] already know.  This is only 
one version of Banja Luka, as each citizen can make his/her 
own version of the city. The collection of all these personal 
memory maps created the collective memory map. This can be 
the means for searching for the objective history.
Fig. 4.2
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Figure 4.3  Banja Luka that only exists in texts, photographs and on maps comprises its collective memory.  The old Grammar 
School - Velika Realka is used as an example.
TEXT
PHOTOGRAPH
MAP
NAME
 POINT OF VIEW
 PLACE [shown on map]
+ +
+ +
COLLECTIVE MEMORY
==
Snježana and Dragan Vicić, Greeting from Banja Luka 1897-1941, 2006.
‘One of the most representative buidlings in the period of Austro-Hungarian
 occupation is undoubtedly the Velika Realka buidling in Banja Luka. 
Velika Realka started to work on October 4, 1895. It was an exceptional
 event for the whole town with morethan 13,000 people’.
+
+
Ive Lole Ribara St [1945-70]
Ive Lole Ribara St [1970-present]
The Collective Memory
1917
Diagram made by the Author
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 4.1 COLLECTIVE MEMORY OF BANJA LUKA
 ʻNothing is ever really lost to us as long as we remember it’.
Lucy Maud Montgomery [1874-1942]
The collective memory of Banja Luka is constituted of Banja 
Luka that only exists in texts, photographs and on maps. 
Various documents recorded different memories of the city. 
The texts about Banja Luka record the names that the authors 
remembered, either through their own memories or the 
memories of others. The power of names creates the memory 
images. In the case of Banja Luka, it was necessary to know 
how and why the buildings and streets changed their names 
over time. This was the connective element in the creation of 
the memory images. Each memory image is comprised of the 
name that is linked to a certain period in the volatile history 
of Banja Luka. Collecting various names means creating the 
different memory images. Those memory images created 
on the basis of names could not be visualized without the 
points of view - photographs. The reason for that is that the 
photographs illustrate Banja Luka that cannot be found in the 
texts. The photographs are a permanent record of the different 
points of view. They help us to fill the gaps in our knowledge 
in case we do not have our own memory. If a part of a place is 
not covered by a certain point of view, it does not form a part of 
memory unless we have another photograph - another angle of 
observation. Our memory image of the place depends on how 
many photographs we have - how many angles of observation 
were taken. What happens when I have my own memory image 
of the place which is different from the photographers’? The 
photographers and I remembered the same place with the same 
point of view, but my memories are mine and their memories 
are theirs, as the changes of the place occurred between the 
two recordings. This is essential for cities with volatile history 
like Banja Luka. 
Turbulent history and a poor recording caused the loss, 
destruction and relocation of the collective memory of Banja 
Luka, so it is necessary to establish the relationship between 
the texts, photographs and maps. Banja Luka described 
in texts informs us about the names of the buildings and 
streets, Banja Luka presented by photographers helps us to 
define the points of view, and Banja Luka recorded on maps 
enables us to understand all the changes of the place. All these 
considerations are included in order to understand Banja Luka 
that exists only in various memory records. In order to explain 
it graphically, I used the example of the old Grammar School 
- Velika Relaka which was demolished during the earthquake 
sin 1969. It was reconstructed from the archive materials that 
involve collecting the names known among the citizens, the 
points of views and the maps on which it was recorded. All this 
was necessary in order to integrate the old Grammar School 
into the collective memory map that I produced. The same 
or similar process of collecting various memory records was 
repeated for each building that is recorded on the collective 
memory map.
Fig. 4.3
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Figure 4.5 Bus station [1968-1981]
Figure 4.4 Train station [1891-1968]
Figure 4.6 The Art Gallery Banja Luka [1981-2004] and
The Museum of Contemporary Art of the Republic of Srpska [2004-present]
1969
1965
2015
1978
1948
2004Photo made by the Author
The Collective Memory [ Austrian Train Station]
Map drawn by the Author
collective memory map (8)
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4.1.1 The names of an Austrian train station
ʻPeople say that life is the thing, but I prefer reading’.
Logan Pearsall Smith [1865-1946], Afterthoughts,ʻMyself ’1931.
ʻAll I have learned, I learned from books’.
Abraham Lincoln [1809-1865]
Each place in the city has a name but when reading the texts 
about Banja Luka we realize that the place might be comprised 
of several names. This is the consequence of the frequent 
and violent rotations of different political and social regimes 
in this territory. One name is always real as it belongs to 
the current regime, while the former ones exist only in the 
memory. Although former names are no longer in use, they are 
indispensable parts of textual descriptions of Banja Luka. The 
memory associated with the names becomes forgotten when 
the names ceases to appear in the texts. In order to prevent the 
memory from being forgotten, the former names must be kept 
alive - be occasionally used. We memorize the place by name in 
order to distinguish it in our minds from the other ones. One 
name creates one memory image so if we substitute that name 
with the new one, we create a new memory image. The name 
is always linked to the memory. Even though the place changes 
its name, our memory sticks to the one of former names - the 
one we remember. With the departure of the old political and 
social regime and the arrival of the new one, many buildings 
and streets in Banja Luka directly or indirectly changed their 
names. Despite the fact that the former name is replaced by the 
new one, we name the place in accordance with the memory 
we have. So that is the reason why the authors name the same 
streets and buildings differently in the texts. 
In the case of Banja Luka, the name might also discover the 
period of creating the memories. When the authors describe 
the building at 2 Srpskih Junaka Sq. they may think of the 
Museum of Contemporary Art of the Republic of Srpska [2004 
– present] or the Art Gallery Banja Luka [1981-2004] which 
occupied the premises of this building from 1981. Some 
authors would remember this building as the Main Railway 
Station - Stanica Grad [1891 - 1968] that was the primary 
reason for its construction, while the others remember it as the 
Bus Station in Vilke Vinterhaltera St. which was there in the 
period between 1968 and 1981. Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
brought the railway into the city centre in 1891 and the last 
train left the station in 1968 when Banja Luka was already one 
of the cities in the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. By 
removing the railway and the building, the new street - Vilke 
Vinterhaltera St. -  the former Main Railway Station became the 
Bus Station. However, the Bus Station did not stay long within 
the walls of this building - it was converted into the Art Gallery 
Banja Luka [1981-2004]. In 2004 the Art Gallery was renamed 
the Museum of Contemporary Art of the Republic of Srpska and 
still bears that name. The power of the name can be seen in 
the fact that the building whose external appearance remains 
mainly unchanged over years is described by the authors 
through different memory images. The name influences our 
remembrance of the same building differently. This building is 
recorded on the collective memory map [number 8].
Renaming buildings was not directly related to the changes of 
regimes, but it can be seen as the Government’s need to change 
the purpose of the building. The Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia [1945-1992] renaming the building twice: the 
first was the Bus Station and then the Art Gallery Banja Luka. 
If we compare the renaming of the buildings of Banja Luka 
with the renaming of its streets [which is already explained in 
Chapter 3], we can notice that the change of building names 
was not violent like the change of street names. Here there is 
a difference between the change of building names and street 
names. There is an inverse process in which the name was not 
Fig. 4.6
Fig. 4.5
Fig. 4.4
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Figure 4.7 We remember the same place but my memory is different from photographer’s. 
The change of place occurred between the two recordings.
The Collective Memory [Bosna Hotel]
Map drawn by the AuthorMap drawn by the Author
Photo made by the Author
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changed even though the building was changed - one building- 
was replaced by another one. This will be explained through 
the example of Bosna Hotel. The old Bosna Hotel  was built in 
1875. In 1895 Anton Merci, the owner, added one more floor. 
In 1931 Emeriko Paskolo, the new owner, added the second 
floor. Despite the expansion of the hotel and the change of 
owners, the hotel kept the same name. In 1969 the hotel was 
demolished during the earthquakes. In 1970 the new hotel was 
built in the place of the demolished one, carrying the same name 
- Bosna Hotel. The name is the same but memories differ from 
one another: I remember the new building, while someone else 
remembers the old one. Without the comparison of the maps 
from different periods - the old Bosna Hotel [1948] and the 
new building of Bosna Hotel [1978] - we do not know that the 
change of the buildings occurred. Another way to notice this 
change was to compare the photographs that recorded the old 
and the new Bosna Hotel. Comparing these memory records 
helped me to record this change on the collective memory map 
of Banja Luka.
Fig. 4.7
Figure 4.8 The collective memory map of Banja Luka A1 is reduced to A3. The  original size map is  folded in format A3 at the end of this PhD Thesis. 
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THE COLLECTIVE MEMORY MAP OF BANJA LUKA
Legend:
Buildings were demolished due to different reasons such as war,
earthquake and etc.
Displaced Streets
Tributary Crkvena was buried underneath the new road in 1962.
Railway was moved from the city centre in 1968.
* It remains on the outskirt of Banja Luka.
Ive Lole Ribara St [1970-present]
Street Names that were changed
* Each political and social regime was in the habit of renaming
 the street in order to suit its own agenda.
30 Map of Banja Luka 1948
d/4 A Map of Banja Luka 1881/84
105 Map of Banja Luka 1978
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Current Street Names   Former Street Names
1. Residential and Commercial Building  - Titanic [1953- 1970]
2. Grammar School -  Realka [1898-1970]
3. City Park - Svetislav Tisa Milosavljević [1930/31- 1941/45]
4. Toma Radulović's House / Kastl's Corner / Albania Building [before 1878-1957]
5. Balkan Hotel / Cafe [1891/1894-1930]
6. Pharmacy of Family Bramer [ after 1881 and before 1898/99-1930]
7. Toma Radulović's House; Serbian Primary School; Serbian Orthodox Seminary Building - Bogoslovija
    [before 1878-1930]
8. Main Railway Station - Stanica Grad [1891-1968]
9. Moske Poljkan's Building [around 1889-destroyed in1954]
10. Abraham Salomon Poljokan / Brace Poljokan's Building [around 1889-1954]
11. Guiseppe Vitta Salom's Building; Isidor Salom Sarafić's Building  [1889-1954]
12. Bosna Hotel  [1875/95- 1970]
13. Serbian Orthodox Church - Crkva Svete Trojice [1925/29-1941]
14. Šarike Poljokan's Building  [at the beginning of XIX century - after 1969]
15. The Building of Jewish Temple - Zgrada Jevrejskog Templa; Home of Sephardic Ritual -
      Zgrada Sefardskog obreda,1936/37-partly destroyed 1941; Newspaper and Publishing Company - Glas
      [1946 in the part of building that remained - completely destroyed 1969]
16. The Building of Croatian Cultural Society - Nada; Yugoslav National Army Building [1945-1973];
      [1923-partly destroyed after 1969]
17. Kurtović / Vlašić's Building; State Insurance Agency - from 1945  [at the end of XIX century - after 1969]
18. Old Catholic Perish Church [1859-1891]
19. Mutić's house / Pffaff [1913-after 1969]
20. Villa Božić [from 1945 - School for Midwives; Medical School; Red Cross; Institute for Social Work]
      [1913 - partly damaged 1969 and completely destroyed 2002]
21. Vlašić / Jović's Building / Elite Cafe [at the beginning of XX century - after 1969]
22. Hotel Austria [1896/98-after 1969]
23. Nada [Miljević] /Todor Lazarević's Building [at the beginning of XX century- 1980]
24. Sport Court - Sofka [1956/57-2002]
25. Old Orthodox Perish Church - Sošestvija Sv Duha [1879-1927]
26. Girl's High School,1898/99 -1924; State Girl's High School, 1924-28;Teacher's School - Preparandija,
      1924-26; Boarding Teacher's School, 1925-34; Banovina's National Museum, 1931-34; Grammar School
      for Boys, 1946-48; Vocational School from 1948;  [1898/99-partly destroyed 1970]
27. District Office for Workers Insurance; Communal Agency for Social Insurance
      District's Hospital Fund [1924 [enlarged - 1936,1960 and 1982] - partly destroyed after 1969]
28. Old Cathedral -  Sv Bonaventura  [1883-after 1969]
29. Private School for Nuns - Presvjete Dragocjene Krvi Isusove; Economy - Commercial
      High School,1960-1981;  [1903-after 1969]
30. Railway Station - Kraljev Drum  [1891-1968]
31. Old Railway Station - Predgrađe  [1872/72-2002]
32. Military Railway Administration Building   [1891- destroyed during WWII]
33. District Court - Okružni Sud [1896/1907 [enlarged 1932 and 1938] - after 1969]
34. Brothers Vekić's / Mosije Poljokan's Building [1897-1969]
35. Military Post Office; Building of Serbian Orthodox Church Community; [1898-1969]
36. Hospital, 36a State Hospital from 1891; 36b Ambulance from 1935; 36c Surgery Pavilion
      from 1936; 36d Pavilion of Infectious Disease from 1938; [1891/92-1970]
37. Mosque - Arnaudija  [1594/95 -1993]
38. Gušić/Mujezinović's Building - Hastahana [during the Ottoman Empire-1976]
39. Medical High School  [1948-1969]
40. Credit Bank - Branch Office Banja Luka [1910-1970]
41. State Bank - Landesbank [1910-1970]
42. Džinić's Palace [1946-1970]
43. Ljubo Vujić's Building  [1913-1969]
44. Vuk Grahovac's Building [1913-1969]
45. Hauzaga Husedžinović / Naum Dimitrić's building; Serbian Credit Office
      [1913 [partly destroyed 1944] - completely destroyed after 1969]
46. Isak Salmon Levi Poljokan's Building [restored 1936] - [before 1880-1970]
47. Department Store - Nama  [after 1945-after1969]
48. Town Marketplace - Tržnica [1938/40 [enlarged after 1969]-after 1992]
49. Baum Palace / [Rafaela] Leon Levi Dudo Poljokan's Building
      [at the end of Austro-Hungarian Monarchy-1944]
50.  Marketplace - Bezistan [1873 [covered 1907]-1944]
51. Muslim Reading Room - Kiraethana  [1890/94-1941/45]
52. Mosque - Ferhadija  [1579/80-1993]
53. Džinić's House; Girls' Vocational School; Hospital for Skin and Venereal Diseases; [1918-1969]
54. Student Dormitory - Prosvjetin  [at the end of XIX century-1944]
55. Student Dormitory - Veslin Masleša  [1952-1970]
56. Prison -  Crna Kuća [1887/89-after 1969]
57. Tsar's School - Carska Škola, 1885-1936; Communal School - Narodna Škola,
      1936-45; Departments of Zmaj Jovan Jovanović School from 1945; [1885-1970]
58. County Office,1907-1941/45; Zmaj Jovan Jovanović School; [1907-1970]
59. Tax Administration [at the beginning of XX century-1970]
60. Municipality Building; City Government , 1941-1945; Municipal Secretariat for
       Internal Affairs, 1945-1961; Student Dormitory from 1961; [1931[enlarged 1938;1940]-1970]
61. Ferhad-paša Pedestrian Bridge [1579/87-1878]
62. State Vocational School for Boys; Technical High School from 1939;
      [1928/30[enlarged 1933,1935] - after 1969]
Demolished Buildings
Maršala Tita Bulevar [Bvd] [1945-1992]; Ante Pavelića St and Ante Starčevića St [1941-1945]; Kralja Aleksandra Bulevar [Blvd] and Kralja Petra Bulevar [Blvd] [1918-1941]; Kaiser Strasse [1878-1918]A Petar I Karađorđevića St [1992-present]
B  Mladen Stojanović St  [1945-present]
C  Veselina Masleše St [1945-present]
D  Bana Milosavljevića St  [1992-present]
E  Gajeva St [1918-present]
F   I.F. Jukića St [1957-present]
G  Radulovića Bimbe St [1992-present]
H  Vase Pelagića St [1945-present]
I    Nikole Pašića St [1992-present]
J  Kninska St [1992-present]
K  Petra Kočiča St [1945-present]
L  Vidovdanska St [1992-present]
M  Nikola Tesla St [1945-present]
N  Aleja Jovana Dučića [Aly] [1992-present]
O  Zmaj Jovina St [1945-present]
P  Đure Jakšića St [1945-present]
Q  Kralja Nikole St [1992-present]
R  Vojvode Momčila St [1992-present]
S  Skendera Kulenovića St [1992-present]
T  does not exist
 Kralja Zvonimira St [1941-1945]; Kralja Petra Put [Rd] [1918-1941];
 Mile Budaka St [1941-1945]; Kralja Alfonsa St [1918-1941]; Herrn Gasse [1878-1918]
 Sime Šolaje St [1945-1992]; Adolfa Hitlera St [1941-1945]; Bana Milosavljevića St [1918-1941]; Herrn Gasse [1878-1918]
Braće Lastrić St [1945-57]; Jukićeva St [1918-1945]; Engel Gasse [1878-1918]
Džinić St [1918-1992]
Dr Filipa Čondrića St [1941-1945]; Vase Pelagića St [1918-1941]; Gisela Gasse [1878-1918]
Rade Ličine St [1945-1992]; Kralja Petra Svačića St [1941-1945]; Vojvode Putnika St [1918-1941]; Valerie Gasse [1878-1918]
Ruzveltova/Braće Lastrića St [1945-1992]; Smail-Age Čengića St [1941-1945]; Kneza Arsena St [1918-1941]
Augusta Harambašića St [1941-1945]; Kočićeva St [1918-1941]; Rudolf Strasse [1878-1918]
Vilke Vinterhaltera Street[1968-1992]
Vjekoslava  Klaića St [1941-1945]; Nikole Tesle St [1918-1941]
Aleja Braće Pavelić [Aly] [1945-1992]; Aleja Kralja Kešimira [Aly] [1941-1945]; Aleja Vojvode Stepe [Aly] [1918-1941]
Hasana Bošnjaka St [1941-1945]; Zmaj Jovina St [1918-1941]
Muderiza St [1941-1945]; Đure Jakšića [1918-1941]
Osmana Đikića St [1945-1992]; Atifa ef. Bahtijarevića St [1941-1945]; Osmana Đikića St [1918-1941]
AB Ive Lole Ribara St [1945-present]
BC Milana Rakića St  [1992-present]
CD Jevrejska St [1992-present]
DE Kralja Alfonsa XIII [1992-present]
EF  Srpska St [1992-present]
FG Dr T. Lazerevića St [1992-present]
GH Vojvode Radomira Putnika St [1992-present]
HI   Aleja Svetog Save [Aly] [1992-present]
IJ   Vuka Karadžića St [1992-present]
JK  Grčka St [1992-present]
KL  Branka Radičevića St [1945-present]
LM Ive Andrića St [1992-present]
MN Maksima Gorkog St [1002-present]
NO Save Mrkalja St [1992-present]
OP Milana Tepića [1992-present]
PQ Braće Pantića St [1992-present]
QR Zdrave Kodre St [1945-present]
RS Marije Bursać St [1945-present]
ST  does not exists
TU  Bulevar Cara Dušana [Bvd] [1962-present]
UV  does not exist
VW Trznička St [1992-present]
WX Zdravka Čelara [1945-present]
XY Braće Mažara i Majke Marije [1992-present]
YZ  Patrijarha M. Sokolovića [1918-present]
ZY  Meša Selimović [1992-present]
YX  Simeuna Đake [1992-present]
XW 22 April St [1945-present]
WV Solunska St [1992-present]
VU Isaije Mitrovića [1992-present]
UT  Patre [1992-present]
TS  Cara Lazara St [1992-present]
Safvet-bega Bašagića St  [1941-1945]; Vuka Karadžića St [1918-1941]
Masarikova/ Želje Barića St [1945-1992]; Bana Berislavića St [1941-1945]; Poenkareova St [1918-1941]; Verbas Gasse [1878-1918]
Đure Pucara/ Sarajevska/ Moše Pijade St  [1945-1992];  Stožernika Dr Viktora Gutića St [1941-1945]; Princa Pavla St  [1918-1941]; Albrechts Gasse [1878-1918]
Frankopanska/ Borisa Kidriča St [1945-1992]; Frankopanska St [1918-1945]; Georgs Gasse [1878-1918]
Fra Grge Martića St [1918-1992]; Salvator Gasse [1878-1918]
Rudi Čajevca St [1945-1992]; Dr Tadije Smičiklasa St [1941-1945]; Petra Petkovića St [1918-1941]
Mirka Višnjića St [1945-1992]; Kralja Tvrtka St [1941-1945]; Kod Hipotekarne Banke [1918-1941]
Aleja JNA [Aly] [1945-1992]; Aleja Kralja Tomislava [Aly] [1941-1945]; Aleja Vojvde Živojina Mišića [Aly] [1918-1941]
Ive Mažara St [1945-1992]; Smail-Age Čengića St [1941-1945]; Kneza Arsena St [1918-1941]
Kozarska St  [1945-1992]; Sofi Mehmed-paša St [1941-1945]; Krađorđev Put [Rd]  [1918-1941]
Meštrovićeva St [1918-1941]
QR
RS
Bulevar Lenjina [Bvd]  [1945-1992]
Strosmajerova St  [1918-1992]
Ive Andrića St [1992-present]
TU
UV
Maksima Gorkog St [1992-present]
Branka Radičevića St  [1918-1992]; Dr Krunoslava Dragonića St [1941-1945]; Petra Pecije Petrovića St [1918-1941]
Dr Krunoslava Dragonića St [1941-1945]; Petra Pecije Petrovića St [1918-1941]
Branka Radičevića St  [1918-1992]; Dr Krunoslava Dragonića St [1941-1945]; Petra Pecije Petrovića St [1918-1941]
Beneševa St  [1945-1992]; Dr Milana Šurflaja St  [1941-1945]; Iržikovskog St [1918-1941]
Vladimira Nazora St [1945-1992]; Kvaternikova St  [1941-1945]; Nikole Pašića St [1918-1941]; Bahnhof Strasse [1878-1918]
Avgusta Šenoe Street/Šenoina St [1945-1992]; Pavla Ritera Vitezovića St [1941-1945]; Braće Pantića St [1918-1941];
Dr Osmana Kulenovića St [1941-1945]; Brijanova St [1918-1941
Dr Josipa Sunarića St [1941-1945]; Cara Nikolaja II St [1918-1941]
Hajduk Veljka St [1945-1969]; Ekrema Šahinovića St [1941-1945]; Hajduk Veljka St [1918-1941]
VW
Trznička St [1941-1945];
Adema Filovića St [1941-1945]; Milića St  [1918-1941]
Josipa Šoše Mažara St [1945-1992]; Džemaludina Čauševića St [1941-1945]; Kraljice Marije St [1918-1941]; Elisabeth Gasse [1878-1918]
Ferhat-paša St [1918-1992]
XW
Rankovića/ Zagrebačka St [1945-1992]; Hamzalije Ajanovića St [1941-1945]; Njegoševa St [1918-1941]
Avde Karabegovića St [1945-1992]; Edhema Mulabića St [1941-1945]; Avde Karabegovića St [1918-1941]
Biskupa fra Joze Garića St[1945-1941]; Vasilija Grđića St [1918-1941];
Envera Hodže/Fadila Maglajlića St [1945-1992]; Ćazima Muse Ćatića St [1941-1945];
Braće Maglajlić St [1945-1992]; Hasana Kjafije Prušučka St [1941-1944]; Klemansoova St [1918-1941]
Dr Vase Butozana St [1945-1992];
This plan records the buildings and streets that exist only in historical plans, photographs, texts, municipal records, and in this way constitutes the collective memory of Banja Luka.
36a
36c
36d
36b
Kasima Hadžića St [1945-1992]; Pečevijina St [1941-1945]; Mehmed-paša Sokolović [1918-1941]
ST
Map of Banja Luka 1942
Map drawn by the Author
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       4.2 COLLECTIVE MEMORY MAP OF BANJA LUKA 
        [an analytical project of the city that is not there]
In this section, I will explain how I construct the map which 
is called the collective memory map of Banja Luka. This map 
records Banja Luka that no longer exists, so the first step was 
to find what was changed in the city over time. In the case of 
Banja Luka, this requires the integration of texts, photographs, 
and maps which describe different periods in the turbulent 
history of the city. The key texts that I used in the process of 
making the map are: 
• Dokumenti opstanka: vrijednosti, značaj, rušenje i 
obnova kulturnog naslijeđa by Sabira Husedžinović; 
• Pozdrav iz Banjaluke (1897-1941), Banjaluka na starim 
razglednicama / Greetings from Banjaluka (1897-1941), 
Banjaluka on old postcards by Snježana and Dragan 
Vicić; 
• Banja Luka: alejama prošlosti i sadašnjosti / Banja Luka, 
Boulevards of Past and Present by Zoran Pejašinović; Ban 
Milosavljević - Priča o čovjeku koji je Banjaluci obistinio 
ime by Pejašinović
• Banja Luka: razdoblja i stoljeća by Aleksandar Ravlić; 
Banja Luka: napori i radosti by Ravlić; 100 Potresnih 
dana Banja Luke by Ravlić
• Postzemljotresna graditeljska ostvarenja, Banja Luka 
1969 - 1989 by Darko Hrsitić and Sead Zahirović
• 100 godina banjalučke gimnazije 1895-1995 by Milutin 
Vulić and Nikola Zeljković
• Arhitektura državnih javnih objekata u BiH od 1878. do 
1992. godine by Siniša Vidaković; Arhitektura javnih 
objekata u Banja Luci (1918 do 1941) by Vidaković
• Saborni hram Hrista Spasitelja - Pravoslavni hramovi 
u Banjoj Luci by Radmila Kulundžija and Ratko 
Radujković
• Uslovi očuvanja, održavanja, korišćenja kulturnih dobara 
i utvrđivanje mjera zaštite za urbanistički plan grada 
Banja Luke by Milijana Okilj, Jelena Savić, Snježana 
Gligorić, et at.
After reading these texts I realized that the buildings and streets 
were mostly changed over time in the history of the city so they 
are the key components of my memory map. This includes: the 
buildings that were demolished due to different reasons such 
as wars and earthquakes; displaced streets; and street names 
that were changed [as each political and social regime used to 
rename the streets in order to suit its own agenda]. In order to 
get an idea how the buildings and streets looked like in the past, 
it was necessary to collect the photographs which recorded 
them. The photographs were used from the following sources:
• the Archives of the Republic of Srpska;
• the Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural, 
Historical and Natural Heritage of the Republic of Srpska;
• Pozdrav iz Banjaluke (1897-1941), Banjaluka na starim 
razglednicama / Greetings from Banjaluka (1897-1941), 
Banjaluka on old postcards by Snježana and Dragan 
Vicić; 
• Banja Luka which exist and which does not exist : 
photographs and postcards by Verica M. Stošić and 
Zoran Mačkić
The photographs helped me to visualize the names of the 
buildings and streets that I perceived through reading the texts. 
In order to place them on my memory map, it was necessary to 
collect the maps on which they were recorded. The key maps 
are:
• the map of Banja Luka 1881/1884 [stored in the Austrian 
States Archives, Vienna];
• the map of Banja Luka 1942 [stored in the Archives of the 
Republic of Srpska, Banja Luka];
• the map of Banja Luka 1948 [stored in the Republic 
Authority for Geodetic and Property Affairs of the 
Republic of Srpska, Banja Luka];
• the map of Banja Luka 1978 [stored in the Republic 
Authority for Geodetic and Property Affairs of the 
Republic of Srpska, Banja Luka]
These maps are important as they recorded the changes that 
occurred in the city over time:
• the map dating from 1881/84 records the buildings that 
were built at the beginning of the rule of the Austrian-
Hungarian Monarchy but which were not recorded 
on any other maps as they were demolished in the 
meantime.
• the map dating from 1942 records some buildings 
constructed after 1881/84 but which were demolished 
in the Second World War and did not appeared on any 
other maps. The exception is the Serbian Orthodox 
Church that was destroyed in 1941.
• the map dating from 1948 illustrates how the city changed 
after the Second World War. This map is also important 
as it shows the buildings which were built after 1942 
but which were not recorded on any other maps as they 
were demolished during the earthquakes in 1969. 
• the map dating from 1978 shows the city after the 
earthquakes in 1969, when many building were 
demolished.
By compiling these maps, 62 demolished buildings were found 
and recorded on my memory map. They are actually placed on 
a street grid of the contemporary map of Banja Luka in order 
to see where they were located. My area of research was the 
city centre as the documentation that I found is mostly related 
to this part of the city. In order to connect the demolished 
buildings with the maps in which they are recorded, I drew 
the grids on my memory map which correspond to these maps 
that were my sources. Each grid is coloured differently on 
memory map to make the difference between the maps that 
I used in the process. The maps dating from 1881/84, 1942, 
1948 and 1978 are composed of different tiles so each tile is 
numbered on the memory map in order to enable the readers 
to easily find the buildings on the original maps. However, 
the process of making this map became complicated when 
I realized that some buildings described in the texts and 
recorded on the photographs were not placed on any maps that 
I found - remained unrecorded - or the parts of the maps in 
which they are recorded are damaged. These methodological 
problems and some others that appeared during the process 
will be explained in 4.2.1.
Each demolished building which was recorded on the memory 
map is named according to texts and photographs that I used. 
The purpose of the buildings was changed over time, which 
initiated the change of their names. In order to keep track of the 
changes of building names, it was necessary to detect them. The 
names of buildings vary from document to document. There 
is no document which records all these changes, so I had to 
collect them through texts and photographs. All the purposes 
and names of the buildings that I collected are recorded on the 
memory map. The time period in which the buildings existed is 
also defined on the memory map. Like names, this information 
was obtained from texts and photographs. All these buildings 
were mainly public [e.g. educational institutions, hospitals, 
religious buildings, museums, hotels and banks] and each of 
them in its own way was important to the city.  They are marked 
on the memory map by numbers ranging from number 1 to 
number 62. 
Fig. 4.8
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Figure 4.9 This is a fragment of  the collective memory map of Banja Luka (Fig. 4.9).
Map drawn by the Author
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Displaced streets were recorded on the memory map in order 
to show the way in which the streets changed together with 
the destruction of old buildings and the construction of the 
new ones. These streets are represented on the memory map 
by dashed lines coloured in grey.
As we know from Chapter 3, street names were also changed 
over time. The information about all the possible names 
of the streets located mostly in the city centre was obtained 
from the document stored in the Archives of the Republic of 
Srpska. In this document which I used as a source the street 
names in Banja Luka for which there was data were classified 
chronologically by time periods and organized in the form of a 
table. For me, the problem is that the table of street names and 
the maps dating from different periods are mostly observed as 
separate documents. If old street names appear in the texts and 
on the photographs, firstly I had to check the table to see what 
the current street name is in order to find it on the map. The 
whole process was complicated so it was necessary to integrate 
the table and the map into one document. So I decided to record 
all the names that the streets had during the turbulent history 
of Banja Luka on the memory map. This has been achieved 
by recording the current street names directly on the memory 
map and marking them with a combination of letters. The 
letters from the map correspond to those in the map legend 
where all the former street names were listed chronologically. 
In this way the former street names of Banja Luka are linked 
with the current ones. The memory map gives us an overview 
of all the street names so we do not have to search for various 
documents in order to discover which former street names 
mentioned by various authors correspond to the new ones. All 
street names of Banja Luka for which there is data are on the 
memory map that I produced. 
The last two elements recorded on the memory map which are 
important to be shown are the railway and the tributary Crkvena. 
The railway was moved from the city centre to the outskirt of 
Banja Luka in 1968. Its relocation can be understood through 
comparing the maps of Banja Luka from 1948 and 1978. The 
railway that connected the city centre and the outskirt of Banja 
Luka is noticeable on the map from 1948, while on the other 
map from 1978 it no longer exists. If we have no knowledge of 
where the railway passed, it can be forgotten. In that case we 
remember Banja Luka without the railway. The same situation 
is with the tributary Crkvena that was buried underneath the 
new road in 1962. If we did not know about that, Banja Luka 
would be the city without the tributary Crkvena.
The memory of Banja Luka is recorded in various documents 
so it could be easily lost and forgotten. In order not to forget, 
for instance,  the memories of the buildings which were 
demolished under different reasons and streets which were 
renamed and displaced, it was necessary to integrate all 
the documents that refer to them. This creation is a form of 
collective memory and I called it the collective memory map of 
Banja Luka. The map is a result of the integration of various 
sources that I used in this process.
Fig. 4.9
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Milana Tepića Street [1992-Present] 
Bahnhofstrasse [1878-1918]
Nikole Pašića Street [1918-1941] 
Kvaternikova Street [1941-1945] 
Vladimira Nadzora Street [1945-1992]
Elementary school "Zmaj Jova Jovanović" was settled in the building of liquidated 
Cadastre administration of District people's board of Banjaluka. The building was 
built in 1910 for the needs of District region, Tax oce and Cadastre, according 
to the project of engineer Josip Blažeković. It was located in April the 22nd street 
and torn down in January 1970. 
1. 1 [Ragibbeg] Džinić’s House
1.1
1.21. 2  Hospital for Skin and Venereal Diseases
Figure 4.10  The same street is named differently in texts, photographs and on maps.
TEXT PHOTOGRAPH MAP
Milana Tepića Street [1992-Present] 
Bahnhofstrasse [1878-1918]
Nikole Pašića Street [1918-1941] 
Kvaternikova Street [1941-1945] 
Vladimira Nadzora Street [1945-1992]
Elementary school "Zmaj Jova Jovanović" was settled in the building of liquidated 
Cadastre administration of District people's board of Banjaluka. The building was 
built in 1910 for the needs of District region, Tax oce and Cadastre, according 
to the project of engineer Josip Blažeković. It was located in April the 22nd street 
and torn down in January 1970. 
1. 1 [Ragibbeg] Džinić’s House
1.1
1.21. 2  Hospital for Skin and Venereal Diseases
TEXT MAP
Figure 4.11  We can’t find a certain building on the map as the text about it is not precise.  In this case, we need a photograph.
Milana Tepića Street [1992-Present] 
Bahnhofstrasse [1878-1918]
Nikole Pašića Street [1918-1941] 
Kvaternikova Street [1941-1945] 
Vladimira Nadzora Street [1945-1992]
Elementary school "Zmaj Jova Jovanović" was settled in the building of liquidated 
Cadastre administration of District people's board of Banjaluka. The building was 
built in 1910 for the needs of District region, Tax oce and Cadastre, according 
to the project of engineer Josip Blažeković. It was located in April the 22nd street 
and torn down in January 1970. 
1. 1 [Ragibbeg] Džinić’s House
1.1
1.21. 2  Hospital for Skin and Venereal Diseases
Figure 4.12  The textual description below these  photographs are different but they show the same building. The problem arose as the 
building name was changed over time and the photographs were taken from the different points of view.
MAPPHOTOGRAPHS
1.1 [Ragibbeg] Džinić’s House 1.2 Hospital for Skin and Venereal Diseases
Methodological Problems
1.1
1.2
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4.2.1. Methodological problems encounter 
when compiling maps
The process of making the collective memory map through 
compiling chronologically the maps that were found caused 
some methodological problems: 
•	 How do we know that different street names 
memorized differently in texts, photographs and maps 
comprise the same street? 
•	 Which of the buildings shown on the map is the one 
that the writer was talking about? 
•	 How do we know that two different photographs of 
the building with different names comprise the same 
building? 
In search for those answers, the memory map is the result of a 
learning process. The first problem arose when the same street 
was repeated in different documents under different names, 
describing the different periods in the history of the city. The 
second problem refers to the inability to connect the textual 
descriptions of the building with its position on the map. The 
third problem was that the same building taken from different 
points of view was named differently in the captions under the 
photographs. These problems were created because of the lack 
of communication between the texts, photographs and maps. 
In order to answer these questions, it was important to know 
all the changes of building and street names. Not only were 
the names which made this process more complicated, but the 
new problems arose when  I tried to record some demolished 
buildings and displaced streets on the memory map. These 
problems will be illustrated in the following pages where I will 
show which documents were necessary to be used in order to 
record the specific buildings and streets on the memory map:
Fig. 4.10
Fig. 4.11
Fig. 4.12
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•	 There was a dil mma about the location of one part of 
the demolished buildings. The determinants used in the 
texts for defining their position are the streets in which 
the buildings were located or some prominent buildings 
in whose proximity they were. This description is often 
incomplete, especially if the buildings do not stand out 
on the map with their specific forms. The way in which 
the position of these buildings might be defined will be 
demonstrated through the following examples:
The Military Railway Administration building [number 32] was 
explained in the texts as the building which was located opposite 
the former Railway Station that is marked with number 8 on 
the memory map. This gave me an idea that the building was 
located in the same street but opposite the former Railway 
Station. I did not expect that there was a certain distance 
between those buildings, as they were opposite each other but 
not in the same street. Since the building was demolished at the 
beginning of World War II [1941/42] I thought that it was not 
recorded on the map dating from 1942. By searching for other 
documents which could confirm its position, I found a small 
plan [unknown date] in the Republic Authority for Geodetic 
and Property  Affairs  of the Republic Srpska, Banja Luka. This 
small plan helped me to understand that this building was also 
recorded on the map dating from 1942. When observing the 
building on the map and on the small plan its position seems 
obvious now but without the knowledge of its appearance and 
form it was difficult to define it. 
Collective memory map (32)
=
Figure 4.13 I had a problem to record the Military Railway 
Administration building [number 32] on the memory map. It 
was necessary to use the maps below in order 
to define its position.
+
1942
 unknown date
Fig. 4.13
Fig. 4.14
Fig. 4.15
Figure 4.14 This was my initial assumption about the position of the Military Railway 
Administration building. I was wrong
which is supported by a small plan shown below.
Figure 4.15 This small plan is rotated in order to correspond to Fig 4.14 and Fig 4.15. 
It helped me to define the position of the Military Railway Administration building.
Methodological Problems
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The group of demolished buildings whose position was difficult 
to define on the memory map are the buildings which changed 
the names over time: 
• The building number 57 [existed from 1885 to 1970 under 
different names]; Tsar’s School - Carska Škola, 1885-
1936; Communal   School - Narodna Škola, 1936-45; 
Departments of Zmaj Jovan Jovanović School from 1945 
to 1970
• The building number 58 [existed from 1907 to 1970 under 
different names]: County Office, 1907-1941/45; Zmaj 
Jovan Jovanović School [1945 - 1970]; 
• The building number 59: Tax Administration [at the 
beginning of XX century-1970]
Looking at the map dating from 1948, I could not find the 
link between the textual descriptions about these buildings 
and their positions on the map. The texts said that all three 
buildings were located in the same street but my dilemma was 
whether they were located at the beginning or in the middle 
of that street. Textual descriptions did not mention that, so I 
realized it when looking at the photographs. 
1948
1907-1970
=
Collective memory map (57, 58, 59)
Figure 4.16  I had a problem to record the buildings [number 57, 58 and 59] on 
the memory map. Because of the lack of communication between the texts and 
maps, it was necessary to have a photograph in order to define their positions.
+
Fig. 4.16
Fig. 4.17
Fig. 4.18
Figure 4.17 There was no link between the map dating from 1948 and the texts 
about the buildings [number 57,58 and 59]. 
Figure 4.18  The photograph which recorded these buildings helped me to 
define their position on the memory map.
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Figure 4.21  It was necessary to use the photograph in order to identify 
these buildings on the map.
Figure 4.20 It was difficult to find those buildings on the maps 
                         as the textual description has not mentioned that on of them  protruded.  
The demolished buildings about whose position I was in 
dilemma are: 
• The building number 34; Vekić Brothers’ / Mosije Poljokan’s 
Building [1897-1969]
• The building number 35 [which existed from 1898 to 1969 
under different names; Military Post Office; Building of 
Serbian Orthodox Church Community; 
The texts said that these buildings were located at the beginning 
of the same street. When I observed the map dating from 1942, 
I was not sure if they were opposite each other or one of them 
protruded. Realized after using the photographs.   
Collective memory map (34,35)
1942
1904
=
+
Figure 4.19  I had a problem with recording the buildings number 34 and 35 on the 
memory map. The lack of communication between the texts and maps required  
                                                                             the use of the photograph. 
35 ?
Fig. 4.19
Fig. 4.20
Fig. 4.21
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• Some demolished buildings explained in the texts were not 
recorded on any maps or they were drawn only by red pen 
or the parts of the map in which they were recorded were 
damaged. Besides maps, some other documents needed 
to be used in order to define their position. The following 
examples will demonstrate this: 
The Church of Holy Trinity [number 13] was not recorded 
properly on any maps that I found [this is already explained 
in Chapter 2], except the fact that it was drawn by hand on the 
tourist maps. Since the location of the building could not be 
read from the map, it was necessary to find other documents 
which could provide this information. The floor plan of the 
building actually helped me to define its position. 
1937
Collective memory map (13)
Figure 4.22  I had a problem with recording the Church of Holy Trinity [1929-1941] 
as it was not recorded properly on any map that I found, except the 
tourist maps which were produced  mostly during 
                                                  the Kingdom of Yugoslavia [1918-1941]. 
Figure 4.23 The tourist map dating from 1937 is one of the tourist maps which 
recorded the church that existed from 1929 to 1941.
Figure 4.24 The floor plan of the church helped me to define 
                                                                 its position on the memory map. 
=
+
1925
Fig. 4.22
Fig. 4.23
Fig. 4.24
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Another example of the building that was not recorded on 
any maps is the Balkan Cafe which is shown on the memory 
map by number 5. It existed between 1891/94 and 1930. There 
were no recordings from that period, leaving this building 
unrecorded. On the map dating from 1881/84 there was the 
building which existed before the Balkan Cafe, while on the 
map dating from 1942 there is a building because of which the 
Balkan Cafe needed to be brought down. To define its position 
I used a small plan of a building block found in the Republic 
Administration for Geodetic and Property Affairs. 
Fig. 4.25
Collective memory map (5)
Figure 4.26 The Balkan Cafe was not recorded on the map from 1881/84 
as it was built after that.
Figure 4.27 The Balkan Cafe was not recorded on the map from 1942 
as it was demolished in 1930.
Figure 4.28 A small plan helped me to define the position of 
the Balkan Cafe on the memory map.
Fig. 4.26
Fig. 4.27
Fig. 4.28
1881/84
1942
unknown date
Figure 4.25 I had a problem with recording the Balkan Cafe  [1891/94-1930] 
on my memory map as there is no record of it on any map that I found.
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The Titanic [number 1] is an example of the building drawn on 
the map  dating from 1948 in red [this is already explained in 
Chapter 2]. In order to be sure that a red rectangle subsequently 
added on the map dating from 1948 represents the position of 
the building, the photographs of the building that I found were 
used to support this fact. 
Figure 4.29 I had a problem with defining the Titanic [1952/53-1970] 
as it was not recorded properly on any map, except it was drawn 
by red pen on map dating from 1948.
Figure 4.30 The Titanic was recorded by red pen 
on the map dating from 1948.
Figure 4.31 The photograph of the Titanic is used as an additional 
source for defining its position on the memory map.
Fig. 4.29
Fig. 4.30
Fig. 4.31
1948
1964
Collective memory map (1)
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The  Džinić’s Palace [1946-1970] shown on the memory map 
by number 42 is an example of the building whose position 
could not be seen on the map from 1948, since that part of 
the map is damaged. A small plan of a building block found in 
the Republic Administration for Geodetic and Property Affairs 
was used as a document necessary for defining its position.
Fig. 4.32
Fig. 4.33
Fig. 4.34
Collective memory map (42)
1948
unknown date
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Figure 4.32 I had a problem with  recording the Džinić’s Palace 
[1946-1970] on the memory map as the only map on which 
it was recorded was partly damaged.
Figure 4.33 The part of the map on which the Džinić’s Palace 
[1946-1970] was recorded is damaged.
Figure 4.34 A small plan helped me to define the position of 
the Džinić’s Palace [1946-1970] on the memory map.
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• The process of recording the former and current street 
names involves the need to map the displaced streets or 
those that no longer exist. As those streets defined the 
positions and the forms of some demolished buildings, it 
was necessary to map them. They are represented on the 
memory map by dashed lines. A part of those streets will 
be explained in the following ways:
Ive Lole Ribara St. marked with letters AB on the memory map 
actually changed its position after the old Grammar School 
[building number 2] had been demolished and a new one - 
Dom Solidarnosti - had been erected in the same place. This 
change could be noticed only if we compare the maps dating 
from 1948 and 1978. It was necessary to map this change as the 
cognition of the street before and after 1970 is different. This 
can be seen if we compare the maps dating from 1948 and 1978. 
Someone connects Ivo Lole Ribara St. with the old building - 
the Grammar School - while the others only remember when 
it was relocated, connecting it with the new building - Dom 
Solidarnosti. 
Collective memory map (2)
1948
1978
Figure 4.36  Ivo Lole Ribara St. was parallel to the old Grammar School which is 
recorded on the map dating from 1948.
Figure 4.37 Ive Lole Ribara St. was diverted after demolishing the old Grammar 
School and erecting the new one - Dom Solidarnosti -  in its place.
Figure 4.35 Comparing the maps dating from 1948 and 1978 enabled me to 
record Ive Lole Ribara Street [AB] on the memory map.
Fig. 4.35
Fig. 4.36
Fig. 4.37
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The importance of 22 April St. marked with letters XV on the 
memory map was reduced by building the new, parallel one 
- Patre St. - marked with letters TS. This happened when the 
buildings marked with numbers 57, 58 and 59 were demolished, 
turning the old street - 22 April St. - into the blind and less 
frequented street. 22 April St. became irrelevant as the new 
link between the Banja Luka on the left and the Banja Luka on 
the right side was established by building the new street - Patre 
St. By mapping both streets, we can see that the old street lost 
the function for which it was built so it became memory. This 
information can be read only if the two maps from different 
periods of Banja Luka [1948 and 1978] are compared. 
Fig. 4.38
Fig. 4.39
Fig. 4.40
collective memory map (UT)
1948
1978
Figure 4.38  Comparing  the maps dating from 1948 and 1978 
enabled me to understand how 22 April St. was changed 
over time and then to record this change 
on the memory map.
Figure 4.39 The buildings number 57, 58 and 59 were 
constructed along 22 April St. which is recorded 
on the map dating from 1948. 
Figure 4.40  22 April St. was turned into a blind street after 
demolishing the buildings [numbers 57,58 and 59] and 
building a new parallel road - Dr Vase Butozana.
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Another example of the street that turned into a blind one is 
the street marked with letters PQ but which changed the names 
over time: 
• Braće Pantića St. [1918-1941]
• Pavla Ritera Vitezovića St. [1941-1945]
• Avgusta Šenoe Street/Šenoina St. [1945-1992]
• Braće Pantića St. [1992-present]
The buildings that were formed along this street gave it a 
character of the link between two longitudinal streets. By 
demolishing the building marked with number 35 and 
exploiting the free space for new buildings, the street got a new 
character. This change can be notice if we compare the maps 
dating from 1942 and 1978. The original form of this street 
is recorded on the memory map, preventing it from being 
forgotten.
Fig. 4.41
Fig. 4.42
Fig. 4.43
1942
1978
Figure 4.42 How the street looked in the past can be seen on the map of Banja 
Luka dating from 1942.
Figure 4.43 The street PG was turned into blind one after demolishing the building 
number 35 and erecting the new one in its place.
+
=
collective memory map (PQ)
Figure 4.41 In order to map how the present-day Braće Pantića St. changed over time, 
it was necessary to compare the maps dating from 1942 and 1978.
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Figure 4.44 The A3 Panel is represented through the example of the Titanic.  It is a part of the 
collective memory map on which there is more information about the building 
which could not be recorded on the map. Other nine A3 panels are illustrated in the following pages.
The Collective Memory
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4.2.2. Memory is comprised, not only, of a historical place, 
but a point of view
As the collective memory map could not show the idea that 
the memory is comprised, not only, of a historical place but 
a point of view, it was necessary to create A3 panels in which 
it would be represented. This was achieved in a way that ten 
buildings selected from the memory map and shown in a 
red colour are further described on A3 panels through the 
photographs - points of view. One of A3 panels is shown on 
the left side as an example, while the other will be illustrated 
in the following pages. The numbers of the buildings on the 
map correspond to those on A3 panels which are comprised of 
three parts. The idea of the first part of A3 panel is to describe 
each selected building through four different points of view, 
trying to get the image of the place before it was demolished. 
In order to create this image, it was necessary to collect all 
the available photographs of the selected buildings to clarify 
which memory of the building is preserved and which one 
is forgotten. Each photograph of building is supported by a 
small plan of building block which was necessary to define the 
photographer’s point of view. The part of the building that is 
recorded on the photograph is represented by a solid line, while 
a dashed line illustrates the part of the building that is out of the 
photograph. If the photograph that describes one part of the 
buildings could not be found, it means that there is no memory 
of it - it is forgotten. This was the case with many buildings that 
are described on A3 panels since only attractive angles were 
captured by photographers’ eyes, while the rear facades of the 
buildings remained mostly unrecorded - unknown. This will 
be demonstrated through one of the panels that records the 
residential and commercial building Titanic. What we actually 
know about this building is not its rear facade but the front 
and side ones. Our memory of this building is actually reduced 
to these two facades as poor recording of the rest of building 
led to its oblivion - it no longer exists. The memory of Titanic 
primarily depends on photographers’ points of view - where 
they stood - when taking the photographs of it. 
The second part of A3 panels illustrates how the place changed 
over time. One photograph shows the place before the change, 
while the other one describes the place after the change. Both 
photographs are taken from similar points of view but one 
records other people’s memories and the other one records my 
own memories. Even though the photographs record the same 
place, photographers’ memories and my own memories are 
different as the change of the place occurred between the two 
recordings. This change mostly involves the replacing of the 
old building with a new one. It can be seen on A3 panel that 
records the Titanic. The memory of the Titanic is something 
I borrowed as I do not have my own memory of it, while the 
department store - Boska - built in the same place after the 
demolition of the Titanic, is something I experienced first-
hand - my own memory. In order to show this change of the 
place, besides photographs, it was necessary to map both the 
position of the old building and of the new one within the 
building block. Adding the points of view to the small plan of 
the building block where both positions of the buildings are 
recorded shows that their memory is theirs and my memory is 
mine and they are always different. The third part of A3 panels 
involves the memories of different authors about the buildings 
and their occupants, created according to the available sources. 
The texts are usually created through observing the available 
photographs or reading the descriptions of the ones who were 
observing. Something that was recorded in the photographs 
might be converted into the text which defines the points of view 
of the authors. No matter whether we map, take photographs 
or write about the place that we remember, the point of view 
always already creates our memory. The personal memory of 
an object comes to us as an image of the object - a point of 
view. In effect, this is what defines it as my memory or your 
memory and it is arguably best represented as the perspective 
view. A collective memory is either in multiple points of view 
or from no points of view like an axis or an elevation. 
Fig. 4.44
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12.1    1909
12.2    1875-1895
12.3     1895- 1970 
12.4    1895 -1970
OBJECT                                                                     SUBJECT
A2.   1895-1970 A2.    2015
A1.    1895-1970 A1.    2015
12. Bosna Hotel
           
                                                                                                             
                                                          
A. STREET                                                                                                               YESTERDAY   TODAY 
The Transients
12.   BOSNA HOTEL
12.1 
12.2  
12.3     
12.4    
A1
A2
12
12
A
A
It is the backbone of Banja Luka 
which changed the name in
accordance with the political and 
social regimes that were present in 
this territory. It carried the names of 
various leaders. During 1918-1941
and1941-1945 it was divided into 
two smaller streets.  The current 
street name is the same one it had 
in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.
A. Kaiser Strasse [1878-1918]
      
      Kralja Aleksandra Bulevar [Bvd] 
      and Kralja Petra Bulevar [Bvd]  
      [1918-1941]
     
    
      
      Poglavnika Ante Pavelić Street 
      and  Ante Starčević Street  
      [1941-45]
      
      Maršal Tito Bulevar [Bvd] 
      [1945-1992]
      Kralja Petra I Karađorđevića Street
      [1992-present]
The Kaiser was the leader of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire.
King Alexander I Karađorđević was
the King of Yugoslavia 1921-1934 
[prior to 1929 the Kingdom was 
known as the Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes] and King 
Peter I Karađorđević was the rst
King of the Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes [1918–1921]. 
Ante Pavelić [1889-1959] was a
leader of the Independent State of 
Croatia and Ante Starčević ‘s works
[1823-1896] are considered to have 
laid the foundations for Croatian
nationalism. 
Josip Broz Tito was the President for 
life of the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia [1953-1980].
King Peter I Karađorđević was the 
rst King of the Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes [1918–1921]. 
‘They seek nighty quarters. They are
tolerated. They are in slow-motion.
They are equivalent to still-life. [The
citizens of Banja Luka] debate at 
lenght wheather the Transients 
should receive tickets or not ’.
                    John Hejduk,  The Lancaster / Hanover
                                                                    Masque, 1992.
‘Bosna Hotel, old building on the 
 location of today's hotel with a same 
 name. As inn with tavern it was 
 mentioned in 1875. After 1895, 
 according to the project of Eberhard
 Wayand, owner Anton Mercl adds 
 one oor, and Banjaluka got rst 
 representative hotel. Next owner, 
 Emeriko [Mirko] Paskolo, added in 
 1931second oor. Hotel was 
 modernized, it had app. hundred 
 rooms with hot and cold water, café
 and restaurant, summer garden, 
 glass terrace, garage for cars and 
 mechanical workshop. Bosna Hotel 
 represented signicant institution in
 social and cultural life of Banjaluka. 
 Hotel was torn down after the 
 earthquake in 1969’. 
                        Verica M. Stošić and Zoran S. Mačkić,
   Banjaluka which exist and which does not exist 
                          [photographs and postcards], 2010.
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The  Sta
Directors
Managers
Workers
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32.   MILITARY RAILWAY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
32.2
32.1
32.3   
32.4    
M1
M2
32   
32   
M
M
32.  Nikola Tesle St
         [1945-present]; [1918-1941]
        
        
        Vjekoslava Klaića St
        [1941-1945]
           
Vjekoslav Klaić [1849-1928] was a 
Croatian historian and writer, 
most famous for his monumental 
work History of the Croats.
‘When you next see a line of electricity
pylons carrying the power that grants
you a civilized life, put one hand in 
your pocket and sparea moment to 
thank to Nikola Tesla, the lonely,
fogotten, long-winded, obsessive, 
brilliant man who gave this to you’.
                                              Robert Lomas, The Man Who 
                                     Invented  the Twentieth Century, 2013.
Nikola Tesla [1856-1943] was a Serbian 
and  world  renowned scientist and
inventor in eld of physics, electrical 
and mechanical engineering. His 
system of alternating currents has 
provided easier and more ecient 
transmission of electricity at a distance.
‘After the railway station building
was constructed in 1891, in its close
vicinity, on the other side of tracks, a
massive, outstanding, two-storey 
Military Railway Directorate 
building was built. By its appearance,
it was similar to the Grammar
school building. Railway regional
military headquarters building had
a simply rectangular base with the
pointed central entrance part. [...]
This monumental building was
surounded by a large park‘.
                         Snježana and Dragan Vicić, Greetings 
                                     from Banja Luka, 1897-1941, 2006.
Military Railway Administration 
Building did not suvive the World 
War II when it was demolished
[1941-1945].
           
They helped the railway to work 
better. Every member of sta spent 
around forty hours per week working
in the Military Railway Administration. 
They left their families and houses at
 down and returned at dusk. The 
building was their second house.
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                                 4.3 MY OWN MEMORY MAP OF BANJA LUKA 
[a narrative project of the city that is there for me]
Figure 4.45  The map of  contemporary, existing Banja Luka with my highlights is reduced to A2. The original size map is folded to A3 at the end of this PhD Thesis.
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*For information about the building plans appearing in this map please see  
Project List (page 199).
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BIRTH CERTIFICATE AND
CITIZENSHIP DOCUMENT
The birth certificate shows that I was born in Banja Luka in
1984 while the citizenship document confirms that I am a
citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, neither document
says that I have not lived in Banja Luka until August 2001 when
I moved from Srbac, and that before becoming the citizen of
Bosnia and Herzegovina I was Yugoslav. Only in my memories
is written:  'I am the resident of Srbac where no longer I live,
and I am the citizen of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia - the country which does not exist anymore'.
SCHOOLGIRL
Moving from one place to another which involves the change of
Grammar School was difficult for me as a 17-year-old schoolgirl.
Just as I got used to the classmates and teachers in the Grammar
School in Srbac, I needed to prepare for the new school. Fitting
into the class which already acted as a unit was my biggest
challenge. From Grammar School I came out stronger, and
already prepared for the new beginning - entering university.
Changing the schools encouraged me not to be afraid of new and
unknown.
TRAVELLING
To travel from one country to another, the letters and postcards do not
need visas. They were necessary for the citizens of Bosnia and
Herzegovina until 2011 if they wanted to visit somebody outside the
borders of ex-Yugoslavia, and they are still necessary for some countries.
Visas restrict people's desire to move freely, and learn about other people
MARKO
The recent war forced Marko to call Banja Luka his second
home. When I asked him 'is there anything that you have that
can help me to describe your growing up in Tito's Drvar', he
gave me a half-empty album with several photographs. I had
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Figure 4.46  This is a fragment of a  map of the contemporary, existing Banja Luka. Here you can see how I integrated the ground/floor plans of the places important to 
me into the contemporary map of Banja Luka (Fig. 4.45).
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    4.3.1. The description of the process of making the map
The city which I remember is not the one that already exists 
on conventional maps. This creates a need to make my own 
memory map which I called condensed Banja Luka. The process 
of making the map involves collecting the records of my own 
memory and the memory of the people I love and whose 
memory naturally became mine. Those memories are always 
associated with specific places - buildings, experiences and 
events. The question to be posed is: how can I make my own 
memory map that will tell a story about the places important to 
me in which are integrated the memories of buildings, events, 
or experiences of the people that I love? The initial idea was to 
integrate the ground and floor plans of the places important 
to me into the contemporary map of Banja Luke in order to 
describe my life there. The ground and floor plans are actually 
the means by which the memories that are linked to the 
specific places might be relived. Those plans enable others to 
enter these places and experience them. Collecting plans was a 
long and complex process. It involves adapting the digital plans 
to the memory map, redrawing plans which were previously 
scanned and measuring and drawing the buildings whose plans 
have not been found or have not been available to me. In the 
Republic of Srpska there is no specific institution where all the 
plans are stored. They are scattered across different institutions 
and some of them can only be found in architecture studios. 
This led to the fact that they are rarely brought into connection 
with the maps. One of the reasons for this is that the projects 
of the buildings, especially those which are of no interest to the 
city, were not preserved or they were lost and destroyed. The 
only way to map them is to measure them firstly on the spot 
and then draw. This process gets to be more complex when the 
residential buildings have to be recorded. Going from door to 
door and explaining to people why the plans are necessary is 
the only way to get permission to measure them. The above-
mentioned facts prevent the researchers from the ideas that 
inner space is the main means for preserving our memory. 
Thus it is necessary to remove the facades of the buildings in 
order to see the life which goes behind them. 
We cannot remember all the places so it is necessary to make 
the distinction between the places which are etched in our 
memories and those which are not. This distinction is shown 
on the contemporary map of Banja Luka through the level of 
detail and intensity of the colour. The places for which I do 
not have memory and which are drawn and coloured in gray, 
create the background of the map, informing us that they are 
there in case we need them but not of great interest for us. The 
important places linked to my memory are represented through 
the plans in black colour, making the foreground of the map. 
Those places are named according to my memory, not by names 
allocated to them. Instead of Banja Luka City Council which is 
shown on the map by number 15, this building is named as 
the place where I can get a birth certificate and a citizenship 
document. The Orthodox Temple of Christ the Savior [number 
10] is replaced by a term for nationality as it describes who 
I am. The Post Office [number 20] reminds me of the travel 
restrictions imposed on us during the recent war when, instead 
of people, only postcards and letter were travelling freely. My 
memory of the Grammar School [number 33] is related to me 
through a schoolgirl who was struggling to adapt to a new class 
after changing schools. The Faculty of Architecture [number 
37] is related to me through a student with ID number 44/03 
who inherited the love toward architecture from my father. All 
the above-mentioned places are actually described through my 
own memories.
Fig. 4.45
Fig. 4.46
Figure 4.47  This is a condensed version of the  map of the contemporary, existing Banja Luka. In order to make a connection between these maps, the red rectangles shown on the contemporary map correspond to the parts of maps 
which are recorded on the map of condensed Banja Luka. This map A0 is reduced to A3 but the original size of the map [A0] is folded into A3 at the end of this PhD Thesis. 
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NATIONALITY
Who are you? I remembered the day when one of my
classmates asked me this question. Being an 8-year-old girl, I
did not understand what he was asking me even though the
war was already knocking on our door. I briefly responded:
'Jelena'. He made a grimace and said angrily: 'I am not asking
you about your name but about your nationality'. Then I was
stunned wondering who I am? The question about 'who we
are' was mostly misinterpreted during the difficult times in my
country, creating the hatred between people and classifying
them into one side or the other. Any time spent with my family
has taught me who I am, but it has also taught me to stretch
out the hand with an open heart to every person saying 'I am
Jelena', what is your name?
BIRTH CERTIFICATE AND
CITIZENSHIP DOCUMENT
The birth certificate shows that I was born in Banja Luka in
1984 while the citizenship document confirms that I am a
citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, neither document
says that I have not lived in Banja Luka until August 2001 when
I moved from Srbac, and that before becoming the citizen of
Bosnia and Herzegovina I was Yugoslav. Only in my memories
is written:  'I am the resident of Srbac where no longer I live,
and I am the citizen of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia - the country which does not exist anymore'.
DANCE
For my brother Srdjan and me, dance was an escape from
the reality and horrors of the war in which my country was
involved.  There were not many choices for extra curriculum
activities in Srbac - a small town at the Croatian border
where we grew up and lived until 2001. Something that
could bring teenagers eager to learn and prove themselves
into one place was missing. It was realized with the opening
of a dance club - Ritam [Rhythm Eng. word] in 1994/95.
Even today, when I hear the beats of Latin music I
remember the happy moments in a not so happy country at
that time. Dance helped me to store the difficult childhood in
a drawer which I locked deep in my heart in order to move
forward.
FRIENDSHIP
Ivana and I shared the same school desk in the Grammar
School in Banja Luka, and 2001 is the year when our
friendship actually begun. From that moment, her memories
are mine, and my memories are hers. Although we did not
spend our childhood in the same city, by sharing the stories
about it, she helped me to relive some important moments of
her growing up in Mrkonjic Grad. Her memories about her
birthplace was interrupted by leaving it and moving to Banja
Luka.This happened shortly before 10 October 1995 when
the town fell into the hands of the enemy army.  When she
moved with her family, she did not expect that her friends
and neighbours would join them soon.The friends share
everything, both good and bad memories.
BROTHER
When I was one year and ten months old, I got my brother
Srdjan. My parents told me that I was not impressed by the
arrival of the baby in the family, even though I was prepared
for that. I was too little to understand his significance in our
life. Despite the initial denial of his arrival, I got the best
companion for playing, and later, the best friend in my life.
SCHOOLGIRL
Moving from one place to another which involves the change of
Grammar School was difficult for me as a 17-year-old schoolgirl.
Just as I got used to the classmates and teachers in the Grammar
School in Srbac, I needed to prepare for the new school. Fitting
into the class which already acted as a unit was my biggest
challenge. From Grammar School I came out stronger, and
already prepared for the new beginning - entering university.
Changing the schools encouraged me not to be afraid of new and
unknown.
STUDENT
Architecture was the love which my father implanted first in me,
and later in my brother. We grew up surrounded by all sorts of
papers and sketches so it was highly unlikely not to fall in love
with it. Although he never said anything or exerted an influence
on us, he secretly hoped that my brother and I will follow his
footsteps. I realized that when I became a student of
architecture at the University of Banja Luka.
TRAVELLING
To travel from one country to another, the letters and postcards do not
need visas. They were necessary for the citizens of Bosnia and
Herzegovina until 2011 if they wanted to visit somebody outside the
borders of ex-Yugoslavia, and they are still necessary for some countries.
Visas restrict people's desire to move freely, and learn about other people
and cultures. During the recent war it was not possible to leave the
country. Only letters, postcards, and parcels were only travelling without
restrictions integrating the people who were in a war zone and those
outside it.  Today when I can travel and the war is the past, I have not
forgotten those who are in difficult life situations with numerous
restrictions, and eagerly await for the support and help from others.
MARKO
The recent war forced Marko to call Banja Luka his second
home. When I asked him 'is there anything that you have that
can help me to describe your growing up in Tito's Drvar', he
gave me a half-empty album with several photographs. I had
a look at a few pages, and closed it. It was painful for me to
watch the album further. Marko is not the only one who was
born in the country that does not exist anymore, and grew up
in the town which does not carry that name, as there are
several thousands of addresses in Banja Luka where the
same story can be heard.
FAMILY
Home is at the address where the family is. Addresses can be
changed but not the family which we acquire at our birth. My
parents and my brother who is twenty-two moths younger than
me make my family.
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When the process of making this map was complete I realized 
that this is not the map of Banja Luka that I actually remember. 
This map only represents the existing and contemporary Banja 
Luka with my highlights - the buildings important to me. So it 
was necessary to create a new map. 
The map that I keep in my memories consists only of the parts 
of the map on which the places that are important to me are 
recoded. By compiling those parts of the map that I remember, 
I create Banja Luka that is there for me. Newly created map 
is actually a condensed version of the contemporary map of 
Banja Luka that I previously made. The reason for that is that 
the parts of the map that are not linked with my memory are 
removed. The blank space on the map is filled with the stories 
about my life in Banja Luka from the moment I was born to 
the present. The birth certificate and the citizenship document 
prove that I was born in Banja Luka. So my story of Banja Luka 
began with the place number 15 where these documents can 
be obtained. They show that I am a resident of Banja Luka and 
a citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina but by reading them it 
cannot be understood that I lived in Srbac until 2001, and that 
I was born in the country which no longer exist - the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The country and city displayed 
on these documents exist only in reality, while the other ones 
belong to my memory. The story about the former citizen of 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the current 
citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina implies the need to write 
a story about my nationality which is linked with the place 
number 10. Here I was questioning myself who I am? Even 
during the war, my parents did not give me the answer to this 
question, waiting patiently for me to grow up and find out 
by myself. The next story is about my family whose home is 
shown on the map by number 13. My parents and my younger 
brother make my family and helped me to be exactly what I 
am now. Besides family, dance which I used to do for more 
than five years also built my character. So it is logical that the 
next story is about dance. When thinking about dance, I would 
say that the place shown on the map by number 5 reminds 
me of that period of life. Moving from Srbac to Banja Luka in 
2001 involved not only the change of the dance club but also 
the change of the Grammar School about which is my next 
story. The place shown on the map by number 33 describes 
me as a new schoolgirl who was trying to find a way to fit into 
the class which had already been together for two years. While 
struggling to adapt to the new school and life in Banja Luka, 
I met my best friend Ivana with whom I shared the school 
desk [2001-2013]. The friendship that was formed between us 
initiates an idea to write a story about that. The place shown 
on the map by number 35 is her family home where so many 
memories were created. Ivana and I were architecture students 
who had lectures and exercises in the place shown on the 
map by number 37. I inherited the love towards architecture 
profession from my father. In my first year of studies, I met my 
boyfriend Marko who lives in the place number 38 and with 
whom I share memories since that time. His memories became 
our common story. Another important person in my life is my 
younger brother Srđan who moved from the family home to 
the place number 39 where he lives now. The time we spent 
together is described in this story. Both of us went abroad to 
finish our PhD studies, and an idea of travelling completed my 
story about Banja Luka. 
This is my story of Banja Luka through my own memories and 
the places where those memories were created. Nice moments 
shaped me, and other less nice taught me to be stronger, more 
patient and more diligent in everything that I do. The changes 
that happened in my life allude to various changes in all walks of 
life that occurred in this territory. The migration of population 
from other places to Banja Luka was a direct consequence of 
the recent war. New citizens brought with themselves other 
cities to Banja Luka. Like me, each citizen of Banja Luka has 
his/her own story. The collection of all these personal stories 
makes Banja Luka that we remember. 
Fig. 4.47
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SRBAC - The Republic of Srpska
[digital map]
LEGEND
Sr1. Former home [my grandparents' house]
        Milenko [1969 - 1996]
        Brana    [1983-1996]
        Jelena   [1984-1996]
        Srdjan   [1985-1996]
Sr2. Former home [new house]
        Milenko [1996-2001]
        Brana    [1996-2001]
        Srdjan   [1996-2001]
        Jelena   [1996-2001]
Sr3. Aunt and Uncle's house [1992-1995]
Sr4. Place where we practiced dancing
        Srdjan and Jelena [1998-2001]
Sr5.  Nursery School
         Jelena   [1987-1991]
         Srdjan   [1987-1992]
Sr6. Brana's former workplace [1983-2001]
Sr7. Milenko's architectural studio [1989-1996]
Sr8. Primary School
        Milenko  [1966-1974]
        Jelena    [1991-1999]
        Srdjan    [1992-2000]
Sr9. Milenko's former workplace
Sr10. High School
         Milenko  [1974-1978]
         Jelena    [1999-2001]
         Srdjan    [2000-2001]
Figure 4.48 This is a digital map of Srbac but it is mostly based on the map dating from 1985 in which some new changes are recorded.  
Some places are still unrecorded which can be seen if we compare it with an aerial photograph.
digital map Map redrawn by the Author
Srbac - The Republic of Srpska
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Figure 4.49 An aerial photograph of Srbac [2011] shows the places which are not recorded on the digital map.
This creates the need to integrate other cities into my memory 
map of Banja Luka as I come from Srbac, my friend Ivana is 
from Mrkonjić Grad and my boyfriend Marko is from Tito’s 
Drvar. Besides the map of Banja Luka, it was necessary to 
collect the maps of the above-mentioned cities in order to 
select the parts of the cities that we remember. By collecting 
maps, I came to the conclusion that they did not record all 
the changes that occurred. The fact is that the last recordings 
were 1980s, on which some new changes that occurred from 
that time to present were added but a significant part of them 
stayed unrecorded. I noticed when the images downloaded 
from Google Maps or Google Earth were put in relation with 
the maps that were found. When I wanted to document this 
in my PhD thesis, the problem of a poor resolution of these 
images arose. Then it was necessary to find another way. An 
aerial photograph provides better resolution by which it is 
possible to compare it with the maps that were found. 
Fig. 4.48
Fig. 4.49
2011
Srbac - The Republic of Srpska
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Mr 2
Mr 1
LEGEND
Mr1. Ivana's former home [1984-1995]
Mr2. Ivana's Primary School [1991-1995]
MRKONJIC GRAD - The Republic of Srpska
[digital map]
Figure 4.50  The map of Mrkonjić Grad is a digital map but it is mostly based on the maps dating from the 1980s when many cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
were recorded. In order to see which places are not recorded on this map, I needed the aerial photograph.
digital map Map redrawn by the Author
Mrkonjić Grad - The Republic of Srpska
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Figure 4.51  An aerial photograph of Mrkonjić Grad [2011] can be compared with its digital map in order to see the difference. 
2011
Mrkonjić Grad - The Republic of Srpska
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LEGEND
TD2. Marko's former home [1982-1995]
TD1. Marko's Primary School [1989-1995]
[TITO'S] DRVAR - The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
[Latest upadate:1982]
TD 1
TD 2
Figure 4.52  The map of Drvar  dates back to 1982. It is the latest update. This map shows that the most important recordings of Bosnia and Herzegovina were  
before the recent war [1992-1995] and we still use this map as the main source, even though the city has changed over time. This city was in the war zone which 
means that many places were demolished.
1982 Map redrawn by the Author
Drvar - The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
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Figure 4.53  If we compare the map of Drvar dating from 1982 and an aerial photograph [2013], we can see that some 
old places are missing, while the new ones replaced them. In general, the city recovers slowly after the recent war.
2013
Drvar - The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
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LEGEND
Sa1. Faculty of Architecture
         Milenko [1976-1980]
SARAJEVO - The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
[Latest update:1986]
Figure 4.54  The map of Sarajevo dates back to 1968. This is not the latest update, as the changes from time to time were made directly on this map by red pen. 
There is also a ‘vector cadastral map’ of Sarajevo [and other urban zones] in Bosnia and Herzegovina dating from 2013. These maps were not useful for my project 
as they show the place at a certain angle which leads to misunderstanding if the places are not familiar to me.
1968 Map redrawn by the Author
Sarajevo - The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
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Figure 4.55  An aerial photograph of Sarajevo [2013] shows which places still have to be updated on the map.
2013
Sarajevo - The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
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Figure 4.56 This A3 panel show that the map of Srbac where I used to live is always next to the map of Banja Luka where I live now.
The Personal Memory
1987
Jelena - I was born in 1984 in Banja Luka.
2003 2006 2010 2015
Srbac [1985]
[Home]
Banja Luka [digital map based on 
map from 1978] 
[Home]
Srbac [1985]
[The nursery, the primary school 
and the grammar school]
Banja Luka [digital map based on 
map from 1978]
[The grammar school]
[2002] 3rd grade of the grammar 
school
[2003] 4th grade of the grammar 
school
[2000] 1st grade of the grammar school
[1989] Nursery school
[1992-1995] School hours were 
reduced; no electricity; no heating
[1997/98] 5th grade of the primary 
school
[1999] Birthday party
[1989]  Birthday party
[1992-1995]  No birthday parties
                       
[2010] Birthday party
[2008] Birthday party
[1996] Birthday party
[2013] Birthday party
1989 1991 1992-1995 1997
[2002] Birthday party
B33
2001-2003
B13
2001-present
1984-1996
1996-2001
1987-1991
1991-1999
1999-2001
B33
2001-2003
B13
2001-pr sent
1984-1996
1996-2001
1987-1991
1991-1 99
1 99-2001
B33
2001-2003
B13
2001-present
1984-1996
1996-2001
1987-1991
1991-1999
1999-2001
B33
1-2003
B13
2001-present
84-1996
1996-2001
87-1991
1-1999
1999-2001
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These maps were necessary for creating the A3 panels  on which 
I wanted to show that the cities which we brought together to 
Banja Luka should be integrated in our own memory map. 
As we cannot remember the whole city but only its parts, our 
memory map is created by compiling the parts of the cities that 
are important to us. These A3 panels are divided into three 
parts. 
The first part shows chronologically the photographs of the 
people different ages through who I remember the places with 
which my memories are linked. The space for the photographs 
from the war period [1992-1995] stays blank as we want 
to forget the difficult times. The second and third parts are 
connected vertically, describing the memories related to the 
same city, but they are separated horizontally, describing 
memories created in different places. In the second and third 
parts of A3 panels the common elements which were created 
in different cities such home, school, dance and architecture 
connect my own memories and the memories of the people I 
love. For instance, the part of the map of Srbac on which my 
former home is recorded and the part of the map of Banja 
Luka on which my current home is recorded are integrated in 
a way that I remember. Family home is the connecting element 
which integrates our memories, regardless of the fact that they 
are created in different cities. I always take with me both parts 
of the different maps. 
Besides those parts of the map, I carry the memories of the 
important moments that are linked to my home and which are 
documented through the photographs. The blank space for the 
photographs signifies the difficult period in our lives which we 
do not want to remember. But a part of the blank space also 
shows the inability to recall some important memories which 
have been violently destroyed. This can be seen in A3 panel 
that describes my boyfriend Marko. The aim of creating A3 
panel is to show that our memory map is actually composed of 
the parts of different cities to which our memories are linked. 
The role of memory is to merge the parts of different cities in 
order to keep them together in our mind.
Fig. 4.56
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The Personal Memory
Brana - My Mother  was born in 1961 in Srbac.
Srbac [1985]
[Home]
Banja Luka [digital map based on 
map from 1978]
[Home]
19981979 1985 1991 1992-1995 2004 2011 2015
[1986] My birthday cakes were 
the products of her imagination.
[1990/91] Most of my sweaters 
were knitted by her.
[1992-1995] She was waiting for my 
father to return from the battlefield.
[1997] Her desire was to have a
 photograph of the four of us together. 
[2010] She has always been there 
to answer my questions.
[2001] She greeted my friends 
with lunch.
[2015] She is my greatest support.  
[1997/98] She drove us to dance 
competitions when necessary.
[1997] She organized her weekends 
according to dance competitions
as our father could not travel with us
most of the time.
[1999] Our mother traveled with 
us to every dance competition.
[2001] Our parents were greatest 
support.
[2001] Our parents were greatest 
support.
1985-1996
1996-2001
B13
2001-2011
B13
2011-present
B5
2000/01-2003
B13
2001-present
1983-1996
1996-2001
B5
2000/01-2003
1998/99-2001 1998/99-2001
1985-1 96
1 96-2 01
B13
2 01-20 1
B13
20 1-present
B5
2 0/01-2 03
B13
2 01-present
1983-1 96
1 96-2 01
B5
2 0/01-2 03
1 98/ 9-2 01 1 98/ 9-2 01
1985-1996
1996-2001
B13
2001-2011
B13
2011-present
B5
2000/01-2003
B13
2001-present
1983-1996
1996-2001
B5
2000/01-2003
1998/99-2001 1998/99-2001
Srbac [1985]
[Dance]
Banja Luka [digital map based on 
map from 1978]
[Dance]
1985-1996
1996-2001
B13
2001-2011
B13
2011-pres nt
B5
200 / 1-2003
B13
2001-pres nt
1983-1996
1996-2001
B5
200 /01-2003
1998/ 9-2001 1998/99-2001
[2001/02] She is the one who 
keeps the family together.
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MILENKO - My Father was born in 1959 in Srbac.
1967 1976 1979 1982 1989 1992-1995 1996 20152009
Srbac [1985]
[Home]
Banja Luka  [digital map based on 
map from 1978]
[Home]
[1983]  He upgraded the house of 
my grandparents  where we used to 
live.                
[1991]  He started building our new 
house.
[1992-1995]  Building a new house 
was stopped by the civil war.
[1967] My father’s family                  
[1996]  We finally moved to a new house.
[2000/01]  He completed the 
upgrading of the residential building.
[2015]  Our current home
[2015]  Our current home
[2003]  I studied architecture like
 my father[1976]  My father studied architecture 
[1978]  My father and his colleagues
[1980] My father’s graduation ceremony
[2007]  My colleagues and I
[2009] My diploma in architecture
[2000] We lived in the new house until 2001.
B13
2001-present
1983-1996
1996-2001
B5
2000/01-2003
B13
2001-present
1967-1996
1996-2001
B39
2003-2009
1976-1980
1998/99-2001
B13
2 01-present
1983-1 96
1 96-2 01
B5
2 0/01-2 03
B13
2 01-present
1967-1 96
1 96-2 01
B39
2 03-2 09
1976-1980
1 98/ 9-2 01
B13
2001-present
1983-1996
1996-2001
B5
2000/01-2003
B13
2001-present
1967-1996
1996-2001
B39
2003-2009
1976-1980
1998/99-2001
Sarajevo [1986]
[Architecture]
Banja Luka [digital map based on 
map from 1978]
[Architecture]
B13
2001-present
1983-1996
1996-2001
B5
2000/01-2003
B13
2001-present
1967-1996
1996-2001
B39
2003-2009
1976-1980
1998/99-2001
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SRDJAN - My Brother was born in 1985 in Banja Luka.
1987 1989 1991 1992-1995 1999 2004 2008 2015
Srbac [1985]
[Home]
Banja Luka [digital map based on 
map from 1978]
[Home]
[1987] Playing together
[1989] Celebrating birthday together
[1999] Studying together
[2004] We are the strongest when 
it was difficult.
[2001] Supporting each other
[1992-1995] Growing up together with 
warning siren sound 
[2015] Not living together but 
the relationship between a brother
 and a sister is unbreakable.
[2000/01] Dancing together
[2000/01] Dancing together
[2001/02] Dancing together
[2001/02] Dancing together
[2001/02] Dancing together
[1992-1995] No extra curriculum 
activities
1985-1996
1996-2001
B13
2001-2011
B13
2011-present
B5
2000/01-2003
1998/99-2001 1998/99-2001
[2010] Going out together
1 85-1996
1996-2001
B13
2001-2011
B13
2011-present
B5
2000/01-2003
1998/99-2001 1998/99-2001
1985-1996
1996-2001
B13
2001-2011
B13
2011-present
B5
2000/01-2003
1998/99-2001 1998/99-2001
[1998] Dancing together
Srbac [1985]
[Dance]
Banja Luka [digital map based on map from 1978]
[Dance]
1985-1996
1996-2001
B13
2001-2011
B13
2011-present
B5
2000/01-2003
1998/99-2001 1998/99-2001
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Marko - My Boyfriend was born in 1982 in Tito’s Drvar.
1985 1986-1988 1989 1992-1995 1997 2001 2007 20151984
1984-1995
1991-1995
B43
1995-2002
B36
2002-2013
B37
2013-present
B33
1999-2003
B39
2003-2009
1982-1995
1989-1995
B34
1995-2001
B44
2001-2010
B40
2010-present
B33
1997-2001
B39
2001-2009
1984-19 5
1991-19 5
B43
1995-2002
B36
2002-2013
B37
2013-present
B33
1999-2003
B39
2003-20 9
1982-19 5
1989-19 5
B34
1995-2001
B44
2001-201
B40
2010-present
B33
1997-2001
B39
2001-20 9
1984-1995
1991-1995
B43
1995-2002
B36
2002-2013
B37
2013-present
B33
1999-2003
B39
2003-2009
1982-1995
1989-1995
B34
1995-2001
B44
2001-2010
B40
2010-present
B33
1997-2001
B39
2001-2009
1984-1995
1991-1995
B43
1995-2002
B36
2002-2013
B37
2013-present
B33
1999-2003
B39
2003-2009
1982-1995
1989-1995
B34
1995-2001
B44
2001-2010
B40
2010-present
B33
1997-2001
B39
2001-2009
Tito’s Drvar [1982]
[Home]
Banja Luka [digital map based on 
map from 1978]
[Home]
Banja Luka [digital map based on 
map from 1978]
[The grammar school and the faculty 
of political science]
Tito’s Drvar [1982]
[The primary school]
[1983]  Marko and his sister at his 
first birthday.
[1986/88]  Lost memories
[1987]  Marko’s fifth birthday
[1989] Marko as Tito’s pioneers
[1992 -1995]  Forgotten memories
[1984-86]  Lost memories
[1990/91]  Lost memories
[1992 -1995]  Forgotten memories
[2001]  Marko’s grammar school 
party 
[1998/99]  Marko’s class - the 
grammar school
[2009] Marko’s  graduation
 ceremony
[1998/99]  Marko’s new home in 
Banja Luka
[2004]  Our first photograph
[2010]  We are always there for 
each other.
[2014]  We are the strongest when 
we are together.
The Personal Memory
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IVANA- My Friend was born in 1984 in Mrkonjic Grad.
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B13
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1991-1 95
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1995-2002
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B39
2003-2 09
B13
2001-present
B39
2003-2009
1984-1995
1991-1995
B43
1995-2002
B36
2002-2013
B37
2013-present
B33
1999-2003
B39
2003-2009
B13
2001-present
B39
2003-2009
1984-1995
1991-1995
B43
1995-2002
B36
2002-2013
B37
2013-present
B33
1999-2003
B39
2003-2009
Mrkonjic Grad
[Home]
Banja Luka [digital map based on 
map from 1978]
[Home]
Mrkonjic Grad
[The primary school]
Banja Luka [digital map based on map 
from 1978]
[The grammar school and the faculty of 
architecture]
[1991] Ivana’s first grade of the
primary school
[1999] Ivana found new friends in 
Banja Luka.
[1992-1995] School hours were 
reduced; no electricity; no heating
[1987] Ivana grew up in Mrkonjic
Grad.
[1992-1995] We did not spend the 
childhood in the same city. 
[1989] By sharing the stories about our 
hometowns, her memories are mine, and 
my memories are hers.
[1992 -1995] Growing up with the 
warning siren sound
[2015] Ivana’s daughter - Iskra
[2014] Ivana’s wedding
[2002] Ivana and I shared a 
desk in the grammar school from 
2001  to 2003.
[2003] Ivana and I completed
the grammar school together.
[2010] Ivana and I finished studying
architecture.
[2010] Banja Luka is Ivana’s and 
mine second home.
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While trying to understand the people who were forced to 
leave their home towns and begin their life at a new address 
in a new city, I was reminded of the change of my place of 
residence. For me, the change was not violent but it was caused 
by economic reasons. Due to the fact that my parents and I 
were not forced to leave Srbac and move to Banja Luka, my 
memory map can be supported by the preserved recordings. In 
comparison to those people who lost their homes, I have some 
recordings of my memories. My memory map has less empty 
space than theirs, but it is not complete. The empty space is the 
result of my desire to forget the difficult time between 1992 
and 1995. A memory map is actually an image of our life with 
all the successes and failures, happy and sad moments that we 
experienced. The memories that we have are always already 
associated with the city - territory - that we live in. Thus the 
city is the collector of our memories. It adopts the values of 
the cities from which the new citizens came. Like those people 
who brought their home towns to Banja Luka, I also brought 
to Banja Luka the city which exists only in my memory - Srbac. 
Thus Banja Luka is not only Banja Luka that we see as it hides 
other cities like Srbac, Drvar, Mrkonić Grad and Sarajevo 
under its name. The migration of population that occurred 
during the recent war affected Banja Luka which dealt with 
the arrival of new citizens and the departure of one part of 
the old ones. Banja Luka has also changed in that transition. 
New citizens brought the characteristics of the cities in which 
they lived to Banja Luka, making it diverse. The citizens make 
the city so Banja Luka is contained of the characteristics and 
values of each city from which its citizens came. By mapping 
all the stories of Banja Luka’s citizens and fitting them into the 
framework of Banja Luka, we create our own Banja Luka that 
usually remains invisible on conventional maps. This is the way 
how to make it visible and available to others, not only to us - 
Banja Luka’s citizens.
Citizens’ memories are an indispensable source of information 
for the cities with a volatile history such as Banja Luka. Some 
historical documents might be damaged, lost, destroyed 
or relocated due to the various conflicts, and the citizens’ 
memories can replace the information that is missing. As our 
memories are valuable documents, they have to be included 
in the process of mapping Banja Luka that is there for us. The 
memories reveal what kind of life is led out there in Banja 
Luka: who the people who live there are; what nationality they 
are; what their concerns and problems are; what makes them 
happy; how they deal with the frequent and violent changes in 
all walks of life; how they cope with the restrictions in travelling; 
how they feel that they are a part of Europe geographically but 
not in an administrative and political sense; how most of them 
were able to start their lives away from their home towns; how 
they are diligent and strong despite all the difficulties they 
experienced. Banja Luka is made up of the memories of its 
citizens. If we do not map our memories of Banja Luka, others 
are deprived of getting to know Banja Luka that is there for us.
                             
                   4.3.2. There was a need to make this map
The city where I was born and live is located in a volatile 
territory - the Balkans. Here the conflicts occurred almost 
every fifty years. This caused the changes in all walks of life 
of Banja Luka’s citizens. Even though the changes were mostly 
brutal and difficult to deal with, they became a part of our lives 
and were accepted as necessity as there was no other choice. 
We did not pay attention to those changes because of their 
frequency, thinking that everything that happened to us and 
around us was nothing unusual. This is a direct reflection of the 
territory in which we live. Insecurity and uncertainty caused by 
the recent war [1992-1995] taught the people who live in this 
territory that it was possible to lose everything they had in one 
day. This refers mostly to the cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
where one nation was forced to leave as they were occupied 
by the armies of other nations. In Bosnia and Herezegovina, 
there are three main nations [Orthodox Serbs, Catholic Croats, 
and Muslim Bosniaks] so the war turned into the fight against 
different religions. The people that came to Banja Luka  during 
the war [1992-1995] fled from Drvar, Mrkonjić Grad, Zenica, 
Sarajevo, Tuzla,  Bihać, Šipovo, etc. Banja Luka welcomed the 
people who fled from Croatia after the break up of the former 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia [1991 and 1995]. It 
is important to say that one part of the people who did not 
belong to majority nation left Banja Luka in this unnecessary 
religious fight. 
The consequence of that is the frequent relocation of the people 
from one territory to another against their will, with the aim to 
start their new lives somewhere else. Most people were forced 
to leave their home towns in a short period of time. Mainly 
unprepared for that, they took with them only their memories 
with a few recordings or mostly without anything that could 
remind them of the period of life they spent there. In panic 
and fear, they would lock their homes full of the recordings 
of memories, and locking the door made it easier for them 
to leave. This was their way of protecting their memories as 
they were aware of the fact that the memories fade during the 
time if there are no recordings to help them to recall them. 
But although locking homes facilitated their departure, it did 
not prevent others from destroying their memories. When the 
recent war ended, they got an opportunity to visit their home 
towns. Most of them did not find anything of what they left. It is 
evident that the war destroyed their memories and one period 
of their lives. This makes the process of remembering more 
difficult and complex than it usually is. They often choose to 
forget the painful memories rather than remember the difficult 
times. This is marked on the memory map as blank space.
Unlike my own memory map of Banja Luka, their map will have 
plenty of empty space. They deliberately repress the memories 
they do not want to remember or unconsciously forget some 
parts of their lives. Their filled parts of the map might refer to 
a new life in Banja Luka in which they took refuge. The empty 
parts might hide all the pain for the abandoned home towns. 
The cities in which they used to live changed the identity with 
the migration of population. Their home towns exist only in 
their memories. The only way to protect their memories from 
oblivion is to record them. 
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Figure 4.57   Jacopo de’ Barbari, bird’s - eye view of Venice, 1500.
 Calvino’s Venice bears different women’s names in order to make 
it different from the one which ‘grows’ on with the name Venice.
BANJA LUKA
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Figure 4.58 Banja Luka that I remember brings the names of the people I love and whose 
memories became mine.
Banja Luka [2011]
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                                       4.4  MEMORY & NAMING
In this section, I will explain some theoretical writings on 
memory & naming which helped me in the process of making 
memory maps.
4.1.1.1. City that bears different names
‘I’m not my name. My name is something I wear, like a shirt.
 It gets worn, I outgrow it, I change it.’
Jerry Spinelli, Stargirl, 2011.
Each city has a name, making it recognizable to everybody. The 
name creates a memory image. Venice is a city built on water, 
and this is a memory image of most of us. In order to remember 
Venice differently, it is necessary to substitute its name with 
other names that are more linked to our personal memory of 
Venice. Then Venice is not Venice anymore, but it carries the 
name that is familiar to us. In Calvino’s book Invisible Cities 
Venice bears different women’s names, showing either the 
distinctive spaces of Venice or the several faces of Venice that 
he remembers. The change of the city name led to the change 
in the way of it is remembered. Calvino uses the power of name 
in order to represent Venice from his memory. Every woman’s 
name calls forth his memory image of Venice that usually 
does not exist under the name Venice. For Calvino, Invisible 
Cities ‘was a sort of a diary which kept closely to [his] moods 
and reflections: everything ended up being transformed into 
images of cities - the books [he] read[s], the art exhibitions [he] 
visited, and discussions with friends.1 These memory images 
record Calvino’s Invisible Cities that are absent in the city which 
‘grows’ only with the name Venice. The reason for this absence 
is Calvino’s Invisible Cities exist only in his memories. One of 
them is called Baucis:
 which does not ‘touch the earth except those long flamingo 
legs on which it rests and, when the days are sunny, a pierced, 
angular shadow that falls on the foliage’ and whose ‘citizens 
rarely show themselves [on the ground]: having already 
everything they need up there, they prefer not to come 
down’.2 
Calvino’s Baucis is not real but it has all the components that 
are necessary for creating a memory image, while Venice 
which is real does not have what Baucis possesses. So [Baucis] 
‘that [Calvino speaks] of has much of what is needed to exist 
whereas [Venice] that exists on its site, exists less.3  Baucis is 
a product of Calvino’s memories which is not the case with 
the real Venice where those memories are missing. Like 
Calvino, each individual has a need to name the city that he/
she remembers in accordance with his/her memories. The 
fact is that ‘names of places change as many times as there are 
foreign languages; and that every place can be reached from 
other places, by the most various roads and routes, by those 
who ride, or drive, or row, or fly.4 What we actually remember 
and how our memory image is named vary from individual to 
individual. A dialogue between ‘a melancholy ruler’ - Kublai 
Khan - and ‘a visionary traveller’- Marco Polo - who is a part 
of Calvino’s Invisible Cities, shows Polo’s way of introducing 
Venice he remembers to Khan. This is a part of the dialogue:
‘Sir, now I have told you about all cities I know’. Khan added: 
‘There is still one of which you never speak’. ‘Marco Polo 
bowed his head. ‘Venice’, the Khan said. Marco smiled. ‘What 
else do you believe I have been talking to you about?’  The 
emperor did not turn a hair. ‘And yet I have never heard you 
mention that name’. And Polo said: ‘Every time I describe the 
city I am saying something about the Venice’.5 
1. Italo Calvino, ‘Italo Calvino on Invisible Cities,’  Columbia: A Journal of Literature 
and Art 8 (Spring/Summer 1983): 37-42.
2. Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities, trans. William Weaver (London: Vintage, 1997), 77.
3. Calvino, op. cit., 67.
4. Calvino, op. cit., 137.
5. Calvino, op. cit., 86.
The name of Venice is omitted in the process of remembering. 
Polo thought that his memory images of Venice would be 
forgotten while using its name. If he uses the name of Venice 
in his descriptions, he would forget the one he remembers. 
Polo did not call Venice by its name as he was afraid of losing 
the one he remembered. He ‘enact[s] an adventure that had 
befallen him on his journey, an exploit of the city’s founder, the 
prophecy of an astrologer, a rebus or a charade [in order] to 
indicate the name’6 of his native city - Venice. Polo was doing 
all this in order to protect the Venice he remembers from the 
one known to everybody. 
The question is how is the role of the name in Calvino’s Invisible 
Cities related to the different versions of Venice that Marco Polo 
presents to Khan? Calvino introduces the names of his memory 
images to the readers, compensating for Polo’s retention of the 
names only for himself by using other ways to present them. 
Even though Polo thought that Khan would understand that 
he was talking about Venice that he remembers, the city’s 
name was necessary for Khan in order to record it in his mind. 
Khan insisted that Polo told him the name but he refused to 
say Venice. The reason for Khan’s insistence is that a memory 
image must be a name so‘[he] had noticed that:
Marco Polo’s cities resembled one another, as if the passage 
from one to another involved not a journey but a change of 
elements … he reconstructed it in other ways, substituting 
components, shifting them, inverting them … Kublai 
interrupted him [Polo]: ‘From now on I shall describe the 
cities and you will tell me if they exist and are as I conceived 
them’ … ‘Sir, this is precisely the city I was telling you about 
when you interrupted me’. You know it? Where is it? What 
is its name? 7
Khan’s need to name the city is the way to understand it and 
make it different from the one whose name he already knows. 
Whatever Khan was hearing from Polo about the versions of 
Venice, he interpreted in his own way as ‘the listener retains 
only the words he is expecting’8. As we know, ‘it is not the voice 
that commands the story: it is the ear’.9 We remember only what 
our ears detect as ‘important’. By memorizing all ‘important’ 
information, we create the city to which we give the obvious 
name that ‘means this [city] and could mean nothing but [it]10.
Calvino and Polo cannot keep in their heads both Venices, the 
one they know and the one they remember, so they speak only 
about the one that exists in their memories. This might be seen 
in the example of Calvino’s city of Aglaura where:
…the inhabitants still believe they live in an Aglaura which 
grows only with the name Aglaura and they do not notice the 
Aglaura that grows on the ground. And even I, who would 
like to keep the two cities distinct in my memories, can speak 
only of the one, because the recollection of the other, in the 
lack of words to fix it, has been lost.11
Calvino’s book Invisible Cities shows that the different names 
have the power to interpret the same city differently. Calvino’s 
Venice represented through women’s names is invisible. This is 
the way in which the substitution of the name can transform 
the city known to everybody into the city known only to us. 
Like Calvino, I used different names that are closely linked to 
my memory for visualizing Banja Luka that is different from 
the one which ‘grows’ only with that name [this idea is applied 
in the narrative project of Banja Luka that is already explained 
in Section 4.3]. The Banja Luka that I remember is the one 
which carries the names of the people who are important to 
me and whose memories became mine. This Banja Luka is only 
recorded in my memories so I can speak only about them.
6. Calvino, op. cit., 22.
7. Calvino, op. cit., 43.
8. Calvino, op. cit., 135.
9. Calvino, op. cit., 135.
10. Calvino, op. cit., 92.
11. Calvino, op. cit., 68.
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Figure 4.59 John Hejduk, The lists of Object and Subject.
 Left list shows that ‘each object is designed as an autonomous architectural element, 
a prosthesis of the individual … life of its specific inhabitant, the Subject’  whereas the list on the right side
 specifies for both the Object and the Subject ‘a series of actions’ usually done between 6.30 am and 6.30 pm.
Figure 4.60 John Hejduk, School House.
Figure 4.61 John Hejduk, Music House.
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          4.1.1.2 The power of the name conjures an image
An architect who works with names is John Hejduk. For 
him, a city is a human creation where it is necessary to 
name an inhabitant of the architectural structure rather than 
architectural structure itself. Each inhabitant is engaged 
in a particular profession which would not exist without 
the architectural structure whose form it defines. Hejduk’s 
inhabitant is shown through a subject, while its corresponding 
object is an architectural structure in which he/she lives/
dwells. The subject and the corresponding Object depend 
on each other and are not associated with a particular place. 
They create an imaginary place built by means of elementary 
and recognizable shapes that are a part of Hejduk’s collective 
memory. As he said:
I have established a repertoire of objects/subjects, and this 
troupe accompanies me from city to city, from place to place, 
to cities I have been to and to cities I have not visited. The 
cast presents itself to a city and its inhabitants.12 
This will be further explained through analyzing Hejduk’s 
The Lancaster/Hanover Masque. In this project, the city and 
its inhabitants are represented through two lists of sixty-eight 
elements where each one is divided into two categories: the 
Subject and the corresponding Object. One list shows that ‘each 
object is designed as an autonomous architectural element, a 
prosthesis of the individual … life of its specific inhabitant, the 
Subject’13, whereas the other list specifies for both the Object 
and the Subject ‘a series of actions’ usually done between 6.30 
am and 6.30 pm14. Architectural form varies from individual 
to individual as each subject requires a specific form that is 
necessary for performing his/her activities. In Hejduk’s terms, 
‘the masque is dominated by an obsession with order and 
control; each occupant has been assigned a position, a role, a 
number, an architectural form, a permitted activity’15. In the 
following examples we can see how Hejduk imagines this. 
Under number twenty-nine, Hejduk informs us firstly about 
the subject - The Students - whose name created an object - 
School House. Then in a short sentence he explains the subject’s 
activities - ‘the Students sing a song’ on Sundays which implies 
that the object is closed on that day - ‘the School House is lonely 
on Sundays’16. The reason for the creation of an ‘inventory’ 
as a part of The Lancaster/Hanover Masque is Hejduk’s need 
to ‘present the interplay of two [elements] that are almost 
interchangeable and potentially interlock[ed] - neither is solely 
the ‘object’ nor the ‘subject’’17. The subject cannot be without 
the object, and the object together with the subject cannot 
be isolated from its surroundings, as ‘everything must have a 
place’18. ‘The inhabitants [players] of The Lancaster/Hanover 
Masque [that] live/dwell’ in the architectural structures are 
placed in an imaginary ‘architectural matrix’.19 The matrix of the 
listed architectural structures is without identity - its forms are 
‘not tied to a particular site or place: they appear in Berlin, the 
USA or Riga’20. As a result, ‘a labyrinthine mechanism [matrix] 
has to initiate identity as dwelling’21. This is possible when 
an ‘architect is redundant [he is not among the inhabitants 
of The Lancaster/Hanover Masque] and architectural forms 
belong to common store of knowledge’22. The inhabitants 
12. John Hejduk, Riga, Vladivostok, Lake Baikal, ed. Kim Shkapich (New York: Rizzoli, 
1989).
13. John Hejduk, The Lancaster/Hanover Masque/Le Masque Lancaster/Hanover, 
published on the occasion of the exhibition held at Canadian Centre for Architecture, 
1 April-21 June 1992 (Architectural Association, 1992), 83.
14.  William Firebrace, ‘John Hejduk: Lancaster/Hanover Masque: AA EXHIBITION 
GALLERY 2–26 MAY’, AA Files 21 (Spring1991): 78-85, accessed March 17, 2004.
15. Firebrace, Lancaster/Hanover Masque, 78-85.
16. Hejduk, The Lancaster/Hanover Masque, 19 -20.
17. Detlef Mertins, ‘The Shells of Architectural Thought’ in Hejduk’s Chronotope, ed. 
K. Michael Hays (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, Canadian Centre for 
Architecture, 1996), 24.
18. Firebrace, ‘John Hejduk: Lancaster/Hanover Masque’, 78-85.
19. Hejduk, The Lancaster/Hanover Masque, 84.
20. Firebrace, ‘John Hejduk: Lancaster/Hanover Masque’, 78-85.
21. Hejduk, The Lancaster/Hanover Masque, 84.
22. Firebrace, ‘John Hejduk: Lancaster/Hanover Masque’, 78-85.
[players] of Masque are the main producers of ‘dwelling’ not 
architecture23, while an architectural form is the result of the 
knowledge we received. This is the reason why Hejduk gives us 
more detailed descriptions of the Subject through one typical 
moment in his/her life, and the Object through writing about 
its material, form, and prominent elements that make this 
object recognizable to others. The School House is ‘a mobile 
unit that expands and contracts’. It always changes the form, 
which primarily depends on the number of its inhabitants - 
students. This reminded Hejduk of the accordion doors that 
are represented through a drawing. The School House is drawn 
as mobile, with the wheels and the accordion doors that enable 
it to expand and contract according to the needs. Here we can 
see Hejduk’s need to draw what he said or to write what he drew 
- the interchangeable use of the names and images. As he said 
on one occasion:
A poem is poem, a building is a building, architecture is 
architecture, music is…it’s all structure. I use it as language. 
Architects are originally responsible today to have their 
language run parallel with their structure. You know what 
I’m getting at? The new edge in architecture. I cannot do a 
building without building a new repertoire of characters of 
stories of language and it’s all parallel. It’s not just building 
per se. It’s building worlds.24
The example of this way of thinking can be clearly seen through 
one pair of Object/Subject. Under the number thirty-one, there 
is an Object - The Music House - whose Subject - an inhabitant- 
is the Cellist. Hejduk gives us some information about what is 
going on within the walls of the Music House in a very short 
sentence - ‘Sounds emit from double- hung windows, and then 
in the same way, he explains what an inhabitant is permitted 
to do in this architectural structure - ‘The Cellist fingers’. Since 
it was necessary to have more information about the Object/
Subject in order to create an image, Hejduk gives us the detailed 
descriptions in which he writes that the Music House is ‘Single 
volume with wood frame and wood siding’ whilst the Cellist is 
Female. He adds:
She teaches the Farm Children how to play a music 
instrument. When she has some private moments she 
practices her movements. She sits on a bentwood chair 
straddling the cello. She wears her long black performance 
dress. Her pair is pulled back in a bun. When playing, it is 
difficult to tell where she ends and the instrument begins. 
There is shamefulness in her touch. Her name is Lavinia.25
His descriptions correspond to the drawings that he made 
or his drawings correspond to the descriptions. It is not 
clear what was created first. What remains is to imagine that 
‘a drawing and sentence are taking shape at the same time’. 
Hejduk believes that ‘this method/practice is a new way of 
approaching the architecture of a city and of giving proper 
respect to a city’s inhabitants’26. This approach also involves 
Hejduk’s observations on: 
Some of the objects [that] are built and remain in the city; 
some [that] are built for a time, then are dismantled and 
disappear; some [that] are built, dismantled and move to 
another city where they are reconstructed. 27
23. Hejduk, The Lancaster/Hanover Masque, 84.
24.Quoted in K.Michael Hays, Sanctuaries, The Last Works of John Hejduk: Selections 
from the John Hejduk Archives at the Candaian Centre for Architecture, Montreal and 
The Menil Collection, Houston, published on the occasion of the exhibition held at the 
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, 21 September 2002- 5 January 2003; 
The Menil Collection Huston, 23 May -31 August 2003 (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 
2002).
25. Hejduk, The Lancaster/Hanover Masque, 40-41.
26. Hejduk, Riga, Vladivostok, Lake Baikal.
27. Hejduk, Riga, Vladivostok, Lake Baikal.
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Figure 4.62  John Hejduk,  Prison House in
 the Lancaster/Hanover Masque.
Figure 4.63 John Hejduk,  Prison in Riga
Figure 4.64 John Hejduk,  Studio B  - 
Musician in Victims
Figure 4.65 John Hejduk, Widow’s House in
the Lancaster/Hanover Masque
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The inhabitants of some architectural structures are 
irreplaceable as they give the character to the city which also 
involves the structures in which they live/dwell. The second 
group is comprised of the inhabitants for whose professions 
there is no need anymore - they are dying - which entails 
dismantling and disappearing architectural structures in which 
the activities of those inhabitants are performed. The last group 
consists of the inhabitants who carry the previously dismantled 
architectural structure with themselves when moving from 
one city to another. Hejduk’s idea about the dismantling of the 
architectural structure in one city and its reconstruction in 
another one is described in the way that: the same architectural 
structures ‘have different forms in different cities, while those 
with the same forms have different names’.28 The Prison House 
in the Lancaster/Hanover Masque is the Prison in Riga, but 
their forms are different as the inhabitant’s needs in a new city 
require the reconstruction. The form of Studio B - Musician 
in Victims corresponds to the form of Widow’s House in the 
Lancaster/Hanover Masque, which implies that the change 
of the occupants occurred. In both cases, the architectural 
structure is changed in accordance with the inhabitants’ needs. 
Like Hejduk, I record Banja Luka that is there for me through 
naming the inhabitants of the architectural structures who 
are important to me [this is explained in Section 4.3]. Their 
names influence the ways in which I will call the architectural 
structures where those people live/dwell. The Banja Luka that 
I remember is one composition of the people I love and the 
architectural structures which they shape.
                    
28. R.E. Somol, ‘One of Several Masters?,’ in Architecture Theory since 1968, ed. K. 
Michael Hay (MIT Press, 2000), 787.
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Figure 4.66  Frances Yates, Human Image on a Memory Locus. Reproduced from 
Romberch, Congestorium artificiose memorie, ed. of 1533.
The space that we imagine should be moderate size.
Figure 4.67 Frances Yates, Sketch of the stage of Globe Theatre  based on Fludd (pp.348 ff.).
 Fludd’s Memory Theatre. He distorted a real public theatre for the mnemonic purposes.
Figure 4.68 Frances Yates, The theatre. From Robert Fludd’s Ars memoriae (pp. 330 ff., 346 ff.).
The sketch of the stage of the Globe Theatre which is  based on Fludd.
Figure 4.69 Frances Yates, Fist page of  the Ars memoriae in Robert Fludd’s Utriusque Cosmi... Historia, Tomus 
 Secundus Oppenheim 1615 (pp. 326-7).
Diagram illustrates ‘Fludd designation of the art of memory as five  memory loci with the images on them’.
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                     4.1.1.3 Memorizing names
 ʻI kept always two books in my pocket, one to read, one to write in’.
Robert Louis Stevenson, Memories and Portraits,2004.
ʻIf you don’t have time to read, you do not have the time 
[or the tools] to write. Simple as that’ 
Stephen King, On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft, 2000.
 
While searching for the ways of remembering Banja Luka, 
Yates’s book The Art of Memory came to my mind. ‘The first 
basic thing which the student of the history of the classical art 
of memory must remember is that art belonged to rhetoric as 
a technique by which the orator could improve his memory, 
which would enable him to deliver long speeches from 
memory with unfailing accuracy’.29 With Yates’s words, we 
begin the consideration of how an orator translates what he/
she has previously read or heard into a new form, which might 
be better retained in his/her mind than the original one. The 
process of memorizing consisted of a series of loci or places 
in which memory images can be imprinted. Since loci and 
images are seen as indispensable elements of the process, it is 
necessary to be explained: ‘a locus is a place easily grasped by 
the memory, such as a house, an intercolumnar space, a corner, 
an arch, or the like’ and ‘images are forms, marks or simulacra 
… of what we wish to remember’.30 
As for the places, Yates used the book Ad Herennium where it is 
said that they must be different. It is confusing if the places that 
the orator previously selected in his/her mind are too similar 
to one another. They must be a moderate size, otherwise ‘too 
large’ places make the images indistinct or ‘too small’ places 
cause the overlapping of the images. The places should also be 
with a moderate light - not too bright - as images will ‘glitter and 
dazzle’ and not too dark or shadowy, which makes the images 
blurred and incomprehensible. If an orator thinks of the well-
defined places then he/she has to choose the ones located in 
an ‘unfrequented building’. The constant circulation of people 
through the building can weaken his impressions of the place. 
The building that has to be remembered must be ‘spacious and 
varied’ with different rooms such as ‘the forecourt, the living 
room, bedrooms, and parlours, not omitting statues and other 
ornaments, with which the rooms are decorated’.31 This is 
Quintilian’s description of the process, which Yates considered 
to be the clearest. When the orator forms a series of different 
places, another important thing is that they must be orderly 
arranged. Yates explained the orderly arrangements through an 
example of the acquaintances that are standing in the queue. If 
an orator can say how many acquaintances were in the queue, 
than it does not matter from which one he began: the one who 
was at the front, in the middle or at the back. Delivering what 
the orator has previously memorized can begin with any locus 
in his series from which he/she can move in both possible 
directions - backwards or forwards.32 In order to avoid making 
mistakes in remembering the order of loci, the orator marks 
every fifth place with a recognizable symbol. After analyzing 
the places and its characteristics, as Yates said, we can only 
imagine how the orator moves in his/her imagination though 
a memory building and makes a speech delivering it from the 
images imprinted in every place. 
According to Ad Herennium, there are two types of memory 
images: one associated with ‘things’ and the other with ‘words’.33 
The difference between them is that ‘‘things’ are … the subject 
matter of the speech’ whilst the ‘‘words’ are the language in 
which the subject matter is clothed’34. The orator actually uses 
‘memory for things’ if he/she wants to remember only the key 
29. Frances A. Yates, The Art of Memory (London: Routledge, 1966), 2.
30. Yates, op. cit., 6.
31. Yates, op. cit.,  3.
32. Yates, op. cit.,  7.
33. Yates, op. cit., 8.
34 . Yates, op. cit., 
arguments of the speech and ‘memory for words’ if his/her 
aim is to memorize the exact order of every single word. The 
‘‘memory for words’ is much harder than the ʻ‘memory for 
things’’35, because the orator needs to provide as much places 
as words. The question is how can memory images be created? 
The author of Ad Herennium said that there are no clear 
instructions on how to make memory images. A few examples 
are being offered to each orator and by analyzing them, he/she 
can create an image in accordance with his/her creativity. We 
can imagine that we are a defense attorney in a lawsuit being 
conducted in the court, and a prosecutor informs us that the 
defendant poisoned the man who died. The inheritance was 
the motive of the crime, and many witnesses and accomplices 
can confirm this act. Yates explained the way in which we 
can create a memory image of the crime that we previously 
imagined:
We shall imagine the man in question as laying ill in bed, if 
we know him personally. If we do not know him, we shall yet 
take someone to be our invalid, but not a man of the lowest 
class, so that he may come to mind at once. And we shall 
place the defendant at the bedside, holding in his right hand 
a cup, in his left, tablets, and on the fourth finger, a ram’s 
testicles. In this way we can have in memory the man who 
was poisoned, the witness, and the inheritance.36
The cup is associated with poisoning, the tablets with 
inheritance and ʻthe testicles of the ram through verbal 
similarity with testes - witnesses’37. This is just one version of 
how an image can be created as each of us memorizes differently. 
Robert Fludd, as the one who makes his memory loci visible, 
used an architectural form of a real building - a theatre - for 
his memory system38. For better memorizing, he thought that 
ʻone must always use real places in real buildings’39. As he 
said, ʻI call a theatre [a place in which] all actions of words, of 
sentences, of particulars of a speech or of subjects are shown, 
as in a public theatre in which comedies and tragedies are 
acted’.40 His theatre is not the one we think it is - a building 
- made up of a stage and an auditorium. His theatre is only a 
stage or rather a part of a stage. He actually diverted the real 
form of theatre [stage+auditorium] into a new one [stage], 
which can be better kept in his mind than the original one. The 
elements which might contribute to his memory confusion 
were removed. The deformity of a public theatre is made with 
the purpose to transform it into Fludd’s memory loci. Yates 
makes the comparison between Fludd’s Memory Theater and 
Globe Theatre that Fludd might use as a base for creating his 
memory place. Fluddʼs Theatre of the World can be explained 
through the function of its dominant element - the front wall. 
Five entrances - doorways - evident on the wall surface, might 
be associated with Freud’s designation of the art of memory as 
five memory loci with images on them41. One of the doorways 
is central, as it was represented in the diagram that ʻillustrates 
[Fludd’s] principle of having one main image in a memory 
room’42. The columns of different forms are allocated to each 
memory locus in order to make them distinct. The central 
one is hexagonal, while on the either side there are square 
and round columns. Besides different shapes, the columns 
have distinctive colours, which correspond to ʻthe colours of 
the doors of the theatreʼ43. By designating distinct colours of 
memory loci [white, red, green, blue and black], the confusion 
of memory might be avoided. This multilevel theatre has three 
entrances or three memory loci on the ground floor and two 
more on the upper floor. The sidewalls serve to enclose the 
acting stage and decrease visibility. As we know, the function 
35. Yates,op. cit., 9.
36. Yates,op. cit., 11.
37. Yates,op. cit., 11.
38. Yates,op. cit., 321.
39. Yates,op. cit., 328.
40. Yates,op. cit., 331.
41. Yates,op. cit., 326.
42. Yates,op. cit., 326.
43. Yates,op. cit.,332.
Fig. 4.66
Fig. 4.67
Fig. 4.68
Fig. 4.69
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of a real theatre is to provide a view for everybody in the 
audience, but this does not correspond to Fludd’s Theatre of 
the World that was created only for mnemonic purposes. 
The process of memorizing what we have read and heard about 
and then delivering it from our memory might be understood 
in the following way. ʻFor the places are very much like wax 
tablets or papyrus, the images like the letters, the arrangement 
and disposition of the images like the script, and the delivery 
is like the reading’44. Each of us memorizes the information 
differently: some of us write about it, others draw, make 
sketches or paint. In order to recall Banja Luka that I remember 
I constructed a memory map. The memories that are important 
to me are recorded on the memory map, while unnecessary 
ones, which caused memory confusion, were removed from 
it [this is already explained in Section 4.3]. The process of 
making my personal memory map is  like our ʻinner writing’ 
of what we want to be remembered45, and we are the ones who 
create its form and shape, and set the rules and regulations. 
Like Fluddʼs Theatre of the World, my memory map is created 
for mnemonic purpose, enabling others to get to know Banja 
Luka that exists in my memories.
4.5 Conclusion - The collective  memory and my own 
memory of Banja Luka must be recorded in order to 
prevent them from being forgotten.
It was necessary to implement both analytical and narrative 
projects which record Banja Luka that usually remains invisible 
on conventional maps. If we do not make the invisible Banja 
Luka visible and available to others, it will be lost - forgotten. 
So the principal aim of these projects is to prevent the collective 
and my own memory of Banja Luka from being forgotten. 
The analytical project brought together into one place various 
documents in which the collective memory of Banja Luka was 
already recorded. The integration of the documents enables 
us to understand the collective memory of Banja Luka that is 
comprised of a name [text], a point of view [photograph] and a 
place [shown on map]. By complementing one document with 
another, the Banja Luka that no longer exists is recorded. The 
narrative project revels what kind of life is led in Banja Luka 
through my own memory and the memory of the people I love 
and which naturally became mine. Like the history of Banja 
Luka which does not have continuity, the memories of Banja 
Luka’s citizen also have some gaps that they want to forget. 
However, the things that they want to remember are integrated 
into the map of Banja Luka. Both Banja Luka which is not 
there for me and which is there for me are recorded through 
the visual projects, showing that they are the sources of new 
knowledge. This gives an opportunity to the citizens and future 
researchers to get to know Banja Luka that existed earlier and 
the one which exists only in my memory. This is a platform for 
future research about Banja Luka which we think we know, but 
we do not know at all. Banja Luka is not what we see but lives 
behind its name - new knowledge.
The question is where to go from here? It is desirable to build 
a collective memory map that is a collection of all personal 
memory maps which can be the same memory project like 
mine. This may be a way of searching for an objective history 
of the city.
 
44. Yates,op. cit., 7.
45. Yates,op. cit., 6.
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Figure 5.1  This is a fragment of the collective memory map of Banja Luka. It represents the Banja Luka that I imagine.
Figure 5.2  This is a fragment of the condensed Banja Luka. It represents the Banja Luka that I remember.
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NATIONALITY
Who are you? I remembered the day when one of my
classmates asked me this question. Being an 8-year-old girl, I
did not understand what he was asking me even though the
war was already knocking on our door. I briefly responded:
'Jelena'. He made a grimace and said angrily: 'I am not asking
you about your name but about your nationality'. Then I was
stunned wondering who I am? The question about 'who we
are' was mostly misinterpreted during the difficult times in my
country, creating the hatred between people and classifying
them into one side or the other. Any time spent with my family
has taught me who I am, but it has also taught me to stretch
out the hand with an open heart to every person saying 'I am
Jelena', what is your name?
BIRTH CERTIFICATE AND
CITIZENSHIP DOCUMENT
The birth certificate shows that I was born in Banja Luka in
1984 while the citizenship document confirms that I am a
citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, neither document
says that I have not lived in Banja Luka until August 2001 when
I moved from Srbac, and that before becoming the citizen of
Bosnia and Herzegovina I was Yugoslav. Only in my memories
is written:  'I am the resident of Srbac where no longer I live,
and I am the citizen of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia - the country which does not exist anymore'.
DANCE
For my brother Srdjan and me, dance was an escape from
the reality and horrors of the war in which my country was
involved.  There were not many choices for extra curriculum
activities in Srbac - a small town at the Croatian border
where we grew up and lived until 2001. Something that
could bring teenagers eager to learn and prove themselves
into one place was missing. It was realized with the opening
of a dance club - Ritam [Rhythm Eng. word] in 1994/95.
Even today, when I hear the beats of Latin music I
remember the happy moments in a not so happy country at
that time. Dance helped me to store the difficult childhood in
a drawer which I locked deep in my heart in order to move
forward.
FRIENDSHIP
Ivana and I shared the same school desk in the Grammar
School in Banja Luka, and 2001 is the year when our
friendship actually begun. From that moment, her memories
are mine, and my memories are hers. Although we did not
spend our childhood in the same city, by sharing the stories
about it, she helped me to relive some important moments of
her growing up in Mrkonjic Grad. Her memories about her
birthplace was interrupted by leaving it and moving to Banja
Luka.This happened shortly before 10 October 1995 when
the town fell into the hands of the enemy army.  When she
moved with her family, she did not expect that her friends
and neighbours would join them soon.The friends share
everything, both good and bad memories.
BROTHER
When I was one year and ten months old, I got my brother
Srdjan. My parents told me that I was not impressed by the
arrival of the baby in the family, even though I was prepared
for that. I was too little to understand his significance in our
life. Despite the initial denial of his arrival, I got the best
companion for playing, and later, the best friend in my life.
SCHOOLGIRL
Moving from one place to another which involves the change of
Grammar School was difficult for me as a 17-year-old schoolgirl.
Just as I got used to the classmates and teachers in the Grammar
School in Srbac, I needed to prepare for the new school. Fitting
into the class which already acted as a unit was my biggest
challenge. From Grammar School I came out stronger, and
already prepared for the new beginning - entering university.
Changing the schools encouraged me not to be afraid of new and
unknown.
STUDENT
Architecture was the love which my father implanted first in me,
and later in my brother. We grew up surrounded by all sorts of
papers and sketches so it was highly unlikely not to fall in love
with it. Although he never said anything or exerted an influence
on us, he secretly hoped that my brother and I will follow his
footsteps. I realized that when I became a student of
architecture at the University of Banja Luka.
TRAVELLING
To travel from one country to another, the letters and postcards do not
need visas. They were necessary for the citizens of Bosnia and
Herzegovina until 2011 if they wanted to visit somebody outside the
borders of ex-Yugoslavia, and they are still necessary for some countries.
Visas restrict people's desire to move freely, and learn about other people
and cultures. During the recent war it was not possible to leave the
country. Only letters, postcards, and parcels were only travelling without
restrictions integrating the people who were in a war zone and those
outside it.  Today when I can travel and the war is the past, I have not
forgotten those who are in difficult life situations with numerous
restrictions, and eagerly await for the support and help from others.
MARKO
The recent war forced Marko to call Banja Luka his second
home. When I asked him 'is there anything that you have that
can help me to describe your growing up in Tito's Drvar', he
gave me a half-empty album with several photographs. I had
a look at a few pages, and closed it. It was painful for me to
watch the album further. Marko is not the only one who was
born in the country that does not exist anymore, and grew up
in the town which does not carry that name, as there are
several thousands of addresses in Banja Luka where the
same story can be heard.
FAMILY
Home is at the address where the family is. Addresses can be
changed but not the family which we acquire at our birth. My
parents and my brother who is twenty-two moths younger than
me make my family.
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                               5  IDEAL BANJA LUKA
Each of the chapters of the research systematically analysed 
different topics, which were necessary in the process of the 
creation of the ideal Banja Luka in our minds. Ideal is used 
in the sense of making the city a whole again.  It was logical 
to begin the research with the explanation of the place of my 
origin - the relationship between the region - the Balkans - 
country - Bosnia and Herzegovina - and the city - Banja Luka. 
The impact of the ‘ever-changing’ region is passed on Banja 
Luka by making it the city of turbulent past. It created many 
problems in the mapping process in terms of :
• omissions in the public and private records [texts, 
photographs and maps];
• the scattering of map collections across the world.
This created the need to identify the map collections and 
bring them together into one place. Then it was necessary to 
categorize and reorganize them into a map timeline. These 
problems in the mapping process were the result of all sorts 
of forgetting which were present in the territory of the city. 
This was the consequence of the frequent rotation of different 
regimes and the natural phenomena which were explained 
through the practical and theoretical examples. The process of 
forgetting created the need to use other documents in which 
memories are recorded besides the maps. Compiling those 
documents enabled us to make the memory maps of Banja 
Luka through two projects. The first project is the analytical 
project of Banja Luka which is not there for me and which 
is based on the collective memory, and the second project is 
the narrative project of Banja Luka that is there for me and 
is based on my own memory and the memory of the people 
that I love. In Chapter 1 I introduced Halbwachs’s types of 
memory: individual [autobiographical] and collective memory 
to say that he argues that personal memory is dependent upon 
collective. Then his idea is born out in these projects - memory 
maps that I produced. Even my personal maps could not have 
been done without the records and memories of others.
The conclusion is partly summary of the research but here I 
will re-evaluate my own work and the work of Halbwachs in 
order to make new points about the value of memory maps 
and an idealised cartography of Banja Luka. The re-evaluation 
of my work involves rethinking that:
• my collective memory map  of Banja Luka records the city 
that I imagine trough other people’s memories; 
• my own memory map - condensed Banja Luka, showing 
the city that I imagine through my own memories and the 
memories of people I love. 
Here I got the idea of two cities: Banja Luka imaged which 
is related to the collective memory map and Banja Luka 
remembered which corresponds to my own memory map. In 
order to show that there is a difference between imaging and 
remembering the city, I re-evaluate Halwachs’s idea again. He 
said that we imagine the past only if we are not direct witnesses 
of events that occurred in the past - have to borrow other people’s 
memories - while as the direct witnesses we can remember 
the past through our own memories and the memories of 
other people which naturally became ours. According to this, 
the lack of the first-hand experience creates the city imaged, 
which involves ʻcovering’ the gap in our knowledge by using 
other people’s representations. The city remembered is based 
on the first-hand experience. It is developed naturally through 
the process of adopting the ideas from the people that we love 
[e.g. family and friends], or the people whose work is a part of 
our personality [e.g. favourite authors]. The characteristics of 
these cities will be explained principally through Halbwachs’s 
ideas but also through the work of other authors which will be 
introduced for the first time in this research.
When I brought these cities together theoretically and 
practically through my memory projects, I realized that they 
make the Banja Luka which has the continuity in its history 
and in its spatial form. This is the ideal Banja Luka in its 
inhabitants minds. 
5.1 City imaged [other people’s memories]
The collective memory map that I produced shows the 
Banja Luka that only exists in texts, municipal records, 
photographs, people’s memories and on maps. For me, this is 
the  imaged Banja Luka. It is always mediated by other people’s 
representations that are necessary for covering the gaps in my 
remembrances - supplement to my knowledge - as I have not 
experienced it first-hand. 
In order to explain this, I re-evaluate Halbwachs’s idea of 
collective memory in which he argues that if we are not the 
direct witnesses of events in the past our memory is actually 
borrowed but not our own.81 We imagine them both through 
the ʻliving history’ - personal memories of others - and the 
ʻlearned history’, obtained from different historical documents 
where other people’s memories are already recorded. They 
endure ‘in region, province, political party, occupation, class, 
even certain families or persons who experienced [it] first hand’, 
but their stories and memories about the past significantly 
influence our imagination82. As Halbwachs said, ʻ[we] can 
imagine [these events] but [we] cannot remember them’83. To 
illustrate this, Halbwachs pictured France during a twenty-year 
period that was followed by the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-
71 through his parents, their friends and other adults that he 
met at that time. All of them assimilated the features of that 
period to make them a part of their personality. By searching 
the ʻpeculiarities of the national milieu of that time’ through 
the characters of the people who lived through that time and 
the knowledge obtained from written historical documents, he 
recreated the image of France that was unfamiliar to him as 
a child. The fact is that in most cases we adapt other people’s 
memories as our own due to their interchangeable use. It 
should be remembered that ʻnothing is experienced by itself 
or only by using our own memory but always in relation to 
its surroundings, the sequence of events leading to it, [other 
people’s memories] of past experience’84. We actually rely on 
other people’s representations when the events in the city 
occurred before our birth. Halbwachs explains it as such: 
During my life, my national society has been theatre for a 
number of events that I say I ʻremember’, events that I know 
about only from newspapers or the testimony of those 
directly involved. These events occupy a place in the memory 
of the nation, but I myself did not witness them.
The reason for this lies in the fact that we cannot act alone as 
we have to place ourselves into a certain group composed of 
others. Even though Halbwachs was physically alone during his 
visit to London, Charles Dickens was actually his companion 
for the walk. Some places in London such as ʻSt. Paul’s, 
Mansion House, the Strand, or the Inns of Court’ reminded 
him of Dickens’s novels which he had ʻread in childhood’85. In 
this case, Halbwachs placed himself into the group of Dickens’s 
characters in order to fill the gaps in his knowledge associated 
with these places. From his need to find the information 
about these places he visited London, so we can see that the 
boundary line between others, for instance writers, and us as 
readers might be blurred. This can be seen in Calvino’s book, 
If on a Winter’s Night a Traveller.  The main character in this 
book ‘called himself ʻI’ and this is the only thing [we - readers] 
81. Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, 51. 
82. Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, 51.
83. Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, 52.
84. Kevin Lynch, Image of the City (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: 
The MIT Press, 1960), 1.
85. Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, 23.
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Figure 5.3 Magritte 1898-1967, The Key of Dreams.
Figure 5.4 School of Guercino, Della Scoltura Si, Della Pittura No.
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know about [him], but this alone is the reason [good] enough 
to invest a part of [ourselves] in the stranger’86. Other people’s 
memories of the city become ours in a mutually reinforcing 
sense, which can be defined by the term collective memory as 
one of the three types of memory described by Halbwachs.
Freud’s experience on the Acropolis presents the overall 
knowledge gained from others until the moment he 
experienced it personally: ʻI stood on the Acropolis and cast 
my eyes around upon the landscape, a surprising thought 
suddenly entered my mind: ʻSo all this really does exist, just 
we learn at school’87. He placed himself in the group of others 
whose memories of the Acropolis were already recorded in the 
textbooks he used at school. In that way, he filled the gaps in 
his knowledge regarding the Acropolis. By using other people’s 
memories and representations, the Acropolis as imaged by 
Freud repressed his need to visit the real one. The knowledge 
about the Acropolis which he obtained from others is different 
from the one he experienced first-hand. Freud confirms this 
saying that seeing ‘something with one’s own eyes is after all 
quite different ... from hearing or reading about it’88.
In his book Ways of Seeing, Berger refers to Freud in a way 
that: ʻeach evening we see the sun set. We know that the earth 
is turning away from it. Yet the knowledge, the explanation 
[imagination], never quite fits the sight’89. The difference 
between what we imagine and what we know can be seen 
in the painting The Key of Dreams by Magritte, 1898-1967. 
This lesson of Magritte helps to understand what Berger was 
thinking about: ʻthe way we see things is affected by what 
we know or what we believe’90. One imagines what the other 
already knows and remembers.
The conversation between Polo and Khan in Calvino’s Invisible 
Cities illustrates how Khan cannot imagine the city without the 
help of Polo who has experienced it first-hand. Polo’s city that 
he knew and remembered corresponds to the city as imaged 
by Khan. Due to the lack of the first-hand experience, Khan 
asked Polo to confirm if the city that he imagined had the same 
appearance as the one that he remembered. Polo answered 
ʻthis is precisely the city I was telling you about when you 
interrupted me’. Khan responded: ʻYou know it? Where is 
it? What is its name?’91. The need to name this city is Khan’s 
way to understand it - cover the gap - in his knowledge. This 
mediation of the cognition between Polo and Khan can be seen 
in the sketch of Della Scoltura Si, Della Pittura No, where ʻa 
blind man ... recognises with his right hand the bust of a woman 
who might well be blind’92. This blind man is symbolically 
presented as the one who borrows other people’s memories 
and representations. 
The ways of thinking of these authors confirm my assumption 
that the imaged Banja Luka is a collective creation which 
undergoes various changes as every person carries the burden 
of different remembrances which increase with every new 
cognition. 
86. Italo Calvino, If on a Winter’s Night a Traveller, trans. W. Weaver (London: 
Minerva, 1992), 15.
87. Sigmund Freud, ‘A Disturbance of Memory on the Acropolis’, in On 
Metapsychology: The Theory of Psychoanalysis: “Beyond the Pleasure Principle”, “The 
Ego and the Id” and Other Works, ed. J. Strachey and A. Richards (London: Penguin 
Books, 1991), 449-459.
88. Freud, op. cit., 449.
89. John Berger, Ways of Seeing (London: British Broadcasting Corporation and 
Penguin Books, 1972), 7.
90. Berger, op. cit., 7.
91. Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities, trans. W. Eaver (London: Secker & Warburg, 1974), 
43.
92. Jacques J. Derrida, Memoirs of the Blind: The Self-Portrait and Other Ruins, trans. 
P. A. Brault and M. Naas (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 42.
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Figure 5.6 M. C.  Escher,  Relativity, 1953.
Figure 5.5 Saul Steinberg, A view of the World from 9th Avenue, 1976.
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5.2 City remembered 
[our memories [our remembrances] = our photographs]
My own memory map records the Banja Luka that exists only 
in my own memory and the memory of the people that I love. 
For me, this is the remembered Banja Luka. It has developed 
naturally through the adoption of memories, thoughts and 
ideas from the people that we love [e.g. a group of family 
members, close friends], or the people whose work is a part 
of our personality [e.g. a group of favourite authors, artists, 
architects, philosophers]. 
In order to explain this, I re-evaluate  Halbwachs’s ideas of 
individual [autobiographical] memory which also ‘merges 
with the collective memory’ as we remember the past as a 
member of the group93. Other people’s views and ideas exert a 
strong influence on our ways of thinking, even though we are 
unconscious of their presence. As Lynch said, ‘we are not simply 
observers of [the city], but are ourselves a part of it, on the stage 
with other participants’94. Our mind is full of thoughts and 
images of other people so we are only their ‘echo’. We actually 
recall the city ‘by situating [ourselves] within the viewpoint 
of one or several social groups and one or several currents 
of collective thought95’. By bringing different people into our 
mind, their views, ideas and memories become ours, forming 
a mutual or collective memory according to Halbwachs. So 
our individual memory is collective as it can only be achieved 
by continually re-entering different social groups in order to 
re-establish the contacts with their members. We have this 
remembrance of the city only if it is common to others who 
constantly but at the same time silently, influence our thinking. 
As Halbwachs pointed out, ‘in reality, we are never alone’ as ‘we 
always carry with us and in us a number of distinct persons’ 
such as close friends, family, favourite authors, etc. whose 
memories became ours. 
Here we can see that there is always a question of what we are 
to ourselves and what we are to others. In his book Brunelleschi, 
Lacan, Le Corbusier: Architecture, Space and the Construction 
of Subjectivity, Lorens Holm explains this through the example 
of Saul Steinberg’s A View of the World from 9th Avenue (1976) 
known as ‘the world according to New Yorkers’ saying that:
‘this view of the world is everyone’s view, gives way to 
another truth, that all views are subjective. For the subject [a 
New Yorker], every view is the view of somebody’96.
The New Yorkers think that others see the New York as they do. 
The others actually see and experience it through them [the 
New Yorkers they know].
Benjamin’s essay Unpacking My Library, as featured in his book 
Illuminations, shows that we can also recall the city previously 
experienced through our possessions. In his essay, he considers 
the relationship between ‘a book collector’ and ‘his possession’ 
as a process of collecting memories of different cities rather 
than a simple collection97. The city as remembered by Benjamin 
is the one which is closely linked to his possessions - books 
-  whose details such as ‘dates, place names, formats, previous 
owners, bindings, and the like’ represent his memory images98. 
As Benjamin 99 wrote:
Memories of the cities in which I found so many things: 
Riga, Naples, Munich, Danzig, Moscow, Florence, Basel, 
93. Halbwachs, op. cit., 50-51.
94. Lynch, Image of the City, 2.
95. Halbwachs, op. cit.,33.
96. Lorens Holm, ‘The New Yorkers,’ in Brunelleschi, Lacan, Le Corbusier: 
Architecture, Space and the Construc tion of Subjectivity (Abingdon: Routledge, 2010), 
22.
97. Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, trans. H. Zorn (London: Pimlico, 1992), 61.
98. Benjamin, op. cit., 65.
99. Benjamin, op. cit., 68-69.
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Paris; memories of Rosenthal’s sumptuous rooms in Munich, 
of the Danzig Stockturm where the late Hans Rhaue was 
domiciled, of Süssengut’s musty book cellar in North Berlin; 
memories of the rooms where these books has been housed, 
of my student’s den in Munich, of my room in Bern, of the 
solitude of Iseltwald on the Lake of Brienz, and finally of my 
boyhood room, the former location of only four or five of 
several thousand volumes that are piled up around me.
From here we can see that books do not ‘come alive’ in the 
collectors or readers hands, but they are the ones which 
allow us to ‘live in’ them100. By collecting and reading books, 
we recall the city, even though we are not aware of the fact 
that we sometimes accept the writers’ ideas and memories 
as if they are our own. Despite the fact that other people’s 
views and ideas influence our memory, they do not need 
to be physically present while remembering them. We are 
alone only in appearance, but our thoughts and actions are 
intermingled with other people. However, we are never aware 
of the fact that we remember the city through others because 
the ideas derived from different social groups work in our 
memory as ‘a screen over individual remembrance’ according 
to Halbwachs. Our individual memory is mediated by other 
people’s representations and presents a social construct: 
‘the presence of others [in our thoughts] who see what we see 
and hear what we hear’ assures us of the world and ourselves 
but we are unconscious of their presence since we always 
seem to act alone in reality101
The collective aspect of our individual memory is unconscious. 
This can be seen in Escher’s illustration of Relativity:
 where ‘men are walking crisscross together on the floor and 
on the stairs; … some of them, though belonging to different 
worlds, come very close together but cannot be aware of each 
other’s existence’102. 
This confirms the mediation of ideas, thoughts and memories 
between us and other people - our individual memory - is 
collective. Thus the remembered Banja Luka is a collective 
creation which undergoes various changes as each of us carries 
the memories of other people.  
                 
          5.3 Mapping mediation between these cities
The re-evaluation of Halbwachs’s theory of individual and 
collective memory helps me to understand that both the 
imaged Banja Luka and the remembered Banja Luka are a 
collective creation. This idea was born out on my memory 
maps. However, this is not the only reason for recording 
these maps on the maps. The city imaged is a precondition for 
making the city remembered. So these cities cannot function 
separately as they complement each other. The imaged Banja 
Luka, which exists only in texts, photographs and on maps 
is the result of the discontinuity in the history of the city. In 
other words, the breaks in the history led to the destruction 
of buildings and the change of street names, creating the city 
that is no longer there for me. In order to prevent this city from 
being forgotten, I have to record it. The same situation is with 
the remembered Banja Luka which is usually not recorded on 
the existing maps.  So I have to create my own memory map in 
order not to forget it. Both cities are created out of the necessity 
to have the recordings missing in the representation of Banja 
Luka as a whole. These cities make an ideal Banja Luka which 
has never existed but it might be the city that I hope to have. 
The following examples show how other authors create their 
ideal city.
100. Benjamin, op. cit., 69.
101. Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago and London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1998), 50.
102. Maurits Cornelis Escher, 29 Master Prints, ed. Darlene Geis (New York: Inc. 
Publishers, 1983), 38.
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Figure 5.8 Aldo Rossi, Untitled,1989.
Figure 5.7  Peter Greenaway, The Pedant, 1998.
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As a writer, Calvino used words to map the ideal Venice 
created through the integration of the imaged and remembered 
one. Even though his collective memory either refers to the 
visualisation of the distinctive spaces in Venice or several 
faces of Venice, nevertheless, each of his memories carries a 
woman’s name. For Calvino, Venice might be the city named 
‘Zemruda’, which depends on the mood of the beholders. Or it 
might be ‘Irene’, seen one way from a distance and another way 
if we come closer103. By putting himself into distinctive roles - 
from participant, observer, listener, reader, thinker, dreamer, 
to creator - Calvino textually maps his ideal Venice. In order to 
understand Calvino’s different views of Venice, we have to bear 
in mind that each woman’s name gives us various memory 
images of the city. Calvino creates a layered story about Venice 
permeated by the combined memory images of other people 
and his own. This story is not conventional - there is no clear 
beginning or ending, as we can start reading it from any page. 
By exploring the possible views of Venice and seeking the new 
ones, he encourages us to imagine and remember the city 
differently, which is not in accordance with the principles of a 
conventional story or a conventional map.
A film director - Peter Greenaway uses ‘pictorial knowledge’ 
in his project 100 Allegories to Represent The World to map his 
ideal world. This was possible with the help of other people 
whose different representations of the world he borrowed or 
whose influences affected his way of thinking in a direct or 
an indirect way. His different approach to mapping the ideal 
world demonstrates how different is the world that he recorded 
from the one which we can usually see on the conventional 
maps. He explained this process of mapping the world as, 
... a list of one hundred characters whose presence in 
recognisable form is essential to make the dreams of theatre, 
painting, opera, cinema, literature and television visible. 
This list would certainly include the rich man and poor 
man, beggarman and thief, king and queen, detective and 
policeman, clown, idiot.104
Greenaway draws on the citizens of Strasbourg who are 
represented as the ‘basic lay figures’ in this process of mapping. 
Their clothing through the mediation of knowledge, memories, 
thoughts and ideas among other people and himself can be one 
of the modes of mapping the collective aspects of the world. 
He has to create his own version of the world as it could not be 
found in the existing documents.
Rossi’s drawings in the Fragment Series from the Late 1980s 
show how he ‘records the real city as fragments of architecture 
in alien urban landscape drawn from [his] memory’105. 
Therefore, the ‘real’ city is imaged through ‘the repetition of 
elementary forms of his architecture’, whilst the background 
of this real city - its landscape - presents ‘the constant renewal 
of the language of the past’106. Rossi conflates the imaged city 
and the remembered city by depicting multiple viewpoints 
simultaneously through drawings. For instance, one of Rossi’s 
views is explained in this way: 
I used to linger for hours in the large kitchen at S., on 
Lake Como, drawing the coffeepots, the pans, the bottles. 
I particularly loved the strange shapes of the coffeepots 
enamelled blue, green, red: they were miniatures of the 
fantastic architecture that I would encounter later. Today 
I still love to draw these large coffeepots, which I liken to 
brick walls, and which I think of as structures that can be 
entered.107
103. Calvino, Invisible Cities, 124-125.
104. Peter Greenaway, 100 Allegories to Represent the World (London: Merrell 
Holberton, 1998), 7.
105. Morris Adjami and Giovanni Bertolotto, Aldo Rossi: Drawings and Paintings (New 
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1993), 39.
106. Adjami and Bertolotto, op. cit., 39.
107. Aldo Rossi, A Scientific Autobiography, trans. L. Venuti (Graham Foundation for 
Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts, Chicago, Illinois, and Institute for Architecture and 
Urban Studies, New York:  the MIT Press, 1981), 2.
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For Rossi, the remembered city is the one which is created 
through the process of recalling his memory images evolved 
naturally and through the influence of others. The imaged city 
refers to the process of borrowing other people’s ideas and 
representations to get an inspiration for the architecture of 
the city. Besides his own memories, visual education, reading 
and possessions from the early youth, there are the memories 
that he borrowed for imagining the architecture of the city. 
The two cities cannot work without each other due to their 
need for constant replenishment. The reason for that is that 
Rossi interchangeably uses his memory and imagination in 
producing the architecture of the city - his ideal city. As he 
explains,
…I seem to see all the things I have observed arranged 
like tools in a neat row: they are aligned as in a botanic 
chart, or a catalogue, or a dictionary. But this catalogue, 
laying somewhere between imagination and memory, 
is not neutral: it always reappears in several objects 
and constitutes their deformation and, in some way, 
their evolution108.
These examples show that each of us has a need to create our 
ideal city which we cannot find in the existing documents. Our 
ideal city is always the one that we hope to have.  
  
108. Rossi, A Scientific Autobiography, 23.
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                                             6  CONCLUSION
How does a place get to know itself? One of the ways a place 
gets to know itself is how it is represented on the maps on 
which we can see its cartographic history & identity. The whole 
history of the geography of a place is composed of its physical 
geography - the cartographic maps - and its imaginative 
geography - the memory maps. Mapping process involves 
comparing these two geographies though which we can see 
how the place changed over time. The places of my origin - 
the Balkans, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Banja Luka - where 
numerous political and social changes occurred due to the 
wars and the natural catastrophes are a subject of the research 
presented in this thesis. Physical geography is complex and 
specific. These places could be mapped in other ways e.g. 
through the discussion about the spatial and geographical 
synonyms related to their physical positions such as the cape, 
bridge, crossroads, double margin and the edge of edges. 
Positioned neither here nor there on the map of Europe but 
always in-between they have an opportunity to connect and 
divide the surrounding territories. If the Balkans were seen 
as the place which connects the East and the West, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina as European country, and the Republic of 
Srpska as a part of Bosnia and Herzegovina, then there would 
be no need to set imaginative borders between those places 
as they would belong to everyone. Europe would see us as its 
geographical and territorial part, and we would see ourselves 
as a part of Europe. 
However, if the Balkans were seen as the place which divides 
the East and the West, Bosnia and Herzegovina as a non-
European country and the Republic of Srpska not accepted 
as the entity in Bosnia and Herzegovina, then each of these 
places would need to mark its territory. This causes the 
divisions between the Balkans and the rest of Europe, between 
the countries placed within the Balkans and between different 
nations which live in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This is how a 
familiar place in one’s mind which is ours and an unfamiliar 
place which is beyond ours - theirs - is designated. No matter 
where we set our imaginative boundaries there would always 
be the division between us and them - our - and their territory. 
The constant change of the imaginative borders which came 
with the rotation of political and social regimes is the means 
for reinforcing the identity of people who live in this territory. 
Here we can see the link between physical and imaginative 
geography: the way we see a physical position of the place and 
its relationship to the surrounding places affected the way in 
which it would be represented in our minds.
The places that we tried to connect in our imaginative [mental] 
geography had been previously seen as separated in physical 
one and vice versa. One geography is always conditioned 
by the other one, and they cannot work without each other. 
According to Simmel’s Bridge and Doors, ‘the human being is 
the connecting feature who must always separate and cannot 
connect without separating’81. In terms of Heidegger’s Building, 
Dwelling, Thought, there are many spots along the river where 
the bridge could be build, but there is only one spot that is 
seen as a location of the bridge.82 This way of thinking can be 
applied to the Balkans. They are a geographical and cultural 
part of Europe, but most of their countries including Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, have been separated from the European 
Union by invisible borders. In order to enable people to cross 
them, it is necessary to get a permission for that - a visa. The 
Balkans and Bosnia and Herzegovina are connected with the 
rest of Europe in physical reality, but it is isolated in the minds 
of its citizens, and it is defined as a danger in the minds of 
the rest of Europe and the World. The separation and isolation 
from Europe in mental geography creates a need to bring the 
81. Simmel, ‘Bridges and Doors’, 67.
82. Heidegger, Building, Dwelling, Thought, 154.
Balkans, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Banja Luka again on 
European map as they used to be in the past. This creates a 
need to overlay the physical geography of these places with 
their imaginative - mental geography in order to get the whole 
history of the geography of this turbulent region. Overlays 
between them are seen in a way that: the cartographic maps 
that record the position, street grid, current street names, 
buildings, rivers, mountains, settlements of the place are 
supplemented with the memory maps that record the changes 
of the place through the personal and collective memory. 
This shows the complexity of this region that is difficult for the 
rest of Europe and the world to understand. They see it as other 
world or otherness due to the frequent wars, a low standard of 
living and a long transition process. If the rest of Europe and 
the World see themselves as prospective territories, then the 
Balkans are their opposites such as the relationship between 
light and shadow. Their way of thinking is usually based on 
the conflicts that frequently occurred in this territory. It is 
necessary to change this view of representing the Balkans and 
their countries when the conflicts finished. Besides the wars, 
hatred, divisions, imaginative boundaries, destruction and 
painful remembering, there are peace, love, reconstruction 
and forgetting for which the citizens of this region would like 
to last. This will be explained through following theories.
The destruction of the buildings in Banja Luka caused by 
earthquakes [love + forgetting] is understood through the 
use of Nietzsche’s theory of active forgetfulness whilst the 
understanding of the political destruction [war + hatred] 
is supported by Freud’s theory of Repression. The changes of 
the street names in Banja Luka that came with the rotation 
of political and social regimes are explained through Freud’s 
theory of Forgetting of Proper Names. All of these are necessary 
to understand our identity - who we are and where we are and 
whom we belong. In the process of searching for identity, many 
division were created, but nobody is happy with them as they 
have not brought anything good to the people who live in this 
territory. 
Being defined as other or otherness is difficult to accept so 
the citizens recall the memories of better days when Bosnia 
and Herzegovina and Banja Luka were a part of Europe, not 
isolated as today. Personal and collective memories are always 
used by the citizens in the search for the ways how to reconnect 
these places with the rest of Europe. Each of the citizens seeks 
for ideal Bosnia and Herzegovina and Banja Luka without 
wars and ethnic and national divisions [ideal in terms of 
having continuity in its cartographic history & identity]. As 
this research is primarily focused on my hometown Banja 
Luka, the aim is to make Banja Luka as a whole again through 
collecting and analyzing the cartographic maps and producing 
personal and collective memory maps.
The maps of Banja Luka were identified in the archives, libraries 
and museums around the world as there is no map archive in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. When I brought these maps together, 
it was necessary to create a map timeline - a research tool - 
in order to put these maps in relation to political and social 
regimes, map types and map index. What I learned through 
making the timeline is that it makes it possible to divide 
the maps that were found into cartographic maps [among 
which there are some tourist maps] and spy [memory] maps. 
Cartographic maps recorded the official view of the current 
political and social regime, while spy maps recorded the Banja 
Luka that was produced from the personal memory of the 
mapmakers - mostly Austrians - who did visual inspection of 
the city in secrecy. This Banja Luka is different from the one 
recorded on the cartographic maps, as the mapmakers were the 
ones who selected the information - what would be included 
or excluded from the maps - depending on their memories. 
Here we can see the relationship between the maps and the 
collective and individual memory primarily shown by a French 
sociologist Maurice Halbwachs. This relationship would be 
explained through the spatial discussion and representation 
where each map type occupied one of the four walls in the 
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room.  The similar composition is set up for the Viva exhibition 
[see Appendix]. The cartographic maps [that occupied one 
wall] are the sum of the collective memory of the nation which 
belonged to different political and social systems, whilst the 
spy maps [pinned on the wall next to cartographic maps] refer 
to the individual memory but which was intermingled with the 
collective memory as the mapmakers got imaginary sketches 
of the territory which should be explored. These sketches were 
used as the bases which were changed, revised, redrawn and 
corrected according to the visual inspections of the mapmakers 
and made directly at that place. Thus the mapmakers recorded 
the Banja Luka through the memories of other mapmakers 
who visited and mapped the city before them. Here we can 
see the connection between spy maps and Halbwahcs’s idea 
that the individual memory is not only the memory of the 
mapmakers but it is a socially constructed as the mapmakers 
put themselves in the position, context and viewpoint of the 
groups they belong to. Halbwachs explains this saying that:
It [Individual memory] is not completely sealed off and 
isolated. A man must often appeal to others’ remembrances 
to evoke his own past. He goes back to reference points 
determined by society, hence outside himself. Moreover, the 
individual memory could not function without words and 
ideas, instruments the individual has not himself invented 
but appropriated from his milieu. Nevertheless, it is true 
that one remembers only what he himself has seen, done, 
felt, and thought at some time. That is, our own memory 
is never confused with anyone else’s. Both the individual 
memory and the collective memory have rather limited, 
but differing, spatial and temporal boundaries. Those of the 
collective memory may be either more compressed or more 
extended.83
In Halbwachs terms, the spy maps of Banja Luka are the 
products of the individual personal stories and when they are 
brought together into one place they constitute the collective 
memory. According to him, the collective memory is a means 
for constructing the collective identities of the certain social 
groups [e.g. family, ethnic group, professionals and social 
classes] or the larger ones [e.g. nation-state]. A specific 
political and social regime - an official and collective view - 
at a particular time is recorded on the cartographic maps of 
Banja Luka through the font, alphabet, title, the area of the 
city that was recorded, the selection of information and street 
names. The cartographic maps of Banja Luka [pinned on the 
wall and dated differently] show different identities of the 
citizens of Banja Luka - their belonging to different political 
and social regimes. For instance, the official and collective 
view of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia [1918-1941] was shown 
through recording only the prominent buildings of Banja 
Luka mostly built during its rule. This map is cartographic but 
because of the purposes of making it I called it tourist and kept 
it on the separated wall from the cartographic maps. A similar 
approach could be seen during the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia [around 1950s] when the different places of Banja 
Luka were selected as the prominent and important ones. 
In order to bring all these collective and official views together 
into one place and to show the changes of the identities of 
the citizens of Banja Luka, I produced the collective memory 
map by compiling different cartographic maps dating back to 
different periods [e.g. 1881, 1942, 1948 and 1978]. The newly 
created map occupied the last wall in the room together with 
other maps that I produced. While creating this map through 
recording the collective memory of Banja Luka, I realized 
the limitation of Halbwachs’s theory of the individual and 
collective memory. It is theoretically vague, superficial and it is 
never associated with a mapping process. Halbwachs was a key 
reference for Rossi’s theory of the city:
 ‘the city itself is the collective memory of its people, and like 
memory it is associated with object and places. The city is 
locus of collective memory’84. 
Rossi put the collective memory of the citizens in relation to the 
objects and places, but it was not explained how they actually 
remember the place and what their memory is composed of. 
83. Halbwachs, The Collective Memory , 51.
84. Rossi, The Architecture of the City, 130.
Both Halbwachs and Rossi’s theory have problems when it 
comes to establishing the connection between memory and 
mapping. They present an idea that the city is an image of 
the collective memory of its citizens, but the problem is that 
they did not go deeper in their theories to show how the city 
is recorded in the memories of its citizens. This prompted me 
to try to find the way in which the citizens remember Banja 
Luka through collecting different documents such as texts, 
photographs and maps in which their memories were already 
recorded. I got an idea that a memory is not only comprised 
of a place but a point of view that is shown on a plan diagram 
with an arrow, indicating the angle from which the photo is 
made. This is the definition of the subjective quality of memory 
to which I came. We may both remember the same place, 
and even remember it more or less with the same features/
characteristics, but my memory is mine, yours is yours, and 
they will always be different.
After showing how the citizens remember Banja Luka, there 
was a need to record the Banja Luka that I remember through 
my own memories and the memories of the people I love. 
While producing the personal memory map, I realized that 
only the places important to me and the stories closely related 
to them are the parts of my memory. Thus my memory map 
is actually a condensed version of the contemporary map of 
Banja Luka, showing only the places important to me. In order 
to give more information about the places, they were put in 
relation to the stories and the people through which they are 
recorded in my memory. But the places in my memory are not 
only related to my current hometown Banja Luka, but also to 
Srbac - the small city where I used to live. When I think of my 
homes, a part of the map of Srbac and a part of the map of 
Banja Luka in which they are recorded are actually next to each 
other in my memory. The role of memory is to merge the parts 
of the maps of different cities in order to keep them together 
in our minds.  This is one of the examples how Banja Luka 
identifies the shortcomings in the accepted theories.
The personal map of Banja Luka is created from our memory, 
while the cartographic map shows the official and collective 
view of the current political and social regime. The reason why 
it is important to create the memory map is that personal and 
collective memories have power to change the official view. 
In case of Banja Luka, the old street names that are deeply 
recorded in the memories of the citizens of Banja Luka [Peter 
I Karadjordjevic St.] became alive again after a certain period 
of time, replacing the newly allocated ones that have not been 
accepted by the citizens. The collection of the personal and 
collective stories recorded in the form of maps is a tool that 
would help urban planners, architects, designers and others 
involved in creating the city plan to make further changes of 
the place in a way that does not endanger citizens’ memories.
                        6.1 FURTHER DIRECTIONS TO THE WORK
The methodology of this research could resonate in many 
places around the globe. Each city is going to change, not just 
the war affected cities, and all the citizens are going to have 
their memories. People move from one city to another carrying 
their own memories with them, and these memories have to 
find a home in the new city. Thus the research presented in this 
thesis can be further expanded and developed in a number of 
areas of thought:
•	 theoretical 
•	 practical  
•	 graphical - producing new maps
Theoretical work might involve some new books that have 
not been mentioned earlier in the research but which seem to 
have something to offer in the further analysis of the collective 
memory and alternative and creative mapping that comes out 
of architectural, artistic and landscape practices: 
•	  How Societies Remember by Paul Connerton shows 
that ‘we generally think of memory as an individual 
.\Banja luka_56ob.tif
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THE COLLECTIVE MEMORY MAP OF BANJA LUKA
Legend:
Buildings were demolished due to different reasons such as war,
earthquake and etc.
Displaced Streets
Tributary Crkvena was buried underneath the new road in 1962.
Railway was moved from the city centre in 1968.
* It remains on the outskirt of Banja Luka.
Ive Lole Ribara St [1970-present]
Street Names that were changed
* Each political and social regime was in the habit of renaming
 the street in order to suit its own agenda.
30 Map of Banja Luka 1948
d/4 A Map of Banja Luka 1881/84
105 Map of Banja Luka 1978
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Current Street Names   Former Street Names
1. Residential and Commercial Building  - Titanic [1953- 1970]
2. Grammar School -  Realka [1898-1970]
3. City Park - Svetislav Tisa Milosavljević [1930/31- 1941/45]
4. Toma Radulović's House / Kastl's Corner / Albania Building [before 1878-1957]
5. Balkan Hotel / Cafe [1891/1894-1930]
6. Pharmacy of Family Bramer [ after 1881 and before 1898/99-1930]
7. Toma Radulović's House; Serbian Primary School; Serbian Orthodox Seminary Building - Bogoslovija
    [before 1878-1930]
8. Main Railway Station - Stanica Grad [1891-1968]
9. Moske Poljkan's Building [around 1889-destroyed in1954]
10. Abraham Salomon Poljokan / Brace Poljokan's Building [around 1889-1954]
11. Guiseppe Vitta Salom's Building; Isidor Salom Sarafić's Building  [1889-1954]
12. Bosna Hotel  [1875/95- 1970]
13. Serbian Orthodox Church - Crkva Svete Trojice [1925/29-1941]
14. Šarike Poljokan's Building  [at the beginning of XIX century - after 1969]
15. The Building of Jewish Temple - Zgrada Jevrejskog Templa; Home of Sephardic Ritual -
      Zgrada Sefardskog obreda,1936/37-partly destroyed 1941; Newspaper and Publishing Company - Glas
      [1946 in the part of building that remained - completely destroyed 1969]
16. The Building of Croatian Cultural Society - Nada; Yugoslav National Army Building [1945-1973];
      [1923-partly destroyed after 1969]
17. Kurtović / Vlašić's Building; State Insurance Agency - from 1945  [at the end of XIX century - after 1969]
18. Old Catholic Perish Church [1859-1891]
19. Mutić's house / Pffaff [1913-after 1969]
20. Villa Božić [from 1945 - School for Midwives; Medical School; Red Cross; Institute for Social Work]
      [1913 - partly damaged 1969 and completely destroyed 2002]
21. Vlašić / Jović's Building / Elite Cafe [at the beginning of XX century - after 1969]
22. Hotel Austria [1896/98-after 1969]
23. Nada [Miljević] /Todor Lazarević's Building [at the beginning of XX century- 1980]
24. Sport Court - Sofka [1956/57-2002]
25. Old Orthodox Perish Church - Sošestvija Sv Duha [1879-1927]
26. Girl's High School,1898/99 -1924; State Girl's High School, 1924-28;Teacher's School - Preparandija,
      1924-26; Boarding Teacher's School, 1925-34; Banovina's National Museum, 1931-34; Grammar School
      for Boys, 1946-48; Vocational School from 1948;  [1898/99-partly destroyed 1970]
27. District Office for Workers Insurance; Communal Agency for Social Insurance
      District's Hospital Fund [1924 [enlarged - 1936,1960 and 1982] - partly destroyed after 1969]
28. Old Cathedral -  Sv Bonaventura  [1883-after 1969]
29. Private School for Nuns - Presvjete Dragocjene Krvi Isusove; Economy - Commercial
      High School,1960-1981;  [1903-after 1969]
30. Railway Station - Kraljev Drum  [1891-1968]
31. Old Railway Station - Predgrađe  [1872/72-2002]
32. Military Railway Administration Building   [1891- destroyed during WWII]
33. District Court - Okružni Sud [1896/1907 [enlarged 1932 and 1938] - after 1969]
34. Brothers Vekić's / Mosije Poljokan's Building [1897-1969]
35. Military Post Office; Building of Serbian Orthodox Church Community; [1898-1969]
36. Hospital, 36a State Hospital from 1891; 36b Ambulance from 1935; 36c Surgery Pavilion
      from 1936; 36d Pavilion of Infectious Disease from 1938; [1891/92-1970]
37. Mosque - Arnaudija  [1594/95 -1993]
38. Gušić/Mujezinović's Building - Hastahana [during the Ottoman Empire-1976]
39. Medical High School  [1948-1969]
40. Credit Bank - Branch Office Banja Luka [1910-1970]
41. State Bank - Landesbank [1910-1970]
42. Džinić's Palace [1946-1970]
43. Ljubo Vujić's Building  [1913-1969]
44. Vuk Grahovac's Building [1913-1969]
45. Hauzaga Husedžinović / Naum Dimitrić's building; Serbian Credit Office
      [1913 [partly destroyed 1944] - completely destroyed after 1969]
46. Isak Salmon Levi Poljokan's Building [restored 1936] - [before 1880-1970]
47. Department Store - Nama  [after 1945-after1969]
48. Town Marketplace - Tržnica [1938/40 [enlarged after 1969]-after 1992]
49. Baum Palace / [Rafaela] Leon Levi Dudo Poljokan's Building
      [at the end of Austro-Hungarian Monarchy-1944]
50.  Marketplace - Bezistan [1873 [covered 1907]-1944]
51. Muslim Reading Room - Kiraethana  [1890/94-1941/45]
52. Mosque - Ferhadija  [1579/80-1993]
53. Džinić's House; Girls' Vocational School; Hospital for Skin and Venereal Diseases; [1918-1969]
54. Student Dormitory - Prosvjetin  [at the end of XIX century-1944]
55. Student Dormitory - Veslin Masleša  [1952-1970]
56. Prison -  Crna Kuća [1887/89-after 1969]
57. Tsar's School - Carska Škola, 1885-1936; Communal School - Narodna Škola,
      1936-45; Departments of Zmaj Jovan Jovanović School from 1945; [1885-1970]
58. County Office,1907-1941/45; Zmaj Jovan Jovanović School; [1907-1970]
59. Tax Administration [at the beginning of XX century-1970]
60. Municipality Building; City Government , 1941-1945; Municipal Secretariat for
       Internal Affairs, 1945-1961; Student Dormitory from 1961; [1931[enlarged 1938;1940]-1970]
61. Ferhad-paša Pedestrian Bridge [1579/87-1878]
62. State Vocational School for Boys; Technical High School from 1939;
      [1928/30[enlarged 1933,1935] - after 1969]
Demolished Buildings
Maršala Tita Bulevar [Bvd] [1945-1992]; Ante Pavelića St and Ante Starčevića St [1941-1945]; Kralja Aleksandra Bulevar [Blvd] and Kralja Petra Bulevar [Blvd] [1918-1941]; Kaiser Strasse [1878-1918]A Petar I Karađorđevića St [1992-present]
B  Mladen Stojanović St  [1945-present]
C  Veselina Masleše St [1945-present]
D  Bana Milosavljevića St  [1992-present]
E  Gajeva St [1918-present]
F   I.F. Jukića St [1957-present]
G  Radulovića Bimbe St [1992-present]
H  Vase Pelagića St [1945-present]
I    Nikole Pašića St [1992-present]
J  Kninska St [1992-present]
K  Petra Kočiča St [1945-present]
L  Vidovdanska St [1992-present]
M  Nikola Tesla St [1945-present]
N  Aleja Jovana Dučića [Aly] [1992-present]
O  Zmaj Jovina St [1945-present]
P  Đure Jakšića St [1945-present]
Q  Kralja Nikole St [1992-present]
R  Vojvode Momčila St [1992-present]
S  Skendera Kulenovića St [1992-present]
T  does not exist
 Kralja Zvonimira St [1941-1945]; Kralja Petra Put [Rd] [1918-1941];
 Mile Budaka St [1941-1945]; Kralja Alfonsa St [1918-1941]; Herrn Gasse [1878-1918]
 Sime Šolaje St [1945-1992]; Adolfa Hitlera St [1941-1945]; Bana Milosavljevića St [1918-1941]; Herrn Gasse [1878-1918]
Braće Lastrić St [1945-57]; Jukićeva St [1918-1945]; Engel Gasse [1878-1918]
Džinić St [1918-1992]
Dr Filipa Čondrića St [1941-1945]; Vase Pelagića St [1918-1941]; Gisela Gasse [1878-1918]
Rade Ličine St [1945-1992]; Kralja Petra Svačića St [1941-1945]; Vojvode Putnika St [1918-1941]; Valerie Gasse [1878-1918]
Ruzveltova/Braće Lastrića St [1945-1992]; Smail-Age Čengića St [1941-1945]; Kneza Arsena St [1918-1941]
Augusta Harambašića St [1941-1945]; Kočićeva St [1918-1941]; Rudolf Strasse [1878-1918]
Vilke Vinterhaltera Street[1968-1992]
Vjekoslava  Klaića St [1941-1945]; Nikole Tesle St [1918-1941]
Aleja Braće Pavelić [Aly] [1945-1992]; Aleja Kralja Kešimira [Aly] [1941-1945]; Aleja Vojvode Stepe [Aly] [1918-1941]
Hasana Bošnjaka St [1941-1945]; Zmaj Jovina St [1918-1941]
Muderiza St [1941-1945]; Đure Jakšića [1918-1941]
Osmana Đikića St [1945-1992]; Atifa ef. Bahtijarevića St [1941-1945]; Osmana Đikića St [1918-1941]
AB Ive Lole Ribara St [1945-present]
BC Milana Rakića St  [1992-present]
CD Jevrejska St [1992-present]
DE Kralja Alfonsa XIII [1992-present]
EF  Srpska St [1992-present]
FG Dr T. Lazerevića St [1992-present]
GH Vojvode Radomira Putnika St [1992-present]
HI   Aleja Svetog Save [Aly] [1992-present]
IJ   Vuka Karadžića St [1992-present]
JK  Grčka St [1992-present]
KL  Branka Radičevića St [1945-present]
LM Ive Andrića St [1992-present]
MN Maksima Gorkog St [1002-present]
NO Save Mrkalja St [1992-present]
OP Milana Tepića [1992-present]
PQ Braće Pantića St [1992-present]
QR Zdrave Kodre St [1945-present]
RS Marije Bursać St [1945-present]
ST  does not exists
TU  Bulevar Cara Dušana [Bvd] [1962-present]
UV  does not exist
VW Trznička St [1992-present]
WX Zdravka Čelara [1945-present]
XY Braće Mažara i Majke Marije [1992-present]
YZ  Patrijarha M. Sokolovića [1918-present]
ZY  Meša Selimović [1992-present]
YX  Simeuna Đake [1992-present]
XW 22 April St [1945-present]
WV Solunska St [1992-present]
VU Isaije Mitrovića [1992-present]
UT  Patre [1992-present]
TS  Cara Lazara St [1992-present]
Safvet-bega Bašagića St  [1941-1945]; Vuka Karadžića St [1918-1941]
Masarikova/ Želje Barića St [1945-1992]; Bana Berislavića St [1941-1945]; Poenkareova St [1918-1941]; Verbas Gasse [1878-1918]
Đure Pucara/ Sarajevska/ Moše Pijade St  [1945-1992];  Stožernika Dr Viktora Gutića St [1941-1945]; Princa Pavla St  [1918-1941]; Albrechts Gasse [1878-1918]
Frankopanska/ Borisa Kidriča St [1945-1992]; Frankopanska St [1918-1945]; Georgs Gasse [1878-1918]
Fra Grge Martića St [1918-1992]; Salvator Gasse [1878-1918]
Rudi Čajevca St [1945-1992]; Dr Tadije Smičiklasa St [1941-1945]; Petra Petkovića St [1918-1941]
Mirka Višnjića St [1945-1992]; Kralja Tvrtka St [1941-1945]; Kod Hipotekarne Banke [1918-1941]
Aleja JNA [Aly] [1945-1992]; Aleja Kralja Tomislava [Aly] [1941-1945]; Aleja Vojvde Živojina Mišića [Aly] [1918-1941]
Ive Mažara St [1945-1992]; Smail-Age Čengića St [1941-1945]; Kneza Arsena St [1918-1941]
Kozarska St  [1945-1992]; Sofi Mehmed-paša St [1941-1945]; Krađorđev Put [Rd]  [1918-1941]
Meštrovićeva St [1918-1941]
QR
RS
Bulevar Lenjina [Bvd]  [1945-1992]
Strosmajerova St  [1918-1992]
Ive Andrića St [1992-present]
TU
UV
Maksima Gorkog St [1992-present]
Branka Radičevića St  [1918-1992]; Dr Krunoslava Dragonića St [1941-1945]; Petra Pecije Petrovića St [1918-1941]
Dr Krunoslava Dragonića St [1941-1945]; Petra Pecije Petrovića St [1918-1941]
Branka Radičevića St  [1918-1992]; Dr Krunoslava Dragonića St [1941-1945]; Petra Pecije Petrovića St [1918-1941]
Beneševa St  [1945-1992]; Dr Milana Šurflaja St  [1941-1945]; Iržikovskog St [1918-1941]
Vladimira Nazora St [1945-1992]; Kvaternikova St  [1941-1945]; Nikole Pašića St [1918-1941]; Bahnhof Strasse [1878-1918]
Avgusta Šenoe Street/Šenoina St [1945-1992]; Pavla Ritera Vitezovića St [1941-1945]; Braće Pantića St [1918-1941];
Dr Osmana Kulenovića St [1941-1945]; Brijanova St [1918-1941
Dr Josipa Sunarića St [1941-1945]; Cara Nikolaja II St [1918-1941]
Hajduk Veljka St [1945-1969]; Ekrema Šahinovića St [1941-1945]; Hajduk Veljka St [1918-1941]
VW
Trznička St [1941-1945];
Adema Filovića St [1941-1945]; Milića St  [1918-1941]
Josipa Šoše Mažara St [1945-1992]; Džemaludina Čauševića St [1941-1945]; Kraljice Marije St [1918-1941]; Elisabeth Gasse [1878-1918]
Ferhat-paša St [1918-1992]
XW
Rankovića/ Zagrebačka St [1945-1992]; Hamzalije Ajanovića St [1941-1945]; Njegoševa St [1918-1941]
Avde Karabegovića St [1945-1992]; Edhema Mulabića St [1941-1945]; Avde Karabegovića St [1918-1941]
Biskupa fra Joze Garića St[1945-1941]; Vasilija Grđića St [1918-1941];
Envera Hodže/Fadila Maglajlića St [1945-1992]; Ćazima Muse Ćatića St [1941-1945];
Braće Maglajlić St [1945-1992]; Hasana Kjafije Prušučka St [1941-1944]; Klemansoova St [1918-1941]
Dr Vase Butozana St [1945-1992];
This plan records the buildings and streets that exist only in historical plans, photographs, texts, municipal records, and in this way constitutes the collective memory of Banja Luka.
36a
36c
36d
36b
Kasima Hadžića St [1945-1992]; Pečevijina St [1941-1945]; Mehmed-paša Sokolović [1918-1941]
ST
Map of Banja Luka 1942
Figure 6.1 The final map of Banja Luka produced in a way that the cartographic map dating from 1978 is overlaid with the collective memory map.
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faculty’85 instead of treating it as collective and social. 
This way of thinking creates absolutely new concept of 
the place which is inconvincible as each transformation 
has to ‘contain an element of recollection’86. The 
recollection must be ‘treated as a cultural rather than 
as an individual activity; it has tended to be seen as the 
recollection of cultural tradition’87. 
•	 How Modernity Forgets by Paul Connerton illustrates 
that modernity has a problem with forgetting. Each 
transformation of the place must be based on shared 
memories demonstrating the meaning of life. For 
Connerton, the problem is not in the past but in the 
future.
•	 The Invention of Tradition by Eric Hobsbawm and 
Terrence Ranger can help to analyze the complex 
interaction of the past and present that raises some 
new questions necessary to understand the history.
•	 Naked City Map by Guy Debord are psychogeographical 
studies of the maps of Paris which were produced 
through the process of the integration of past and 
present. The existing representations of the city were 
rearranged or juxtaposed in order to create a new 
meaning. The aim was to modify and improve a 
traditional way in which the city is usually recorded 
on the map.
•	 Distributed Urbanism: Cities after Google Earth 
by Gretchen Wilkins is the book which can help 
to understand how the rapid growth of mobile 
information technologies changes the way we 
experience the city.
•	 Urban Maps: Instruments of Narrative and 
Interpretation in the City by Nick Dunn and Richard 
Brook shows how the term ‘map’ can be used to 
describe any form of representation either unseen/
seen spaces or narratives in/of the city. 
•	 Walking and Mapping: Artists as Cartographies by 
Karen O’ Rourke is the book which integrates art and 
cartography, and shows the different approach to the 
process of mapping.
All these books might be useful for further theoretical research 
on the themes of collective memory and creative and alternative 
mapping. 
Practical work involves searching for a model which could 
improve the existing method of urban planning through 
implementing a new component - personal and collective 
memory. The aim is to involve the people together with 
their memories in the process of city planning. In that way, 
they become active participants and contributors to the city 
plan and whose participation enables them to feel the plan 
as theirs. The model presented in this thesis is mostly based 
on a personal approach, and it should be tested with others 
participants involved in city planning such as urban planners, 
architects and designers. The newly tested model can be 
adapted to each city, as each of them has to preserve its own 
identity and diversity. This can be achieved in a way that:
•	 the impact of the research might also be translated via 
ideas and themes to non-academic audiences through: 
producing empty city maps on which people would 
record their own memories, or creating interactive 
spaces and workshops where the people could share 
their memories, or setting up the official website, giving 
85. Paul Connerton, How Societies Remember (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1989), 1.
86. Connerton, How Societies Remember, 1.
87. Connerton, How Societies Remember, 4.
an opportunity to people to upload their memories.
•	 the research can go into more depth on focused areas 
of the study such as geography, history, philosophy 
and sociology, and it can find its practical application 
through the publication in journal articles. 
Graphical work might involve producing the new final maps 
of Banja Luka in a way that cartographic maps are overlaid by 
the collective and personal memory maps. This is a new design 
project which is presented in this thesis only as a first draft in 
order to show in which direction mapping technique can be 
further developed. There are two final maps:
•	 The first final map is made by overlaying the 
cartographic map of Banja Luka dating from 1978 and 
the collective memory map which records the Banja 
Luka that no longer exits. The overlay between these 
maps shows how the city changed over time and how 
Banja Luka recorded in our memory - our personal 
view - is different from the one shown on the existing 
map - official view. On the map from 1978 we can see 
the official view of authorities of that time where for 
instance, the building and street names carried the 
names of the important people in the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia when the map was produced. 
Contrary to that, on the collective memory map there 
are only street and building names that are deeply 
rooted in our memory regardless of which political 
and social regime they belonged to.  The collective 
memory map complements the cartographic map 
with the information that was not recorded on it and 
has the power to change the official view already seen 
on the existing map. This gave me an idea to start 
thinking about mapping the city through overlaying 
the cartographic and memory maps.
•	 The second final map is created by overlaying the map 
dating from 1978 and my personal memory map that 
represents a condensed version of the contemporary 
map of Banja Luka. The overlay between these maps is 
used not only to show how Banja Luka changed over 
time as there is a slight difference between those maps 
but how our memory is usually connected with the 
interior of the place. We actually remember the place 
through the events and people that are closely related 
to the place in which the memory was created. This 
gave me the idea to integrate the buildings’ ground 
floor plans into the maps when mapping the city.
These maps are overlaid, but we can still see that they present 
two different maps - they are not integrated as one. In order 
to achieve that, the next step would be to draw these maps by 
using the same line type. In that way, we could create one map 
where the overlay that makes them separated would be erased. 
This might be a new radical and slightly fantastic urban design 
proposal. 
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NATIONALITY
Who are you? I remembered the day when one of my
classmates asked me this question. Being an 8-year-old girl, I
did not understand what he was asking me even though the
war was already knocking on our door. I briefly responded:
'Jelena'. He made a grimace and said angrily: 'I am not asking
you about your name but about your nationality'. Then I was
stunned wondering who I am? The question about 'who we
are' was mostly misinterpreted during the difficult times in my
country, creating the hatred between people and classifying
them into one side or the other. Any time spent with my family
has taught me who I am, but it has also taught me to stretch
out the hand with an open heart to every person saying 'I am
Jelena', what is your name?
BIRTH CERTIFICATE AND
CITIZENSHIP DOCUMENT
The birth certificate shows that I was born in Banja Luka in
1984 while the citizenship document confirms that I am a
citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, neither document
says that I have not lived in Banja Luka until August 2001 when
I moved from Srbac, and that before becoming the citizen of
Bosnia and Herzegovina I was Yugoslav. Only in my memories
is written:  'I am the resident of Srbac where no longer I live,
and I am the citizen of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia - the country which does not exist anymore'.
DANCE
For my brother Srdjan and me, dance was an escape from
the reality and horrors of the war in which my country was
involved.  There were not many choices for extra curriculum
activities in Srbac - a small town at the Croatian border
where we grew up and lived until 2001. Something that
could bring teenagers eager to learn and prove themselves
into one place was missing. It was realized with the opening
of a dance club - Ritam [Rhythm Eng. word] in 1994/95.
Even today, when I hear the beats of Latin music I
remember the happy moments in a not so happy country at
that time. Dance helped me to store the difficult childhood in
a drawer which I locked deep in my heart in order to move
forward.
FRIENDSHIP
Ivana and I shared the same school desk in the Grammar
School in Banja Luka, and 2001 is the year when our
friendship actually begun. From that moment, her memories
are mine, and my memories are hers. Although we did not
spend our childhood in the same city, by sharing the stories
about it, she helped me to relive some important moments of
her growing up in Mrkonjic Grad. Her memories about her
birthplace was interrupted by leaving it and moving to Banja
Luka.This happened shortly before 10 October 1995 when
the town fell into the hands of the enemy army.  When she
moved with her family, she did not expect that her friends
and neighbours would join them soon.The friends share
everything, both good and bad memories.
BROTHER
When I was one year and ten months old, I got my brother
Srdjan. My parents told me that I was not impressed by the
arrival of the baby in the family, even though I was prepared
for that. I was too little to understand his significance in our
life. Despite the initial denial of his arrival, I got the best
companion for playing, and later, the best friend in my life.
SCHOOLGIRL
Moving from one place to another which involves the change of
Grammar School was difficult for me as a 17-year-old schoolgirl.
Just as I got used to the classmates and teachers in the Grammar
School in Srbac, I needed to prepare for the new school. Fitting
into the class which already acted as a unit was my biggest
challenge. From Grammar School I came out stronger, and
already prepared for the new beginning - entering university.
Changing the schools encouraged me not to be afraid of new and
unknown.
STUDENT
Architecture was the love which my father implanted first in me,
and later in my brother. We grew up surrounded by all sorts of
papers and sketches so it was highly unlikely not to fall in love
with it. Although he never said anything or exerted an influence
on us, he secretly hoped that my brother and I will follow his
footsteps. I realized that when I became a student of
architecture at the University of Banja Luka.
TRAVELLING
To travel from one country to another, the letters and postcards do not
need visas. They were necessary for the citizens of Bosnia and
Herzegovina until 2011 if they wanted to visit somebody outside the
borders of ex-Yugoslavia, and they are still necessary for some countries.
Visas restrict people's desire to move freely, and learn about other people
and cultures. During the recent war it was not possible to leave the
country. Only letters, postcards, and parcels were only travelling without
restrictions integrating the people who were in a war zone and those
outside it.  Today when I can travel and the war is the past, I have not
forgotten those who are in difficult life situations with numerous
restrictions, and eagerly await for the support and help from others.
MARKO
The recent war forced Marko to call Banja Luka his second
home. When I asked him 'is there anything that you have that
can help me to describe your growing up in Tito's Drvar', he
gave me a half-empty album with several photographs. I had
a look at a few pages, and closed it. It was painful for me to
watch the album further. Marko is not the only one who was
born in the country that does not exist anymore, and grew up
in the town which does not carry that name, as there are
several thousands of addresses in Banja Luka where the
same story can be heard.
FAMILY
Home is at the address where the family is. Addresses can be
changed but not the family which we acquire at our birth. My
parents and my brother who is twenty-two moths younger than
me make my family.
Figure 6.2 The final map of Banja Luka is produced by overlaying the cartographic maps dating from 1978 with my personal memory map.
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Photo made by Kieran Baxter Photo made by Kieran Baxter
* Kieran Baxter is a PhD Candidate at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and Design, University of Dundee. His research is practice-based and draws from a background 
in the visual arts specializing in animation, digital media and aerial photography.  See more:  http://www.topofly.com/
Figure A-1 Each wall of the exhibition space belongs to one map type [either spy, cartographic, tourist or my own memory maps].
Figure A-2  Viva exhibition -  view from the entrance towards the central wall Figure A-3 Viva exhibition -  view towards the wall where the cartographic maps are exhibited
Figure A-4 Viva exhibition -  view towards the entrance of the exhibition space Figure A-5 Viva exhibition - view towards the wall on which my memory maps are exhibited
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                                           VIVA EXHIBITION
The exhibition was a part of the Viva Exam. It was divided into 
two parts:
•	 the collection of the maps of Banja Luka that are 
identified in European museums, archives and 
libraries, and
•	 my own memory maps.
The collection of the maps is categorized as the spy, cartographic 
and tourist maps where each map type occupied one of the 
four walls in the exhibition space. Spy maps show the visual 
inspections of the Austrian mapmakers during their secret 
visit to Banja Luka. Moving from left side of the central wall to 
right, the spy maps are pinned in the following way:
•	 the first row shows the maps produced slightly before 
the official establishment of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
in this territory [around 1780s] recording the network 
of roads and the rivers that were seen as the hindrances 
- possible directions -  to reach Banja Luka. 
•	 the second, third, fourth and fifth rows illustrate the 
maps which were closely related to Banja Luka Battle 
in 1737. Even though these maps were produced in 
the same year, they record Banja Luka in characteristic 
manners because of the different memories of Austrian 
mapmakers.
•	 the last row shows the maps on which, besides a 
ground floor plan of Banja Luka fortress, there is its 
drawing section which provided useful information 
in the process of planning the attack on the fortress 
where the Ottoman army was located.
Next to the spy maps on the same wall, there is a poster showing 
a map timeline - a research tool - where all the maps are put in 
relation to the political and social regime, map type and map 
index.
Cartographic maps of Banja Luka were pinned on the left wall 
of the exhibition space. Moving from the left side of the wall to 
the right, the maps are arranged as follows:
•	 map from 1881/84 [The Austro-Hungarian 
Monarchy], 
•	 map from 1900/05 [The Austro-Hungarian 
Monarchy], 
•	 map from 1942 [The Independent State of Croatia], 
•	 map from 1948 [The Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia], and 
•	 map from 1978 [The Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia].
Each map shows the official view of the certain political and 
social regime. The maps dating from 1881/84, 1948 and 1978 
are produced in several sections which I put together because 
of the purpose of the research. One of the sections was pinned 
on the wall above the map in order to show the way in which 
the map originally stored.
Tourist maps are actually the cartographic maps but I called 
them like that because of their purpose of creation and kept 
them on the separate [back] wall of the exhibition space.  They 
record only a street grid of Banja Luka with the prominent 
buildings of that time. The upper left map was produced 
during the Kingdom of Yugoslavia around 1936, while other 
maps were produced during the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia around 1950s. Pinned on the same wall, these maps 
show that each regime selected and defined different buildings 
as the prominent ones in Banja Luka.
My own memory maps present the second part of the 
exhibition, occupying the right wall of the exhibition space. 
There are two map types: 
•	 collective memory map
•	 personal memory map
The collective memory map is placed on the right side of the 
wall showing Banja Luka that no longer exists. Next to this 
map, there are four A3 panels which give more information 
about certain places located on this map. The left side of the 
wall was reserved for the personal memory maps showing 
Banja Luka that I remember. The central part of the wall shows 
that besides Banja Luka, there are other cities which hold their 
place in my memory.
The principal aim of the exhibition was to visualize the 
research presented in this thesis. This is achieved through the 
spatial relationship between different maps showing the whole 
process of research.
Fig. A-1
Fig. A-3
Fig. A-4
Fig. A-5
Fig. A-2
Fig. A-6
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Fig. A-8
Fig. A-9
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Figure A-6 Spy maps of Banja Luka and  map timeline which puts the maps in relation to 
political and social regime, map type and map index are pinned on the central wall of the exhibition space.
Figure A-7 The selected cartographic maps of Banja Luka are  shown chronologically, ranging from1881/84 to 1978 . 
They show the official view of the political and social regime under which rule they were produced.
Figure A-8 Tourist maps produced during the Kingdom of Yugoslavia [upper left] and the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia [upper right, lower left and lower right] record a street grid of Banja Luka with its prominent  buildings. 
Figure A-9  My own memory maps are produced as a need to show Banja Luka that I imagine and remember.
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                           LIST OF INSTITUTIONS
   
                                   Bosnia and Herzegovina
The Archives of the Republic of Srpska [Arhiv Republike Srpske], Banja Luka.
JU Museum of the Republic of Srpska [JU Muzej Republike Srpkse], Banja Luka.
The Republic Administration for Geodetic and Property Affairs, the Republic of 
     Srpska [Republička Uprava za Geodetske i Pravne Poslove, Republika Srpaska], 
     Banja Luka.
The Republic Institute for Protection of Cultural, Historical and Natural Heritage of 
     the Republic of Srpska [Republički Zavod za Zaštitu kulturno-istorijskog i 
     prirodnog naslijeđa Republike Srpske], Banja Luka.
The National Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina[Zemaljski Muzej Bosne i 
     Herzegovine], Sarajevo.
The Archives of Bosnia and Herzegovina [Arhiv Bosne i Herzegovine], Sarajevo.
The National and University Library of Bosnia and Herzegovina[ Nacionalna 
     Univerzitetska Biblioteka Bosne i Herzegovine], Sarajevo.
The Sarajevo Historical Archives [Historijski Arhiv Sarajevo].
            
                                                       Austria
The Austrian State Archives [Österreichisches Staatsarchiv], Vienna. 
The Austrian National Library [Österreichische Nationalbibliothek], Vienna.
 
                                                 Hungary
The National Széchényi Library [Országos Széchényi Könyvtár], Budapest.
The National Archives of Hungary [Archívum Magyar Nemzetilevéltár Archivum], 
     Budapest.
The Museum of Military History [Hadtörténeti Intézet és Múzeum], Budapest.
The Hungarian National Museum [Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum], Budapest.
                                              Turkey
The National Library of Turkey [Milli Kütüphane Başkanlığı], Ankara.
The General Directorate of States Archives of the Prime Ministry of the Rpublic of  
     Turkey, [Başbakanlık Devlet Arşivleri Genel Müdürlüğü], Instanbul.
                                              Serbia
The Archives of Serbia [Arhiv Srbije], Beograd.
The Archive of Yugoslavia [Arhiv Jugoslavije], Beograd.
The National Library of Serbia [Narodna Biblioteka Srbije], Beograd.
The Military Geographical Institute[Vojnogeografski Institut Srbije], Beograd.
                                             
                                              Slovenia
The National and University Library in Ljubljana [Narodna in univerzitetna knjižnica], 
      Ljubljana.
                                                Croatia
The Croatian State Archives [Hrvatiski Državni Arhiv], Zagreb.
The National and University Library in Zagreb [Nacionalna i Sveučilišna Knjižnica u 
     Zagrebu].
                                          United Kingdom
The British Library, London.
The National Archives, London.
The National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh.
The National Archives of Scotland, Edinburgh.
                                              France
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Archives Nationales d’outre mer, Paris.
The National Library of France [Bibliothèque National de France], Paris.
                                           Germany
The German Federal Archives [Das Bundesarchiv], Koblenz.
The German National Library [Deutsche National Bibliothek], Frankfurt am Main.
                                               Spain
The National Library of Spain [Biblioteca Nacional de Espana], Madrid.
                                        The Czech Republic
                                           
The National Library of the Czech Republic [Národní Knihovna České Republiky], 
      Prague.
The Moravian Library in Brno [Moravská Zemská Knihovna v Brně].
The National Archives [Narodni Archiv], Prague.
The Map collection of the Faculty of Science - Charles University in Prague.
The 1900 Collection Maps and Plans of Yesteryear.
                                           Out of Europe
The Library of Congress [Geography and Map Division], Washington, United States.
The New York Public Library [Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division], 
     United States. 
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THE COLLECTIVE MEMORY MAP OF BANJA LUKA
Legend:
Buildings were demolished due to different reasons such as war,
earthquake and etc.
Displaced Streets
Tributary Crkvena was buried underneath the new road in 1962.
Railway was moved from the city centre in 1968.
* It remains on the outskirt of Banja Luka.
Ive Lole Ribara St [1970-present]
Street Names that were changed
* Each political and social regime was in the habit of renaming
 the street in order to suit its own agenda.
30 Map of Banja Luka 1948
d/4 A Map of Banja Luka 1881/84
105 Map of Banja Luka 1978
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Current Street Names   Former Street Names
1. Residential and Commercial Building  - Titanic [1953- 1970]
2. Grammar School -  Realka [1898-1970]
3. City Park - Svetislav Tisa Milosavljevi? [1930/31- 1941/45]
4. Toma Radulovi?'s House / Kastl's Corner / Albania Building [before 1878-1957]
5. Balkan Hotel / Cafe [1891/1894-1930]
6. Pharmacy of Family Bramer [ after 1881 and before 1898/99-1930]
7. Toma Radulovi?'s House; Serbian Primary School; Serbian Orthodox Seminary Building - Bogoslovija
    [before 1878-1930]
8. Main Railway Station - Stanica Grad [1891-1968]
9. Moske Poljkan's Building [around 1889-destroyed in1954]
10. Abraham Salomon Poljokan / Brace Poljokan's Building [around 1889-1954]
11. Guiseppe Vitta Salom's Building; Isidor Salom Sarafi?'s Building  [1889-1954]
12. Bosna Hotel  [1875/95- 1970]
13. Serbian Orthodox Church - Crkva Svete Trojice [1925/29-1941]
14. ???????????????'s Building  [at the beginning of XIX century - after 1969]
15. The Building of Jewish Temple - Zgrada Jevrejskog Templa; Home of Sephardic Ritual -
      Zgrada Sefardskog obreda,1936/37-partly destroyed 1941; Newspaper and Publishing Company - Glas
      [1946 in the part of building that remained - completely destroyed 1969]
16. The Building of Croatian Cultural Society - Nada; Yugoslav National Army Building [1945-1973];
      [1923-partly destroyed after 1969]
17. ???????? / ?????????Building; State Insurance Agency - from 1945  [at the end of XIX century - after 1969]
18. Old Catholic Perish Church [1859-1891]
19. Muti??????????/ Pffaff [1913-after 1969]
20. ??????????? [from 1945 - School for Midwives; Medical School; Red Cross; Institute for Social Work]
      [1913 - partly damaged 1969 and completely destroyed 2002]
21. ?????? / ??????? Building / Elite Cafe [at the beginning of XX century - after 1969]
22. Hotel Austria [1896/98-after 1969]
23. ???????????????????????????????????Building [at the beginning of XX century- 1980]
24. Sport Court - Sofka [1956/57-2002]
25. Old Orthodox Perish Church - So?estvija Sv Duha [1879-1927]
26. Girl's High School,1898/99 -1924; State Girl's High School, 1924-28;Teacher's School - Preparandija,
      1924-26; Boarding Teacher's School, 1925-34; Banovina's National Museum, 1931-34; Grammar School
      for Boys, 1946-48; Vocational School from 1948;  [1898/99-partly destroyed 1970]
27. District Office for Workers Insurance; Communal Agency for Social Insurance
      District's Hospital Fund [1924 [enlarged - 1936,1960 and 1982] - partly destroyed after 1969]
28. Old Cathedral -  Sv Bonaventura  [1883-after 1969]
29. Private School for Nuns - Presvjete Dragocjene Krvi Isusove; Economy - Commercial
      High School,1960-1981;  [1903-after 1969]
30. Railway Station - Kraljev Drum  [1891-1968]
31. Old Railway Station - ?????????? [1872/72-2002]
32. Military Railway Administration Building   [1891- destroyed during WWII]
33.???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
34. ???????????????? / Mosije Poljokan's Building [1897-1969]
35. Military Post Office; Building of Serbian Orthodox Church Community; [1898-1969]
36. Hospital, 36a State Hospital from 1891; 36b Ambulance from 1935; 36c Surgery Pavilion
      from 1936; 36d Pavilion of Infectious Disease from 1938; [1891/92-1970]
37. Mosque - Arnaudija  [1594/95 -1993]
38. ????????????????????Building - Hastahana [during the Ottoman Empire-1976]
39. Medical High School  [1948-1969]
40. Credit Bank - Branch Office Banja Luka [1910-1970]
41. State Bank - Landesbank [1910-1970]
42. ??????'s Palace [1946-1970]
43. ??????????????Building  [1913-1969]
44. Vuk Grahovac's Building [1913-1969]
45. Hauzaga ???????????? / Naum ?? ????????????????? Serbian Credit Office
      [1913 [partly destroyed 1944] - completely destroyed after 1969]
46. Isak Salmon Levi Poljokan's Building [restored 1936] - [before 1880-1970]
47. Department Store - Nama  [after 1945-after1969]
48. Town Marketplace - ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
49. Baum Palace / [Rafaela] Leon Levi Dudo Poljokan's Building
      [at the end of Austro-Hungarian Monarchy-1944]
50.  Marketplace - Bezistan [1873 [covered 1907]-1944]
51. Muslim Reading Room - Kiraethana  [1890/94-1941/45]
52. Mosque - Ferhadija  [1579/80-1993]
53. ?????????House; Girls' Vocational School; Hospital for Skin and Venereal Diseases; [1918-1969]
54. Student Dormitory - Prosvjetin  [at the end of XIX century-1944]
55.????????????????????????????????????????????????
56. Prison -  Crna Ku?a [1887/89-after 1969]
57.??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
      1936-45; ????????????????????????????????????School from 1945; [1885-1970]
58. County Office,1907-1941/45; ???????????????????????????; [1907-1970]
59. Tax Administration [at the beginning of XX century-1970]
60. Municipality Building; City Government , 1941-1945; Municipal Secretariat for
       Internal Affairs, 1945-1961; Student Dormitory from 1961; [1931[enlarged 1938;1940]-1970]
61. ????????????????????????????????????????????
62. State Vocational School for Boys; Technical High School from 1939;
      [1928/30[enlarged 1933,1935] - after 1969]
Demolished Buildings
Mar??????????????????[Bvd] [1945-1992]; Ante Paveli?????????????????????????????[1941-1945]; Kralja Aleksandra Bulevar [Blvd] and Kralja Petra Bulevar [Blvd] [1918-1941]; Kaiser Strasse [1878-1918]A Petar I Kara???????????? [1992-present]
B  Mladen Stojanovi????  [1945-present]
C  Veselina Masle?? St  [1945-present]
D  Bana Milosavljevi?????  [1992-present]
E  Gajeva St [1918-present]
F   I.F. Juki??????[1957-present]
G  Radulovi????? ??????[1992-present]
H  Vase Pelagi??????[1945-present]
I    Nikole Pa????????[1992-present]
J  Kninska St [1992-present]
K  Petra Ko??????? [1945-present]
L  Vidovdanska St [1992-present]
M  Nikola Tesla St [1945-present]
N  Aleja Jovana Du?????[Aly] [1992-present]
O  Zmaj Jovina St [1945-present]
P  ???????????? St [1945-present]
Q  Kralja Nikole St [1992-present]
R  Vojvode Mom???? St [1992-present]
S  Skendera Kulenovi?? St [1992-present]
T  does not exist
 Kralja Zvonimira St [1941-1945]; Kralja Petra Put [Rd] [1918-1941];
 Mile Budaka St [1941-1945]; Kralja Alfonsa St [1918-1941]; Herrn Gasse [1878-1918]
??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? [1918-1941]; Herrn Gasse [1878-1918]
Bra?e?????????St [1945-57]; Juk?????????[1918-1945]; Engel Gasse [1878-1918]
D?????????[1918-1992]
Dr Filipa ???????? St [1941-1945]; Vase Pelagi?? St [1918-1941]; Gisela Gasse [1878-1918]
?????????????t [1945-1992]; Kralja????????????????? [1941-1945]; Vojvode Putnika St [1918-1941]; Valerie Gasse [1878-1918]
Ruzveltova/Br??? Lastri????? [1945-1992]; ????????????????? St [1941-1945]; Kneza Arsena St [1918-1941]
?????????????????????? [1941-1945]; ??????va St [1918-1941]; Rudolf Strasse [1878-1918]
Vilke Vinterhaltera Street[1968-1992]
????????????????????? [1941-1945]; Nikole Tesle St [1918-1941]
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? Stepe [Aly] [1918-1941]
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Muderiza St [1941-1945]; ?????????????[1918-1941]
???????????????? [1945-1992]; ?????????????????????????? [1941-1945]; ???????????????? [1918-1941]
AB Ive Lole Ribara St [1945-present]
BC Milana Raki?????? [1992-present]
CD Jevrejska St [1992-present]
DE Kralja Alfonsa XIII [1992-present]
EF  Srpska St [1992-present]
FG Dr T. Lazerevi?? St [1992-present]
GH Vojvode Radomira Putnika St [1992-present]
HI   Aleja Svetog Save [Aly] [1992-present]
IJ   Vuka Kara????? St [1992-present]
JK  Gr???????[1992-present]
KL  Branka Radi??????????[1945-present]
LM Ive Andri??????[1992-present]
MN Maksima Gorkog St [1002-present]
NO Save Mrkalja St [1992-present]
OP Milana Tepi???[1992-present]
PQ Bra??????????????[1992-present]
QR Zdrave Kodre St [1945-present]
RS Marije Bursa?????[1945-present]
ST  does not exists
TU  Bulevar Cara Du?????[Bvd] [1962-present]
UV  does not exist
VW Trzni???????[1992-present]
WX Zdravka ???????[1945-present]
XY Bra?????????????????????????[1992-present]
YZ  Patrijarha M. Sokolovi???[1918-present]
ZY  Me??????? ?????[1992-present]
YX  Simeuna ?????[1992-present]
XW 22 April St [1945-present]
WV Solunska St [1992-present]
VU Isaije Mitrovi???[1992-present]
UT  Patre [1992-present]
TS  Cara Lazara St [1992-present]
???????????????????? St  [1941-1945]; ????????????????? [1918-1941]
??????????????????????????? [1945-1992]; ??????????????????? [1941-1945]; Poenkareova St [1918-1941]; Verbas Gasse [1878-1918]
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? [1941-1945]; Princa Pavla St  [1918-1941]; Albrechts Gasse [1878-1918]
Fra???????????????????????????? [1945-1992]; Frankopanska St [1918-1945]; Georgs Gasse [1878-1918]
??????????????????? [1918-1992]; Salvator Gasse [1878-1918]
??????????????? [1945-1992]; ??????????????????????? [1941-1945]; ?????????????????? [1918-1941]
????????????????? [1945-1992]; Kralja Tvrtka St [1941-1945]; Kod Hipotekarne Banke [1918-1941]
Aleja JNA [Aly] [1945-1992]; Aleja Kralja Tomislava [Aly] [1941-1945]; Aleja Vojvde ????????????????[Aly] [1918-1941]
???????????????????????????????????????????? St [1941-1945]; Kneza Arsena St [1918-1941]
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Put [Rd]  [1918-1941]
??????????????? [1918-1941]
QR
RS
Bulevar Lenjina [Bvd]  [1945-1992]
Strosmajerova St  [1918-1992]
Ive Andri
?
? St  [1992-present]
TU
UV
Maksima Gorkog St  [1992-present]
????????????????? St  [1918-1992]; ?????????????????????????? [1941-1945]; Petra???????????????????? [1918-1941]
?????????????????????????? [1941-1945]; Petra???????????????????? [1918-1941]
????????????????? St  [1918-1992]; ?????????????????????????? [1941-1945]; Petra???????????????????? [1918-1941]
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
Vladimira Nazora St [1945-1992]; Kvaternikova St  [1941-1945]; ???????????????? [1918-1941]; Bahnhof Strasse [1878-1918]
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? St [1941-1945]; B???e???????a St [1918-1941];
??????????????????????t [1941-1945]; Brijanova St [1918-1941
????????????????????? [1941-1945]; Cara Nikolaja II St [1918-1941]
Hajduk Veljka St [1945-1969]; Ek?????????????????? [1941-1945]; Hajduk Veljka St [1918-1941]
VW
Trzni??? St [1941-1945];
????????????????? [1941-1945]; ????????t  [1918-1941]
????????????????????? [1945-1992]; ???????????????????????t [1941-1945]; Kraljice Marije St [1918-1941]; Elisabeth Gasse [1878-1918]
??????????????????????????
XW
???????????????????????? [1945-1992]; ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? [1945-1992]; ?????????????????? [1941-1945]; ???????????????????? [1918-1941]
Biskupa ??????????????????[1945-1941];  ?????????????????? [1918-1941];
Enver???????????????????????????? [1945-1992]; ???? ???????????????? [1941-1945];
Br???????????????? [1945-1992]; Hasana Kjafij????????????? [1941-1944]; Klemansoova St [1918-1941]
Dr Vase Butozana St [1945-1992];
This plan records the buildings and streets that exist only in historical plans, photographs, texts, municipal records, and in this way constitutes the collective memory of Banja Luka.
36a
36c
36d
36b
Kasima Had??????? [1945-1992]; ????????????? [1941-1945]; ??????????????????????[1918-1941]
ST
Map of Banja Luka 1942
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BANJA LUKA: CONTEMPORARY, EXISTING WITH MY HIGHLIGHTS AND
B1. Milenko's friend design project - Goran Pilipovic
[2003-2013]
B2. Ivana's friend exhibition [16 September 2009]
B3. Theatre Performance - Gospodja Ministarka
      Marko and Jelena [27 May 2012]
B4. Marko's friend home [2000-present]
B5. Dance competitions
      Jelena and Srdjan [1998-2003]
B6. Srdjan and Vedrana's Wedding [30 May 2015]
B7. Graduation Ceremony
      Ivana and Jelena [10 May 2003 ]
B8. The promotion of a monograph about Israel [30
December 2013]
B9. Milenko's former workplace [1996-2006]
B10.  Srdjan and Vedrana's religious wedding  [30
May 2015]
B11.  Srdjan's Architecture Practice [June -
September 2004]
B12.  My friend studied Medicine [2003-2014]
B13.  My Family's Home
          Milenko [2001-present]
          Brana    [2001-present]
          Jelena   [2001-present]
          Srdjan   [2001-2011]
B14.  Ivana's Wedding [31 August 2014]
B15.  My Birth Certificate [6 March 1984-present]
B16.  Underground Club [2009-2011]
B17.  Milenko's friend design project - ARS Studio
[2009-2012]
B18.  Srdjan's workplace [2015-present]
B19.  Nursery in which my neighbour went
[2003-2008]
B20.  Post Office where I received the most
         important letter [June 2011]
B21. Srdjan's Architecture Practice [June-August
2007]
B22. Shoemaker who made my dancing shoes
[1999-2003]
B23. Student Project [September  2006-February
2007]
B24. Economic High School in which Brana went
[1975-1979 ]
B25. Milenko's friends design - A+B Studio
[2012-2015 ]
B26. My friend's workplace [2010-present]
B27. High School place for going out
        Ivana and Jelena  [2001-2003]
B28. Coffe Break with friends  [2009-2012]
B29. The place where I do shopping
[2011-present]
B30. Milenko's friends design - A+B Studio
[2012-2015]
B31. Brana's former workplace [2002-2009]
B32. My favourite place with the best cakes
[2010-present]
B33. Grammar School
        Marko [1997-2001]
        Ivana   [1999-2003]
        Jelena [2001-2003]
        Srdjan [2001-2004]
B34. Marko's former family home [1995-2001]
B35. The place where I buy fruits and vegetables
[2001-present]
B36. Ivana's Family Home [2002-2014]
B37. Ivana's New Home [2014 - present]
B38. Milenko's friends from Israel [2015-present]
B39. The Faculty of Architecture
        Milenko  [1998-present]
        Jelena    [2003-2009]
        Ivana      [2003-2009]
        Srdjan    [2004-2010]
B40. Marko's new home [2010-present]
B41. Brana's mother and sister home
[2011-present]
B42. Srdjan's new family home [2012-present]
B43. Ivana's former family home [1995-2002]
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NATIONALITY
Who are you? I remembered the day when one of my
classmates asked me this question. Being an 8-year-old girl, I
did not understand what he was asking me even though the
war was already knocking on our door. I briefly responded:
'Jelena'. He made a grimace and said angrily: 'I am not asking
you about your name but about your nationality'. Then I was
stunned wondering who I am? The question about 'who we
are' was mostly misinterpreted during the difficult times in my
country, creating the hatred between people and classifying
them into one side or the other. Any time spent with my family
has taught me who I am, but it has also taught me to stretch
out the hand with an open heart to every person saying 'I am
Jelena', what is your name?
BIRTH CERTIFICATE AND
CITIZENSHIP DOCUMENT
The birth certificate shows that I was born in Banja Luka in
1984 while the citizenship document confirms that I am a
citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, neither document
says that I have not lived in Banja Luka until August 2001 when
I moved from Srbac, and that before becoming the citizen of
Bosnia and Herzegovina I was Yugoslav. Only in my memories
is written:  'I am the resident of Srbac where no longer I live,
and I am the citizen of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia - the country which does not exist anymore'.
DANCE
For my brother Srdjan and me, dance was an escape from
the reality and horrors of the war in which my country was
involved.  There were not many choices for extra curriculum
activities in Srbac - a small town at the Croatian border
where we grew up and lived until 2001. Something that
could bring teenagers eager to learn and prove themselves
into one place was missing. It was realized with the opening
of a dance club - Ritam [Rhythm Eng. word] in 1994/95.
Even today, when I hear the beats of Latin music I
remember the happy moments in a not so happy country at
that time. Dance helped me to store the difficult childhood in
a drawer which I locked deep in my heart in order to move
forward.
FRIENDSHIP
Ivana and I shared the same school desk in the Grammar
School in Banja Luka, and 2001 is the year when our
friendship actually begun. From that moment, her memories
are mine, and my memories are hers. Although we did not
spend our childhood in the same city, by sharing the stories
about it, she helped me to relive some important moments of
her growing up in Mrkonjic Grad. Her memories about her
birthplace was interrupted by leaving it and moving to Banja
Luka.This happened shortly before 10 October 1995 when
the town fell into the hands of the enemy army.  When she
moved with her family, she did not expect that her friends
and neighbours would join them soon.The friends share
everything, both good and bad memories.
BROTHER
When I was one year and ten months old, I got my brother
Srdjan. My parents told me that I was not impressed by the
arrival of the baby in the family, even though I was prepared
for that. I was too little to understand his significance in our
life. Despite the initial denial of his arrival, I got the best
companion for playing, and later, the best friend in my life.
SCHOOLGIRL
Moving from one place to another which involves the change of
Grammar School was difficult for me as a 17-year-old schoolgirl.
Just as I got used to the classmates and teachers in the Grammar
School in Srbac, I needed to prepare for the new school. Fitting
into the class which already acted as a unit was my biggest
challenge. From Grammar School I came out stronger, and
already prepared for the new beginning - entering university.
Changing the schools encouraged me not to be afraid of new and
unknown.
STUDENT
Architecture was the love which my father implanted first in me,
and later in my brother. We grew up surrounded by all sorts of
papers and sketches so it was highly unlikely not to fall in love
with it. Although he never said anything or exerted an influence
on us, he secretly hoped that my brother and I will follow his
footsteps. I realized that when I became a student of
architecture at the University of Banja Luka.
TRAVELLING
To travel from one country to another, the letters and postcards do not
need visas. They were necessary for the citizens of Bosnia and
Herzegovina until 2011 if they wanted to visit somebody outside the
borders of ex-Yugoslavia, and they are still necessary for some countries.
Visas restrict people's desire to move freely, and learn about other people
and cultures. During the recent war it was not possible to leave the
country. Only letters, postcards, and parcels were only travelling without
restrictions integrating the people who were in a war zone and those
outside it.  Today when I can travel and the war is the past, I have not
forgotten those who are in difficult life situations with numerous
restrictions, and eagerly await for the support and help from others.
MARKO
The recent war forced Marko to call Banja Luka his second
home. When I asked him 'is there anything that you have that
can help me to describe your growing up in Tito's Drvar', he
gave me a half-empty album with several photographs. I had
a look at a few pages, and closed it. It was painful for me to
watch the album further. Marko is not the only one who was
born in the country that does not exist anymore, and grew up
in the town which does not carry that name, as there are
several thousands of addresses in Banja Luka where the
same story can be heard.
FAMILY
Home is at the address where the family is. Addresses can be
changed but not the family which we acquire at our birth. My
parents and my brother who is twenty-two moths younger than
me make my family.
